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PREFACE 

The International Seminar on Hydrology and Water Manage-
ment of the Amazon Basin was held in Manaus, Brazil from 5 to 9 
August 1990, under the sponsoring of the International Water Re-
sources Association (IWRA), the Brazilian Water Resources Asso-
ciation (ABRH), UNESCO, UNEP and other national and interna-
tional organizations related to hydrology and waler resources. 

After the meeting an assessment of the different papers 
presented and discussedin Manaus was carried out by the presidentof 
the ABRH and the UNESCO regional hydrologist, upon which it was 
decided that in addition to the publication of all the papers distributed 
during the seminar a book would be edited containing the papers of 
scientific relevance which warranted inclusion in a bibliography for 
future activities in the framework of the UNESCO Humid Tropics 
programme. 

The Editors wish to thank FINEP for their sponsoring of the 
Brazilian authors and to all national and international institutions 
which facilitated research work and preparation of the papers pre-
sentcdbyscientists from each participating country. Lastbutnotleast 
our thanks go to the UNESCO secretarial and publications team for 
their painstaking work and for all the suggestions received during the 
preparation of this book. 

The Edrors 
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ANALYSIS OF ANNUAL MAXIMUM PRECIPITATION SERIES 
FOR XINGU AND TAPAJOS BASINS USING PROBABILITY 

WEIGHTED MOMENTS 

Ferrtanda Da Sen-a Costa and Jo,e Machado Damñ.zjo * 

moo 1 rVOK01 

This paper analyzes annual maximum precipitation series for the Xingu and Tapaos basins 
located both in the Amazon basin. The analysis has the objective of indicating a probability 
distribution function that can be used in design flood calculations for spiliways of large dams in 
the region. Due to the short length of the records in the region and the robustness of the 
estimates of population descriptors (cx: variationand skewness coefficients) based on probabil. 
ity weighted moments, this approach is adopted as the main methodology. 

INTRODUCTION 

Streaxnflow and precipitation extreme frequency analysis are very important parts of the 
design of hydraulic structures like spillways. In the Amazon region these studies face low gauge 
densities and short records lengths. In this situation the hydrologist should not only use information 
spatial trans for techniques, [1] and [2], but also use estimators that are less sensitive to sampling errors. 

In this paper, theresults ofa frequency analysis of annual maximum precipitation series of the 
Tapajos and Xingu basins are presented. The study aimed at the choice of the probability model to 
use in 10000-year precipitation calculations for the design of spiliways for hydroelectric darns located 
in these basins. The two basins will be considered as one homogeneous region for the sake of the 
analysis of the occurrence of extreme precipitation. In order to minimize sampling errots problems, 
the probability weighted moments theory was used. 

PRELIMINARY DATA ANALYSIS 

Data of 86 raingauges from the Xingu and Tapajos basins were available. The beginning of 
the records for the majority of the raingauges was 1970. In general, the records were available up to 
1987. 

Electrical Power Research Center . CEPEL - P. 0. Box 2754 CEP 20001 Rio deJantho, Brazil 
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Water management of the Amazon basin 

Calculation oftheAnnualMaxi..nwnSeries - First, all the dataofyears whichpresentedmissing 
values were eliminated. For each of theremainmg yeass (449 years) annual maximum values for eight 
durations (1,2,3,5, 10,15 30,60 days) were calculated and themonth of the begining of the maximum 
identified. Table 1 shows the frequency of beginning of maximum for each month and duration where 
it can be noted that for any duration more than 92% of the years had beginning of its maximum between 
October and April. Accordingly, it was decided to use a hydrological year stariing in October and not 
to consider the data between May and September. Data of gauges with less than four hydrological years 
were abandoned. After all this, the number of raingauges dropped toSS (yielding a station-density of 
I station for 18000km2). Figure 1 shows location of these gauges. For each duration, it was obtained 
403 hydrological years, yielding a mean record length of 7,33 "years". 

rr 

Figure 1 - Raingauge localirarion 
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Table I - Begining of annual maximum frequency 

MONTH 

DURATION JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
(Days) 

1 0.15 0.15 0.20 0.12 	0.03 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.08 0.10 0.13 

2 0.17 0.20 0.19 0.12 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.06 0.09 0.12 

3 0.17 0.20 0.02 0.10 0.03 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.07 0.13 

5 0.22 0.22 0.17 0.11 	0.03 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.05 0.07 0.11 

10 0.27 0.21 0.15 0.11 	0.03 0.00 0,00 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.06 0.11 

15 0.27 0.2,5 0.16 0.11 	0.02 0.00 0,00 0.01 0.01 0.05 0.05 0.09 

30 0.38 0.23 0.14 0.09 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.04 0.08 0.03 

60 0.53 0.18 0.11 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.09 0.05 0.00 

Stationaray Tests - The check of stationarity of these annual maximum series was verified 
before the frequency studies. Each series was split in two which frequency curves were compared 
using Smirnov test. The significance levels of 1%, 5% and 10% werre used. Table 2 presents for each 
duration the number of rejections for each significance level, and between brackets the probability of 
having this number ofrejections or more under the hypothesis of stationarity and mutual independence. 
It can be concluded, for all the durations, that the set of series is stationary. 
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Table 2 - Number of rejections for each duration and significance level 

DURATION (days) 

Signf 	 1 	2 	3 	5 	10 	15 	30 	60 
Level 

1% 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 

	

(100) 	(100) 	(100) 	(100) 	(100) 	(100) 	(100) 	(100) 

5% 	0 	I 	1 	2 	I 	0 	0 	0 

	

(100) 	(94.3) 	(94.3) 	(77.7) 	(94.3) 	(100) 	(100) 	(100) 

10% 	0 	2 	3 	6 	5 	6 	1 	3 

	

(100) 	(98.0) 	(918) 	(49.3) 	(67.1) 	(49.3) 	(99.7) 	(92.8) 

3. FREQUENCY ANALYSIS 

In this study the region shown in figure 1, Tapajos and Xingu basins, was considered as one 
homgeneous region in terms of extreme precipitation frequencies. On the other hand, the variability 
of the mean values of the extremes distributions is recognized, not only because of the duration, but 
also because of local conditions variations as latitude and altitude. 

The above considerations imply for each duration the homogeneity of the dimensionless 
maximum precipitation, that is the maximum values divided by the mean probability distributions. 
This permits the joint use of all the records in the region in order to infer dimensionless coefficients 
valid for all the region. This type of study traditionally uses conventional variation, skewness and 
kurtosjs coefficients, [3].  Nevertheless the estimation of skewness and kurtosis with extreme short 
length records as those available forthis study, is susceptible to great errors. In order to minimize this 
problem L-Coefficients derived from the Probability Weighted Moments Theory were used [4]. The 
main advantages of using L-Coefficients instead of conventional ones is that its estimations are more 
robust and less sensitive to ocurrences. 

PWM,L-Momepus andL-Coefficienxs - LetZ be a random variable with cdf given by F(z). The 
PWMofZaiedefinedby[5]: 

(1) 
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where p, r and a are real values. 

The conventional moments, E1a], are obtained by (1) making pc=l  .2,... and r and s always equal 
to zero. The complete set of conventional moments totally describe F(z), the use of the first three or 
four moments being natural to describe the main characteristics. 

Another possibility is to work with p=l.  s=O and rO, 1,... to obtain: 

B 7  =M I r.. 
=E[z{F(z)}t] 	 (2) 

Just as with the conventional moments, the complete set B, r=0,1,2,... totally describes F(z) 
and the first three or four values can be used to describe the main characteristics. Note that B 0  = E[z]. 
Just as the description of characteristics like locations, scale and form of F(z) is better done by using 
combinations of the E[z] so that central moments are obtained, there are B combinations which are 
similar with the advantage of being linear. These combinations, called L-Moments are defined in 141 
by; 

Lr + 1= K=O r.k Bk,r=O,l,... 	
(3) 

where: 

(l)r-k( 	
(4) 

In particular we have: 

L 1 =B 0 	 (5) 

L2 =2B 1 -B 0 	 (6) 

L3 =6B 2 -6B,+B0 	 (7) 

L4 =2013 3 -30B2 +12B 1 -B0 	 (8) 

From (5), L 1  = E[z]. [4] showed that L2  is a measure of scale similar to the standard deviation 
and the L-Coefficient of variation is defined by: 

L-CV=L2 /L1 	 (9) 
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[4] showed that L3  is a measure of skewness and L4  of kurtosis. Dividing L and L4  by L2  we 
obtain the L-Coefflcients: 

L-SKEW=L3 /L 	 (10) 

L-KUR =L4 /L2 	 (11) 

The coefficient L-SKEW can only assume values between -1 and 1 and for syrnnletric 
distributions it is zero. Coefficient L-KUR assumes values between -0,25 and 1, and for the uniform 
distribution it is zero. 

LCoefficients Calcu!at ion - For each of the maximum annual series the PWM B, r=0,1,2,3 
were estimated using [4]: 

n 
B r=nl V (12) ( rl 

i- 1 

where n is the length of the series and z., i=1.....n are the ordered series values (z. 15 i i). The 
third order PWM was calculated only for series of more than four values. The L-Moments, L 1 ,L2,L3  
and L4  were estimated by substituting B, in (5) to (8) by its estiniatives. These estimates were 
standardizeciby dividing by4. Then, for each duration regional values for L 2 , L3  and L4  were obtained 
by: 

55 
Z 
=1 Lmigbsd Ic 	r = 43,4,_ 	 (13) 
55 

kl 

where nk  is the record length of the series k. 

Table 3a and 3b show the obtained regional L-Momeins and their corresponding L-
Coefficients. These tables also show between brackets minimum and maximum local estimates. in 
part, the found variability can be explained by the short length of the records and by the possible 
heterogenity in the region. 
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Table 3a - Region U-Moments for annual maximum precipitation in Xingu and Tapajos basins 

DURATION (Days) 

1 	 2 	 3 	 5 

L. 
(0.1661 0.1574 0.1502 0.1442 

-0.0562;0.4936) (-0.0842:0.4545) (-0.0415;0.3889) (-0.0741.0.3648) 

0.0305 0.0215 0.0222 0.0162 
(-0.0664:0.1986) (-0.0985:0.1136) (-0.0693:0.1055) (-0.0943;0. 1054) 

L4  

0.0233 0.0224 0.0234 0.0269 
(-0.1 145;0. 1785) (-0. 1026;0. 1434) (-0.0343:0.1568) (-0.0308;0. 1386) 

L-CV 

0.1661 0.1574 0.1502 0.1442 
(-0.0562:0.4936) (0.0842:0.4545) (0.0415:0.3889) (0.0743;0.3648) 

L-SKEW 

0.1835 0.1367 0.1476 0.1123 
(-0.4154:0.6113) (-0.5909:0.5478) (-0.4161:0.6508) (-0.27660.6863) 

L-KUR 

0.1404 0.1425 0.1558 0.1864 
(-0.4807:0. 6649) (-0.5 l38;0. 6957) (-0.3068:0.7670) (-0. 3740:0. 9020) 

In order to verify the second hypothesis it was investigated if there is a relationship between 
latitude and local L-Coefficients values by grouping the stations in classes of 2 °  latitudes and in less 
or more than the regional value. Table 4 presents for each coefficient and duration the obtained test 
statistics. There was no rejection at the 5% level indicating homogenity. 

7 
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Table 3b - Region L-Momenrs for annual maximum precipitation in Xingu and Tapajos basins 

DURATION (D*ys) 

10 	 15 	 30 	 60 

L2  

0.1437 0.1446 0.1429 0.1450 
(-0.0301:0.3766) (-0.0444;0.3433) (-0.0164:0.3462) (-0.6638:0.3333) 

L 

0.0167 0.0182 0.0123 0.0089 
(.0.1 948;0.0957) (-0.2239;0.1158) (-0.1923:0.0886) (.0.2432;0.0880) 

L. 
0.0241 0.0293 0.0244 0.0164 

(-0.0549;0. 1167) (-J.03 13;0. 1250) (-0.0430:0.1765) (-00678;0,2 182) 

L-CV 

0.1437 0.1446 0.1429 0.1450 
(-0.0301:0.3766) (0.0444;0 3433) (0.0164;0.3462) (0.0638:0.3333) 

L-SKEW 

0.1162 0.1255 0.8586 0.0614 
(-0.5172:0.6(Y78) (.0.4540;0.6774) (-0.5556:0.5185) (-0.7297;I .000) 

L-KUR 

0.1619 0.2025 0.1710 0.1129 
(-0.4474;0.8485) (-0.2903:0.8387) (.0.2553:0.7059) (-0.3529:0.8276) 

Table 4 - Statistics of the contingency test for independence between latitude and L-Coefficiencs 

DURATION (Days) 

L-COEF 	1 2 3 5 	10 15 30 60 

L-CV 	5.82 6.62 3.78 3.46 	1.05 3.19 8.01 2.69 

L-SKEW5.60 3.78 3.10 435 	155 6.04 1.54 751 

L-KUR 8.86 1.32 2.58 1.91 	4.01 5.24 5.68 6.71 

8 
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Rep,ional Distrthuiion - For each duration a general extreme value distribution defined by (14) 
was fitted using the L-Mornents in tables 3a and 3b. 

F( 	
[i -k((z-e)/a)]} , k * 0 

a>Oe 

e+a/k<z<oo 	 sek<O 

- oo<z.<e--aJk 	 sek>0 

- 	 sek=0 

The used estimation equations were: 

k = 7.8590 c + 2.9554 c2 	 (15) 

1L2 

F(l+k)(12)-k 	
(16) 

a 

e L1 + r (1 +) - i] 	 (17) k 

where; 

24 Ln(2) 
CL3LL(3) 	 (18) 

Table 5 presents the obtained parameters and coefficients of variation and skewness. A 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was done with all the series assuming as null hypothesis the regional 
distribution. This hypothesis was never rejected for the 10% level, indicating the homogenity in the 
region. 

9 
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Table 5 - (3EV parameters and coefficients 

DURATION (Days) 

PARAMETERS 

a 0.235 0.238 0.224 0.225 0.223 0.222 0.231 0240 

k -0.021 0.053 0.035 0.092 0.086 0.071 0.136 0.177 

0.859 0.875 0.878 0.889 0.889 0.887 0.895 0.898 

CV 0.310 0.290 0.270 0.260 0.260 0.260 0.260 0.260 

SKEW 1.310 0.840 0.920 0.670 0.700 0.760 0.490 0.330 

CONCLUSIONS 

The results of a frequency analysis for annual maximum precipitation series of Xingu and 
Tapajos basins are presented. Records of 86 ramgauges were available, but because missing values 
and record lengths of less than four years it was only possible to analyze data from 55 raingauges. The 
mean record length for these 55 raingauges was 7,33 "years". It was proved that these series are 
stationary. In spite of the great span of latitude the set of series could be considered as homogeneous 
based on tests of correlation between L-Coefficients and latitude and on regional dimensionless 
distribution tests. 

Finally, the obtained regional skewness indicated a decreasing tendency with the duration, 
starting from 131 for the daily duration. According to the robust tests made in CEPEL [7], these values 
of skewness indicate the use of the Gumbel distribution to calculate the 10000-year precipitation. 
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AN ION BUDGET FOR A "TERRA FIRME" 
RAINFOREST IN CENTRAL AMAZONIA 

M. Critina Forti 
Lycia M. More tra-Nordemann" 

moo I flM I 

This work discusses the ion budget for a "terra firme" rainforest ecosystem in Central Amazonia, 
during two periods of contrasting rainfall. The samples (rainwater, throughfall, litter solution, 
sod solution and river water), were collected during April-May and August-September 1987, 
at Reserva Ducke (257'S, 5958W, near Manaus. The budget indicates that the ionic species 
(Na', K, Mg2 , NH 4  Cl' and S02 4 ) are found mainly in the portions of the hydrological 
Lycles which cross the aerial phytomass and percolate throughout the root zone, showing the 
existence of a closed mineral cycle. - - - - 

INTRODUCTION 

In an ecosystem the cycling of nutrients as well as the processes through which they are lost/ 
retained are important mechanisms to analyze and understand their behavior. Integrated studies on 
cycling and budget of nutrients in small hydrographic basins in the Brazilian Amazonia are few [1,2, 
31 These information are necessary to orient preservation or agricultural exploitation in those 

It is presented an estimation of ion budget for Na, K, Mg2 , Ca2 , NT{, Cl-and SO2  that 
are present in the hydrological part of the nutrients cycle during a wet and a diy season. The samples 
were collected at Reserva Ducke (257'S, 59 058'W) during April-May and August-September 1987. 
For that purpose, samples of rainwater, throughfall, soil solution (20cm and 2 m deep), litter solution 
and river water at Barro Branco Igarapé were collected (Figure 1). 

* 	Aisiscant Researchrr - Instcww de Pesquiso.s Espadais (INPE) - C.P. 515 -12201 Sao Jose dos Canspos, SI', 
Brazil 

Sei-uor Researcher - Incurutode Pesqwso.s Espo.ciais (INPE) -C.P. 515 -12201 Sdojose dos Ganpos, SI', Brad 
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Figure 1 Map showing the Reserva Ducke area and sampling places 

The cations Na4 , K4 , Mg24  and Ca2 were analyzed by atomic absorption spectroscopy, NH 
by potenciometry and the anions (Cl - e SO) by ion liquid chromatography [4]. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The amount of transferred ions in hydrological cycle was obtained from the elemental 
concentration [4] and from the measured or estimated volumes. The rainfall and the river discharge 
were measured. The amount of percolated water in soil was estimated, based on the humidity profile 
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151. It was considered that all precipitated water percolated the first 20cm of soil, and that at 2 m deep 
the volume were 40% of the total incoming. The litter solution was obtained by washing the litter with 
deionized water and the total amount (kg/ha) was estimated from literature [61. The throughfall ion 
budgets are expressed in gross content (Table 1). 

In the soil ion budget, the salution's residence Lime, lateral fluxes and mixture with resident 
waters were not considered. Golley et al [7]  estimated a period of 8 hours for residence time of the 
water from the litter sotutionlayer. Leopoldo et al [8] pointed out thateven though there was no mixture 
with resident waters in the first 30 cm of soil, around 1 m the mixture spent up to 3 weeks to be 
completed. According to Vitousek [9]. in flatregions with forest cover the water flow in the root region 
is mostly vertical. Therefore, the estimated amount of water that percolates through litter layer and 
the first 20cm of soil, must be close to truevalue. However, as the soils are deeper [10], the determined 
amount of ions in the soil solution, gives only an indication of ionsretention throughout the soilprofile. 

It is noted that the ion budget presents significant differences between the two periods. During 
the rain period, a larger ionic depositionoccurs due to high rainfall totals. The water flow through the 
ecosystem is larger too, what makes the leaching more ef'ficienL These two factors are responsible for 
the larger amount of ions in the wet period. 

The throughfa]l ion budget shows the importance, related to rainwater, of the species 
transference from the vegetation cover to the soil. It is noted that the nutrients which return to the soil, 
via throughfall, in the two periods are given by: 90% K and Mg 2 , 70% for Na, between 60% and 

70% for Ca2 , between 25% and 40% for Cl - and 40% for S024 . Around 50% of NW4  returns via 
throughfall during the wet period; during the thy period this ion seems to be absorbed. 

The litter solution and the soil solution (20 cm) are responsible for the major amount of ions. 
It is through the litter solution that happens the main process of nutnents transference from the 
vegetation to the ground [11]. The soil solution from 20cm has larger amounts of ions than that found 
in the others analyzed sections of the hydrological cycle: this variation can be attributed to the 
decomposition and leaching of the litter, which is more effective during the wet period. It is observed 
that the amount of ion species in the soil solution, from 2 in deep, is smaller than that found in the first 
20 cm of soil, what shows clearly that the species were absorbed/retained in the soil superior zone. 
Around 80916 of the vegetation radicular system are on the soil's first 40 cm [3]. 

The outputs via Igarapd are smaller than the inputs through rainwater, which means that the 
system must retain the ions. However, the amounts of elements found either in the rainwater or in the 
Igarapd water are an order of magnitude smaller than those found in the internal sections of the 
hydrological cycle. This behavior indicates that the ionic balance for this ecosystem is less important 
than its internal cycling. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The variation pattern of the ion species in the different sections of thehydrological cycle shows 
that there exists a storage of these ions during the wetperiod. Probably this nutrient surplus is important 
for the ecosystem maintenance during the periods with lower rainfall. It is possible to conclude that 
there exists a short period recycling of nutrients that accompanies the annual variation of the 
hydrological cycle. 
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Table 1 

Elements budget inthe different segments of the hydrological cycle in kgfhaxlO 2- The 
values in boldface are nolmalized for rainwater. 

Rinwaer (C) 	Throughfll (T) 	L,rter olt,on (SE) 
Soil souriOn (SSS: 20cm: SSt 2 m 	River wrer (R) 	Vnlume (V 	I Ih 

N 	J K" 	Mg2" 	 • 	_1 	'l"4 	-, 	Cl- 	 f Vx105 .i..224 
RAIN PERiOD 	 - (ihsx 10   	Lie, 
C 100 IM 1(0 1(0 icu Itt) 100 

123 338 1.29 164 7.44 46.9 - 49.4 17.1 
T 328 1147 1140 207 187 128 148 

403 443 14.7 33.9 13.9 606 74.0 - 16.6 
SE 241 1165 992 88 1398 42 153 

266 45.2 12.8 14.6 104 199 19.9 33 
555 4252 11288 11163 2073 246 1154 2575 

523 438 144 	- 340 183 1 	541 1285 16.6 
SSI 537 21)41 1078 237 177 155 88 

66.0 79.2 13.9 38.9 13.2 716 48.5 6.6 _________ 
R 111 42 16 27 19 56 1 

13.7 161 0.82 438 139 263 0.47 5,88 
DRY PERIOD  
C 1(0 100 107 1(X) ItO Itt) 10) 

26.8 18.3 2.47 1611 203 542 91.0 13.1 
T 276 628 1277 296 64 159 146 

79.6 115 309 473 110 871 133 1117 
SE 	- I) 461 1525 158 1266 76 207 

462 843 36.9 255 	- 257 41.7 188 4.9" 
SSS 420 243 822 1 11 141 225 

121 443 19.9 16.4 234 77.2 205 11.7 
SSI 128 fo 117 38 8 62 ID 

37.1 12.7 2.82 6.11 169 33.8 9.40 4.7 
K 36 15 31 2(1 2 38 7 

103 1 	2.73 1 	0.75 4.81 0.44 20.8 6.59 492 
)ha 181 

The results show that the ions are found mostly in the solution that crosses the aerial phytomass 
and in that which percolates throughout the root zone. The ion budget variation in the different sections 
of the hydrological cycle shows that this kind of ecosystem is self-sustained; so it cannot be subtir3ted. 
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ANALYSIS OF THE STREAMFLOW RECORD EXTENSION FOR 
THE XINGU RIVER AT BABAQUARA 

Maria Elvtra Pineiro Maceira and Jorge Mac hado Dam1zio * 

bSTHACT 

The planning of the development of the Amazon Basin hydropower resources is being done in 
a situation of scarcity of riverfiow data. The majority of the records do notcover more than two 
decades. The more commonly used methodology is the extrapolation (extension) of the 
riverflow records through the use of precipitation data. The hydropower-plant of Babaquara is 
an example. A series with eighteen years of recorded riverfow data has been extended to cover 
fifty-six years. This nper compares the two series (Non-extended and Extended) from the 
point-of-view of the produccibility of the plant. - 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The growth of the Brazilian electrical energy demand for the next decades will be supplied by 
the development of the Amazon Basin hydroelectrical potential. The planning studies considers 
beyond building costs, the productivity of the projects, expressed by the firm energy generation 
capability. For hydro-powerplanta, the firm energy depends on stochastic properties of the strcainflow 
process. For example, high mean streaniflow indicates high generation capability. Variability and 
temporal persistence are another important factors. 

The identification of these properties is based on the streamfiow record, and it is always 
subjected to sampling error, which is higher for short length records. In the Amazon Basin these studies 
face scarcity of data, due to the very recent installation of the gages and existence of energy important 
sub-basins without any installed gage. The more commonly used methodology to face the problem 
is to extend the historical records using precipitation data with conceptual or regression models, [1]. 
The obtained extended series are considered as historical and its stochastic properties define the 
energy generation capability of the projects. 

ELETROBRAS (the Brazilian Government Holding Company for the public electrical sector) 
planning studies consider, for the Babaquara project, a monthly streamfiow record spanning the years 
from 1931 to 1986, [2]. The data corresponding to the 1969-1986 period results from riverfiow 
measures done in Altamira, a gage near the project. The data for 1931 to 1968 were obtained by 
regression riverfiow and basin precipitation. 

Ekctricd Power Research Center - CEPEL - P.O. Box 2754 - CEP 20001 Rio dejaneiro, Brai! 
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Table I compares sample mean, standard deviation and lag-one autocorrelation annual 
statistics of the extended andnon-extended series. It is clearly seen that the annual correlation structure 
has been modified by the extension process. 

Table I - Annual statistics for non-extended and extended historicals records - Babaquara project 

HISTORICAL MEAN STANDARD CORRELATION 
RECORDS (m 3/s) DEVIATION (m3/s) 

Non-extended 8213. 1827. 0.23 

Extended 8030. 1632, 0.00 

The purpose of this paper is to present the consequences of this difference in the assessment 
of the B abaquara project energy potential. This is done using the periodic auto-regressive model (PAR 
(p 1 . .. p), [3], described by: 

IZ t 	m I 
am jat (1) 

where: 
Z 	is a seasonal series of period S 

is the time indice t=l .2.....SN. a function of the year T 
(F=l,2 .... N)andseasonm(m=l,2,  ... S) 

s 	is the number of seasons (S=12 for monthly series) 
N 	is the number of years 

is the seasonal mean 
is the seasonal standard deviation 
is the auto-regressive operator of order p 

'(B) 	(1-0 1 B - ø2 B 2 ...01mm B') 
B' operated on Z yields Z ,  (B'.Z1=Z1 ) 

p 	is the order of the auto-regressive operator of season m 
is a Gaussian white noise series, with zero mean and variance a 2(m). 
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2. PAR (p1 , p2,..., p12) MODEL FIT TO THE EXTENDED 

I-HSTORICAL RECORD 

The methodology presented in [3] was used for model fitting. Previously, data ofeach month 
was transformed using the Box-Cox equation, [4]: 

, 	(z+ i)Arn 	 (2a) 

= 

Z L =lnZt tfl*0 	 (2b) 

where X.  was chosen to turn out the sample skewness null. The order of the AR operator of 
each month was obtained by the analysis of the monthly partial autocorrelation function and the 
parameters were estimated using an adaptation of the Yule - Walker equations [3]. The model 
adequacy was verified by testing the randomness and normality of the residuals, using Pormanteau [6], 
and sample skewness 51, tests. Table 2 shows . values, p values, the Portmanteau statistics (Q,,,) 
and the sample skewness (Yrn)  of the residuals, for each month. For all the months the residuals can 
be considered free of temporal dependence and only for the monthsof June and December theresiduals 
presented significant skewness. 

The fitted model was used to produce a synthetic trace of 1120 years. Table 3 presents monthly 
and annual means, standard-deviations and lag-one autocorrelations for the extended historical and 
synthetic series. This table indicates that the fitted model can well represent the main moments of the 
extended historical series. Only this does not imply that the fitted model can be used in the electric 
sector planning studies. The model assessment should also include a comparison between the 
historical and the synthetic frequency distributions for random variables related with drought. 

Table 2 - PAR (p) model fitted to the extended historical record - Babaquara Project. The 
asterisks indicate rejection at 1% level. 

MONTH X. P. mj 

JAN -0.1143 6 	- 6.13 - 0.429 
FEB -0.43489 1 15.48 - -0.818 
MAR 0.0454 1 20.43 -0.001 
APR 0.5130 7 4.70 -0.103 
MAY 0.4197 7 9.21 0,754 
JUN 0.2753 1 20.68 1.830* 
JUL -1.5000 5 13.23 -0.254 
AUG -1.9084 10 6.18 -0.393 
SEP -1.3225 2 15.30 0.699 
OCT -0.7605 6 6.46 -0.129 
NOV -0.3070 12 2.89 0.405 
DEC 0.2051 4 14.31 1.390* 
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Table 3 - Main moments of the strearnflow record. Babaquara Project. Historic Extended; 
syntheuc: produced by the model fitted to the extended historic. 

MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION LAG-ONE 

(m'/s) (mi/s) AUTOCOR.RELATION 

MONTH 

HISTORIC SYNTHETIC HISTORIC SYNTHFI1C HISTORIC SYNTHETIC 

JAN 7134. 7169. 2836. 2963. 0.58 0.59 
FEB 13301. 13333. 4567. 4767. 0.85 0.92 
MAR 18816. 18933. 5283. 5436. 0.86 0.86 
APR 20654. 20626. 5250. 5079. 0.37 0.40 
MAY 16643. 16512. 5436. 5352. 0.90 0.88 
JUN 7859. 7836. 2669. 2690. 0.98 0.98 
JUL 2753. 2778. 661. 868. 0.18 0.19 
AGO 1521. 1526. 324. 379. 0.95 0.88 
SEP 1101. 1103. 215. 240. 0.92 0.94 
OCT 1176. 1183. 307. 330. 0.47 0.38 
NOV 1921. 1919. 588. 597. 0.83 0.85 
DEC 3479. 3498. 1024. 1025. 0.73 0.79 

ANNUAL 8030. 8041. 1632. 1690. 0.00 0.07 

A drought can be characterized using the concept of negative run, that is, a time sequence of 
values less than pre-specified levels (for example, the monthly means) preceded and followed by 
values greater than these levels, as shown in figure 1. 

There are variables related to a negative run which are of special interesu sum, length and 
intensity. 

Obtaining these values for each negative run in the historical series yields a sample for each 
variable. The same calculations performed with the synthetic traces result in three other samples and 
the hypothesis that their historical counterpart sample was sampled from the same population can be 
tested. 

Another random variable which was considered in the model assessment is the partial sum, S 

(Z-i) 	 (3) 
j= I 
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Figure 1 Negative Run 

where: 

1 	is the long term mean 

isaconstant,O<<1 

In figure 2 the values d, d.2,... are observations of a random variable called deficit. Rippi 
proposed to use the maximum deficit observed in the historical series as the design capacity for a 
regulation reservoir. A model oriented for energy sector studies should produce synthetic traces that 
yields maximum deficit sample frequency distnbstion in agreement with the historicalvalue. 

Tables 4 and 5 compare historical and synthetic values for drought related variables, showing 
the compatibility between the extended historical series and the series produced by the model fitted 
toit. It is interesting to verify if this compatibility also occurs if historical values are obtained from 
the only actualy measured record. Tables 6 and 7 show that, with the exception of the run length, this 
compatibility exists. 
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Figure 2 - Partial sums 

Table 4 - Main moments and Kolmogorov-Smimov Lests for drought variables. 
Historical record: Extended; synthetic series: generated by the model fitted to the extended 

historical record. The critical value for a 5% test is between brackeLs. 

SERIES MEAN STANDARD 	SAMPLE 	MAXIMUM MINIMUM TEST 

DEVL&110N STATISTIC 

NEGATIVE RUN SUM 

HISTORICAL 11876. 14794. 	 56 81722. 0.861 
SYNTHETIC 9020. 12777. 	1414 85541. 0.043 0.160 

(0.1 85) 

NEGATIVE RUN LENGTH 

HISTORICAL 6.9 6.0 	 56 33 1 - 

SYNTHETIC 5.4 5.3 	 1414 38 1 6220 
(9.490) 

NEGATWE RUN INTENSITY 

HISTORICAL 1429. 1177, 	 56 4821. 0.861 - 

SYNTHETIC 1322. 1335. 	1414 9280. 0.430 0.111 

(0.185) 
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Table 5 - Maximum values of drought variables. Historical record: Extended; synthetic series: 
generated by the model fitted to the extended historical record. 

SERIES 	MEAN 	STANDARD 	NUMBER OF 	P [SYNT. <IIIST.] 

DEVL&110N 	SEGMENTS 

NEGATIVE RUN SUM 

HISTORICAL 81722. - 
SThTHETIC 60425. 12919, 20 0.95 

NEGATIVE RUN LENGTH 

ITTsTORJCAL 310 - I - 
sYNThETIc 25.4 6.2 20 0.80 

NEGATIVE RUN INTENSITY 

HiSTORICAL 4821. - 1 - 
SYN1IIETIC 5954. 1552. 20 0.25 

MAXTMUM DEFICIT ( = 0.70) 

HISTORICAL 30479. - 1 - 
SYNTHETIC 3624. 5558. 20 0.15 
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Table 6 - Main moments and Kolmogorov-Srnirnov rests for drought variables. Historical 
record: Non-Extended; synthetic series: generated by the model fitted to the extended historical 

record. The critical value for a 5% teSt is between brackets. 

SERIES MEAN STANDARD 	SAMPLE 	MAXIMUM MINThWM TEST 

DEVIATION STATISTIC 

NEGATIVE RUN SUM 

HISTORICAL 11705. 20221. 	 19 	87283. 100.540 
SYNTHETIC 11165. 14858. 	1248 	96135. 1.633 0.244 

(0.3 14) 

NEGATIVE RUN LENGTH 

HISTORICAL 5.9 7.9 	 19 	34 1 - 

SYNTHETIC 6.7 6.2 	 1248 	45 1 9.374 
(3.840) 

NNEG AliVE RUN PTENSrn' 

l-HSTORICAL 1275. 1022. 	 19 	4044. 96,620 - 

SYI.IITHETIC 1359, 1260. 	 1248 	8577. 1.633 0.093 
(0.314) 
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Table 	7 	- Maximum values of drought variables. Historical record: Non-Extended; synthetic 
series: generated by the model fitted to the extended historical record. 

SERIES MEAN STANDARD 	NUMBER OF 	P [SYNT. < F[IST.I 

DEVIATION 	SEGMENTS 

NEGAIIVE RUN SUM 

HIISTORICAL 
SYNTHETIC 

87283. 
52666. 

- 	 1 	 - 

18116, 	 60 	 0.93 

NEGATIVE RUN LENGTh 

HISTORICAL 
SYNTHETiC 

34.0 
23.1 

- 	 1 	 - 

7.0 	 60 	 0.93 

NEGATIVE RUN INTENSITY 

HISTORICAL 
SYNTHETIC 

4044. 
4596 

- 	 1 	 - 
1395. 	 60 	 0.40 

MAXIMUM DEFICIT ( = 0.70) 

HISTORICAL 

SYNTHETIC 

33046. 

32486. 

- 

6454. 	 60 	 0.68 

3. PAR (p.1 , p2,.., p12) MODEL FIT TO THE NON-EXTENDED 
HISTORICAL RECORD 

The PAR (p 1 ,..,p ) was riued to the non-extended historical record in the same way as was 
done with the extended historical record. 

Table 8 presents . values, pm values, the Portmanteau statistics and the sample skewness of 
the residuals, for each month. For all the months the residuals can be considered free of temporal 
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dependence and only the July residuals presents significant skewness. 

The fitted model was used to produce a synthetic trace of 1080 years. 

Table 9 presents monthly and annual means, standard deviations and lag-one autocorrelations 
for the non-extended historical record and synthetic series. Tables 10 and 11 compares the historic and 
synthetic values for the drought variables. 

Tables 9 to ii indicate that, considering the non-extended historical record, this model can be 
used in the assessment of the Babaquara project energy potential. 

Table 8 - PAR (p) model fitted to the nonextended historical record - Babaquara Project. 
The asterisks indicate rejection at 1% level. 

MONTH X. p,, Q y 

JAN 0.2997 3 13.24 0429 
FEB 0.6854 1 18.94 0.590 
MAR 0.1834 1 13.11 0.310 
APR -0.8453 2 1184 0.771 
MAY -0.0307 2 17.97 -0.816 
JUN -0.5283 1 19.36 -0.377 
JUL 0.0933 1 1514 -1.670k 
AUG 0.1690 2 1623 -0.140 
SEP 1.8025 1 15.92 1.080 
OCT 0.1127 4 8.80 0.229 
NOV 0.2796 2 15.06 -0.274 
DEC 0.8963 5 8.88 0.896 
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Table 9 - Main moments of the streamfiow record - Babaquara Project. Historical record: 
Non-Extended; synthetic series: produced by the model fitted to the Non-xrended historical 

record. 

MONTH 

MEAN 

1-USTORIC 	SYNTHETIC 

STANDARD DEVIATION 

(m 3fs) 

HISTORIC 	SYNII-IETIC 

LAG-ONE 

AUTOCORRELATION 

HISTORIC 	SYWrHE11C 

JAN 8290. 8181. 3564. 3520. 0.78 0.79 

FEB 14583. 14543. 4905. 4859. 0.70 0.76 

MAR 19859. 19978. 6222. 6095. 0.77 0.78 

APR 19515. 19508. 3796. 3854. 0.63 0.65 

MAY 15604. 15706. 5016. 5194. 0.74 0.64 

JUN 7046. 7187. 2466. 2931. 0.94 0.91 

JUL 3128. 3151. 86. 906. 0.93 0.91 

AUG 1737. 1741, 370. 377. 0.92 0.92 

SEP 1245. 1245. 223. 230, 0.80 0.78 

OCT 1351. 1360. 400. 431. 0.80 0.80 

NOV 2217. 2218. 834. 866. 0.72 0.75 

DEC 3982. 3969. 1450. 1392. 0.63 0.67 

ANNUAL 8213. 8232. 1827. 1794. 0.23 0.16 
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Table 10 	Main moments and Kolmogorov.Smirnov tests for drought variables. Historical 
record: NonExtended; synthetical series: generated by the model fitted to the NonExtended 

historical record. The critical value for a 5% test is between brackrs. 

SERIES MEAN STANDARD 	SAMPLE 	MAXIMUM MINIMUM TEST 

DEVIATION STATISTIC 

NEGATIVE RUN SUM 

HISTORICAL 11705. 20221. 	 19 	87283. 100540 - 

SYNTHETIC 9613. 14856. 	1300 	121333, 0.065 0.188 
(0.314) 

NEGATIVE RUN LENGTH 

HISTORICAL 5.9 7.9 	 19 	34 1 - 

SYNTHETIC 5.3 5.8 	1300 	41 1 0.768 
(3.840) 

NEGATIVE RUN INTENSITY 

1-IISTORICAL 1275. 1021 	 19 	4044. 92.620 - 

SYNTHETIC 1361. 1133, 	1300 	6417. 0.065 0.082 
(0.314) 
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Table 11 - Maximum values of drought variables. Historical record: Non-Extended; 
synthetic series: generated by the model fitted to the extended historical record. 

SERIES MEAN STANDARD 	NUMBER OF 

DEVIATION 	SEGMENTh 

P [SYNT. <l -IIST.] 

NEGATIVE RUN SUM 

HISTORICAL 
SYNTHETIC 

87253. 
52954. 

- 	 I 
23145. 	 60 

- 
0.92 

NEGATIVE RUN LENGTH 

I-IISTORICAL 
SYNTHETIC 

34.0 
21.9 

- 	 I 
Ti 	 60 

- 
0.90 

NEGATIVE RUN INTENSiTY 

HISTORICAL 
SYNTHETIC 

4044. 
4014 

- 	 1 
1011. 	 60 

- 
0.58 

MAXIMUM DEFICIT ( = 0.70) 

1-IISTORICAL 
SYNTHETIC 

33046. 
33120, 

- 	 1 
7357. 	 60 

- 
0.63 

4. ENERGY ASSESSMENT OF THE BABAQUARA PROJECT 

The assessment of the Babaquara project energy potential was done in this work based on the 
relationship between the energy demand and the annual probability of load not supplied (deficit). The 
probability of deficit is obtained by simulating the operation of the reservoir when submitted to the 
synthetic series generated by the two models developed in the last sections. The operation rule adopted 
in the simulations was such that, when possible, the turbined flow at each month is always made 
sufficient to supply the energy demand defined by M. In months for which the stored water plus the 
inflow are not sufficient to supply the demand, the reservoir is complete emptied. The probability of 
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deficit for a demand M is calculated by the frequency of years with at least one month in which the 
demand was not completely supplied. 

It was considered a constant hydraulic head of 6 im, given by the difference between reservoir 
and talirace mean levels. It was also adopted a constant turbine-generator efficiency (0,1). For the 
reservoir volume it was considered 51,94 x 101  m3 . 

Figure 3 presents, for each model, the relationship between annual probability of load not 
supplied and energy demand. It can be seen that for low demand levels the probability of deficit 
obtained with the non-extended model is greater than that obtained with the extended mode!. The 
opposite occurs with high demand levels, with the equilibrium point occurring for a probability of 
deficit of5%. As 5% is, by coincidence, the planning criterium adopted by the Brazilian electric sector, 
the energy potential of the Babaquara project can be estimated to be 3250 Mw, whichever model is 
considered. 

RISK 
0.5 

0.4 

Ext Historical 	/ 
0.3 - 

0.2 - 

0.05 

9400 2,600 2,800 3,000 3,200 3,400 3,600 3.800 4,000 

DEMAND (MW) 

Figure 3 - Annual probability of deficit for the Babaquara Project 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The Babaquara project case gives a good opportunity to verify precipitation data based 
riverflow record extension methods when applied in the Amazon Basin, as for this case an actual 
measured flow record with eighteen years permits some inference. 

The main difficulties faced by extrapolation (extension) process in the Amazon Basin are the 
low precipitation network density and the scarce knowledge about the basin process of storing water. 
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It can be speculated that the last factor determined that the extended historical series presented lower 
annuai persistence than the non-extended historical series. In spite of this, the analysis presented in 
this paper showed that this difference does not yield practical effect on the energy assessment of the 
Babaquara project. 
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A NEW APPROACH TO RAINFALL 
RECORDING AND ANALYSIS 

S.K.Tan endY.M.Chiew * 

ABSTRACT 
The conventional method of recording rainfall has the disadvantage of masking high intensity 
but short duration tropical rainfall. Also, both ram and non-rain events have to be recorded. 
The authors' new approach requires the recording of time of occurrence when an equivalent of 
0.2 mm rainfall depth is collected. This arrangement yields results of temporal resolution of 
better than 5 seconds while the conventional one yields, at bt, a resolution of 5 minutes. Non-
rain event, though not recorded, can be deduced from the record of rain event. The time 
intervals between rain events can be immediately sorted and ranked to establish a sort of 
statistical rainfall-arrival-rinse' relationship, not dissimtlar to thar commonly used in Transpor-
tation Engineering or Operations Research. The results obtained over a 9-month period show 
that gamma distribution functions of appropriate shape and rate parameter can be used to fir the 
recorded data and suggested that the functions could be extrapolated to include statistically 
probable but as yet unrecorded extreme events. 

INTRODUCTION 

Sophisticated techniques of measuring areal rainfall by using radar (for example Grayman & 
Eagleson. 1971; Collier, 1989) or satellite pictures. (for example Oliver & Scofield, 1976) are already 
available. However, in most parts of the world, analysis involving areal disibulions of rainfallis still 
based on data derived from a network of point rainfall records. The prospect of such analysis is usually 
less than glamorous. It is firstly a masnrnoth task to gather all the necessary data from various sources 
and secondly, a tedious process of sorting, grouping and double checking the relevant sets of data. The 
daunting task of entering the data into a computer system which follows usually frustrates the 
researchers. In comparison, the numbers crunching process by a digital computer becomes one of the 
least time consuming and problematic part of the work. 

A well-planned network of rainfall gauges and standardized recording procedures would 
simplify the data collection processes. It is better still if the data can be directly routed to digital 
computers. Then again, one still has to deal with reels and reels of magnetic tapes. This is perhaps 
unavoidable, but any measure that will reduce the amount of data storage not only enhances the 
efficiency of the work involved, but also saves valuable resources such as time, computer hardw ares 
and storage space required. 

ScMoL of Ckiil & Structural EngioaeTing, Nanyong Technolagical Inatitias, Singapore 2263 
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A REVIEW OF THE TRADITIONAL APPROACH 

The traditional procedures are very much dictated by the type of raingauge and recording 
devices available at the earlier times. Descriptions of most of the devices and procedures can be found 
in Hydrological Practices Manual, WMO (1981). The tradition is so strong that even when one uses 
modern eIec,tronicsbased data-logging devices, one is still conditioned to express rainfall in terms of 
the total quantity of rainfall collected during a pre-set period. The recording devices are also designed 
to dojut that. This method of quantifying rainfall is suitable for design purposes but could have been 
modified to take full advantage of the available technology to gain more information on the rainfall. 
In other words, despite the advancement in modern data-logging techniques, the same 'obsolete' 
procedures of recording data are still being used. 

Another disadvantage of this method of recording is that zero-rainfall events also have to be 
faithfully recorded and archived. In terms of recording on paper or charts, there will soon be mountains 
of records of which zero-rainfall records form a substantial bulk. In terms of digital data storage, a lot 
of valuable spaces are devoted to storing zeros. 

These problems are compounded when one realizes that, because of the discrete nature of the 
event and the difficulty in the treatment of the logarithm of zero, one would need to organize the data 
into rainfall and non-rainfall series, perform statistical analysis on each, and later, recombine the two 
series when one generates synthetic rainfall series. 

All of these wasted storage resources and double work could have been avoided if one takes 
a fresh look at the system of recording and analyzing rainfall data. 

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE APPROACH 

Rainfall is but one of many 'random' events one encounters. A quick survey of the methods 
used by other researchers in random processes reveals that, in some cases, one needs not look at the 
'quantity' of an event during a prescribed period. Instead, one could look at the time -intervals between 
consecutive 'quantity' of a prescribed event. In the case of recording point rainfall, one would be 
looking at the time intervals between successive events when a fixed quantity of rainfall, say 0.2mm 
or 0.5 mm are collected. The selected quantity is dependent on the size of the receptacle used. The 
authors use one with 0.2 mm receptacle. 

In short, one shifts from the emphasis of a fixed-time domain to one of a fixed-event domain. 
In the former, one records the quantity of the event, in the latter, one records the time when the event 
takes place. While in the formermethod, a null event must also be recorded, in the latter, the null event 
is already accounted for by simply not recording it. The question of whether the zero-rainfall event and 
rainfall event are statistically mutually exclusive would not invalidate this approach. 

The advantages of the lauer method are many: 

One needs to record and store only the time when the event occurs. No resources are wasted 
in storing null data. 

Consequently, one needs only to deal with a series of data statistically, namely, the time-
interval between consecutive events. 
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Regardless of the intensity of a rainfall, there will definitely be a finite time interval between 
each tipping of the tipping-bucket. As such, the traditional problems of having to deal with 
discontinuous function and logarithm of zeros are avoided. 

Data with fine temporal resolutions could be obtained. The accuracy of timing is dependent 
on the clock maintained by the micro-processor. The accuracy of this clock is usually in the 
order of better than milliseconds. This accuracy in timing will nor be a restricting factor in 
capturing the desired.event. Mechanically based rainfall collection receptacles could not be 
operated in such time frame. 

Synthetically generated sequence of the events is more straight forward as only one series is 
involved. 

All of these advantages could be realized by taking full advantage of modern data-logging 
facilities through simple reorganization of the method of recording rainfall data. A traditional 
autographic raingauge could be used after a simple modification. The tipping of the bucket and the 
mercury switches in the raingauge, instead of activating an event recorder or a digital/mechanical 
counter, interrupts a dedicated microprocessor equipped with a real-time clock. The actual time of 
interruption is recorded. The quantity of the event is known since an interruption Teplesents a tip of 
the bucket, which usually represents 0.2 or 0.5 mm of rainfall depth. 

The size of data storage required in the proposed method is much less than that required by the 
traditional method. Singapore typically receive 2300 mm of rain a year. If a raingauge of 0.2 mm 
bucket is used, then one will have 2300/0.2 = 11,500 records. If it is established at a 15-minutes 
recording period, the traditional method of recording would have required 365 * 24 '4 = 35,040 
records. The size of the records required is more if one requires records based on a finer resolution 
of time, 
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Figure 1 - A schematic representation of the pilot rainfall monitoring station. 
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SET-UP OF THE RECORDING FACILITY 

Figure 1 shows the schematic representation of a pilot station, located in NTI campus, which 
utilizes the alternative approach of recording. As the time-interval between each tip of a 0.2 mm bucket 
is not expected to be less than 1 second, (which corresponds to a very high rainfall intensity of 7200 
Thin hi'), a small 8-bit technical computer equipped with a time clock and an analog to digital converter 
(At)C) would be sufficientto monitor theraingauge. Theon-boardmemory requirement is low as well. 
A computer with 128 kbyte RAM is capable of supporting at least a single array of 7000 elements. This 
number is arrived as assuming that 56kbyte of stack memory is available and it requires 8 bytes to store 
a number. Eight thousand records would have corresponded to 1400mm of rainfall. Therefore, one 
may notevenneed to install a disk drive to store the data were itnol for the purpose ofproviding aback-
up or permanent storage facility. 

The detection of the tipping event is straight forward. The tipping process temporarily closes 
a circuit connected to a specified channel in the analog-to-digital (ADC) interface. That the circuit is 
closed for a fraction of a second is sufficient to send a pulse to the ADC. Upon detecting the pulse, 
the program then records the current time and set the pointer to the next array element. If the next pulse 
is not detected within an hour of the occurrence of the last pulse, the current file is closed. 

The array is reinitialized and the next pulse will toggle the creation of a new file. 

The principle of operation is simple. However, provision must be given to allow for the 
possibility of double detection of the same signaL error recovery and power interruption, failure or 
rebooting of the system. 

RESULTS 

Expressionofrainfall records in the traditional manner of maximum rainfall in a period of time 
can be obtained quickly from the sequence of rainfall recorded in this manner. The period specified 
could be from 5 seconds to 4 weeks or more, depending on the length of the record. This is the normal 
way of presenting rainfall data. 

One can extract much more information from rainfall data recorded in this alternative 
approach. Figure 2 shows the result obtained from rainfall record at the pilot station from 1 August 
1989 to 30 April 1990. It is presented in terms of relative frequency of occurrence (density) against 
selected categories of time-interval. The range of time-interval is large, ranging from a few seconds 
to a few days, which is why they are expressed in terms of logarithm to the base of 10. It can be seen 
that the distribution is skew to the left. 

This type of function is classified as a gamma distribution function in the field of hydrology, 
(Raudkivi, 1979) or Erlang's distribution function in the field of Operations Research (Winston, 1987): 

f(t) - R {Rt,)' exp (Rt,) / (k-1)} 
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where k and R are shape and rates parameter, respectively. t is log 10  (time interval) in this 
application. The first and second Moment of the function are k/R and k/R 2, respectively. k is a positive 
integer and the term in , respectively. k is a positive integer and the term in is the well known 
Poisson probability function. Reference to the function can be found in most standard textbooks on 
statistics. 

By approximating the sample mean. .i, and sample standard deviation, a, to the first and 
second moment of the function correspondingly, one could estimate the values of k and R: 

hR 

and 	 (2) 

k - 

However, this treatment will lead to non-integer value of k. A more successful approach is to 
treat the product of the moments as whole, whereby 

k2fR 3- ps2 	 (3) 
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Figure 2 - Distribution of the time intervals log base 10) between consecutive events equivakrtt 
to 0.2 mm of rainfall depth. 
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By following an approach similar to Kolmologrov-Smimov method for testing the goodness 
of fit of cumulative density function, (Kottegoda, 1980), several integer-values of k (and the 
corresponding R, from eqn. 3)  could be used and superimposed on the cumulative density curve of the 
sample, Fig. 3. It can be seen that the case of k = 3 best fitted the sample distribution (r = 0.99 from 
regression analysis). 

One meeds not be restricted to long period of record to obtain sufficient data to utilize gamma 
distribution function. Figure 4 shows the fitted gamma distribution function for each month of the 9-
month period. In all cases, the goodness of fit are 0.98 or better. 

In fact, one needs not stop at selected period of one year, one season or one year. One can even 
venture into the temporal distribution of rainfall intensity of a storm. The result, no doubt, would 
interest a climatologist. 
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Figure 3 - A comparison of the recorded field data with gamma distribution functions of various 
shape and rate parameters. 
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DISCUSSION 

It can be seen from Table 1 that there is a narrow band of k and R values. Records of the first 
four months and April 1990 depicted the same k value while those of the other two months showed 
larger kvalues. For those of the same k-value, R increases with total rainfall. Since the mean of the 
population is k/R, the larger the R-value for the same k means that the average time interval between 
successive events are shorter, hence more occurrence of the event or larger quantity of rainfall over 
the same periodof time. 

These observations reflected some of the properties of the gamma distribution function. Of 
K and R -valueof the same magnitude, the same k-value means that the relative frequency of occurrence 
of the time intervals are the same. This is very indicative of the similar nature of rainfall taking place 
during the period, (thunder storms at dawn and in the afternoon). For the same values of Ic the larger 
the value of R. the larger is the total quantity of rainfall, as explained earlier. 

Table I The shape, k, and rate parameters, R of the fitted gamma distributfon functions for the 
9-month data 

Month k R(s 1 ) Total rainfall (mm) 

August 1989 3 1.64 94.0 

September 3 2.09 179.0 

October 3 2.17 226.6 

November 3 1.82 113.8 

December 4 1.78 62.4 

January 1990 4 1.99 56.8 

February 4 1.66 15.4 

March 4 2.66 72.6 

April 3 2.07 109.2 

The distribution function for December 1989 to March 1990 depicted larger values of k which 
mean that the time-intervals are skewed towards larger value of time-interval, hence less occurrences. 
The field records showed that these are associated with less total rainfall recorded. 
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Figure 4 A comparison of monthly field data with individually fitted gamma distribution curve. 
The scale and axes are as shown in the larger picture on the top right. 
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The goodness of Ills of the gammadistribulion function to the dataordered and theencouraging 
results obtained imply that: 

Perhaps if one record the rainfall in this approach, a single well defined gamma distribution 
function could be established for every distinct hydrological periods of a yeari 

The well-defined curve suggested that the more frequent components of a rainfall event could 
have been approximated even without a reasonably long record of rainfall. The results shown 
in Figures 3 and 4 show that the main core of the distribution curve may have been established. 

It follows from the above, then, the time interval between successive events during an 
extremely wet period may have already been recorded during a less severe event, except that 
the number of such occurrences are much less. 

A longer period of records would confirm the established-core of the distribution curve and 
modify the two limhi of the curve. However, it is plain to deduce from Figures 3 and 4 that 
it is already nor difficult to establish the left limb from the mere 9-month data. The right limb 
which corresponds prolonged periods of drought may be harder to establish. 

If we are more interested in how large the rainfall is rather than inhow long the drought lasted, 
the distribution curves may be considered established. 

It appears, then, one could immediately re-plot the distribution function in the form of a 
cumulative density function and couple with a pseudorandom number generation routine to syntheti-
cally generate artificial rainfall sequences. The plot is in fact, already shown in Figures 3 and 4. 
However, this approach assumed that the occurrence of successive 0.2 mm of rainfall is statistically 
independent of one another. This assumption may not be too unreasonable an assumption since unlike 
stream flow or otherphenomena with 'memory' effects, rainfall event, treated in the fashion described, 
is a true-false phenomenon. The 'tnie' event needs not depend on the previous 'true' or 'false'. 

CONCLUSION 

An alternative approach to record and analyze point rainfall data was presented. The results 
showed that the time-interval records can be described by an Gamma Distribution function with 
suitable shape and rate parameters. The well defmed function also presented a direct means towards 
synthetic generation of rainfall series. 

LIST OF SYMBOLS 

k shape parameter in a Gamma distribution function 

t log 0  (time interval) 

R rate parameter in a Gamma distribution function 

t sample mean 

ct sample variance 
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APPLICATIONS OF HILLSLOPE PROCESS HYDROLOGY IN 
FOREST LAND MANAGEMENT ISSUES: THE TROPICAL 

NORTH-EAST AUSTRALIAN EXPERIENCE 

Mike BoneU * 

A DrO A T 

There has been an upsurge in publicity regarding the hydrological consequences related to large-
scale conversion of tropical forests to other land uses. Many of the conclusions drawn from 
hydrological experiments (both in temperate and tropical areas) are based on only input-output 
studies, with the scale of enquiry within the drainage basin either limited or non-existent. The 
role of process hydrology is two.fold, vrz: 

to assist in our understanding of the stores and fluxes of water transfer so that simplified 
water balance results are better interpreted, and 
to test the application of physically-based theory to field environmentsas partof the long 
term goal for using physically-based models in ungauged drainage basins. 

The paper will first set out the conflicting notions concerning the delivery mechanisms of storm 
runoff due to land use conversions. With the aid of research findings from two major projects 
in contrasting humid and semi-arid tropical environments in north-east Queensland, viz 
tropical rainforest and open eucalypt woodland, the paper will address the dichotomy of views 
concerning such changes in storm runoff. During the course of the presentation particular 
attention will be given to methodology and the problems of integrating processhydrology results 
through different scales of investigation. 
The interaction between synoptic climatology —rainfall io Lensities— soil hydraulic properties 
will be a strong emphasis rhroughout the paper for explaining differences in runoff generation 
observed in north-easr Australia and other parts olthe tropics. Both tropical rainforest and open 
eucalypt woodland generate large volumes of overland flow in the summer wet season, with the 
former environment presenting the paradox of high surface infiltration rates typical of forested 
environments bur a runoff response that is nor typical of these environments. There is however 
a parallel between these contrasting environments in that each has a throttle' layer to the 
prevailing rain intensities, VIZ at the surface in the semi-arid study to produce Hortonian 
overland flow and in the subsoil in the tainforest to produce saturation overland flow. This is 
caused by opposite trends in the order of magnitude change in field saturated hydraulic 
conductivity, K*  down the soil profiles. It is shown that K* is a significant hydraulic property 
in both environments, where temporal as well as spatial variability has to be considered, 
especially in the semi-arid study. 
The paper finally provides possible explanations for thevarying hydrological responses related 
to hillalope hydrology in other tropical environments. 

D&ecwr - insitutefoi' Tropical Rainforeu Studies and Reixler in Physical Geography - Deparnnent of Geography 
-James Cook University of North Queensland - ToumsviUe - Queensid 4811, Australia 

Paper prepared for the UNESCO RegiosaI Seminar on Tropical Forcst Hydrology, 4-9 September 1989, Kuala 
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INTRODUCTION 

In the 1980s there has been upsurge in publicity regarding the hydrological (and climatic) 
consequences related to large-scale conversion of tropical forests to other land uses. In response to this 
concern, several rigorous reviews on the hydrological effects of land use conversion have emerged 
(eg.: Bosch and Hewlett, 1982; Bruijnzeel, 1987a, b, 1989; Cassells eta!, 1987; Hamilton, 1986, 1987; 
Hamilton with King, 1983) which essentially concentrate on the end-product, viz changes in water 
yield, based mostly on controlled experiments. 

Many of the conclusions drawn from such experiments are based only on input-output studies, 
with the scale of enquiry through process hydrology studies within the drainage basin either limited 
or non-existent. The role of process hydrology within a drainage basin is two-fold, viz: I) to assist in 
an understanding of the stores and fluxes of water transfer so that simplified water balance results are 
better interpreted, and ii) to assist in the development of physically-based models which are intended 
to have application to ungauged drainage basins. One of the aims of this paper is to highlight the need 
for greater expansion of process hydrology studies in hydrological land management issues within the 
humid tropics, with a particular focus on hilislope hydrology. In fact there are significant voids in our 
understanding of hydrological processes in such areas. Resort to transposing findings from temperate 
experiments to address land management problems in the humid tropics is more common, without the 
opportunity for field verification (eg.: Hamilton with King, 1983). 

Despite considerable progress in hilislope hydrology since Hewlett (1961) first proposed the 
variable source area concept of runoff generation, the momentum of research continues because many 
details concerning process mechanisms of storm runoff are still not fully understood (Dunne, 1983). 
The temporal and spatial variability of storm runoff whether jibe Hortonion overland flow (Horton, 
1933, defined by Kirkby, 1978, p.368), saturation overland flow (defined by Kirkby, 1978, p.371) 
or subsurface stormflow (defined by Kirkby, 1978, p. 373) have important applications in the 
continuing debate on the hydrological effects of land conversion. To date most work has been 
undertaken in the higher latitudes focussing in particular on the humid temperate areas of the eastern 
United States and western Europe (Dunne, 1978; Hewlett eta!, 1984). Research in tropical areas has 
been more sparse (Douglas and Spencer, 1985; Walsh, 1980). Recently Dunne (1983, p.  44) called 
for "...fieldresearch... to be pursued vigorously in a wider range of environments ..." such as"... tropical 
rainforest". 

During the course of evaluating wet/dry canopy evaporation differences between forest and 
grassland in the Amazonas, Shutfleworth (1988, p.  344) pitched a conunonly held notion by stating 

a poorly managed land-use change would exacerbate this difference. Soil compaction and 
destruction of surface macropores during deforestation could dramatically reduce infiltration and 
increase surface rimoff, thereby generating soil erosion and nutrient loss and reaching the resilience 
and persistence of the ensuing grassland in dry months...". M additional implication in this statement 
is also one of reduced recharge to the soil water/groundwater stores and their subsequent effect on 
wateryiekl. As Bruijnzeel (1987a, p. 12)noted"... the general experience in the tropics is unfortunately 
much more unfavourable (concerning dry-season flow): decreasing infiltration properties generally 
result in increased direct runoff during rainy periods. The water thus lost cannot contribute to deep 
percolation, with diminished dry-season flows as the real results". Conversely, the ideaof forests being 
'sponges' which can absorb most rainfall because of their superior infiltration properties and that 
deforestation increases flooding from infrequent, large storms, is still widely prevalent, despite 
available evidence indicating the contrary (Cassells et a4 1987; Hamilton, 1987). 
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In addition, controlled experiments have shown that the conversion of forests to grasslands 
usually increases delayed flow (dry-weather flow) (Bosch and Hewlett. 1982; Cassells etal. 1987). 
During extended dry periods when the shallow rooted, herbaceous cover is under stress; the deeper 
rooted trees continue to access soil moisture or even groundwater. Thus removal of trees prevents 
additional water losses at these tunes and allows unsaturated/saturated flow to continue transmission 
to streams. In turn, groundwater levels rise in response to the decreased ev apotrarispiration (Bosh and 
Hewlett, 1982; Peck and Williamson, 1987). Another factor which contributes to these changes in 
water yield revolves around wet/dry canopy evaporation differences between forests and low crops. 
Where soil water is non-limiting, McNaughton and Jarvis (1983) noted that whilst the canopy 
resistance (or bulk surface resistance, representing stomatal control, r; Shuttleworth, 1988) of forests 
was higher than grasses, therefore causing dry canopy evaporation over forests to be lower; the rate 
of evapoTation of intercepted water over forests (wet canopy evaporation) was higher than the 
herbaceous cover. In climates where the canopy is wet for a significant proportion of time, then the 
combined wet canopy/dry canopy evaporation from forests can approach or even exceed the potential 
evapotranspiration rates of short crops (McNaughton and Jarvis, 1983; Morton, 1984). This 
particularly applies to locations near the edge of continents or on islands where it appears the energy 
attracted from the ocean is capable of enhancing the evaporation of intercepted waler; and net time-
average water loss exceeds the potential rate (Calder, 1985; Morton, 1985; Shuttleworth, 1989). The 
fewer studies undertaken in continental interiors indicate the the time-average total cv aporationreverts 
to almost the potential rate (Shuttleworth, 1989). In the case of central Aniazonas, evaporation losses 
were within 5 percent of the potential rate (time-averaged over 25 months), but as Shuttleworth (1988, 
P. 342) noted 'the time-average behaviour is therefore a balance between less than potential rate, with 
a dry canopy, and greater rate with a wet canopy. The near equality between average evaporation and 
potential evaporation in central Amazonas is ... in part fortuitous...' and continues '... itis, for instance, 
very probable that Amazonas regions withhi gher rainfall, where the forests spend a greater proportion 
of the time wet, will tend to have average evaporation Tates greater than the potential rate'. 

The conflict then in water yield changes in the humid tropics involves around the delicate 
balance between the complexities of the evapotranspiration process and changes in soil hydraulic 
properties connected with infiltration, a relationship also emphasized by Bruijnzeel (1989) and Chang 
(1989). If the net gains in groundwater accretion from lower evapotranspiration are more than offset 
by much-reduced percolation, and therefore reducing groundwater accession, then the depth of the 
water table may decline causing springs and stream flow discharges to reduce in dry seasons. 

In spite of these assertions, there is a dearth of supporting evidence concerning changes in 
hillslope storm runoff and soil hydraulic properties. There are additional factors which confound these 
widely held ideas, viz scale of investigation, controlled or uncontrolled drainage basin comparisons 
and the prospect of drainage basin leakages, all of which are closely interrelated (Bruijnzeel, 1989; 
Shuttleworth, 1988). As Morton (1984, p.  385) noted "... in a large basin the difference between the 
groundwater and topographic divide is negligible and the river has eroded into channel deep enough 
to intercept all significant groundwater flow systems. In a small basin this is not necessarily so". The 
underlying geology and different scales of investigation are particularly appropriate to the Amazon 
Basin where a review of the deforestation controversy showed that annual runoff coefficients ranged 
from 0.19 to 0.57 (Sa.lati, 1987, p.  288) from different water balance studies. Shuuleworth (1988, p. 
322) commented".., water balance experiments are prone to the uncertainty that ungauged, subterra-
nean leakage forms a significant part of the total movement, a problem of considerable relevance in 
the free-draining soils of this region. Underestimation of drainage easily leads to a (proportionately 
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enhanced) overestimation of evaporation...". Furthermore possible misleading conclusions emanate 
from uncontrolled experiments (no prior calibration between pairs of drainage before disturbance) as 
noted by Bruijnzeel (1989) in the case of work reported from central Java (Hardjono, 1980). 

The development of process-hydrology studies however, are not devoid of their own problems. 
In a recent commentary on the state of physically-based models, Beven (1987, 1989) highlighted the 
critical issues facing process hydrology and the inadequacies of such models. These included the 
problems of applying small scale physics of homogeneous systems to large scale drainage basins, eg. 
infiltration equations derived from laboratory experiments. As Beven (1989, p.161) noted "... it is not 
possible to use small scale physics equations (such as the application of infiltration theory in runoff 
generation studies) at the grid scale (eg. 250 x 250 m in the case of the Systhme Hydrologique 
Europen, SHE model, Abbott, 1986 a, b: B athursç 1 986a, b); and that we should be developing more 
complex equations that account for the effects of such heterogeneity". These concerns also applied 
to temporal heterogeneity at a point within a drainage basin as well as spatial heterogeneity. Amongst 
several developments required, Beven (1989, p.  170) outlined the need for closer correspondence 
between model equations and field processes at different scales. 

It was in recognition of the preceding issues that major programmes initiated between the 
Department of Geography of James Cook University and the Queerisl and Department of Forestry in 
1974 in the tropical rainforest of north-east Queensland, and in 1980 with CSIRO Division of Soils, 
Townsville, in an open eucalypt woodland within the semi-arid area of central-north Queensland. 

Both programmes were initiated to seek baseline information on the mechanisms of storm 
runoff for the development of rigorous land management guidelines in connection with disturbance 
by logging and clearing of tropical rainforest, and the future introduction of improved pasture species 
and more intensive grazing in the semi-arid area. These research programmes are still continuing and 
this paper will briefly review the published literaLure to date in each study and outline possible future 
developments. Special emphasis will be placed on the interaction of synoptic climatology with the 
runoff process in both studies. As this is a review, only a brief description of the physical background, 
and experimental and analytical methods for each study will be given. Further details are obtainable 
from the literature cited. 

THE WET TROPICAL COAST 

The problem 

Work in this area has focussed on paired experimental catchments in lowland tropical 
rainforest near Babinda (Fig. I) (17 120'S, 145°58'E). They were originally installed by the 
Queensland Department of Forestry in 1969. The earlier objective was to develop a water balance for 
both catchments (North Creek, 18.3 ha; South Creek, 25.7 ha) to determine the hydrological impact 
of land use change. Some 67% of North Creek was subsequently logged and cleared between June 
1971 and July 1973 in preparation for the establishment of tropical pastures (Fig. 2). This was never 
achieved, because of economic problems in the beef cattle industry, and the drainage basin remained 
largely bare for over two years before complete recolonisation by volunteer grasses and regrowth 
for, t. 
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The results up to the end of 1974 were presented in detail by Gilmour (1975) and in summary 
by Gihnour (1977). After logging and clearing in North Creek, there was no detectable change in 
quickflow volume, quickflow duration and time to peak and only weak statistical evidence for a small 
increase in peak discharge. These characteristics implied that there were only minor changes in the 
storm runoff process in the wet season (1)ecember to mid-June), when 85% of the annual rainfall is 
recorded (mean annual rainfall, 4009nyu, 1970-1983 mcI, median 363(1mm, range 2654 mm (1980) 
- 5496 mm (1973). Also noted was sfie rapidity with which both North and South Creek responded 
to heavy rain with frequently more than 45% of gross storm rain appearing as quickflow. It was these 
factors which provided the initial interest and prompted a more detailed investigation of the runoff 
process. 

Physical background 

South Creek is characterised by steep slopes (average 19°) (Fig. 1) and underlain by deep, 
kaolin-dominated silty clay loam to clay soils which may continue to 6 in in depth (Red Podwlic, Stace 
et a!, 1968; intergrade Ultisol-inceptisol, Soil Survey Staff, 1975; detailed descriptions are given by 
Bonell et a!, 1981, 1983a, b), formed from basic metamorphic rocks, the Babalangee Amphibolite of 
de Keyser (1964). 

The combination of high root density in the Lop 0.2 in and the rapid incorporation of organic 
matter from the surface layer of rotting leaf and twig litter, causes a marked decline in soil permeability 
(field saturated hydraulic conductivity, K*),  and an increase in bulk density with depth using the 
methods of Talsma (1969) and Taisma and Hallam 1980. This means that the surface soils (0-0.1 m) 
are highly transmissive (log mean = 20.22 in day 1 , n = 65>800mm hr'), even to peak monsoon 
rain intensities. The next 0.10 mis a transitional layer in terms of lransmissivity (log mean K* = 1.44 
m day 1 , n 60,60mm hr'). It is the subsoil below 0.2 m in particular which controls the runoff process 
and therefore the magnitude of the lateral and vertical stormflow components. 

The runoff process 

The most outstanding feature was the frequent occurrence of saturation overland flow in the 
monsoon season monitored at three detailed study Sites (Fig. 1: see Bonell eta!, 1981 and Gilmour et 
a!, 1980 for experimental details). Furthermore the quickflow component (Lyric and Hollick, 1979; 
Moore eta!, 1986) of the stream hydrographvery closely mirrored the time ofoccurrence of saturation 
overland flow and subsurface stormflow above 0.25 in depth (Bonell eta!, 1986). Cross-correlation 
analysis for 38 major storms between January and mid-June, 1976 and 1977 (Bondl et a!, 1986) 
indicated that the frequency distribution ofmaximum coefficients had modal response times of 12 mm 
for saturation overland flow and 24 min for stream discharge despite differing storm lengths and 
intensities. This highlighted the importance of rainfall intensity and enabled the development of 
simple lagged regression models (Bonell eta!, 1979, 1981). 

The interaction between the prevailing rain intensities and the hydraulic properties of the 
subsoil below 0.2 m largely explains these responses On considering therainf all frequency -intensity-
duration analysis (using RRUMS, Littleboy eta!, 1986), the 0.1 hr equivalent hourly intensities range 
from 95 to 247 mm hr4  and even absolute hourly intensities he between 46 and 104mm hr' for return 
periods ranging from 1 to 14 years (Fig. 3). These figures emphasize the high short term intensities 
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which occur during the summer months. But what makes this area outstanding is the long duration of 
rainfall events which is shown by the 24 hour amounts which range between 8 and 27.5 mm hi'. 
Clearly this subsoil layer impedes the vertical transmission of rain water during storms, leading to 
saturation overland flow and subsurface stormflow particularly in the root layer. 

The significance of rain intensity in differentiating between this area and equatorial rainforest 
areas is well demonstrated by data presented by Griffiths (1972) for the Lower Congo and west 
Malaysia by Lockwood (1967). 

When comparing Kinshasa (Lower Congo) with Babinda (Table 1). it is evident that the 
equatorial location records much lower longer duration rainfalls. Shorter term amounts (say, less than 
1 hour) however, are not greatly different. It is significant that the return period for amounts exceeded 
once every 10 years in West Malaysia, occur at least once every two years in Babinda (see Lockwood, 
1967). 

The hydraulic status of the Babinda soils is also very important. During the wet season the 
maine potentials (V) are only marginally below atmospheric pressure (Y,0 to -1 m). During the early 
part of storms rain quickly occupies most of the remaining air-filled pores and positive matric 
potentials develop (V > 0 m), which allows widespread saturation and runoff to redevelop almost 
instantaneously. A similar process has been described elsewhere (O'Brien, 1982; Abdul and Giiham, 
1984, Gillhazu, 1984). Furthermore, the use of tritiated water as a tracer indicates that both interstitial 
piston flow (Foster and Smith-Carrington, 1980) and macropore or preferential flow, operate 
simultaneously in the soil-water recharge process (Bonell eta!, 1982, 1983a). 

In summary, the quick response of the various stormflow components is a function of several 
factors including high rainfall intensities, sparsely littered forest floor, large volume ofbiopores in the 
top soil, high antecedent soil moisture, steep slopes and the addition of numerous linear, shallow swales 
which add to the dendrItic drainage density (0.23 m.m). This network is able to tap a substantial 
amount of the saturation overland flow and to a lesser extent subsurface stormflow. it is these 
characteristics which can give peak stream discharges in excess of 5000 l/s' (70 mm hf') from South 
Creek (see the example of January, 1981, described in Bonell eta!, 1986). 

Despite the varying contributions by volume of saturation overland flow and subsurface 
stormflow (especially in the top 0.25 m) at the three study sites, the close relationship between these 
components and rainfall and in turn with stream discharge could be argued as typical responses over 
large areas of the catchinent (for example Bonell eta!, 1981; Cassells eta!, 1985). However, Gilmour 
et al, (1980) acknowledged the need for a more detailed survey of hydraulic properties across the 
catchment to check the representativeness of the runoff plots. Work commenced in 1985 (with D. 
Cassells) measuring the spatial variability of field saturated hydraulic conductivity, Kt (Talsma and 
Hallain, 1980; Reynolds eta!, 1983) of the 'impeding layer' 0.2-0.5 mat several points over North and 
South Creek (Figs. 4 and 5). From a sample of 5 holes at each site, the log mean was calculated. 

Preliminary results for South Creek (Bonell eta!, 1987) suggest that the runoff characteristics 
previously described for the runoff plots (Bonell et a!, 1981) apply to a large proportion of the 
catcitment so far investigated. The log mean Kt for South Creek based on a sample size, n = 219 
(0.2 - 0.5 m depth) is 3.5 mm hr' (unpublished data) (*) which is frequently exceeded by the high 

(') Note the iii.crease in sample size fro.i that reported by B one!! eta!, 1987 ca i.ses K' to increase frees 1.4 to 
3.5 ,'unhrL 
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prevailing intensities. During intense monsoon rainfall, saturation overland flow is expected to occur 
at all sites, other than limited areas similar to siteS. However, on this basis for ninoff plots in la and 
lb, subsurface stormflow would become more significant over large areas of the catchrnent when rain 
intensities decline in the post-monsoon season (April to mid-June, 21.5% of mean annual rainfall, ma 
6 miii storm intensities, 25 - 80mm hr'). The lithology becomes important here. For example the 
metamorphic rock exhibits strong schistosity with a coarse grained texture (Richards, 1977; Arnold 
and Fawckner, 1980) which is commonly found preserved in sections of the soil profile as at plots la 
and lb. Differential weathering results in localized pathways of higher hydraulic conductivity, up to 
4 m day, which are up to two orders of magnitude higher than the surrounding soil matrix. This 
encourages greater volumes of subsurface stormflow. At the bulk of sites sampled, saturation overland 
flow would be restricted to peak rainfall intensities during the post-monsoon season, though it would 
continue to monopolize the hilislope discharge of the sites directly comparable to study site 2. 

THE SEMi-ARID OPEN EIJCALYPT WOODLAND 

The problem 

Little is known of the runoff processes in the eucalypt woodlands of the smooth plainlands' 
in the semi-arid and tropics of Australia, which are characterized by low topographic relief and the lack 
of an integrated streamnetwork (Gifford, 1978; Pilgrim etal,1979). Previous waterbalance workby 
Williams and Coventry (1979. 1981) near the experimental site (20°45'S, 145 ° 10'E) implied runoff 
to be very small. Strong evidence suggested water losses were by evapotranspiration and deep 
drainage alone. Suchareas are also similar to parts of the'Sahel'of West Africa (Williams eta!, 1985) 
and need to be investigated to provide a baseline against which to evaluate the impact of land use 
change in these environments on the landscape hydrology. 

Physical background 

The work was carried out to the east of Tonens Creek on a slope of 1.5% (0.80)  under an open 
eucalypt woodland on a deep (5-36 m+) red earth soil (Stace et a!, 1968; Oxic Paleustulff, Soil Survey 
Staff, 1975). These deep ioamy soils have a massive strucuire. 

Other details concerning the geology, pedology and hydrology of the area are described 
elsewhere (Coventry and Williams, 1984; Williams and Coventry, 1979). 

The rainfall has ahigh index ofvariability (Brudekin Project Committee, 1976) and is strongly 
seasonal with 71% of the mean annual rainfallof 552 mm (median 497 mm)occurring in the summer 
wet season, December to March (Comm Aust, Bur Met, 1977). 

Rain commonly results from thunderstorms which produce high intensity falls of short-
duration (<1 hr). Maximum 1 minute intensities frequently occur in the range 36-72mm hr', although 
peak intensities over 1 minute intervals of up to 360 mmhr' have been recorded in our experiments. 
Individual storm totals are low and only occasionally exceed 30 mm. Daily totals can however be very 
much higher when more than one event occurs. 
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The low, open woodlands are dominated by Eucalyptus and/or Acacia species and support a 
discontinuous ground cover of spinifex (Heteropogo#a contortus) and white spear grass (Aristida 
leptopoda). 

Scattered throughout the grass understorey are low termite mounds dominated by Drepanoi 
ermesrubriceps(Holt, 1985, pers . Comm.) and bare areas whose surfaces are either smooth andcrusted 
(Mots etal, 1979) or covered with a thin layer of fine sand deposited by the erosion process of rainflow 
transportation (Moss eta!, 1979). There is no evidence of scour by flowing water such as rills orgullies. 
Soil fauna such as ants produce macropores which are significant in this environment. The openings 
of such channels are temporarily or permanently blocked by inwashing of splashed material from 
raindrop impact especially where a low protective vegetation cover is absent (McIntyre, 1958a, b). 

The experimental methods 

Details of the experimental methods have been discussed elsewhere (Bonell and Williams, 
1986b, 1987; Williams and Bonell. 1987, 1988). The principal focus was a cascade system of five 
troughs, 10 in long and offset as 25 m intervals, which monitored a 100 m section of slope (Fig. 6) 
located 2.5 km from a subdued topographic divide. This design is based on the assumption that the 
overland flow observed on the upslope trough is an estimate of the runon to a 250 m 2  plot and that the 
runoff from the plot is monitored by the downalope trough. Unlike bounded plots, the continuous 
systems allows the outputs and inputs of both water and sediment to be estimated without interference 
to the natural processes. 

The runoff-runon (mm) for the plots between the troughs for a given period is given by X = 
Qd = Qu where Qu is the upalope and Qd is the downslope overland flow. Infiltration, i (mm) for a 
givenperkxl iscalculatedby i = R -x -dS -dV whereR isthe rainfall inthe givenperiod, andchange 
in surface detention store and depth in surface water is given by dS while dV represents the change in 
water interception by vegetation. 

It follows that Xis positive for runoff and negative for runon. Where runon prevails, this adds 
to rainfall and contributes to infiltration. For the time intervals of 1 min used in the analysis it is 
assumed that dS and dV are zero. Consequently the plots behave as a constant head infiltration device 
in which ponded infiltration theoty is applied to determine cumulative infiltration using rainfall and 
overland flow only, [dS = 01, from the commencement of overland flow. 

The runoff process 

The time to commencement of runoff, t, could be as short as 1 min when average rain intensities 
were high (equivalent hourly rate up to 84 mm hr') and inferred incipient ponding (Rubin, 1966) 
occurs even earlier. Rain intensities that generate Horton-type overland flow (Horton, 1945; Dunne, 
1983) also showed a marked variability over time above 10mm hr' due to the temporal variability of 
soil hydraulic properties (BoneIl and Williams. 1986a, b). Such variability reflects in part the change 
in soil fabric from biological activity, raindrop compaction and dessication cracks of the surface crust. 

The trend of runoff-runon is not consistent in the storms shown in Table 2. For most events 
Plots 2 and 3 are runoff areas, but the volumes generated remain small and are less than 19% of Lotal 
rain. Plot I changes from a runoff to a runon area from 23.1.82 whilst Plot 4 is a consistent rinton area. 
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acting as a sink for excess runoff generated by the preceding plots. This internal redistribution causes 
only a small amount of overland flow ( 1 mm) to be exported downslope out of this 100 m transect, 
and it is less than 4% of total rain. 

Infiltration parameters 

The infiltration parameter sorptivity. S and transmission, A of Philip (1969) and i n situ field 
saturated hydraulic conductivity K 5  were determined over time from infiltration rings (0,3 m dia, 0.15 
m deep driven into the soil 0.10 m), using analytical techniques described by Bonell and Williams 
(1986a). The same hydraulic properties at the scale of the plot were determined from cumulative 
infiltration as a function of time (Bonell and Williams. 1986b; Williams andBonell. 1987,1988), using 
the simple analysis described above. 

The range and magnitude of the sorptivity parameter (Philip. 1969) in the infiltration rings 
were small (grand mean, 0.097 mm s Boned and Williams, 1986 a) and were consistent with the low 
storage capacity (only 8-12% by volume of water held between matric potentials - 10 kpa and - 1500 
kpa). The conditions of 'profile at infinity' (Philip, 1969) were quickly attained under ponded 
infiltration such that the transmission parameter, A in Philip's truncated equation, approximated K5  
(Bonell and Williams, 1986a) and cumulative infiltration (I) = K 5  t, where t is time from ponding. 

A similar behaviour was observed for the runoff plots during ponding under natural rainfall 
(Bonell and Williams, 1986b; Williams andBonell, 1987, 1988). Underamaturegroundooverbefore 
fire, the same order of magnitude of K 5  was determined for the infiltration rings in non-vegetated 
surfaces (log mean K5  = 65.8 mm hr -') and for the runoff plots (log mean K5  = 42.1 mm 1w'). This 
contrasts with K 5  determined from rings enclosing spinifex tussocks (289.6mm hr'). These findings 
are supported by partial correlation analysis (Bonell and Williams, 1986b). which showed that 1 
minute rain falls with an equivalent hourly intensity of 60mm hi-' or greater were higjily correlated with 
measured overland flow where the largest volumes are produced. 

Away from the surface, the subsoil K 5  (l'alsma and Hallam, 1980) is higher (log mean K 5  = 
100.4 mm hr') than the non-vegetated soil, but less than the surface soils associated with spinifex 
tussocks. The effects of raindrop impact are then evident at the surface. 

Scale of measurement and soil variability 

Williams and Boneli (1988) later analyzed over thirty storms ranging from 5 to 55 mm in 
magnitude and to date all storms provided remarkably linear cumulative infiliralion-time relations, 
including records collected over a two year period following fire. The analysis assumed that once the 
surface detention store was filled (approximately 3-4mm), the flow depth remained constant with time 
and the infiltration process could be described by I = K 5  t. 

The spatial variability of the 0.7 m2 ring estimates of K5  was approximately 4-10 times greater 
than that for the large 250 m 2 plots. This is consistent with Sisson and Wieringa (1981)who noted a 
substantial reduction in spatial variability upon increasing the diameter of infiltration rings. With 
respect to temporal variability of K, the plot estimates of K 5  were again much less variable in time 
than those of the rings, although the differences were less than for spatial variability. In addition rings 
enclosing bare soil appeared to undergo less variation with time than the part-vegetated rings. 
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A comparison of the combined spatial and temporal variability of K' for ring and plot esUmates 
is set out in Table 3. For K' the plots provide a 3-4 fold reduction in variability over the infiltration 
rings located in bare surfaces and a 10-12 fold reduction compared to rings located in tussock 
vegetation. More important, the mean values of K' for 4 rings located in bare soil between tussocks 
were approximately twice that of the plots whilst those rings located in soil associated with grass 
tussock was some six or seven times larger than that estimated from the plot. Apart from differences 
in the scale of measurement, the fact the bare ring estimates are of the same order of magnitude to those 
from the plots is encouraging particularly when it is recognized that the rings and plot measurements 
were not ma1e at exactly the same time. 

This leads to the concept of the 'representative elementary volume' (REV) as applied to soil 
physical measurements (Youngs, 1983; Baveye and Sposito, 1984). To incorporate the macroscale 
variability, the sampling scale must exceed the REV of the system. This leads to the additional concept 
'repetitive Unit' which is intended atregarding the behaviour of an isthomogeneous material equivalent 
homogeneous material if the length scale of observation is much larger than the characteristic length 
of the repetitive unit (Fig. 7). From mapping of the understory, it would appear that the repetitive unit 
has characteristic lengths of approximately I to 2 m. It follows that the plot or infiltration ring 
dimensions would need to be at least this size before a reduction of spatial variability would be 
observed and it indicates why the spatial variability of the 250 mplots isso small. 

The problem of 'scaling-up' measurements made by rings to a plot level, disregarding a larger 
pixel scale as discussed by Beven (1989), are demonstrated by Williams and BencH (1988). Whilst 
Youngs (1983) noted that there was no general solution for recombining hydraulic properties, 
Williams and Boneil (1988) weighed the K' values for each ofthe strata according to their relative area 
as follows. The area of soil associated with tussock grasses is 6 percent. the area associated with termite 
mounds is 1 percent, with the remaining 93 percent consisting of bare soil. Using the values of these 
strata and a value of 0.128 in &I for the termite mounds (Bonell and Williams. 1 986b), results in an 
arithmetic mean K' for the soil system to be 2.82 in &'. This figure is still considerably greater than 
the mean for the plots of 1.06 in &'. A possible explanation is that the tussock areas are slightly higher 
in elevation than the bare soil surface and may not be ponded, in such areas infiltration would be 
determined by the rainfall rate only. The effect would be to reduce the estimates of K' for the plots 
biassed towards the bare soil. The fact that the arithmetic mean yields much larger values than the large 
plot estimates does serve to illustrate the intractable position if measurements are made at a scale 
smaller than the characteristics length of the repetitive unit. 

The same work showed that the temporal variability in infiltration parameters that arise as a 
consequence of biological activity or the impact of rainfall cannot be removed by changing the scale 
of measurement. The temporal effect can however, be reduced at an increased scale of measurement 
through the influences of numerous compensating processes that influence soil hydraulic properties. 

It is clear that the advantages of using bulk properties of the whole system are more useful than 
point soil physical properties (Youngs. 1983). The merit of measuring infiltration parameters from a 
hydrograph of a large unbounded plot or small catchment (eg: Burch at al, 1987) is that these soil 
parameters refer to a scale that appears to be representative of that landscape element. 

It is apparent that this is a relatively simple environment for the testing of scale problems, 
physically-based infiltration theory and possible future application of physical process models. 
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HYDROLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS FOR LAND MANAGEMENT 

The wet tropical coast - the impact of logging and clearing of 
tropical rainforest on storm runoff hydrology erosion 

It became apparent by the 1960s   that unconstrained logging was causing spectacular gully 
erosion up to 12mdeep(Gilmour. 1977a), especiallyon logging or 'snig' tracks. This instigated two 
separate investigations within the Freshwater Creek basin near Cairns (Gilrnour, 1971) and in the 
Babinda catchrnents (Gilmour, 1977b). 

The Babinda work followed the classes approach of calibration of undisturbed, paired 
catchments (North and South Creek), followed by monitoring the impact of logging and later clearing 
of North Creek. Statistical details of the work were presented by Gilmour (1977) and further 
interpreted in Gilmour et a! (1982), in the light of process studies concerning runoff generation. 
Particularly outstanding was no detectable change in quickflow volume, quickflow duration or time 
to peak after logging and clearing in North Creek. These characteristics imply that there was only 
minor changes in the storm runoff, in terms of process and source areas despite a significant increase 
in soil moisture Content (Gilmour et al, 1982) and an order of magnitude decline in the surface (0-0.1 
m depth) log mean K*.  Forexample, Gilmour (1975) showed that when the soils were in their driest 
condition after clearing in 1973, South Creek required 291 mm of rain for the soils in the surface three 
metres to attain 'field capacity', whereas the treated North Creek catchment required only 94mm for 
the soils to reach the same condition. 

Determinations undertaken between 1984-1986 (over 10 years since logging and clearing 
followed by forest regeneration) showed that the surface 0-0.1 m depth K* (log mean = 184.0mm 
hr'. n = 34) was in the same order of magnitude as the corresponding K*  for South Creek (log mean 
842.5 mm h'), but obviously the absolute value is a lot lower and more towards the log mean K*  for 
the 0.1 to 0.2 m depth (60.0mm hrt, n = 60) in South Creek. In addition, there was no significant 
difference between the drainage basins at the depth intervals, 0.1-0.2 mand 0.2-0.5 m. It is not clear 
whether the significant decline in surface K of North Creek is the result of either compaction from 
earlier logging and clearing coupled with a reduction in soil biological activity and raindrop 
compaction of the newly exposed soil; or erosion of the original top 0.1 m exposing part of the former 
0.1-0.2 m layer in the undisturbed soil. Current work detecting Caesium-137 levels in the soil profile 
will assist in this interpretation. The fact that the subsoil K*  for both North and South Creek, 0.1-0.2 
m layer are comparable encourages the idea that compaction and reduction in biological activity maybe 
the more likely explanation. In this context it is interesting that the few determinations of K*  for the 
surface 0-0.1 m layer in the remaining undisturbed area of the upper reaches of North Creek (log mean 

=1144.8mm br' • n 10) are not much higher than the larger sample measurements in South Creek. 

Despite these surface changes of K*  in North Creek. it is evident that the subsoil K*,  continue 
to act as the 'ttle'or impeding layer in the storm runoffprocess in a similar manner to thatoccurring 
in undisturbed South Creek. Consequently determination ofjust this one parameter helps considerable 
to interpret Gilmour's (1975) earlier water balance results. 

() 0.1 -0.2 log mean K l'JorthCreek, 57.3 mm hi1 , n = 28; South Creek, 60.0mm hr', n = 60(0.2- 0.5 in log 
niean k*, N01th Creek, 33 mm hi4 , n = 155; So,4th Creek, 3.5mm hr', ii = 219. 
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Major changes however, were evident in the water quality of North Creek after the change in 
land use. Peak suspended sediment concentrations rose from 180mg L'before logging to about 520 
mg L' in the two years after logging. 

Clearing brought a much more dramatic change in suspended sediment concentrations in 
North Creek reaching values as high as 400 mg L-' despite dilution from peak discharges. From the 
data on stream sediment levels in North Creek, Capelin and Prove (1983) estimated that annual 
suspended levels rose from 4.8 tonnes he before disturbance to 10.9 tonnes he after logging and 59.6 
tonnes ha-' after clearing. Bedload was not measured, but Douglas (1967) suggested this factor may 
be as high as 50 percent of the suspended load which raises the total loss to about 90 tonnes ha'. 

When the erodibility of various rainforest soil types is considered, the quoted erosion losses 
from the Babinda catchments are likely to be conservative if the same activity had been undertaken 
on other catchments of the same morphometry. Using the dispersion index of Middleton (1930), the 
most stable soils are those derived from basalt, basic metamorphic (B abinda catchments), colluvium 
and some of the granite members (Bonell eta!, 1986). The remaining soils derived from granite and 
acid metamorphics were erodible below the surface layer where organic matter is not incorporated. 
Exposure of these subsoils by log haulage causes them to disperse easily from raindrop impact and 
concentrated overland flow especially on logging tracks. Thus overland flow can be a mixture of both 
saturation overland flow and Hortonian overland flow due to soil compaction. 

Apparent from this Babinda study, is that the amount of vegetation and the conditions of the 
top 0.2 m of soil are relatively unimportant in terms of quickflow generation. But the same two factors 
are of great importance in controlling erosion. The frequency of widespread saturation overland flow 
in undisturbed rainforest due to the prevailing rainfall intensities and shallow impeding subsoil, 
ensures little change in the storm runoff hydrology even after varying degrees of soil compaction from 
logging and clearing. 

The need for the development of watershed management controls was initially advances by the 
Freshwater Creek study. Gilmour (1971) presented evidence to show that the principal sources of 
sediment in the creek were from poorly located undrained roads and 'snig' tracks, and from earth and 
log filled crossings. In the light of these findings, several guidelines were put into operation and 
included: 

Snigging and hauling through streams was prohibited. 
The use ofstrearnside bufferstrips at least 20 m from the stream were adopted to reduce 
the supply of sediment from 'snig' tracks, roads and logging ramps. These strips also 
ensured stream bank stability from the high discharges resulting from monsoon 
storms. 
Earth and log fill crossings were prohibited. The alternative was the construction of 
girder bridges. 

Following the implementation of these guidelines, significant reductions in suspended load 
were evident. For example, the highest measured concentration was 188mg L 1 after a 262mm rainfall 
compared with c 780 mg L 1  after 66 mm storm before these initiatives (C3ilmour, 1971). 

Further refinements to Gilmour's management controls were subsequently developed in the 
light of understanding of regional hydrological processes developed in the Babinda Research 
Programme, and these have been routinely applied to all forest harvesting operations since 1981. The 
nature of these controls and the social and technical considerations were described in detail by Cassells 
et at (1984). Amongst the technical improvements were: 
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The allotment of specifications for buffer strip width based on watercourse width, soil 
type and catchment size. 
Maximum spacing of cross drains along 'snig' tracks and roads for different slope angles 
and soil erodibilities to reduce concentration of overland flow. 
Design and location of haulage roads, 'snig' tracks, stream crossings, landings and the 
general logging direction and methodology. 

It is interesting to compare these findings with the controlled experimental study described by 
Nik (1987) and Law and Cheong (1987) referring to the Sungai Tekem Experimental Basin in 
Peninsular Malaysia. No soil hydraulic properties are reported, but Law and Cheong (1987) indicate 
the soils have high surface infiltration capacities. Following clearing, no significant change was 
observed in quickflow volumes, but peak specific discharges increased up to 65 percent more than that 
in the calibration period and time to peak decreased considerably. Following the complete establish-
ment of cover crops, peak specific discharge reduced but still remained 30 percent higher than that in 
the calibration period. S i gni ficantly, suspended sediment loads of one of the partially deforested basins 
rose from 0.3 t ha' y(' to 4.1 t ha 4  yf' following initial clearing, before a decrease after establishment 
of a cover crop to 1.6 t ha'" 1 . These losses are very low compared with Babinda and highlight the 
differences in rainfall characteristics, topography and soils between the two areas. For example, Law 
and Cheong report annual maximum rain intensities of 24 hr duration (range 64.5 to 149.5 mm) much 
lower then those experienced in Babinda (Fable 1, Fig. 3). 

The semi-arid open eucalypt woodland 

Table 4 shows the aggregate fluxes in overland flow and sediment between field visits, rather 
than for specific storms (Table 2), before a severe fire passed through the experimental site. Aggregate 
erosion from rainflow transportation (Moss et al. 1979) along the 100 rn segment of slope remains 
small (approx. 0.02 toimcs ha') considering the amount of overland flow being exchanged between 
plots and even deposition is indicated, as shown by the negative change, is indicated during period 6. 
Following the fire, equipment malfunction caused some loss of data, but that available showed no 
statistical significantdifference (Bonell and Williams, 1987)interms of sediment transfer. Following 
a combination of all records from theplots 1 to 4, a goodrelation was developed (Fig. 8) betweenrunon-
deposition and runoff-erosion and the nonsignificant regression intercept is particularly notable. From 
a conceptual understanding of the erosion process (eg: Kirkby and Morgan, 1980) such a result can be 
expected, but to our knowledge has not been demonstrated from field experiments using natural 
rainfall. The commonly used bounded runoff plots in hillslope hydrology prohibit this type of analysis. 

Clearly on these low relic1 landscapes where the soil infiltration properties are in near-
equilibrium with the prevailing rain intensities, the amounts of erosion are small in the undisturbed 
landscape. Any disturbance by way of soil compaction from cattle or tracks induced by vehicles, has 
the potential to reduce infiltration and increase overland flow, and in turn erosion judging by field 
evidence of degradation in these landscapes. 
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DISCUSSION 

The dominance of overland flow 

In both the humid and semi-arid environment overland flow is the major delivety component, 
but the process of generation is quite different in undisturbed conditions. Hortonian overland flow 
prevails in the semi-and area, where the lowest K* occurs at the soil surface due to raindrop 
compaction. Perhaps the occurrence of this flow type is not surprising as it is associated with arid and 
semi-arid landscapes where vegetation densities are low (Dunne, 1983), and the Tonens Creek 
experiment provides a classic example. But the temporal variability of surface K*  requires different 
rain intensities and in turn different times to runoff to exceed infiltration and depression storage. 
Therefore factors such as biological activity and raindrop compaction continually altering the surface 
soil fabric cannot be ignored. 

By contrast, the highly tranamissive surface soils make Hortonian overland flow impossible 
in undisturbed rainforest, and the 'throttle' to vertical transmission of rainwater occurs below 0.2 m 
depth, away from the dense surface root mat. High rain intensities, long duration of storms and low 
prevailing soil matric potentials (V) result in the rapid emergence of subsurface stormflow, especially 
in the top 0.25 m, and in turn widespread saturation overland flow in the monsoon season. This 
vindicates Burt's (1985: 582) observation for humid environments that' .. amongst the various 
conclusions reached is the agreed dominance of subsurface (storm) flow as the major contributor to 
stormflow in its own right...'. Both flow components are significant contributors to quickflow, but 
saturation overland flow dominates in the monsoon (December-March) which is a remarkable 
response for a forested environment, and in areas of South Creek comparable with study site 2 in the 
post-monsoon (April-mid-June). Subsurface stormflow becomes a more significant contributor to 
stxeamflow over remaining areas of the catchment in the latter season, with saturation overland flow 
restricted to the highest rain intensities in storms. In terms of peak runoff volumes and lag times 
between rainfall and stream discharge, South Creek has a hydrological response more akin 10 an 
environment where Hortonjan overland flow is the dominant contributor to stormflow rather than 
subsurface stormflow generally associated with humid forested lands, particularly in temperate areas. 
For the same catchment area of 0.257 km2, Dwine (1978, [Figure 7.18 and Figure 7,191) estimated a 
peak runoff rate of 0.6mm hr' and alag time of 12.99 hours from experience in humid temperate 
catehmnents (some of which are forested) where subsurface stormflow is claimed to be the dominant 
contributor to stormflow. This rainforest catchment has recorded peak flows up to 74 mm hf' and 
average lag response times of 0.4 hrs (mode 03 hr, range 0.2-0.9 hr) during monsoon storms (January 
to March, 1976 and 1977). These responses are more towards response patterns of environments 
dominated by Hortonian overland flow, where a similar-sized catchment can be expected to produce 
peak runoff rates of 150mm hr4 , with lag times of 0.32 hrs (Dunrte, 1978 (Figures 7.7 and 7.81). This 
highlights the significance of saturation overland flow as a contributor to stream flow in this 
environment and contributes to the high annual and individual storm runoff coefficients. About 65 1110 
(2515 mm) of the annual rainfall (4009 mm) appears as runoff and 47% of this amount appears as 
quickliow, mostly between December-May (Gilmour, 1975), thus incorporating the monsoon and the 
bulk of the post-monsoon season. 

The disturbed North Creek would still favour saturation overland flow, but the lower surface 
K* could also produce infiltration-excess, Hortonian overland flow during the most highest short-term 
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rain intensities, especially in the summer monsoon season. A saturation overland flow is also capable 
of developing almost instantaneously following commencement of storms in the undisturbed rain-
forest, so there should be little difference in the timing of both overland flow mechanisms which 
explains why only minor changes in the storm runoff response occurred between the two drainage 
basins. 

By contrast, Nortcliff and Thomes (1981)noted the occurrence of oveTland flow was rare in 
a hill slope study located in the Amazonas, near Manaus. The possible reasons will be discussed later. 
In the same area, Salati and Vose (1984) reported only 19 to 26 percent of the annual rainfall (c 2000 
mm) appearing as total runoff (quickflow and delayed flow) from Amazon rainforest basins near 
Manaus. Elsewhere in undisturbed equatorial rainforest, Nik (1987) reported low annual runoff 
coefficients ranging between 9.0 and 143 percent across three drainage basins in the Sungai Tekern 
Experimental Basin Project in Pahang, Peninsular Malaysia where mean annual rainfall was 1722 mm. 
Law and Cheong (1987) noted quickflow accounted for only 21 percent of annual runoff due to the high 
infiltration capacities of these drainage basin soils. No data was presented on the hilislope hydrology, 
but the work was reviewed by Bruijnzeel (1989) who suggested that the relative absence of increased 
stormflows even following forest clearance, indicated that significant overland flow along hilislopes 
still did not occur. Other separate studies in lowland or highland equatorial rainforest for example, in 
Tanzania by Edwards (1979) and Lundgren (1980), and in the reviews by Lal (1981), Walsh (1980) 
and Douglas and Spencer (1985) all point to saturation overland flow being relatively unimportant 
except in highly localized areas in some of these environments. 

The significance of rain intensity 

The significance of rain intensity is central to the description of runoff generation in these 
studies, and was shown statisticallyby cross-correlation and laggedregression analysis referring to the 
mainlorest (Bonell et al, 1979; 1981), and by simple regression and partial correlation analysis in 
connection with Limes to runoff and overland flow volumes in the semi-arid area (Bonell and Williams, 
1986b). By definition, the role of rain intensity in producing Hortonian overland flow makes this 
conclusion perhaps predictable, although the temporal variability of rain amounts required for ponding 
between discrete events adds another perspective due to soil fabric changes. The evidence from the 
rainforest, however, differs from other environments. For example, the comprehensive studies by 
Hewlett and co-workers (Hewlett etai, 1977,1985; Hewlett and Bosh, 1984) statistically showed that 
rain intensity had no appreciable effect on quickflow volumes and only a small effect on peak flows. 
The data base for that work was drawn from temperate areas where reported rain intensities, for 
example max 1 hr, and response ratios (quickflow/gross storm rainfall) are low compared with South 
Creek. The much lower rain intensities experienced in the Coweeta Experimental Forest project in the 
southern Appalachians are reinforced by the later summary of 40 years of rainfall data by Swift et a! 
(1988). They noted that the reason why Hewlett eta! (1984) strongly questioned the value of intensity 
in that environment was because '_ nearly three-quartets of Coweeta's precipitation falls with an 
intensity of less than 10mm hr, and only 10 percent of storms have maximum intensities over 50mm 
hr (Swift eta!, 1988, p.  43). 

It is our intention to analyze the long-term rainfall records for both North and South Creek in 
the same way as Hewlett eta! (1984), but based on the meteorological seasons, monsoon (December-
March), post-monsoon (April-mid-June), winter (mid-June-September) and pre-monsoon (October- 
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November) (Bonell and Gilmour, 1980) rather than lumping all the storms together. Much of the 
discussion in this paper has concentrated on the first two seasons when 85 percent of annual rainfall 
occurs. 

Soil hydraulic properties 

The measurement of soil hydraulic properties and the use of elementary soil physics has been 
fundamental to both studies in the interpretation of runoffprocess on the lines called for by Burt (1985). 
The establishment of field saturated hydraulic conductivity as the dominant parameter in both studies 
holds significance for extrapolation to other 'similar' areas. A preliminary assessment of other 
geological and soil types has already been made on the wet tropical coast (Bonell eta!, 1983b). In the 
meantime work has just been completed measuring K*  on a 75 m2  grid in both North and South Creeks 
to assist interpretation of the long-term rainfall-runoff records and for use in O'Loughlin's (1986) 
topography-catchment wetness model. 

Despite the subsoil (>0.2 m) of the rainforest impeding most of the rain, the transitional 0.1 
to 0.2 m layer is capable of causing ponding during the highest short-term rains. It is ironic that the 
K of this horizon is in the same order of magnitude as that of the non-vegetated areas in the semi-arid 
eucalypt woodland, and that maximum 1 minute rain amounts between the two environments are not 
too dissimilar (unpublished data). l'here are some parallels then in that each layer can act as a 'throttle' 
to downward movement of rainwater and this in turn produces overland flow. The point of genesis, 
however, makes this component hydrologically different between each environment. 

The variable source area concept 

The occurrence of widespread saturation overland flow and subsurface stormflow in rain-
forest, particularly in the summer monsoon, represents part of the extreme 'wet hydrological situation 
in the context of Hewlett's variable source area concept. The proportion of South Creek contribution 
to quickflow depends on the transit distance saturation overland flow has to take before it is tapped by 
organized drainage lines, either perennial or ephemeral. The soil hydraulic properties, the intensity 
and long duration of monsoon storms, the high drainage density and the steep catchrnent slopes favour 
widespread contributing areas to quickflow. There is pedological evidence for natural erosion by 
saturation overland flow on the steeper slopes with only remants of the A2  and A3  horizons surviving. 
Research on hillslope erosion coupled with statistical (Hewlett eta!, 1984) and topography-wetness 
modelling (O'Loughlin, 1986) will further check this conclusion. Furthermore new initiatives during 
the 1989-90 wet season will attempt to reconcile the earlier hydrometric study with the stream 
hydrographs utilizing the environmental isotopes deuterium, oxygen-18 and radon-222 to identify 
runoff sources (eg.: hydrograph separation into 'old' and 'new' water) on the lines described elsewhere 
(Bonell eta!, 1989; Rodhe, 1987; Pearce eta!, 1986; Sklash and Farvolden, 1979). 

In the semi-arid study, the soil hydraulic properties and short-term rain intensities favour the 
classical Horton view of widespread areas of a catchment contributing to flood peaks. However, only 
a very small proportion of rain is transferred downslope to organized drainage and most overland flow 
is redistributed. This area differs from the Babinda study in that the storm durations are too short to 
maintain surface saturation for long periods, the slopes are too shallow for rapid transfer of overland 
flow, and the drainage network too poorly developed to capture most of it. following the variable 
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source area concept, the contributing area to flood peaks would be dependent on such factors as the 
duration as well as the intensity of storms. For most rain events, this area would seem limited to the 
valley bottoms. 

A synoptic climatology perspective 

Much emphasis has been placed on rain intensity and how it makes these environments 
hydrologically active in comparison with other areas, especially with regard to the tropical rainlorest. 
There is a link here between hillslope hydrology and synoptic climatology. Bonell et at (1986) 
reviewed the principal rain-producing systems affecting the wet tropical coast, but such descriptions 
have some relevance to the Torrens Creek area as well. In that review it was noted that north-east 
Queensland is located on the southern rim of what Ramage (1968) termed 'the maritime continent'. 
This area extends across from the Indo-Malayan archipelago, through Papua New Guinea to the 
scattered islands of the west Pacific, and incorporates a broad region of sea temperature maximum and 
large scale release of energy from convective activity. As McAlpine eta! (1983, p. 1) commented, the 
maritime continent' ...acts as an important global heat engine driving not only its own internal 
atmospheric circulation but extensive regional circulations to the north and south as well'. The 
geographical position of north-east Queensland in relation to this 'continent' makes it one of the most 
meteorologically active areas of the tropics. There is a marked concentration of high intensity rain in 
a few months of the year associated with the inter-hemisphere monsoon exchange of air (as represented 
by the monsoon trough and defined by Sadler and Hams, 1970); and the poleward draining of latent 
heat energy and moisture liberated from convective activity in the maritime continent by low pressure 
troughs in the upper westerly circulation (as defined by McAlpine eta!, 1983). All four rain generating 
mechanisms of WMO (1983) are represented on the wet tropical coast (convection, convergence, 
orographic and cyclonic) (Bonell et a!, 1986), but what makes this area outstanding is that circular 
disturbances can be almost stationary for several days, embedded in the monsoon troughover the warm 
waters of the Culf of Carpentariaor western Coral Sea. Such disturbances are more commonly tropical 
depressions (as defined by Lourensz, 1981) rather than tropical cyclones (as defined by Bureau of 
Meteorology, 1978), and the nature of this activity means that rain occurring on a few days makes up 
a large proportion of the annual total. For example, 48 percent of the annual 1981 rainfall total of 
5324.5 mm occurred between January 317, inclusive. 

As discussed eLsewhere (Bonell eta!, 1986) a significant proportion of tropical rainforest, for 
example in Indonesia, Malaysia and the Congo basin, is associated with the maximum cloud zone (as 
delmed by Davidson eta!, 1983; Sadler, 1974) of the summer equatorial westerlies (Atkinson and 
Sadler, 1970), or orographic uplift of winter easterlies where rain occurs from deep convective cells 
and not from well organized circular systems in either season. The Amazon is different, with the main 
influx of atmospheric moisture coming into the basin only as easterlies from the Northern Hemisphere 
trade winds (Atkinson and Sadler, 1970; Salati and Vose, 1984). However, the geographical location 
of the area prevents the formation of tropical cyclone or depressions, and convective cells are once 
again the rainfall source as in the equatorial westerlies. Differences, then, can be expected solely on 
meteorological grounds between the hydrological response of these non-tropical cyclonic areas and 
the hydrological response for the wet tropics of north-east Queensland based on rainfall intensity 
(Bonell eta!, 1986). In a survey of tropical rainfall, Jackson (1 988a, p.  112) noted that' ... lack of data 
for tropical areas, particularly in the case of conditions for periods less than 24 hrs makes it impossible 
to give indications of highest falls and intensities experienced'. However, he concurred with the view 
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that thunderstorms may produce the highest falls for periods of 1 hr or less, especially identified with 
the low latitude areas like the Amazon. In turn Jackson (1988a, p.  112) noted that 'for longer time 
periods, high totals will be associated with major organized disturbances of which the most extreme 
case is the hurricane - especially a slow moving, declining system. Since hurricanes in particular do 
not usually occur within about 50  of the equator, it follows that maximum totals are found in higher 
latitudes'. When comparing daily rainfall over northern Australia with other tropical areas, Jackson 
(1 988b) noted that northern Australia rainfall stations (including some on the wet tropical coast of NE 
Queensland) tended to record most concentrated rainfall, i.e. fewer raindays and higher mean daily 
intensities, compared with most other areas of the tropics, thus emphasising northern Australia as a 
highly energetic environment. However the simple distinction between tropical cyclonic and non-
cyclonic areas maybe inadequate, because an earlier study (Jackson, 1986) showed stations in central 
Africa having the closest rainfall characteristics to those found in northern Australia. Other factors 
such as orographic uplift over high topography may be as significant and need further investigation. 

The more remote position of Torrens Creek, in relation to well-organized maritime distur -
bances, means that scattered thunderstorms are the most common source of rain. This contrasts with 
the wet tropical coast where thunderstorms are less frequent. The Gulf of C arpentaria is a major source 
of moisture into central-north Queensland induced by the eastward passage of upper meridional 
troughs, or more occasionally from the equatorial westerlies associated with the southward movement 
of the monsoon trough. 

Do forests act like 'Sponges'? 
The NE Queensland tropical rainforest experience 

The clearing of forests in tropical uplands has often been misconceived as the major source of 
severe flooding, despiterecent scientificreviews showing that there is no strong evidence for this belief 
(Hamilton, 1987; Bruijnzeel, 1987). Perhaps the commonly quoted example is just outside the tropics, 
concerning deforestation in the Middle Hills of Nepal being blamed for increased flooding in the lower 
Indo-Gangetie plain (eg: Nautiyal and Babor, 1985) even though preliminary studies have argued the 
contrary (Gilmour eta!, 1987). 

The process hydrology studies described here have shown that widespread saturation overland 
flow can occur within tropical rainforest where prevailing rain intensities are high and subsoil K*  are 
very low, away from the surface horizons containing biological activity. Under these circumstances, 
floods can occur from pristine forested drainage basins on the same scale as from disturbed areas. For 
example. Bonell et at (1986) describe in detail the storm runoff generated from 2560 nun of rain 
between 3-17 January, 1981 in the Babinda drainage basins. I)uring this period daily rain exceeded 
200mm on 6 days, with a maximum total of 433 mm on 12 January 1981. Total discharge for North 
Creek (disturbed) and South Creek (undisturbed) was respectively 2096 mm and 1880mm and so did 
not differ greatly. In more detail, seven hydrograph consecutive separations were analyzed over this 
14 day period and quickflow percentages of total rain ranged from 10 to 75 percent for North Creek 
and 18 to 64 percent for South Creek. The small difference between these treatments confirm that 
pristine forests do not act as infmite 'sponges', but can generate flood-producing runoff. 

Discussion so far has concentrated on the effect of rainfall on lowland tropical rainforest. 
Further west on the mountain range, more impressive rain amounts are recorded. A rain gauge on Mt 
Bellenden Ker Top (1561 m), imniediaLely to the west of Babinda, has a mean annual rainfall of 7664 
mm, 1974-84 mcI. (median 7210 mm, range 6305 mm (1974) to 11,346 mm (1977)). Ti is from such 
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mountain areas covered in 'pristine' forests that a major contribution to the recurrent disastrous 
flooding is made by affecting the lower reaches of the Muigrave, North and South Johnstone, Tully 
and Murry Rivers (Bonell, 1983). Annual runoff coefficients can also range between 0.58 and 0.90 
(Bond, 1988). 

When the Kt  results presented by Herwitz (1986) are examined for a sample plot on the Mt 
Beflenden Ker range, it is evident that a similar trend exists as that described for the Babinda study in 
the order of magnitude decline in Kt down the profile, despite differences in parent materials. The soil 
horizons below 0.20 mare once again the persistent impeding layer (K range 2 to 7mm hi4 ), although 
the 0.05-0.20 m layer also would be impeding to maximum short term intensities in excess of 100mm 
hf 1  (Kt =108mm hr', 0.05 -0.20 m layer). Consequently, widespread saturation overland flow would 
occur during the summer monsoon season, but Uerwitz produced results to show that a combination 
of high intensity rainfall and the funnelling effectof trees wouldproduce 'localized', based stemfiow 
fluxes capable of exceeding the surface Kt and thus producing Uortonian overland flow. 

Under these wet conditions, it can be concluded that forests respond to extremely high rainf alls 
similar to other land use conversions and do not act as infinite 'sponges'. One of the critical differences 
between tropical rainforests in say, the Aniazonas, and NE Queensland concerns the vertical changes 
in Kt  down the soil profile. The results presented here show that the transmissive layer is very shallow 
and confined to the top 0.2 m of soil. Irrespective of any reductions in surface Kt  from compaction, 
the chief 'throttle' controlling the disposition of soil/rain water remains in the shallow subsoil ( ~: 0.2 
m depth). Good quality soil Kt  from otherrainforest environments is scarce, but NortcliffandThornes 
(1981) presented Kt  for Arnazonas Oxisols near Manaus which showed that those soils had a deeper 
transrnissive layer down to 0.90 m depth (Kt range 61.3 to 156.7 mm hr') before Kt  lowered to 21.7 
mm hr' (0.90-1.15 depth) which is in the range of the more permeable soils of NE Queensland, eg. 
derived from basalts and colluvium (Bonell eta!, 1983). The Kt of the top 0.15 m of the Ainazonas 
soils (Kt = 921,3 rmn hr4 ) differed little from those reported from NB Queensland. The effects of 
surface compaction, however, in the Amazonas might have greater ramifications on the runoff process 
because the predisturbance subsoil 'throttle' is more remote from the surface (unlike in the Babinda 
study), and the upper transmissive layer is much deeper which acts as a buffer to overland flow. 
Nortclif I and Thornes' (1981) had noted that the occurrence of overland flow was rare. Consequently, 
the effect of transferring the 'throttle' layer to the surface in relation to short term rain intensities on 
disturbance, might be more significant in causing changes in the delivery mechanisms and magnitudes 
of storm runoff. The need for detailed Kt  measurements on the lines described in the Babinda study 
is highlighted to substantiate this argument. 

CONCLUSION 

The tropical rainforest presents the paradox of high surface infiltration rates typical of humid 
forest environments but a runoff response that is not typical of those environments. Given the high 
field saturated hydraulic conductivity of the surface rainforest soils, Hortonian overland flow is clearly 
not possible. But the high prevailing rain intensities and the low Kt  subsurface values ensure the 
frequent presence of widespread saturation overland flow in the summer, and cause this catchment to 
be highly responsive to rainfall inputs. Similarly, the surface permeability of the open eucalypt 
woodland soils is comparatively high despite raindrop compaction producing sealed areas. Ponding 
and subsequent Hortonian overland flow only occur because short-term rain intensities are high. There 
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is a parallel between these contrasting environments in that each has a 'throttle' layer to the prevailing 
inputs, viz at the surface in the semi-arid study and the subsoil in the rainforest. This is caused by 
opposite trends in the order of magnitude of change in K*  down the respective soil profiles. Field 
saturated hydraulic conductivity is a significant hydraulic property in both environments, where 
temporal as well as spatial variability has to be considered, especially in the semi-arid study. 

In contrast to the rainforest example, most overland flow is redistributed within the semi-arid 
study because of the very shallow slopes. Such redistribution, however, is sufficient to provide a high 
erosion potential through rain-flow transportation (Moss etaL, 1979) following disturbance of these 
landscapes. The runoff characteristics on the wet tropical coast cause disastrous erosion to occur on 
disturbance as shown by the Babinda study. In addition, average annual losses of 100 tonnes ha 1  have 
been estimated for 11,000 ha of sugar canelands on various soils north of Cardwell (Capelin and Prove, 
1983). 

There are, then, close links between storm drainage and synoptic climatology in north-east 
Queensland. Such links have been largely ignored in other runoff processes studies because most 
research has been undertaken in humid temperate areas o f western Europe and the eastern United States 
where rain intensities are much lower in magnitude (examples: Hewlette: a!, 1977; Weyman, 1973) 
and where streams have a lower responsiveness to storms. The tropical rainforest study, in particular, 
emphasize this link. This means that, when considering synoptic climatology in addition to soil and 
slope factors, differences between this area and other rainforests can be expected. In a review of runoff 
process and models in the humid tropics, Walsh (1980: 181) noted that of all the tropical rainforest 
areas so far investigated, the Babinda catchments have' ... the only distinctively tropicalrunoff process 
pattern'. Clearly the high rainfalls in the Babinda catchments outweigh the lithologic influences. 
Otherwise the soil hydraulic properties would have suggested a localized saturation overland flow and 
subsurface stormilow model found elsewhere in humid tropical and temperate areas (Kirkby, 1978; 
Walsh, 1980). Detailed knowledge of the interaction between synoptic climatology and runoff 
hydrology is clearly required. 

Finally the Australian experience has emphasized the need for detailed measurements of soil 
hydraulic properties, notably K*,  at different scales of investigation in line with Beven's (1989) 
comments and the need for an open, cascade trough system to monitor overland flow rather than the 
commonly used bounded plot studies. This new design forms the basis for future investigations 
concerning the possibilities of extrapolation of measured parameters to other ungauged areas. Future 
research on these lines is suggested to resolve the continuous debate whether conversion of forests 
increases storm runoff or not in a wide variety of humid tropical environments. In the meantime an 
explanation is offered for the dichotomy of views in terms of the effect of land use conversion on the 
runoff process. 
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Table I - a - lower Congo (Kinshasa) rainfalls (mm) for various durations and return periods 
(after Griffiths, 1972). 

Return Duration (miii) 
period 

10 2 	30 	40 	50 	60 	70 80 	90 	24hr 

2 23.3 	37.5 	46.5 	56.2 	62.0 	66.1 	67.3 69.5 	69.8 

10 30.6 	49.3 	61.2 	74.4 	82.4 	87.9 	89.5 92.5 	92.7 	117 

25 132 

50 143 

b - Babinda rainfalls (mm) for selected durations and return periods for a comparison with 
Kinshasa 

Return Duration (mm)  
period 
(years) 6 12 18 30 60 3hr 24hr 

2 12.7 23.1 29.3 42.2 67.5 120.9 335.8 

20.5 28.3 40.3 58.5 90.7 209.3 497.0 L 7 

14 24.7 32.0 45.5 64.5 103.9 244.0 660.9 
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Table 2 -Rursoffrunon for Individual Storms for Plots I and 4 

Date Total 

DIFFERENCES IN OVERLAND FLOW (mm) 

NET CHANGE Plot I 	Plot 2 	Plot 3 	Plot 4 
rain Trough 2- Trough 3- Trough 4- Trough 5- BETWEEN 

Trough 1 Trough 2 Trough 3 Trough 4 PLOTS 

21 .1 .87 14.8 0.14 -0.14 0.20 -0.12 0.08 

20.1.82 9.8 0.04 0.12 0.45 .0.44 0.17 

21.1.87 10.8 0.05 0.14 1.05 -0.94 0.30 
(Storm A) 

211.82 12.0 0.04 -0.09 0.04 -0.03 -0.04 
(Storm B) 

23.1.82 16.4 -0.63 2.24 1.20 -2.53 0.28 

2.2.82 34.0 -2.86 636 1.82 -4.54 0.78 

18.2.82 23.6 -0.97 4.04 137 -3.44 1.00 

Source: Bonell and Williams, 1986b. 

Table 3 - Comparison of combined spatial and temporal variability in the Philip parameters and 
saturated hydraulic conductivity (Ku') between large piots and infiltration rings 

Median Max Mm Stdcv 

A parameter (m d 1 ) 
Plot 21 1.08 0.95 2.16 0.35 0.59 
Ring, bare 24 178 2.76 10.02 0.52 2.04 
Ring, vegetation 26 7.06 4.45 2103 0.52 6.70 
S parameter (mm 	12)  
Plot 21 0.0070 0.0170 0.0860 -0.0740 0.0452: 
Ring, bare 24 0.0455 0.0316 0.3430 -0.045() 0.0666 
Ring, vegetation 26 0.0391 0.0280 0.1940 -0.1490 0.0885 

K' (md - ') 
Plot 21 1.08 0.86 1.90 0.52 0.52 
Ring, bare 24 2.63 2.42 7.69 0.86 1.53 
Ring, vegetation 26 6.19 4.45 15.29 1.64 4.67 

Source: Williams and Bonell, 1988. 
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Table 4-Fluxes in overland flow (mm) and sediment (g n12) (I 2) 

Sampling Total Plot 1 Plot 2 Plot 3 Plot 4 Net 

period rain Trough 2- Trough 3- Trough 4- Trough 5- change 

NO date (mm) Trough 1 Trough 2 Trough 3 Trough 4 between 
plots 

1 17/12181- 47.60 1.28 -2.46 -0.57 1.80 0.06 

5/1/82 QZZ (L2 0.134 L81() 22Z 
2 6/1182- 19.80 0.12 -0.14 0.20 -0.12 0.06 

19/1182 Q.1Q2 QiZ. 0,010 QIIZ Q4.LL 
3 20/1/82- 106.60 -3.41 8.80 4.56 -8.48 1.47 

312/82 0111 2M I2LQ Q2Z1 2122 
4 412/82- 28.60 -0.97 4.04 1.37 -3.44 0.99 

2/3/82 Q.UZ u1 0.130 Q.QL M2 
5 3/3/82- 40.20 -0.01 ).07 0.21 -0.10 0.04 

16/3182 QW. 
6 1713/82- 1160 0.10 -0.01 0.06 -0.09 0.05 

6/4/82 :0..04I LL QQZ4 It 
7 714/82- 11.80 0 0 0 0 0 

14/5/82 Q 011 Q..i5.Z QQ.L Q.Q41 
FIRE 

8 10112182- 11.20 -0.06 1.32 0.06 -1.112 0.30 

21/12/82 QlQL LZZL (-.LL2). (03301 SR 
9 22/12/82- 86.25 -1.52 NR NR -8.32 NR 

5/1183 (5.163) (-2.062) 
10 6/1/83- 26.75 -0.28 1.26 -0.41 -0.84 -0.27 

3/2/83 04 QQ22 L11 
11 4/2/83- 29.75 -1.24 4.89 .135 -2.93 -0.63 

113183 LIQZ IIA (LI1Z 2J1 LL 
12 2/3/83- 25.00 -0.23 2.07 -0.66 -1.24 -0.06 

22/3/83 0.25 0041 075. 
13 2114/83- 222.60 .27.11 81.38 -26.01 -22.77 5.49 

30/4/83 -11.618 55,979 (5.226) (-0.400) NR 
14 1/5/83- 93.20 -44.60 65.45 -24.63 -17.47 -21.25 

13/5/83 (1.709) (6.851) (-5.364) (1.006) Ng 
15 14/5/83- 58.25 -12.33 27.00 -6.19 -7.01 1.47 

2215/83 Z2ZZ 1,4I .3,21 Lau 
16 9112/83- 169.20 -14.21 39.12 -13.34 MR NR 

12/1/84 QL .101 17.2 (-5.093) 
17 1311/84- 42.75 -3.41 5.83 -1.98 -2.37 -1.92 

19/1/84 I2.008 IAQI 2.114 1 Z2 0.422 
18 20/1/84- 67.50 -4.67 14.83 -5.96 -6.03 -1.83 

212/84 LZ2L 2.Z2 5,.2.I LQZZ L522 
19 312/84- 74.50 -0.24 1.96 -0.86 0.90 -0.03 

2312184 dlLQ 0,312 -0,130 

Figures shown as italics and underlined refer to sediment transport. Where the suspended load sampler 
malfunctioned, the bedload collected from froughs shown in brackets. NR denotes no result available. 

Overland flow is positive for runoff and negative for runori and sediment flux is positive for erosion and 
negative for deposition. 

Sossrce: Bond! and Williams, 1987. 
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Fig. I - The location experimental sites and physiographic features of the Babinda catchments. 
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NORTH CREEK 

Fig 2 - The distriburiort undisturbed/disturbed tropical rainforest in North Creek. 
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Fig. 4 	The location of sampling points for K determination for the impeding layer 0.020.5 in 
depth in South Creek and preliminary permeability. 
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Fig. 5—The location of sampling points for K*  determination for the impeding layer 0.02-0.5 m 
depth in North Creek 
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Fig. 7 -_ Diagram to illustrate the concept of the 'repetitive unit' which is aimed at regarding the 
behaviour of an inhomogeneous material as an equivalent homogeneous material if the length 
scale of observation exceeds the characteristic length (L 1  and L ) of the repetitive unit (after 

Bear, 1979). 

Source: Williams and Bonell, 198. 
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Fig. 8 - Eorsion-deposition versus runoff-runon for the pre- and post-fire periods. The equation 
shown is for a zero intercept. The constant for the fitted equation (y = O.4543x + 0.546) was 
not significantly different from zero (p > 0.05). The ANOVA percentage variance 
accounted for is defined as 100 x (total mean square mmus residual mean square)/(toral 
mean square). The symbols A to D represent individual observations from plots 1 to 4 
respectively. Where more than one observation is coincident this is shown numerically. 
The + symbol close to the origin indicates 28 almost coincident points. 

Source: Bonell and Williams, 1987. 
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The Bolivian Amazon region lies in the upper middle part of the Madeira River basin (850,000 
a portion of which extends in the Andes (24%), and aLso in Peru and BraziL The water 

and salt balances of the main sub-basins and the entire basin of the upper Madeira River are 
established for the interannual period 1968/1970 to 1982. 
The mean interannual precipitations on the great basins vary from 750 to 3000 mm, the entire 
upper Madeira basin receiving 1705 mm yr1 . The biggest extremes of the rainfall reach 490 and 
more than 7000 mm. At its head, the Madeira River is yet one of the largest rivers of the world, 

with a mean interannual discharge of 17,000 m5 Si,  i.e. 536 x ICP m3  yr 1 , approximately half the 
discharge of the Congo River. The mean interannual contribution of the Bolivian Andes is 
4170 m3 4,  i.e. 132 x 101  m5  yr . ', representing 25% of the discharge of the entire upper Madeira 
basin. The values of actual evapotranspirarion vary from 615mm in the driest Andean basin to 
1520mm yr1  in a forest and low drainage basin. Global ionic contents, with values of 59mg 

1', 61 mg I', and 57mg 1' for the Madeira, the Beni and the Mamote Rivers respectively, out 
of any contamination, are somewhat higher than for the Amazon River. interannual dissolved 

ionic transport is evaluated to 32 x 10 t at the bcgining of the Madeira River, i. e. 1 t 51 

The contribution of the upper Madeira River to the Amazon system, at the ocean, is evaluated 
to 9.7% of the water and 10.9% of the ions, whereas the surface represents 12.1%. 

bssdtuz Francazs de Ia Recherche Scienzfique pour le D6veloppernent en Coopéro.00n (ORSTOM) . P. 0, Box 
9214LaPa., Bolivia 

LJNESCO/ROSTLAC . P.O. box 859. Monsevideo, Uruguay 

irLstIEuLo de Hidrduiica r I-lidrologfa (!HH de L.a UMSA) . P. 0. Box 699 - La Pat, Bolivia 

Servicio Naoior,a1 de Meteorolag(ae HiarologIa (SENAMHI) - Ed. La Ur&zniz - La Pa., Bolivia 
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INTRODUCTiON 

The Bolivian Amazon region lies in the upper middle part of the Madeira River basin (Sioli, 
1984), a portion of which also is in Peru and Brazil. The basin extends through the Eastern Cordillera 
of the Andes, the adjoining Plain, and the Brazilian Shield. Mean drainage axes are constituted by the 
Madre dc Dios, Beni, Manioré and Itenez Rivers which join to become the Madeira River, the more 
important south affluent of the Amazon. At the confluence of the Beni and Mamoré Rivers, the 
Madeira River drains a basin of 850,000 kin 2, 24% of which lies in the Andes. The water flows through 
varied zones of relief, lithology, climate and vegetation which determine diverse hydrological and 
hydrochemical characterisucs. 

The international Project PHICAB, conducted by ORSTOM, flIH and SENAMHI, under 
agreement with the International Hydrological Programme of UNESCO, studies climate, hydrology, 
hycirochemistry and sediment transport in Bolivia, in particular the Amazon part (Roche, 1982; Roche 
and Canedo, 1984). Thanks to measurements and the compilation of other available data, the PHIECAB 
has established the water and salt balances of the main sub-basins and the entire basin of the upper 
Madeira River (Espinoza, 1985; GarcIa, 1985; Abasto, 1987; Cruz, 1987; Roche and Fernández-
Jatiregui, 1988). In the Aniazonian region of Bolivia, climatological data is available since 1945 at 
many stations. The hydrometric measurements have been made in the Andes since the 1970's but, in 
the plain, they began in 1982. However, three hydrometric stations, among a PHICAB network of 15 
stations, have been observed there before over a 15 to 20 years period. Then, the values obtained over 
the whole basin are adjusted for a first evaluation to the interannual period 1968/1970 to 1982, 
according to the UNESCO recommendations for the waler balance of South America. 

Differents periods have also been considered in other studies for sub-basins (Bourges et al., 
1987, 1990; Guyot et al., 1987, 1990; Roche et a]., 1989). Details of the waler and salt balances for 
an hydrological division in 16 sub-watersheds are presented in Tables I and H. 

PHYSICAL AND BIOLOGICAL CONDITIONS 

The surface of the whole basin is 850,000 kni 2  of which one third is represented by the Bern 
basin and two thirds correspond to the Mamoré basin The Andes occupy 205,000km 2, i.e. one fourth 
of the surface. 

Between the glaciers of the andcan crests and the tropical rainy forest of the piedmont, the 
rivers drain frequently semi-arid areas of high altitude, particularly in the south west of the Beni basin 
and in the Rio Grande basin. In the center of the eastern plain of Bolivia, the forest is interrupted by 
savanna with forest gallery butresumes in the Brazilian Shield and to the north where the great amazon 
forest begins. 

The andean rocks are of all geological times: Paleozoic, Mesozoic, Tertiary and Quatemary. 
They were affected by Pliocene folding, with locally upper Cretaceous and Eocene folding. Intrusive 
rocks constitute the highest mountains of the head-watersheds. The Permian and Cretaceous sections 
contain gypsiferous red clays where the gypse is locally exploited. White exudations in the dry periods 
cover diverse terrains in the semi-arid areas, especially the black Paleozoic schists. 
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RAINFALL 

The spatial rainfall distribution over all Bolivia and the parts of the basin situated in the border 
countries has been displayed on maps at 1/4,000,000 scale (Roche and Rcicha, 1985) and for each of 
the four main basins at 1/1.000.000 scale. The Figure 1 is asimplificationof maps drawn at 115,000,000 
scale. This distribution of the precipitation differs greatly according to the regions, the dynamics of 
air masses and orographic phenomena. However, the monthly distribution in the course of the year 
presents a similar pattern over the entire Bolivian Amazon basin, showing that it is part of a same 
pluviometric regime (Roche et al., 1990). 

The Madre de Dios basin receives yearly heavy rainfall from 2500mm to more than 7000mm 
on the andean flank, and from 1800 to 2500 mm on the plain, with an average of 2380 mm. 

The Beni River basin, in its andean part, receives between some 800 and 1000 mm on the 
summit, and more than 4000mm in the upper part of the hot valleys (Yungas). The most protected 
zones due to its western situation behind the upper sun -imits of the Cordillera, such as the valleys of 
La Paz and Lunbay, have rainfall in the range of 350 to 500mm. The main rainfall in the andean basin 
is estimated at 1720 mm. Rainfall in the plain ranges from 1650 to 2000mm, with a mean precipitation 
evaluated at 1810mm, and at 1755mm in the entire Real basin, at the confluence with the Madre de 
Dios river. 

The mean precipitation in the Beth and the Madre de Dios basins, as a whole, is 2060 mm. 

The Mamoré andean basin, with extrem values of 480mm in the most semi-arid zone to 6000 
mm at the foot of the Andes, receives a mean rainfall of 750mm in the Rio Crande basin and 3000mm 
on the oriental watersheds. The Amazon plain has rainfall between 800mm in the Rio Grande basin, 
3000 miii in the Ichilo basin and 1900mm at the head of the Madeira river. The increase in rainfall 
is remarkable toward the north (800 to 1900mm) and to the west 0000-1900mm to 2000-4000mm). 
The mean rainfall on the basin is estimated at 1850mm and 1520mm over the entire Mainoré basin. 

The ltenez River basin receives rainfall as follows: 900mm in the south, 1800mm in the east 
and 1900mm in the north east, with a mean value estimated at 1375 mm. 

The mean precipitation on the upper Madeira basin is 1705 mm. 

EVAPOTRANSPIRATION 

Evapotranspiration has been evaluated in two ways: the waxer balance, by the difference 
between precipitation and discharge, furnishes a value of the actual evapotranspiraiion that has been 
compared to that obtained by formulas (Figure 2). According to the recommendationt of UNESCO 
for the water balance of South America, the formula of Thornthwaite or Turc has been used for land, 
and of Penman for free-water. 

Interannual values vary from 610 mm, in the semi-arid RIo Grande basin where the water 
deficit is high, to 1520mm in the Orthon River basin, characterized by a very flat relief, low drainage 
and rainy forest covering. The andean partof the Beth River basin shows a value of evapotranspiration 
of 780 mm, just a little higher than that of the previous basin. The evaluation of 1220mm, made for 
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the rainy oriental basins of the Mamord River, increases the global value of ev apotranspiration in the 
Bolivian andean part of the upper the Madeira River basin, where it is estimated at 800 mm. 

The actual evapoiranspiration in the plain, varies from 1075 mm to 1520mm and tends to 
increase from South to Nortit This highest value is similar to that evaluated at 1470 mm for the 
Amazonian forest in French Guiana (Roche, 1982 a, b). 

The comparison of the evaluations obtained by the two methods, shows differences included 
between zero and 14%. Evapotranspiration remains the most difficult evaluation of the water balance, 
compared to the other terms that can be more easily measured. 

RUNOFF 

The annual rain distribution, conditioned by the alternation of a rainy season and a dry season, 
determines in the Andes and its piedmont, hydrographs of multi-peaked floods which fuse dowstream 
to originate the large annual flood of tropical type, preceded or followed by small well-differentiated 
floods. The annual flood seems more and more defined from upstream to downstream of the large 
drainage axis. It is more regulated and flattened in the Mamoré and Itenez Rivers mainly because of 
longer courses and above all because of lateral extension of broad flooded areas. This also explains 
the delay of the floods of the Mamoré and Itenez Rivers versus those of the Beni and Madre de Dais 
Rivers. This can represent a two-month difference of phase (Roche and Fernández-Jadregui, 1986: 
Bourges et al., 1988). 

These floods of a remarkable magnitude, extend over surfaces in the order of 100,0041-150,000 
km, particularly in the Mamoré and Itenez River basins. These are mainly produced starting at the 
confluence of the Chapare, Ichilo and Grande Rivers, and extending up to the Mamoré and Itenez 
Rivers. 

During the flooding period, it appears that the whitish and turbid water of the upstream 
tributaries is sufficient to fill the bed of the Mamord River which, having very slight slope, does not 
allow the prompt discharge of water of the upstream tributaries and rainfall from the lateral plain. 
floods on the plains, originating from local rains, are transparent and reddish-black. The mixture of 
"white" and "brownish-black" water seems to take place gradually but the color difference makes it 
possible to distinguish lateral trails, which indicate a longitudinal component of the drainage of the 
floodwater. The Itenez River, which does not descend from high mountains, also drains large flooded 
areas carrying clear water. These floods take place from January to May-June, their decay toward the 
main axis being delayed downstream. 

The Madeira at its head is one of the world largest rivers, with a mean interannual volume of 
536x 10 m, i.e. 17,000 m3  s, 52% of which is contributed by the Beni River and 48% by the Marnord 
River (Figure 3). The Mean interannual contribution of the Bolivian Andes represents 132 x 10 9  m3 , 

i.e. 1170 m3  s, i.e. 25% of the total discharge of the Madeira. In Bolivia the Andean basin of the Beni 
River exports the greatest amount (72 x 1 W m3  i.e. 13%), followed by the eastern basin (evaluated to 
51 x 109 m3), The Andean basin of the RIo Grande, with semi-arid regime in its largest part, supplies 
8 x I CP m3, only 1.5% of water of the Madeira. To these inputs have to be added those of the Peruvian 
Andes which feed the upper Madre de Dies River. 
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Like the Madeira, the Beni and the Maxnoré (both ofsamedischarge) are also classified as large 
rivers, greater than the Volga River. the largest in Europe, and the Niger River, the second largest in 
Africa. The Madeira represents almost half the discharge of the Congo River. 

SALINITY 

The low salinity observed at the limit of the glaciers, covering intrusive rocks of the crest, 
increases quickly dowstream due to the dissolution of altered or evaporitic varied rocks. Often, high 
contents of sulphate comes from gypsum dissolution as well as from the leaching of whitish pellicular 
effloreseences exuded by capillarity from different formations, especially from black schists (altera-
tion of suiphure). The pollution by La Paz city is locally strong but disappears some hundreds of 
kilometers downstream. 

In the Amazon plain, the effects of the climatohydrological regimes and of the vegetation 
prevail over those of lithology. It occurs a continuous dilution of the andean inputs by the abundant 
and less mineralized water of the lateral yields, on Quaternary detrital sediments. The extreme type 
ofwaterof the savarma and forest has salinity among the lowest in the world (13-20 uS a(25 C). Filtered 
by vegetation, without turbulence, it shows great transparency. A prolonged contact with herbaceous 
thick vegetation, or with the forest that it soaks in the shallow flatlands, as well as with humus-bearing 
and often hydromorphic soils, gives a brown-reddish coloration with a black gleam, originating thus 
the name of "black water". With low p11, they show high relative contents in potassium due to 
interaction with vegetation (Roche et aL, 1986; Guyot et al., 1988). 

The global salinity of the Madeira River at its begining has been measured and evaluated at 
59mg l (Figure 3). It is a value higher than that of the Amazon. Orinoco, and Congo Rivers evaluated 
at 53 mg 52 n-ig 1 1 , and 31 mg 1-1 , respectively (hi Gac, 1980). The interannual salinity of the Ben' 
(61 mg l) and Mamor (57 mg I - ') are both similar. 

The mean armual dissolved transport, at the head of the Madeira. reaches 32 x 106  t, i. e. it 
s 1 . The Beni and Mamoré River yield, each one, 17 x 10 6  t and 15 x 10 t. An estimation made for 
another period (1983-1987) by Guyot (1988), leads for the Madeira River to 41 x 10 6  t of dissolved 
ions and silica. These values can be compared to those of the Amazon River (290 x 106 t), Orinoco 
(50 x 106  1), Congo (37 x 106  t). It represents 10.9% of the total load of the Amazon. - - 

In the Beni River basin at its confluence with the Madre de Dios, the Andes (60% of the surface) 
exports yearly 5.2 x 106  t of ions, whereas the plain yields 1.6 x 106  t. The total input of the Madre de 
Dies River is evaluated at 7.1 x 1 06  L of dissolved ions. At the confluence of the Madre de Dios and 
Beni Rivers, 60% of the water inflow arises from the first river, while the dissolved contributions are 
better balanced, closer to 50% for each river. 

The contribution of the Bolivian Andes is evaluated at 12.9 x 106  t (i.e. 80 t -2)  with a mean 
salinity of 98mg 1 1 , and respective yields of 40% by the Beni River, 30% by the Grande River, and 
30% by the eastern watershed. 

The Upper Madeira water carries in solution mainly bicarbonates (61%), sulphate (14%), 
sodium (5%), magnesium (5%), and potassium (4%). 
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CONCLUSION 

The upper Madeira River, in its Andean and plain basins, has yet an important role for the yield 
of water and dissolved matter through the Amazon and the Atlantic Ocean. The contribution to 
Amazon River transport (175,000 m 3  s and 9.2 t s') is 9.7% for water, and 10.9% for dissolved ions, 
while the surface involved represents 12.1% of the entire hydrological system. These evaluations are 
the first made in the basin as a whole. 

In this large basin, evapotranspirarion removes 1075 to 1155 mm (according to the way of 
evaluation), i.e. 63 to 68% of the 1705mm of the precipitation. Then, runoff as complement, evacuates 
33 to 37%, according to the two ways of evaluation of actual evapotranspiration. The losses are 
assumed at two thirds by evapotranspiration. The region includes high and cold mountains, semi-arid 
zones, and flooded savannas and forest over tens of thousands of square kilometers for many months 
in the year. Taking in account this great variety of factors, the global value is compatible with those 
of the Amazon, Orinoco, Paraná. and San Francisco Rivers, estimated at 49%, 48%, 72% and 70% 
(UNESCO, 1980) or that on the continents of the planet for which authors agree for values between 
60% and 65%. This term of the water balance emphasizes the important phenomenon of recycling of 
water vapor in the Amazon basin, even in the absence of thick forest. 

Complementary new data are soon ready to be published by the PHICAB staff in climatology, 
hydrology, hydrochemistry and sediment transport But beyond these results and the necessity to 
lengthen the series of data, the difficulties and incertitudes ofevaluating regional evapotranspiranon 
remain. They justify to continue to carry out, by classical and up-to-date technics, thorough studies 
of this so important term of the water and energy balances. The regionalizarion should be the guide-
line of a new state of such studies. 
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Figure 1 - Map of interannual rainfall in the upper Madeira River basin, in mm yr' (period 1968- 
1982). 
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WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT FOR 
ENERGY GENERATION PURPOSES IN 

STREAMS PRESENTING STRONG 
SEASONAL FLOW VARIATIONS 

- PLANNING ASPECTS - 

Bela Petty * 
Doron GniU** 

Important streams of the Amazon region clearly present a huge seasonal vanationofdischarges. 
Ratios between the long term mean values of flowrates for the wenest and driest month reach 
values of 20 in this region while such ratios are only about 3 for rivers such as the Paranä and 
the Sáo Francisco. Therefore the useof water resources based on river regulation in the Amazon 
region requires large storage capacities and large flooded areas. The paper deals with this subject 
in the context of hydropower generation and presents ad iscussion ofcriteria related to the value 
of firm energy, guaranteed energy and mean primary energy as well as their importance as 
decision parameters for planningpurposes. Theevaluarion olhydrothermal generationsysterns 
which may economically justify the construction of Hydroelectric Powerplants having consid-
erably smaller reservoirs is also suggested. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The use of water resources for electric power generation purposes had a decisive role in the 
development of the Brazilian energy mix until the present date. 

This general trend is expected to continue during the next decades in view of the still 
unexplored waler resources which can efficiently be uiilizedconsidering all technical, economical and 
environmental aspects involved. 

Table 1.1 presents the regional forecast of electric energy demand in Brazil and the regional 
hydropowerpotential. It is clear that future hidropower sources to be explored are rn ainly concentrated 
in the Northern (Amazon) Region which, due to its particular characteristics, requires a large and 
general program of natural resources management, as well as carefully selected specific criteria and 
guidelines, with scarce equivalent precedents to consider in the international or the Brazilian 
expersence. 

l 	TechniallDirecLnr - TJ-IEMAG EngenJaria, Breil. 

Co,uulazni - CASTOR Pkinsjmsntode Sistemas Hricos Bioil. 
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Table 1.1 - Regional Forecast of Demand of Electric Energy 
(Based on Official data from Eletrobras and Brazilian Committee of the World Energy Council) 

REGION 
INSTALLED 

CAPACITY 
IN 1985 (MW) 

ELECTRIC ENERGY 
DEMAND (MW) 

HYDROPOWER 
POTENTIAL 

HYDRO THERMAL 1985 2070 2010 (MW) 

North 1370 6X 530 3950 7Ctt 48407 6 

Jorther 5607 580 2580 8C(S) 13537 - 8207 8 

Soucheastl 
Center 

23607 207') 13 33237 5020) • 33230 31 

Scoh 5630 1167 2737 8537 15220 1683) 16 

ri 36200 4340 19410 54050 85920 106730 13) 

() Demnd exceeds rronaI off ioppls rrtch,& inc-.e,or, 	fto (from the North) 

Three fundamental questions correspond to important challenges to be met: 

First of all the need to provide adequate river regulation and favorable installed capacities of 
Hydropower Developments to be constructed along important streams characterized by large 
seasonal discharge variations, without causing excessive environmental impacts. Although 
several high priority hydrographic basins of Northern Brazil (e.g. the 800.000 kmZ  area 
Tocanrins basin) are not located in the Amazon rain forest, the question of Reservoir Storage 
capacities and flooded areas becomes very important. 

Therefore the design ofsuch Reservoirs must result from a detailed planning activity including 
an exhaustive search of alternatives, the preference being given to smaller size Reservoirs 
which cause moderate impacts. 

- 	A second major problem is the distance over 2000 km to be covered by the energy transmission 
system connecting these powerplants with the major centres of consumption located in the 
Southeastern and Northeastern regions of the Country. 

In addition to the usual power transmission problems such as high cost, UHV technology and 
operation of the resulting system, the environmental impacts caused by the implementation 
of these lines and their supporting infrastructure have to be coped with. 

- 	Finally the inter-regional exchange ofenergy and the differences in hydrologic cycles between 
drainage basins in different regions of the Country require to certain extent a revision of 
presently used planning practices and criteria in order to incorporate in detail the variation 
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of energy generation capabilitses their time patterns the possibilities of thermal cornplernen. 
tation, pumped storage schemes development of use of secondary energy, etc. 

Based on specific cases encountered in Northern Brazil, this paper focuses on the question of 
seasonal flow variations in the Context of energy planning. 

2. SEASONALITY AND ENERGETIC CONCEPTS 

The planning of energy resources, in Brazil, has been up to now concentrated in the use of 
hydraulic resources from large basins. This has been the main reason for the intense activity carried 
out in the last 20 years on the study and development of models, mechanisms and auxiliary tools that 
could help those that plan the Brazilian energetic system. All of them have been thought, directed and 
applied to the Brazilian Southeast and Northeast sceneries, considering mainly the Parana, São 
Francisco and Uruguay rivers and their main tributaries. Therefore most of the existing planning 
paranleters and decision criteria have been strongly influenced by these sceneries. 

The proposed question is whether and how a different hydrological behaviour affects those 
concepts and how to review them. It is noticeable the difference on the seasonality of the Xingu River 
when compared to the Parana, São Francisco or Tocantins rivers. 

To analize and exemplify the influences of a new hydrological scenery, the North-Northeast 
electrical system has been used, represented by the hydroelectric enterprises on the São Francisco, 
Tocantins and Xingu rivers. 

The simulation of this system on a monthly basis, was processed using the historical inflow 
series (1931 - 1982) andlriedto reach the highest level of energy generationforthebiggestdemand. 
with no deficit. 

For theTocantms and São Francisco rivers, the considereddams are those proposed for the year 
2005. For the Xingu basin a hypoteucal hydropower plant named UHE AMAZ has been considered. 
The study did not take into consideration neither thermoelectricity generation nor anyrestrictions from 
transmission lines. 

Tables 2.1 and 2.2 present some of the results, and clearly demonstrate two aspects: 

I - The general guaranteed energy of the system is very sensitive to the regulation capacity of the 
UHE AMAZ power plant. 

Considering the lowest and highest levels of regulation at AMAZ only, while it increases its 
firm energy to 560 MW the correspondent increment in the system capacity able to handle 
the demand is increased by 1300 MW. (The firm energy corresponds to the average 
generation during the system's critical period - July149 to November/56). 

The importance of the regulation can also be observed through the reduction that it causes 
in the secondary energy (from 24% to 16%). For regulation volumes smaller then 35 km3  
(Ravg), the raze of secondary energy is similar to the rate of the system without the AMAZ 
powerplant; this energy can be economically "fixed" by using an adequate thermoelectrical 
generation, as will be shown later. 
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2— Although having high hydraulicity in some months and the huge installed capacity at UHE 
AMAZ, the real energetic content added to the system as measured by the primary energy, 
is relatively low when compared to other powerplants from the system. 

Therefore, for a UHE AMAZ powerplant without any regulation capacity, primary energy 
corresponds to about 2230 MW; that means only 43% of the 5130 MW average generation 
capability. 

It is also possible to see that the firm energy at AMAZ is much higher then the real guaranteed 
energy increment produced by the powerplant; this aspect is important because for the 
existing dimensioning criteria the opposite would be expected. 

The assurance of an increment of 3850 MW brought by the AMAZ powerplant to the system 
is the sum of AMAZ primary energy of 2230 MW and of 1620 MW produced by the other 
powerplants of the system due to a synergic effect obtained when the existing reservoirs are 
better used. 

Therefore, the concept and value of primary energy should be taken into account in the 
procedures used to evaluate the feasibility of hydropower enterprises. 

Table 21 System Simulation Results (MW) 

WITHOUT AMAZ LOW AVERAGE -UGH 
CASE-  V1flH NO REGULATION REGULATION REGU LATION 

AMAZ REGULATION (35km3 ) (50m) 

Dnund 12800 16650 17150 17600 17930 
A V &Wu 15166 20561 207(0 20786 zow 

Nm.Ew S.pintc 2375 3919 5557 3189 2945 
S.mm C&1051 Purtod Enerp 13235 17925 18161 18324 18520 

Cfl1PuriodS.p.mvic 445 1285 1019 759 611 

AMAZON Atm. Eit 5133 5223 5269 5319 
Pirur Enorg9 4852 5(96 52L4 5412 

Powmpt.nc P-mmy toirgy 2234 2541 2819 3051 

P,,io ASo,wo Amr Enorgy 2145 2195 2186 1194 2199 
Fir 	Eoir' 954 1944 1978 1941 

P,pkmm PT66ur5 Enmgy 1220 1344 1397 1457 1491 

XIno AomoE,wtgy 2079 2155 2169 2184 2189 
Rim Ezi.zgy 2044 2027 2047 2070 2074 

Pouruploor Pnmury Lou's! 1278 1407 1462 1525 1559 

P,b,. A'uuipEnu'gy 6134 594 598 595 595 
Finn Eorm_ 430 410 407 406 406 

P.sup(m PNmnuy EWD 383 404 423 413 430 

Sum. A'omg, Enurgy 943 975 960 985 988 
Qumb,.d. R,m Eiwgy 864 854 854 856 855 
Pcurirpni Priniury Eiuu'gy 589 605 631 660 679 

IpIur AagtE,,uqy 4970 5036 5096 5050 5(87 
Firm Ensugy 3905 3919 3897 3877 3865 

Pow.plurui Pt96u.ry Eaugy 3052 2718 2)850 3C90 3220 
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Cases 

- Without AMAZ 	 - system without UHE AMAZ 

- AJvIAZ without Regulation 	 - 	system with UHE type runoff river 

- Low Regulation 	 - system with UHE AMAZ and reser- 
voir having 20 km3  of useful volume 

- Average Regulation 	 - system with UHE AMAZ and reser- 
voir having 35 km3  of useful volume 

- High Regulation 	 - 	system with UHE AMAZ and reser- 
voir of 52 kin3  of useful volume 

Table 2 - Comparative Analysis of Primary Energy Content 

Table 2.2.A 

PRIMARY NERGYfFIRM ENERGY 

WrThOIJT AJ.IA1 LOW AVERAGE HIGH 
INSTALLES) WITH NO 
CAPACITY AMA! REGULATION REGULATION REGULATION IWJLATION 

A6.o 
Pp6n 4436 062 069 071 074 030 

Xo 
P0.p1n1 3210 0.83 069 071 0.74 0.75 
PL'. 
PpIi,it 1294 089 099 1.01 1.04 136 
Sen. Qwbmda 

1362 068 0.71 074 0.77 (179 

PpI.nc 77M 079 069 074 am 0Z3 

AMA! 
P.,.srp1 IM 0.46 000 034 036 
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Table 2 - Comparative Analysis of Primary Energy Content 

Table 2.2.13 

PRIMAaY ENERCY(FIRM 0NROY 

WIThOUt AMA2 LOW AVE.AOE HIGH 
CA INSTALLED WITH NO 

CAPACITY AMA.Z REGULATION REGULATION REGULATION REGULATION 

F',ulo A5jo 
PotipInt 4436 0.28 0.30 031 033 0.34 
Xii•,80 

3210 040 0.44 0.46 0.49 0.49 
Psi. 

1294 033 031 0.52 0.33 033 
S.rm Q,.h.ida 
Prp1anz 1362 0.43 049 0.46 0.48 030 
T,i 
Perp1z 7920 039 0.34 037 039 0.41 
Scm () 25112.AMAZ 0.51 0.46 0.47 049 OX 
AMAZ 
Powp6ni 1 1000 0.20 0.23 0.26 (128 

() Dd/br.fl.d C.p.cky 

3. SEASONALITY AND THERMOELECTRICAL COMPLEMENT 

Studies performed regarding the Tucurui Flydroelectnc Powerplant on the Tocantins river, 
have demonstrated that for the original proposed installed capacity of 7260 MW there was not only 
a very meaningful secondary energy of over 1000 MW (longterm average) but also a more impressive 
amount of spilled seasonal energy: 2300 MW 

There are many ways to assure part of this seasonal energy: one of them is the introduction of 
thermo electric powerplants that our studies have shown to be economically interesting. 

The analyzed scenery considered the North - Northeast Interconected System in the year 2005, 
as foreseen scenery in the "Piano 2010" of ELETROBRAS. 

Studies have shown that the guaranteed energy produced by the hydroelectric powerpi ants is 
10000MW, considering risk of deficit about 3% and supposing that there are no transmission capacity 
restrictions. 
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The operation criteria adopted for the analysis were similar to those used by the GCOI/ELB 
(InteTconected Operation Coordination Oroup/ELETROBRAS) considering monthly revised storage 
level targets. 

The thermoelectric powerplants were added to the system with the same capacity as the 
generation capacity added to Tucurni powerplant. 

The simulation tried to establish the best added fism energy to the system with the minimum 
use of the thermoelectric powerplarit. 

An increase of about 80% of the added thermoelectric generation capacity was obtained for 
an operation time of only 42%. 

In other words, for each increment of 1000 MW added to the already "existing" 7260 MW at 
Tucurui Powerplant an equivalent 1000 MW of thermoelectric generation capacity was added to the 
system. This mix increased the guaranteed energy of the system in about 800 MW, activating the 
"therino" powerplant only 42% of the time. 

The simple operation rule that produced this result was to activate the thermoelectric 
powerplant only when the useful volume of Tucurui was under 45%. 

Table 3.1 presents the cost-index for the incremental guaranteed energy obtained for an added 
generation capacity at Tucurui of 2800 MW, and various types of thermoelectric powerplants. 

The results show the feasibility of using the secondary and seasonal energies available at 
Tucurui powerplant, being an excellent alternative for the regional system by the end of the century. 

The added capacity values and operation rules can be optimized as well as the geographical 
distribution of the thermoelectric powerplants. 

It is important to point out that the results obtained for Tucurui powerplant are not necessarily 
suitable to all other powerplants of the North region. An extremely strong hydrologic seasonality like 
that occurring at the Xingu river will certainly demand a more intensive and frequent thermoelectric 
complementaiion, therefore turning its feasibility, more difficult. In this case the correct amount of 
regulation capacity must be determined in order to optimize the system. 
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Table 3.1 - Thermo Elecmc complementation cost-index for the use of seasonal energy at 
Tucurui Powerplant 

ANUAL COSTS 

THERMOELECTRIC COMBINED 
POWERPLANT HYDROTERMIC 

POWERPLANT POWERPLANT 
Th.MOTYpE  

FIX VARIABLE FIX UNITARY 
COST/YEAR COST/YEAR COST/YEAR COST 

US$/kW US$ikW US$/kW US$/MWh 

gal liluple cycle 
I,wniflggai 33 24 

ga5-!tmpte cycle 
bumingod 59 45 33 32 

pe-conibined cycle 
burninggas 87 17 53 24 

gas-combimd cycle 
burnmgcil 87 24 33 24 

.tembumingod 95 24 13 30 

telm burning 
cliaicosI 118 25 33 32 

4. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGESTIONS 

The mentioned cases can be considered as typical examples for the Brazilian North regon. Of 
course not aJl hydroenergetic related problems are presented, but some important aspects have arisen 
demanding a special care from the planner: 

- 	A wider and more intensive use of the North Region hydroenergetic resources and its [inking 
to the Northeast and Southeast consumer market kings to the planning scenery the marking 
difference of huge seasonal variation discharges. 

This new scenery demands the consideration of new decision parameters and the revision of 
the existing planning tools and models. More flexible and adaptable simulation systems - like 
CASTOR, for thstance - should be used in order to allow the modeling of real operation and 
energy transmission problems. 

- 	Transmission costs from the North region to the consumer market are very high, being 
approximately of the same order of magnitude of the generation costs. Besides, the worries 
related to the environmental impact are similar. 
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For these reasons, regulation, transmission and thsta lied capacities are related problems with 
an stronger interdependence than in hydroenergetic planning in other regions. 

Specifically, the size of the reservoirs should be optimized raking into account the primary 
energy offered by the poweiplanc to the system and die possibilities of thermoelectric 

mp1ementation improving the efectiveness of the seasonaly available energy. 

Ako, a seasonal consumer market can be very interesting, and it is advisable to look for it for 
firure sceneries. 
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WORTH OF HYDROLOGICAL DATA IN 
WATER RESOURCES PROJECTS. 

APPLICATION: BOLIVIANS AMAZONES ZONE 
Edgar SaJa.s Rada* 
GertA. Scku1t ** 

If water projects are planned and designed on the basis of rather short tune series of observed 
hydrological data the danger of inefficient solutions is high. Therefore the knowledge of the 
valueofadditional information isofgreatinterest. The Bayesian theoryallows the introduction 
of so called "prior information" into the decision process. Prior information may stem from 
regional hydrological data or from other sources of knowledge on geophysical processes. In this 
paper Bayes theory is used to quantify the value ofadditional information in a planning process 
expressed by the Bayes risk parameter. 
In order to do this a simulation model is used which consists of three components: 
- Bayesian submodel for generation of hydrological time series. 
- Submodel simulating the operation of a water resources system (hydropower/flood 

protection reap.) on the basis of the synthetic data. 
- Submodel for the evaluation of the system performance expressed by the minimum Bayes 

risk. 
The latter submodel allows analysis and comparison of results obtained from different informa. 
riondec ision systems. The technique was applied to the EN DE hydropower system and to the 
flood Trinidad Protection System in Bolivia. The Bayes risk values were computed Eor all 
simulated alternatives, including different lengths of available hydrological data series. The 
results obtained show that the losses -or risk- due to incomplete information decrease with 
increasing amount of data or in other words: the value of additional information decreases with 
time This is expressed in terms of the dimensionless Bayes risk or in monetary terms. The value 
of prior information is high, if only short observation periods of hydrological data exist. It also 
decreases with observation time. 

1. THE PROBLEM 

Many failures of water projects -particularly in developing countries- are due to project 
planning on the basis of inadequate hydrological data. By inadequate we mean two properties: 

- 	data which are not accurately measured; 

- 	too short time series of observed data not allowing reliable estimates olsystem performance 

In the latter case some scientists suggest to postpone the project until more adequate data are 
observed. Although this suggestion is theoretically sound it lacks a feeling for the needs of practice. 

* 	Uruverskiod MayoT de San Ant*s - La Paz, Bolivia 
** 	Ruhr Uniuersay - Bochum, Gmsiani 
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A better way to alleviate the problem may be the use of other available information ("prior 
information") which -in combination with inadequate measured data- may improve the planning 
results. The Bayesian theory uses this approach. 

By "prior information" we mean knowledge on comparable processes, e.g. hydrological data 
from other comparable river basins or even from other geophysical processes. 

The primary aim of this paper is to demonstrate the value of additional information for the 
efficiency of waterprojects. This value is expressed either by a monetary gain due to more (or better) 
information or by the reduction of the so-called Bayes risk of the project. 

The theoretical approach is verified along with the planning process of a hydropower project 
and a flood-protection project in Bolivia, 

in these cases the available information consists in observed hydrological data of ariverin the 
high mountains, resp. in the plain ofBolivia. Prior information is obtained from river gauges in a larger 
region around the project area. 

The planning purpose is the optimum design of a hydropower plant. Inadequate hydrological 
data may lead to over -or under- design of the power planL Bayesian theory is applied in order to 
minimize the risk of such over- or underdesign. 

In this context we have to distinguish between two types of hydrological uncertainty. 

The natural uncertainty is due to the random variation of hydrometeorological processes, 
which is unavoidable, i.e.iE exists always, even if all possible information on thatprocess were known. 
In this context runoff, for example, in a river has to be considered as a random variable. Its random 
variability is due not only to the stochasticicy of the causative rainfall process but also due to 
interception, infiltration, snow melt, evapotranspiration, etc. These combined uncertainties may be 
expressed mathematically by a probability distribution function (pdl) of the population, i.e. the process 
in nature. 

The information uncertainty is due to the effect thatdata observed from naturerepresent always 
only samples of a unknown population. This leads to the fact that the knowledge on such processes 
-expressed by pdf's- yields only sample parameters but never population parameters (e.g. means, 
variances, correlations). While classical probability approaches assume sample statistics to be 
identical with population statistics, Bayes theory accepts that each sample produces it own set of 
parameters. Thus also each sample parameter has its own pdf being the reason for the information 
(samples) uncertainty. 

It is the aim of this paper to show that planning results can be improved (by reduction of sample 
uncertainty, i.e. reduction ofplanning risk) with the aid of Bayes theory. This is done along with a case 
study representing planning of a hydropower (resp. flood-protection) system in Bolivia. For the 
solution of this problem within the framework of Bayes theory (Zeliner, 1971: Berger, 1980), models 
were developed allowing to estimate the worth of information expressed by a special type of risk 
(Bayes risk). Various informations -partially observed discharge data at project site, partially 
discharge values from other gauges within the region (prior information) are combined by the Bayes 
theorem. The concept of an information decision system (Krzystofowicz, 1983) is applied in orler to 
investigate the interdependencies between available information, models applied, evaluation criteria 
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and decisions to be taken. For this purpose the Bayes risk for various information-decision systems 
is computed and results are compared. 

A further source of uncertainty -model uncertainty- will not be discussed in this paper. 

2. THEORY 

The theoretical derivations which were necessary in order to fulfill the task discussed above, 
wererather extensive and are published elsewhere (Sales. 1989). Therefore they are skeichedhere only 
briefly. 

In the B ayes approach the pdfs of a process are combined with the pdrs of the parameters of 
such processes. In order to express the pdf ofa process in nature (e.g. runoff) considering natural and 
parameter uncertainty, Bayes pdf can be useth 

f(x) = so A f(xI9) f(6)thdO 	
(1) 

where 0 represents parameters of the pdf (e.g. mean, variance, correlation coefficient) and 
f(0 ) is the pdf of such paramecrs. 

f(x) = pdf of a process of interest. 

Each parameter set Ois obiamed from different prior information (e.g. discharges observed 
at neighbouring nver gauges). Equation i) thus represents a Bayesian pdf which may be interpreted 
as conditional pdf of the process variabie weighted by the prooablities of the parameter vector 0. 
Based on the observed (too short) sample data and prior information the posterior distribution of the 
parameters can be computed with the aLd of Bayes Theorem (Fig. ). 

P 	f 	 (2) J9 pix 

with 

f' ( 6 I x) 	Pusicrior puf oi var;a 

f ' ( 9 ) 	 Pnorderis:v cJ 

p(x U)L) 	Liiouc-f..ur. 
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Fig. 1 Prior Information, Sample and Posterior Distribution 

A basic component in Bayes' theory is the risk concept which requires the definition of a risk 
fwiction. The risk function R represents the expected value of a goal function g quantifying the 
consequences (e.g. losses L) which occur if a decision d 1  is made process x is realized and 0 is the 
true parameter: 

g(d,x)= f1L(zd1 ) f(x lO)dr 	 (3) 

R (d1) = 	(d 1 , x) f( 0 ) dO 	 (4) 

Following Bayes' rule from all possible decision d 1  the optimum decision d*  is selected which 
minimizes the Bayes risk: 

	

R8 (dt)= dn11nR(d) 	 (5) 

For design purposes decision d* is the alternative to choose. 

If the true values of 0 (i.e. of the population) were known, the pdf of Ocould be replaced by 
one value 0 t. In this case the optimum value of the risk and thus the optimum decision could be 
specified. Compared to this value a decision made on the basis of equation (5) would lead to an 
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opportunity loss. Since 0 t is unknown it is replaced by the prior information. For purposes of 
comparison of two alternatives (e.g. availability of different quantities of information) the evaluation 
criteria would be the reduction in expected opportunity loss. Later it will be shown that an increase 
in information leads to a reduction in Bayes risk as well as in opportunity loss. 

In order to prove this along with the exampleof the hydropowerproject in Bolivia anumerical 
technique has to be chosen since an explicit mathematical representation of the planning process as 
required here is not possible. Therefore a simulation technique will be chosen using synthetic input 
data computed with the aid of a Bayesian data generation modeL 

3. ESTIMATION OF BAYES' RiSK WITH 
THE AID OF A SIMULATION MODEL 

The computation of all relevant values of Bayes risk for many alternatives of information-
decision systems and theevaluation and comparisonof results is carried outon the basis ofasirnulation 
model containing three submodels: 

- 	Bayesian submodel for the generation of synthetic hydrological time series (discharges); 

- 	Submodel simulating the process occurring in the water resources system including hydro- 
power plants (flood - protection system); 

- 	Submodel for the evaluationof the system's performance for the given (synthetic) input time 
series. 

Figure 2 - Simulation model for hydropower system including submodels 
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3.1 Bayesian Synthetic Data Generation Model 

Classical stochastic models for the generation of synthetic hydrological time series consider 
only the naturai uncertainty of the pmcess but not the information uncertainty. Models taking into 
account bothnatural and information uncertainty become rathercoinplex wch may be the reason why 
only few such models are 'on the market". As can be seen from Figure 2 in the context of the work 
presented in this paper such aB avesian data generation submodel is applied, which takes into account 
the natural uncertainty as well as the sample uncertainty. Monthly runoff time series are generated at 
a project site by the model which considers the model parameters as random variables using the 
"Bayesian predictive function' s . Figure 3 show the flow chart of this model. 
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Figure 3 - Bayesian generation of synthetic monthly runoff series 
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Inorderto estimate the influence of the information content on the planningresuks,the Bayes' 
risk for various infonnation subsystems is computed and the risk values are compared. Two types of 
information subsystems are considered: 

- 	sample time series of runoff at project site of duration n 1 , n ... N; 

- 	prior information observed at neighbouring river gauges in combination with observed 
(sample) data at project site. 

3.2 Simulation Procedure and Evaluation Submodel 

The Bayesian data generation submodel (Fig. 3) forms only part of the total simulation model 
(Fig. 2). The latter simulates the reservoir operation including energy generation, whereas the 
evaluation submodel allows to analyze andcompare various alternative information-decision systems 
and to compute their risks. The risk is expressed as expected value of annual losses for each possible 
decision alternative based on the computed values (via simulation) of generated energy and energy 
deficit Since the Bayes criteria for optiniurn decisions is based on minimum risk, this optimum was 
found by a simple search technique from the computed alternatives. Two loss functions were 
developed, one economic function, the other a dimensionless loss criteria. 

The technique described was applied to the ENDE hydropower system in Bolivia. The risk 
values or the values of additional information were estimated for various information-decision system. 
Prior information came from 15 otherbasins in the central and upper Andes mountains as well as from 
3 river gauges within the ENDE system catchment. 

4. SIMULATION OF SYSTEM PERFORMANCE AND RESULTS 

In order to analyze the influence of additional data (longer data time series at the project site 
or prior data from other sources) on the performance of the hydropower system expressed by B ayes 
risk, many computer simulations have been carried out. The power system chosen was the Corani-
Santa Isabel-San José hydroproject which is located in the eastern Andes mountains in Bolivia. 

The point under consideration here is a design problem, namely the determination of the 
required storage capacity of the Corani reservoir. Thirty potential capacities are investigated and for 
each simulation runs were carried out. The optimum reservoir capacity for each simulation is found 
as that value which yields the minimum expected loss (or risk according to Bayes minimum risk 
criteria. 

The procedure for the various simulations based on synthetically generated data (Fig. 3) is as 
follows: the length of the observed runoff time series for the project site was 29 years of monthly data. 
For comparison purposes it seemed desirable to have a population of data available instead of the 
sample. A "pseudopopulation" of 1000 years was generated with the aid of an AR-I model. It could 
be expected that the choice of this model may influence the simulation results. Since, however, later 
the value of additional information is estimated on the basis of relative risk values this influence will 
become very small or eliminated. 
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The next step consists in the selection of many partial time series of duration n (e.g. 4 years) 
from the pseudopopulation series. Eachpartial series of n years Lhen forms the basis for the generation 
of many synthetic time series of 20 years duration (project contract horizon). - - - 

For each synthetic series the systems simulation was carried out and from the results the 
expected value ofBayes risk was computed. This procedure was repeated for a = 4,5,7, 10, 12, 15. 
17,20,30,40 and 50 years of length of partial series taken from the pseudo-population series. This 
way one obtains many Bayes riskvalues foreach length oforiginal data series, i.e. 4,5,7, 10, etc.,years 
of "pseudo-sample" lengths. 

The objective function for reservoir operation in the simulation was either maximum energy 
production or meeting the demand. Both alternatives have been investigated. 

After the simulations were carried out by some special averaging procedure the Bayes risk 
value was obtained for each time series length of pseudo-sample' time series (4,5,7,... 50 years). The 
risk was expressed both, in the conventional dimensionless form and as a monetary value in Mio $ 
representing a loss in power production. 

The procedure was done -as described above- for increasing amounts of information atproject 
site, i.e. increasing length of hydrologic observation time series (4,5,7, ...50 years) as well as for this 
type of information extended by prior information obtained from 15 river gauges at neighbouring 
catchments. 

The results obtained show two interesting and for planning purposes important tendencies: 

increasing lengthofobserved data series leads to a decrease of losses (or Bayes risk), orin other 
words: the value of additional information decreases with observation time; 

- 	the availability of prior information leads to a decrease of losses (or risk). 

Figure 4 show a typical exampic of the results obtained in a hydropower system and Figure 5 
the results in a flood-protection system. 

From Figure 4 it can be seen that additional information (longer time series or prior 
information) reduces the losses or risk considerably in only a short observation period exists. If e.g. 
the observation period of 4 years is increased by only 1 year to 5 years the risk will be reduced by 10 
percent or -in the Corani pmject by 211.000 $. 

If a longer data series is available, e.g. 20 years, then the value of additional data is very low 
(Figure 4). 

The fact that the Bayes risk is reduced by 23% if the observation series is increased by 3 years 
(from 4 to 7) and reduced by 465o if increased by 8 years (from 4 to 12 years) shows the significant 
value of additional data. 

It can also be seen in Figure 4 that regional prior information reduces the risk significantly if 
only short data series are available. If 15 or more years of data exist prior information has almost no 
value. 
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The above investigations were carried out for different reservoir operating rules and for 
differents types of loss functions. The results of all alternatives (Salas, 1989) show the same tendency 
as the curves in Figure 4. It is worth mentioning that there was always onwards additional data which 
has almost zero value. 

Additional information can be obtained in three ways: 

- 	waiting until more data are observed; 

- 	using prior information from other source, e.g. regional data; 

- 	computation of runoff data with the aid of satellite data (Schultz, 1988) 

Unfortunately computing time for the above Bayesian analyses as described in this paper is 
very high— even on largermainframe computers. Nevertheless results as given in Figure 4 represent 
a valuable decision support for decision makers faced with planning problems in the field of water 
resources management. 
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Planning for water resources development and management has evolved into a complex multi-
disciplinary activity. As a consequence, analysis to support water resources planning has 
changed as well. The first part of this paper develops the concept of a Framtuovk for Atialysii 
and a Compuzational Fr,mtework to Structure the analysis and to make optimal use of modem 
computational techniques. Parts of the computational framework dealing with storage and 
analysis of hydrological data, river basin simulation, and water quality modelling will be 
highlighted. The second part of this paper focuses on an important element of the analysis and 
of the computational framework, dealing with the water quality and ecological consequences 
of reservoir development. To investigate the possible effects of future large-scale projects, 
mathematical ecological models have been developed. An application of these models, 
specifically dealing with water quality in relation to stratification and decomposing drowned 
vegetation, is presented for the Tucurui and Balbina reservoirs in the Amazon basin. Conclu-
sions are drawn with respect to the biological productivity of the reservoirs. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Water resources play an important role in human activities. Due to the growth of population 
and economic activity the demand for water has increased while the quality of water often has 
deteriorated. Good quality water has become a scarce resource in most countries. In many cases local 
systems are no longer sufficient. Consequently more comprehensive, complex schemes for water 
resources development were designed and are being operated on a scale of a region or a river basin. 
The rational planning of such schemes has become a complex multi-disciplinary activity. 

Analysis to support planning for water resources development and managementhas a simple 
aim: to provide (preferably quantitative) information to decision-makers to enable a better selection 
from alternative measures (strategies). Given the context of water resources planning, the analysis 
should meet certain requirements: 

Udrai4jcs - P.O. Box 177- 2600 MI-I Delfi, ThNethethnds 
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The analysis should be management oriented and aim at the provision of accurate and useful 
information for the decision-snaking process. 

An intensive interaction between analyst and decision-maker is required to ensure that the 
analysis focuses on the important problems, as perceived by the decision-makers, and produces 
the type of information desired by the decision-makers. 

- 	Besides decision-makers, also implementing agencies and interest groups should be involved 
in the analysis to promote the acceptance of the analysis results and to produce a successfully 
implemented policy for water resources development. 

The analysis should be sufficiently flexible. It should allow to examine alternative strategies; 
to determine the relevant socio-economic and environmenral impacts; and to quantify 
uncertain developments. 

- 	Because water resources planning is a continuous activity, the analysis should be done in such 
away that applied analytical techniques fit into a consistent framework for analysis. Such a 
framework can be gradually expanded and improved, and can be continually used to provide 
information for decision-making on water resources development and management. 

2. ANALYSIS APPROACH TO INTEGRATED 
WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT 

Systems analysis is an analysis approach which can meet the above mentioned requirements. 
It incorporates a framework for analysis, which structures the analysis process and allows the 
integration of the contributions of various disciplines. It also provides a computational framework 
containing aconsistent set of mathematical models, databases andcomputarional procedures. The use 
of these analytical techniques promotes the execution of an efficient quantitative analysis. 

The Framework for Analysis, depicted in Figure 1, can be divided into three phases: 

- 	Inception phase, in which the problems are identified, objectives, constraints and criteria are 
defined, an inventory of possible measures is made, and analysis conditions are specified. The 
findings of this phase are summarized in an inception report. 

- 	Preparation phase. In this phase, characterized by data analysis and model development, a 
detailed analysis is made of the water using activities and the water resources system. The 
computational framework is developed in this phase. 

- 	Analysis phase, inwhich alternative strategies for water resources management are analyzed 
and their impacts assessed and evaluated. 
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3. COMPUTATIONAL FRAMEWORK 

The computational framcwodc to be developed during the preparation phase comprises a set 
of models (economic, physical, ecological, etc.) and databases, which are well tuned toeach other. The 
computational framework assists in the quantitative evaluation of alternative measures and strategies. 

The models should be simple in view of the often global character of the evaluation and the 
large uncertainties in data, process parameters and scenario variables. They should be 'transparent', 
allow interactive use and be well documented. For example, it makes no sense to use a complicated 
dispersion model if the underlying processes are not very well known or the values of pollutant loads 
have alarge rangeofuncertainty. The selection of the type of model is adifficulichoice, whichrequires 
experience to obtain proper balance between simplicity and credibility or completeness. 

Figure 2 presents the main components of the computational framework as developed by 
DELFT HYDRAULICS for the simulation of the water resources situation in river basin systems. 
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The computational framework will integrate both the supply of water as well as the demand 
for water. Models representing the water ciem and side (agriculture, public watersupply, hydropower 
generation, etc.) and the supply side (rainfall-runoff, sediment supply, etc.) are integrated with the help 
of a riverbasin model which calculates the allocation of water over the users and regions given acertain 
infrastructure and management strategy. 

The River BAsin SIMulation programs RIB ASIM, provides the backbone of the computa-
tional framework by covering the simulation of the water distribution in the network. The supply side 
of water is represented by HYMOS (acronym for HYdrological MOdeling System), while the water 
requirements by the various water using sectors is covered by a set of designated models. After 
RIBASIM establishedthe water distribution in the network (based on the "physics" of the river basin 
system,but alsobased upon theoperational management of the control points likereservoirs, diversion 
weirs and pumping stations), the effects of the water distribution is covered by a set of so called "post-
processing" programs. WADIS2 calculates the agricultural production (both expressed in quantities 
as well as in financial and economic terms) as a function of the allocated amounts of irrigation water. 
Other post-processors deal with the generation of hydropower, the reliability of the drinking water 
supply, and other aspects. All these models operate on-line, hence providing and integrated modelling 
of the various phenomena of interest in river basin development studies. 

The development, calibration and verification of a computational framework and the related 
data collection often consumes a considerable amount of time. It proves very helpful, however, in 
understanding the system and the interactions between the various subsystems. Moreover, it is a 
necessity to be able to carry out a comprehensive analysis, including many alternative measures, 
strategies and scenarios. To serve this purpose, the computational framework will enable the 
evaluation of a wide variety of potenlial measures, including: 

- 	physical/infrastructural projects (for example construction of additional reservoirs, canals, 
etc., or changes in waste or sediment loads); 

- 	operational measures (for example changes in operation of reservoirs, diversion weirs and 
canals); as well as 

- 	incentive and institutional oriented measures (for example aimed at deriving allocation 
priorities over water using sectors and over regions, or quantifying the expected effects of 
possible legislation with respect to water use. 

Application of the computational framework basically consists of: 

- 	a first simulation of the water resources system without taking into account the measure or 
project under consideration; and 

a second simulation run for the same water resourcessystem including the measure ofproject 
under consideration. 

Differences in results of these two runs can directly be attributed to the measure under study. 
Such differences between the runs may comprise differences in water flows, hydropower generation, 
water supply to water using activities, etc. Depending on what models are linked to RIB ASIM, these 
differences may also include differences in production, in agriculture and aquaculture (exprcssed in 
both tons/year and financial terms). 
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RIBASIM could be considered the core-model in studies focusing on river basin development. 
Othermodels will eitherprovide inputto RIBASIM, oruse theoutputfor furtherprocessing. Such links 
between programs can either be on-line or off-line, indicating the level of interaction between the 
programs. 

The following models are considered of prime importance for comprehensive modelling of the 
most important aspects of water resources development, with RIBASIM and related water demand 
models covering the modelling of the physical main system (including reservoirs) and its operation: 
- 	a sub-basin (sometimes called district or water-district) model; 

- 	water demand models (agriculture, public water supply); 

- 	water quality models; 

- 	a reservoir sed imentatiors model; 

- 	economic evaluation models; and 

- 	an energy sector model, that determines the hydropower generation requirement. 

Sub-basin model WADIS1 

Districts are defined as part of the basin that drain water and are supplied with surface water 
in a well defined fashion. In the upper part of a river basin, districts will generally coincide with sub-
catehments, while in the downstream part districts may coincide with individual irrigation schemes. 
This approach allowsfull coverage of the surface area of the river basin under consideration. 

The district model WADIS 1 is on-line connected to RIBASIM and performs the following 
tasks: 

- 	Cakulationofrhe run-off of the district for example using a Sacramento model approach (see 
section 5). 

- 	Calculation of the water demand in the district for all water using sectors, comprising irrigated 
agriculture, aquaculture, domestic, municipal and industrial water supply. This can be 
performed by specific programs, like for example the programs AGWAT for irrigation, 
FISHWATIor aquacukure. Alternatively, water requirements expressed in tabular form can 
be applied. In case interaction with groundwater resources is relevant, this can be incorpo-
rated in the district model as well. 

- 	Calculation of the water balance at the district level: determination of the water supply 
(drainage) from the district to the network and of the water demand asked by the district from 
the network, specified for the various water uses. For example: part of the irrigated area is to 
be supphed from within the district, another part has to be supplied by the network. 

Both the drainage amounts and the water requirements are passed onto RThASIM, which in 
turn solves the water balance for the network and allocates water to the district. 
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Water demand models 
The computationai framework offers a wide variety of possibiiitiesto reflect the waterdemand 

at the demand nodes of the networks. These alternatives range from a simple to a more sophisticated 
approach: 

- 	In case of a cyclical but otherwise fixed demand, the water demand can be specified as a series 
of numbers that describe one cycle. During the simulation, the model repeats the cycle. 
Example: seasonal fluctuations of the drinking water demand of a city. 

- 	In a more derailed approach, the water demand at a node can be calculated for each timestep. 
This calculation is performed as part of the RIBASIM simulation. For example: one way to 
use the irrigation node in RIBASIM is to use a time seriesof actual rainfall at the irrigation 
scheme, and to calculate the irrigation water demand using a fairly simple representation of 
the irrigation process. This way, for each timestep a water demand at the irrigation node is 
calculated by RIBASIM. 

- 	In a detailed analysis, the water demand at a node iscalculated by a separate simulation model, 
on- line connected to RIBASIM. The separate model may include an assessment of the 
consequences in case water shortages occur. In this set-up, other programs serve as on-line 
pre- and post-processors linked to RIBASIM. For example: RIBASIM allows a flexible 
interaction with the program AGWAT, that calculates irrigation water demands in a very 
detailed fashion. Each timestep, the irrigation water demand in irrigation schemes is 
calculated and transferred to RIBASIM. In turn, RIBASIM allocates water over various water 
using activities in the basin, and determines how much water is available for the irrigation 
scheme. The water availability is passed on toAWAT. In case of water shortage, AGWAT 
determines the consequences of that shortage in terms of an increase in irrigation water 
demand for the next timesrep, and in reons of possible yield reduction due to water stress. 

Water quality models 
Water quality aspects can be taken into account in two ways: 

Assumingrio direcrlirik between warerqualiry and water quantity, or in other words: assuming 
that a certain water quality situation does not determine the water quantity distribution. In 
this case, the water quantity distribution that isdetermined by RI BASIM and related pre- and 
post-processors is conveyed to a water quality model, that determines the consequencesof the 
water management in terms of water quality parameters. 

- 	Assuming a direct link between water quality and water quantity. In this case, a full interaction 
between water quality and quantity is assumed: the water quality distribution determines the 
water quality situation, but in turn a certain water quality situation will Create boundary 
conditions for the water quantity distribution. For example: if the concentration of a certain 
pollutant exceeds the standard, then a larger discharge has to be realized at that location to 
create dilution or transport and hence a lower concentration. 
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A widevariety of waierquality simularionprograms is available today. One of these programs, 
STRATIFIWQ-ARM, focuses on Water quality aspects of reservoirs. STRATIFIWQ-ARM will be 
discussed in section 6. - 

Reservoir sedimentation model 

Due to sedimentation, the strage characteristics of reservoirs will change with time, gradually 
reducing the capability to control the river flow and to generate hydropower. In some cases, 
sedimentation of reservoirs forms an important phenomenon in river basin management. For such 
cases, the reservoir sedimentation module SERES will assist in answering the following questions: 
- 	how muchsediment enters the reservoir, depend trig on river flow and entrapment in ujntream 

reservoirs; 

- 	how much sediment is trapped within the reservoir, depending on hydraulic characteristics, 
inflow of water and sed iment, sediment characteristics, and the reservoir operation policy; and 

- 	how is the deposited sediment distributed in the reservoir and how does it affect the active 
storage, depending on the size and shape of the reservoir. 

The calculations are based on the Churchill trap-efficiency curve, that outlines an empirical 
relation between the percentage of sediment passing the reservoir and the so called sedimentation-
index. 

Economic evaluation models 

Output of the RIB ASIM program and related post-processing programs can be made directly 
available to economic evaluation models. For example, simulation data with respect to hydropower 
generation and crop production in (irrigated) agriculture and aquaculture can directly be fed into an 
economic evaluation model. The program also makes use of consLruction, maintenance and operation 
costs and performs an economic evaluation of the projects under investigation. 

By generating a timestream of expected benefits and costs, the economic evaluation program 
determines for each project economic as well as financial indicators, comprising the internal rate of 
return, total investment costs, employment effects, etc. The program finally generates the regional 
distribution of benefits of projects under investigation. 

Energy sector model 

Policy decision with respect tohow to distribute the total powerrequirement of the region over 
each of the hydropower generation facilities in a basin and over non-hydropower facilities (coal, oil, 
gas, nuclear,etc.) can be addressed by the optimization program TARCOMP. This program starts off 
with the powerrequirements of theregion, and distributes the production over the available generation 
facilities by establishing the least-cost alternative. This distribution is based on aformaloptirnization, 
that minimizes themaximum deviation from the powerrequirements. The solution of the TARCOMP 
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optimization serves as a boundary constraint for the RIBASIM simulation. The pmgrarns are coupled 
on an on-line basis. 

Application of the computational framework 

The following types of studies can benefit from application of the computational framework 
described above: 

- 	(pre.-) masterplan studies, in which generally large sets of alternative projects and strategies 
have to be analyzed; 

- 	feasibility studies, in which a more detailed evaluation of some alternative water resources 
development schemes is carried out; as well as 

- 	(real-time) operation studies, in which details on the operation procedures are determined. 

Typical issues thatcanbe addressed include: 

- 	Screening of water resources implications of (large sets of) alternative water resources 
developments. 

- 	Selection of reservoir capacity and operation rules. 

- 	Trade-off between planning targets, for example irrigationversus drinking water supply versus 
hydropower generation. 

Trade-off in reservoir operation for different objectives, for example the intrinsic difference 
between operation for flood control purposes ("keep the reservoir level as low as possible") and 
operation for hydropower generation ("keep the reservoir level as high as possible for 
maximum head"). 

The flexibility of the computation framework notonly allows the efficient evaluation of large 
sets of alternative options for water resources development, but also allows quick sensitivity and 
scenario analysis 10 determine the robusiess and resilience of the conclusions. 

5. MODELLING THE WATER SUPPLY: THE SAMO MODEL 

Rainfall, evaporation and, most important, runoff data are required to assess the water 
availability at the RIBASIM for irrigation, hydropower, public water supply, etc. Runoff records of 
sufficient length are often not available and rainfall-runoff models have to be used to bridge the gap. 
Various options exist with respect to the type of model to be used, ranging from simple black box 
models to very sophisticated ones. Whereas the former lack any physical basis, the latter require too 
many data to be generally applicable. The SAMO model based on the well known Sacramento model 
offers a good compromise between the desired physical basis of the model, its complexity, the amount 
of basic information required to run the model, and the computed time required to simulate the runoff 
process in a water district for a large number of years. 
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Basically, themodel consists of a system of interconnected parallel and serial reservoirs. Flow 
components discerned in themodelrange from very rapid direct runoff to slow base flow. Hence, flow 
conditions ranging from wet season peak discharges to dry season low flows, can be simulated with 
one set of parameters. The catchment area can be divided into a number of segments. Hence, in ease 
the catchment upstream of a gauging station consists of a group of water districts, it is possible to 
include each district separately with its own parameter set and rainfall and potential evapotranspiration 
time series in one model run. This greatly enhances the flexibility of the model in its application, in 
particular during the calibration and verification of the model. 

Prior to the use of the model a thorough validation of the data is required. For that purpose the 
data are stored in a data base structured and processed by the HYMOS data base management and 
processing system for hydro-metcorological data. HYMOS provides an extensive set of tools for data 
entry, validation, completion, analysis, retrieval and reporting. To calibrate and verify the SAMO 
models for the various water districts the model is linked to the HYMOS data base. 

Recently, the SAMO model was used in the Cisadane-Cimanuk Integrated Water Resources 
Development Project in Indonesia to determine the water availability. This Project aimed at the 
optimization of the utilization of water resources in the Northern part of West Java. 

The study area covers some 28.000 km 2 , consisting of lowlands being a relatively fiat coastal 
plain where the major irrigation areas and population centres are located, and uplands, representing 
the hilly and mountainous areas. The rainfall varies from less than 2000mm per annum in the lowlands 
to over 4000 mm in some pans of the uplands. The seasonal rainfall distribution is mainly affected 
by the monsoons, wet from November to April and relatively dry in the rest of the year. The annual 
catchrnent evapotranspiration is rather constant and amounts approx. 1100 mm. 

For purpose of water resources simulation 141 water districts were discerned, which required 
water supply data for a representative period of 29 years (1951-1979). Only at 18 locations for about 
11 years discharge series were available, hence with the SAMO model, to a large extent, series had to 
be completed for the existing and had to be created for the ungauged sites. The model was calibrated 
first on two sub-catchments with respectively moderate and high rainfall. The same set of parameters 
could be used for it. Subsequently, with this set of parameters the remaining 16 sub-catchinents were 
run with good results. Figure 3 illustrates the results of the validation for one of these 15 sub-
catchments. Hence, the whole of Northern West-Java could properly be simulated with only one set 
of model parameters. The differences between the long term annual observed and computed flows 
appeared to be less than 5% of the long term annual rainfall, which was considered sufficiently accurate 
for the purpose of the study also in view of the various inaccuracies and uncertainties in the records. 
Hence fortheungauged water districts the same parameter set with the local rainfall andevapotranspi-
ration series were used to estimate the water availability. 

In the SAMO and RIBASIM computations half-monthly time steps were used. In the 
RI1BASM sirnul ations these values were adapted at the water intake Sites. Half-monthly flow values 
give a too optimistic picture of the total amount that can be diverted at the intakes due to the daily 
variation of the flow. Divertible flow curves were derived assuming gaussian distributed instantane-
ous flows. The curves could be described as a function of the mean half-monthly river flows (),the 
intake capacity at the site (Q,)  and the coefficient of variation (C) of the instantaneous river flows. 
Figure 4 illustrates this curve. 
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Figure 3 Observed and computed flows at Serpong 
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Figure 4 Definition sketches divertible flow curve 
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6. CHARACTERiSTICS OF THE RESERVOIR 
WATER QUALITY MODELS STRATIFIWQ-ARM 

Waterquality problems of reservoirs 

Water quality deterioration in reservoirs can result from two types of causes: 
- 	decompoartion of drowned vegetation; and 

- 	pollution from upstream sources 

Only the former is relevant in the case of Amazonian reservoirs. Poor water quality may arise 
from the decomposition of large quantities of organic matter from vegetation, floating aquatic weeds 
and phytoplankton. The decomposition withdraws oxygen from the water, which may lead to 
anaerobic conditions in the lower water layers. Toxic and corrosive substances like sulphide are 
produced under such conditions. 

The production of organic matter (detritus) by phytoplankton is stimulated by ample availa-
bility of nutrients such as phosphate, amrnoriiuzn and nitrate. The nutrients are imported by a river and 
released from decomposing vegetation. A certain productivity of phytuplankton is desirable since 
higher organisms benefit from it as phytoplankton constitutes the basis of the food chain. However, 
enrichment with nutrients (eutrophication) may reach a point at which the growth of phytoplankion 
(and aquatic weeds) becomes excessive, leading to deterioration of both water quality and aquatic 
ecosystem. 

The consequences of poor water quality may have adverse effects on several functions of 
reservoirs, among which in the case of the Amazon area are: 
- 	power production, corrosion of turbines and piping; 

- 	ecological function, reduced stability and diversity in both the reservoir and the downstream 
river; and 

- 	fish production, reduced productivity and mortality. 

Background of the model package 

The model package WQ-ARMJSTRATIF was developed for the study of water quality and 
related problems of Amazonian reservoirs. The development took place within the framework of a 
recent cooperation project with Eletronorte and Instituto National de Pesquisas da Amazonia. The 
coherence of the individual models can be seen in Figure 5. 

WQ-ARM (Water Quality Analysis forReservoirManagement) consists of submodels for the 
reservoir and the downstream river. The reservoir is schematized in horizontal layers as depicted in 
Figure 6. The river is divided in subsequent compartments. WQ-ARM simulates dissolved oxygen. 
various organic detritus components, phytoplankton,phosphate, arnmonium, nitrate, sulphate, sulphide 
and methane. These substances are subject to a substantial number ofprocesses, among which are 
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Figure 5- Relations between WQ-ARM, STRATI? and METEO 

primaiy production by phytoplankton, microbial decomposition, oxidation, reduction, adsorption, 
sedimentation, advection and dispersion. Figure 7 shows the relations between processes and 
concentrations in the oxygen budget. 
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Figure 6- Schematization of a reservoir for WQ-ARM 
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Figure 7 - The dissolved oxygen budget in WQ-ARM 

WQ-ARM solves time-dependent mass balances for each substance and each layer (or 
compartment). The inputconsists of geometrical, hydrodynamical, meteorological and waterquality 
data as well asprocess parameters. Theconccnirations of the substances as functions of time and depth 
(or distance) constitute the output. 

The stratification model STRATIF with preprocessorMETEo) is needed because vertical mass 
transportslows down in stratified water to an extent, atwhich large differences arise between the water 
qualities of the warm, upper layers and the cool, lower layers. STRATIF simulates the thermal 
stratification influenced by solar radiation, wind and throughflow in a two-layer system. WQ-ARM 
uses the position of the thermocline and the temperatures of both layers to calculate the vertical, 
dispersive mass transport. 

The model package was calibrated using water quality data of the Tucw -ui reservoir. An 
extensive set of data was prepared for this reservoir under the supervision of Eletronorte. From the 
comparison of calculations and observations appears that the models are capable of sufficiently 
accurate reproduction of the observed water quality (Figure 8). 

Applications of the model package 
The models were used to simulate the long-term behaviour of the Tucurui and Balbina 

reservoirs, built for the purpose of power production (Figure 9). The production of fish may be 
considered as an interesting side-goal. The Tucunii reservoir (2430 kin 2) was filled in 1984 with 
relatively nutrient-rich waler of the Tocantrns river. The filling of the Baibina reservoir (2360 km 2) 
with very nutrient-poor water of the Uaturna river started in November 1987, when the water quality 
simulations had been completed already. The reservoirs di ffer greatly with respect to their hydrologi-
cal and hydrodynamical features. The average depth of the Balbina reservoir is smaller and its average 
residence time is much longer; 7.5 versus 19 meter, and 1 year versus 40 days. 
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Figure 8 Calculated (-) and observed dissolved oxygen concentration in the Tucurui reservoir. 

The results for the Tucurui res-
ervoirreflect destratification during the 
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Figure 9- Location of the Tucurul and I3albina reservoirs 	that the commercially important fish 
will develop in large numbers. 
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The predicted water quality ofBalbina reservoir contrasts strongly with this picture. Perma-
nent stratification causes persistent anaerobic conditions at depths greater than 4-5 meters during a 
period of more than 10 years (Figure 10). The Balbina reservoir will discharge anaerobic water into 
the downstream river leading to the removal of most of the organisms from the river in a reach of over 
50 km. Moreover, the water passing the turbines may be corrosive. 
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Figure 10- Concentrations ofdissolved oxygen (mg/I) and inorganic phosphate (J.LgP/l), 
predicted for the Balbina reservoir for periods of 8-10 year (-) and 4-6 year (—) after the filling. 

Phosphate will not accumulate in the bottom of Balbina reservoir because of the prevailing 
anaerobic conditions. However, sufficient flushing occurs to remove this nutrient from the reservoir. 
The growth of phytoplankton will be more and more phosphated-limited, leading to very low 
phytoplankton concentrations. It seems therefore justified to expect that commercial fish production 
will not develop at Balbina reservoir. 

FINAL REMARKS 

The combined use of a consistent framework of analysis and the application of analytical 
techniques (computer models) has become a necessity in the analysis of complex integrated water 
resources development and management issues. The paper has highlighted a few aspects of such 
approach which can be of interest for the Amazon basin. 

It should be borne in mind that the development of a computational framework is a time and 
money consuming activity. Although there are ample general computer programs available, expen- 
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ence shows that each application (model) requires adaptation of the pmgrams for the particular local 
situation under investigation. Moreover, the quality of the model results will depend to a large extent 
on thequality of the inputdata. The expression"garbage in, garbageout" certainly holds. Hence, ample 
attention is required for the generation of an appropriate set of input data, comprising sets of 
hydrological data reflecting the supply of water, data sets of required water quantities for water using 
activities, sets of parameters for waierquality models, but also data sets describing the physical system 
and its operation. 

The application of described approach and models require a high level of experience and 
(multi-disciplinary) skills. In many cases training will have to be a major part ofprojects of this kind. 
Given the fact that in most cases important issues are at stake (high investments, ecological impacts, 
public health, etc.) it still can be concluded that the ultimate results in terms of quantitative and reliable 
information on which decision makers can draw their conclusions,justify the efforts of following such 
approach. 
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WATER QUALITY SJMULATION IN RESERVOIRS IN THE 
AMAZON BASIN: 

PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS 

Cartos Eduardo Morelli TUCCI* 

ADQTDAf'T 

Rational development and occupation in Amazon basin is a challenge for the countries in the 
region. P'razil covers the greater part of the basin and has planned and constructed most of the 
Amazonas reservoirs for hydropower generation. Evaluation of the impact on the aquatic 
environment is based on the behavior of physical, chemical and biological processes of the 
system. Mathematical models have been used to represent these proces, and as tools in the 
evaluation of planning and operation alternatives. In this paper, we present the standard 
sequence of studies adopted for the hydropower sector, a summary of mathematical models 
characteristic for water quality in reservoirs, some data of planned and operating hydropower, 
recommendations regarding the use of mathematical models in the sequence of studies and 
research requirements. 

INTRODUCTION 

The construction of a reservoir and its support structure has positive and negative impacts on 
the environment, due to the artificial lake created upstream, and changes the hydrological regime 
downstream 

The reservoir modifies natuTal flow conditions with small width and high velocity, into a slow 
longitudinal flow with great depth and large width. These flow conditions change the waler quality 
conditions and the environment. 

The water quality of a reservoir is a function of external and internal factors. The external 
factors are inflows, nutrient concentrations and other substances from the tributaries, climatic 
conditions and volume and quality of rainfall contribution. The internal conditions are physical, 
chemical and biological interactions with the environment. 

The implementation of reservoirs in the Amazon region basins results in the flooding of 
nutrient-rich forests which tend to eutrophicate the lake. The climatic conditions in a tropical region 
with high temperatures the year round establish favorable conditions for the development of 
macrophytes, gas formation and other problems which may be harmful to the environment and the 
project itself. 

Prceaaor - Insauste of Hmalic Research - Federd Unwemty of Ro Grimde do Sal, BriiL 
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The planning of development phases used by ELETROBRAS (Holding of the Brazilian 
Electrical Companies) and the general characteristics of environmental analysis for each phase are 
presented below. A brief review ofwaterquality models and their main features is shown subsequently. 
The choice of these models during the different phases of the study is discussed, taking into account 
the main characteristics of general conditions in the Amazon basin. 

PLANNING PHASES 

The choice of hydropower development sites was based on regulated flow and hydraulic 
head.Taking into account, in design, the environmental impact which may be caused by reservoir 
construction, the number of variables and restrictions relating to the problem will be increased. 

ELETROBRAS (1986) defmes the planning phases for hydropower development as 
Estimation of the Hydropower Potential: Inventory,  , Feasibility, Basic Design, Executive Design. 
Construction and Operation. In table 1 a surnrn ary of the contents of these phases. is seen The River 
Basin is evaluated in the first two phases, and each project is analyzed as to feasibility. The last two 
phases are executed after the final decision to build a specific project. 

ELETROBRAS prepared a Handbook for the Study of the Effects of Electric Systems on the 
Environment, in which it defined, generally, the environmental studies for each phase of design 
(table 2). 

In August 1981, a nauonal law was passed concerning the environment, which was then 
regulated in 1983 by an act. CONAMA, established by this act, presented some normative resolutions 
in 1986. Some of the important points are: 

1) Hydropower developments above 10MW are obliged to present a RIMA(Environmental 
Impact Report); 2) The authorization given by the State Environmental Agency comprises the 
following licences: a) LP-Preliminary Licence- During theprelirninary phase of planning of activities; 
b) LI-Licence to Set-up - this authorizes the beginning of implementation; c) LO-Operation Licence-
authorizes thebeginning of activities. The LP is required to begin the feasibility study, when the RIMA 
is presented. The U must be obtained before building, and the LO before the dam is finally closed. 
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Table 1 - Hydropower planning phases 

Phases 	 Characteristics 

Estimation of hydropower potential 	 First evaluation (done in the 
office) of the hydropower potential. 
Definition of priorities 
schedule and cost of inventory 
studies. 

Inventory 	 Determination of the hydropower 
potential for the basin through the best 
division of hydraulic heads and cost 
estimation of each hydropower 
development. 

Feasibility 	 Definition of the comprehensive 
conception of each hydropower. 
including design and infrastructure 
requirements for its implementation. 

Basic Design 	 Deflnition of civil works and 
permanent equipment, for bids 
and hydropower construction. 

Executive Design 	 Detailed study of basic design 
used for construction and 
setting up equipment. 
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Table 2 Environmern studies in the planning phases 

Phases 	 Characteristics 

Estimation of hydropower potential 	 Identification of general 
environmental characteristics of 
the basin. 

Inventoiy 	 Analysis of environmental effects 
of selected dams and indication 
of specific mcomxnendaiions for 
feasibility studies. 

Feasibility 	 Detailed analysis of the 
environmental effects of a given 
development,and evaluation of the 
cost of actions relating to the 
envirOnmenL 

Basic Design 	 Detailed studies of environmental 
aspects of design and preparation 
of Master Plan for reservoir use. 

Executive design 	 Operationalization of 
environmental aspects of design 
and preparation of a Master Plan 
for reservoir use. 

Operation 	 Implementation of the Master 
Plan for reservoir use. 

WATER QUALITY SIMULATION IN RESERVOIRS 

The choice of a mathematical model to simulate water quality conditions in a river and 
reservoir system depends on the characteristics of the system to be simulated, the desired level of 
precision, and the available data. Flow conditions in the system, in general, determine the basic types 
of model structure due to advective and diffusive processes. The water quality standard level is 
evaluated based on the parameters defined in the legislation, which identify general conditions of 
quality and pollution, and show the main processes occurring in the system. 
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Generally, the types of models may be classified according to flow conditions, mass transport 
and chemical-biological processes. Due to flow conditions in afree flowing river and in reservoirs, the 
models have different formulas. In a reservoir, flow velocity is low and the depth great. The main 
processes usually take place vertically. In ariver there is greatervelocity than in thereservoir and mass 
transport is produced predominantly in the longitudinal direction, with less influence from the 
transverse and vertical directions. 

Reservoir model classification may be performed according to different criteria. The classi-
fication based on spatial discretization is as follows: 

concentrated modd - (zero dimension). This considers a mixed reservoir. These models use mean 
constant concerktration or a time variable one. The Volleriweider model (1968) is an example 
of this type of model. 

one-dimensional models - They simulate the processes taking into account only one dimension in 
space. Usually longitudinal or vertical one-dimensional models are used in the studies. The 
former takes into account the velocity and level ofconcentrationvariation in the longitudinal 
direction, ignoring transverse and vertical variations. The vertical models are more often used 
when the reservoir may present thermal stratification and has a long residence time, since most 
of the energy and mass transfer processes occur on the vertical. Some of the vertical one-
dimensional models are described in Orlob( 1983). 

two-dimensional models - These are models which ignore one of the directions. The model may be 
two-dimensional: on a plane (longitudinal and transverse directions); in profile (longitudinal 
and vertical directions). The former allows simulation of velocity and concentration on the 
plane formed by the reservoir. In the second type it is possible to obtain the result of vertical 
and longitudinal variation of concentration in the reservoir when it has short residence time 
and is long, 

three-dimensional models - These models represent all directions. A large amount of data is required 
to estimate the parameters involved, besides numerical difficulties. In this classThoman( 1972) 
presented a three-dimensional model which simplifies the dynamic flow equations. 

The models may also be classified, regarding time variation, as steady and non steady. In the 
first case the change in time is not considered. 

As to water quality parameters, the models initially used a simplified simulation of Dissolved 
Oxygen (Bella, 1970). The models which followed them included nitrification processes and 
phytoplankton dynamics. Formulae for specific problems have been developed to consider forest 
flooding, gas formation and some types of macrophytes. The main difficulties in these methodologies 
have been to identify the parameters involved and the reliability of the mathematical formulae used. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HYDROPOWER 
DEVELOPMENTS IN THE REGION 

The characteristics of some developments which already exist, or are being planned in the 
Amazon region, are presented in table 3. At the time this article was prepared, some information was 
not available. As can be seen, the basins involved cover large drainage areas to allow energy 
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production, since the heads are usually not significant. Of this group of eleven reservoirs, four are 
already operating and seven are in the planning phase. 

Themain impacts of the water environment due to the implementation of reservoirs in this this 
region are: 

- 	flooding of the forests and lake eutrophication; 
- 	gas formation and turbine corrosion; 
- 	water quality downstream from the dams. 

The upstream load is usually the natural pollution of the basin. In some basiiis, upstream 
pollution is important due to changes in basin vegetation and discharges from gold mining. 

In table 4 are presented some indicators of environmental conditions in reservoirs, as follows: 

Residence time. This is the ratio between reservoir volume and inflow. This factor allows the 
identification of mean time of renewal of the reservoir volume. 

Densimetric Froude Number - (Orlob,1983) indicates whether stratification will occur in mean 
terms. Thermal stratification worsens water quality conditions in the lower strata of the 
reservoir, from which water for the turbines is usually taken-It increases equipment corrosion 
and decreases the water quality of the downstream reach. 

Fd = (L.Q) / (H.V) [if (g.e)] 112 
	 U 

where Fd- densimetric Froude number; L= reservoir length (rn); H height in mV= reservoir 
volume in m3; Q-streamflow in m3/s; g=graviry acceleration; c-mean gradient of the specific 
mass. When Fd < 0,32 there will be strong stratification; 0,1< Fd <1,0 small stratification 
grad lent and mixed. This equation is based on the comparison between the inertial force of the 
flow through the reservoir and the gravitational force which tends to maintain stability. 
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Table 3 - Hydropower characteristics of reservoirs in the Amazon region 

Reservoir Basin Mean Volume Hooded Project Installed 
area flow area phase capacity 
Km' m5/5 Hm3  km2  M' 

Tucurui 767.000 10.400 45300 2.635 operation 4.000 
Belbina 18.450 578 17.533 2360 operation 250 
Samuel 15.280 350 3.250 560 exec.design 217 
ji-Parana 47.300 900 11.950 957 basic design 512 
B.Peixe 17.310 310 23.430 1.020 fasibility 450 
Brokopondo 362 9.400 880 operation 
C.Nunes 24.200 138 23 operation 40 
B.Monre 477.000 14.600 1.225 basic design 11.000 
C.Magalh. 5.170 651 53 basic design 260 
Manso 9.364 7.337 387 exec.design 210 
S.Quebr. 229.750 4.630 3.190 370 inventory 1.450 
C.Porreira 50.650 1.739 12.200 912 basic design 700 

Some information was obtained from ELETRONORTE (1989). This information may be updated. 

Table 4 . Waer quality indexes 

Reservoir Residence Fd Total 1oad 1  02> N 31  P 41  
ime dry vegetal 

matter 
days 10**(6)t mg/i 

Tucurui 50 0.58 6.324 176 	2.03 0.281 
Balbina 351 0.46 5.050 365 	4.21 0.583 
Samuel 107 0.58 1.198 467 	5.38 0.746 
Jj-Parana 154 0.15 2.048 217 	2.50 0.347 
B.Peixe 875 0.03 0.925 50 	0.58 0.080 
Brokopondo 300 0.04 4.700 238 	2.73 0.374 
S. Quebrada 8 2.34 0.370 147 	1.69 0.235 
C. Porteira 81 0.23 1.952 203 	2.33 0.324 

Load estimated based on values used in previous saidies for Tucurui, Brokoprindo and Bsrra do Peixe 
(Hohannesj9;D}-1L,1981 and Engevix,1988) 

Total Oxygen Demand tequired for degradation of carbon from vegeral matter; 

Total Nitrogen concentration from the Carbon degradation cIveeta1 matter; 

Tota' Phoaphorus cririccnOatjon from the degradation of vegecal matter. 
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Vegetal matter load Due to the climatic characteristics of the Amazon region which is warm 
throughout the year, forest flooding exerts a heavy impact on the reservoir water quality. 

The forest density canbe given in kg ofwetmauer/m2. Of this total, leaves and dead vegetation 
are the parts which represent the phytomass load. Each of these parts has a proportion of dry matter. 
The amount of rapidly degradable dry matter is the sum of these parts. 

According toMeyeret al. (1958) thereis about44% of carbon invegetal matter. The amount 
of oxygen required for organic matter degradation is obtained by a factor of 1.88 according to Meyer 
et al. Therefore, the amount of oxygen required for carbon oxidation, in rapidly degradable matter, is 

D = 1.267 Dr. AIV 
	

(2) 

where Dr= density of of rapidly degradable dry matter; A= area of the utilized density; V= 
volume; The coefficient for Nitrogen in equation 2 is 0.0146 and for Phosphorus, 0.002. 

Maximum concentration - The relation between maximum concentration and total load is obtained 
for Nitrogen and Phosphorus by the following equation 

CmJD = KJ(r .K) (exp(-aK) exp(.aK)] 
	

(3) 

where r l/td + Ks for the total phosphorus equation and r=1/td for total nitrogen; a = ln( K! 
r)/(Kr); K = coefficient of Nitrogen or Phosphorus transference for the water (1/day); d= 
residence time in days. 

The following simplifications were adopted to obtain equation 3: 

total load at t0; 

- inflow equal to outflow; 

- Zero inflow concentration for total Phosphorus and 

Nitrogen and rIo; 
- mixed reservoir; 

- only rapidly degradable load. 

Using K=0,005/day and Ks=0,0074/day this ratio is related to time of residence (fig. 1). For 
the analysed reservoirs, the values arepresented in tableS. The DO expression is excessively long and 
the required result shows a negative concentration. Recovery time is the period of time, in which the 
reservoir shows negative mean concentration of DO, after its filling until the recovery of positive 
concentration. 

The favorable aspects for a development would be low residence time, mixed unstratified 
reservoir and low organic matter load due to vegetation. 
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Table 5 Maximum concentration and recovery time 

Reservoir 	 Maximum concentration 	 Recovery time 
P 	N 	 month 

Tucurui 35 321 7 
Balbma 144 2.000 25 
Samuel 133 1.402 13 
Ji-Parana 70 802 15 

do Peixe 22 375 19 
Brokopondo 90 1.213 21 
Serra Quebrada 8 59 1 

Porteira 51 510 10 

* 	These values should be used in a relative analysis since they were obtained from many sirnplificarions and 
represent only the load of vegetal matter. 

In these overall indicators. Tucunii has a short stratification residence time. The total load of 
dry matter is high due to the surface, but corresponds to a total concentration of parameters below those 
of the other projects. Barra do Peixe has a high residence time, stratification conditions, 19 months of 
recovery, but a smaller load value due to the smaller surface and plant vegetal matter density. Balbina 
presents an unfavorable residence time condition, vegetal matter load and recovery lime. 

These values vary throughout the year, according to hydrological conditions. Since, in the 
Amazon region, the temperature does not vary significantly, the stratification conditions depend on the 
state of the reservoir and inflow. For high residence time and low inflow conditions, stratification 
increases and the oxygen in the lower strata is reduced. 

Streamflow impact over the year may be observed at two points in the Tucurui reservoir (points 
shown in figure 1). At point Ml, when there is less flow in the lower levels, the reservoir becomes 
anaerobic and recovers during the wet season (figure 3). In this specific case it should be considered 
thatfilling took place in 1984, and that, therefore, theresult is influenced by a higher load in 1985. At 
point Cl (figure 4), which has a much longer residence time, it is observed that there is much less 
recovery with a permanently anaerobic hypolimnio (Johanes,1988). This part of the reservoir is 
outside the main flow and receives the discharge of the direct contribution from a small basin, or when 
the reservoir becomes greater. It is also observed that at M2 the temperature is slightly lower than at 
Cl. 

The impact of vegetation density is linearly proportional. Therefore, a site with less density 
may produce a smaller amount of flooding with the same density ratio. 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MODELS 
WHICH MAY BE USED DURING THE PLANNING PHASES 

The proposal presented here should be understood as general advice concerning the use of 
water quality models, subject to change according to specific problems and further information 
regarding the behavior of these systems. 

In this context, the model should be seen as a support tool, which requires: reliable information 
to provide reliable answers; formulations which are consistent with the behavior of the physical 
processes of the system; representativeness of the parameters and variables involved. 

Usually, to evaluate the positive and negative environmental impacts of a development, it is 
necessary to analyze the scenarios of present and future conditions without the development, and future 
conditions with the development, considering: 

- 	natural loads and those which are due to human action in the basin; 
- 	oad from flooded vege tat matter in the reservoir; 
- 	haracteristics of the planned reservoir; 
- 	hydrogeological and hydrological conditions in the basin; 

meteorological conditions. 
For this purpose, it is necessary to represent the aquatic system upstream from the reservoir, 

the reservoir itself and the river reach downstream. The delimitation of river reaches is in direct 
proportion to the influence on the reservoir and of the latter on the river. 

Estimation of the hydropower potential 

This phase corresponds to a preliminary evaluation of the basin as to hydropower availability. 
The surveys will identify local potentials- 

The identification of environmental conditions in the river basin corresponds to a general 
description of natural and evolutionary conditions regarding the different disciplines which are 
involved in the envimnment. 

Water Quality conditions in the river basin are evaluated taking into account the location of 
possible sources of pollution in the basin: domestic, industrial and agricultural effluent loads; spatial 
distribution of these sources, critical hydrologic conditions, natural nutrient concentration conditions; 
the interaction of sources of pollution with the existing uses in the basin. At potential darn sites, besides 
physical information, surveys or estimates of the density of flooded vegetation. 

This diagnostic phase is based on the available descriptive information and on indicators such 
as those decnbed in the previous item, which will allow the identification of the most favorable sites 
and predict problem areas, by comparative tables of existing and planned developments in the region. 

For future studies, projections should be made of sampling and monitoring of the sites 
identified as the most appropriate for developments. 
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Inventory 

The inventory is divided into two phases.The preliminary phase during which different 
alternatives for developments are formulated, to be detailed in the final studies. 

In the preliminary phase several alternatives for development will be established. Therefore, 
in order to study the river basin as whole, the combination of concentrated models in reservoir and 
uniform or non-uniform steady flow models in rivers, can be used as a function of the available data. 
The combination of these simple tools with load estimations of the basins and reservoir allow a 
preliminary evaluation of some basic alternatives such as: 

- 	Recovery capacity during the reservoir filling; 
- 	Impact of the upstream loads from the basin; 
- 	Downstream effluent in the cascade system. 
The load data and parameters of this phase will be obtained from literature, preliminary 

estimates or regional values. 

In the final phase, one-dimensional vertical models may be used, for the development 
alternatives chosen. In this case themodel wouldprovide a better evaluation of the downstream reaches 
and specific conditions of filling and recovery. 

Feasibility 

In this phase the analysis is made for a specific darn. In the evaluation of a development, the 
characteristics of the model to be used depend on the reservoir characteristics identified in the earlier 
phase and on the enviromental problems to be investigaled. The main aspects are: 

- 	impact of forest flooding and recovery time; 
- 	flow condition of the turbines, as to concentration and gas formation; 
- 	eutrophication 
Normally, under these circumstances, the effect of inflow is small and the longitudinal and 

transverse variations in temperature and concentration are not significant, and a vertical model may 
well represent theprocesses. However, an effort must be made to improve the ecological aspects trying 
to estimate, besides the Nitrogen and Phosphorus cycles, also gas formation and macrophyte 
development. 

For developments with a short residence time, longitudinal variability may prove important, 
since it allows the identification of reservoir areas in more critical condition. Longitudinal variability 
may also be important for the evaluation of selective deforestation. In this case, two types of models 
may be used: 

- 	one-dimensional longitudinal model combined with a vertical model, when 
longitudinal flow is significant and depths are not as great. The vertical model 
is normally used near the main body where the depths are great.; 

- two-dimensional longitudinal and vertical models for a reservoir with a short 
residence time and great depth. The tendency of energy developments is to 
present this characteristic, due to the heavy impact of environmental and 
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social factors, when large areas are flooded. Since the volume and residence 
time are small, the height of the dams should be significant for economical 
energy production. 

The models used during this phase should be based on data collected during the inventory, and 
even at this stage. 

Basic design 

In this phase, a large part of the problems have been analyzed and detailed. However, specific 
aspects may remain regarding the details of the work, refering to minimization of environmental 
consequences. Some of these aspects may be: 

- 	the evaluation of outflow mechanisms from the reservoir for the improve. 
meat of corrosion and flow mixture condicionsdownstream from the turbine 
and spillway; 

- 	artificial reaeration or aeration caused by downstream turbulence; 
- 	lateral areas with a long residence time. 

Thesimulation of each case involves specific problem formulations with the supportof models 
developed during the previous phases. 

In this phase, momtortng to be carried out during the operation should be planned, taking into 
account the conclusions which were forecast during this and previous phases. 

Operation 

After the development has been built, and has begun to operate, it is necessary to check 
previous models forecast. With the data collected in this phase the parameters can be calibrated. 
During this phase an effort should bemade to improve the models, reassess the forecast of development 
of water quality conditions in the reservoir,and the use of data as a laboratory for other projects. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The main characteristics of the Amazon region reservoirs are: 
- 	small temperature variation throughout the year; 
- 	high temperatures; 
- 	thermal stratification with small gradients; 
- 	main loads resulting from forest flooding, with the consequent critical 

situation in reservoir filling; 
- 	the main impacts are eutrophication, gas formation and corrosion of equip- 

ment and worsening water quality downstream; 
- 	the reservoirs will rend to have a short residence time. 
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Therefore, it is necessary to improve and develop the following aspects which help in studying 
these condinons: 

- 	quantification of vegetal matter density, based on remote sensing; 
- 	improvement of the mathematical functions and parameters which deal with 

the pollution caused by flooded vegetation; 
- 	design hydraulic equipment to increase reaeration of the dam effluents; 
- 	quantitative evaluation of economic and technical feasibility of selective 

deforestation and its impact on the reservoir environment; 
- 	evaluation of the use of aeration for some areas of the reservoir; 
- 	review and consolidation of studies performed on the Amazon region reser- 

voir, as a foundation for ftiture studies; 
- 	general basic criteria for water quality monitoring during the different phases 

of project planning and operation; 
- 	sensitivity analysis of the parameters of some models chosen for use in the 

region. 
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Figure 1 - Ratio of Maximum concentration and N and P loads as a time function 
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NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF THE UNSTEADY 
DENSITY CURRENT IN THE RESERVOIR 

Young Der Liang* 
LinQuoin.J1sin** 
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This paper simulates and discusses the propagation of the density current of undezflow in a 
reservor. The method is based on a finite element scheme of the movable mesh technique 
dealing with the variation of free surface. Two case studies will be performed to examine the 
model feasibility. The model is first applied to simulate the density current of the Generalized 
Reservoir Hydrodynamics Flume designed by the U.S. Corps of Engineers, where the density 
current is generated by thermal stratification. Qmparison of the physical characteristics of 
measured and calculated results reveals that this model is able to predict the salient feature of 
the structure of density current very well. Secondly the model is used to simulate the density 
current in the Te-Chi Reservoir at the middle of Taiwan. In this case, the density current is 
caused by the heavy sediment-laden suspension of inflow discharge. Again, the transport of the 
density current with a underfiow type is vividly simulated. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In reservoir dynamics, the density current may occur and behave in terms of three character-
istics depending on the density difference between the ambient reservoir water and river discharge. 
These characteristics are overflow, interfiow and underfiow. Underfiow occurs when the density of 
river discharge is greater than that of the ambient. When the density of river discharge is lesser than 
that of the ambient, overflow occurs. Interflow occurs when the density of river discharge is greater 
than that of the epilimnion while smaller than that of the hypelirnnion. In this paper by the numerical 
analysis, we will simulate and discuss the transport phenomena of the density current due to the - 
underfiow in the reservoir. 

The density difference of river inflow and reservoir ambient is attributed to thermal stratifi-
cation and concentration of sediments in the reservoir environment. When the complete mixing 
process is not possible due to the entrainment of buoyancy force, the motion of density current is 
inevitable. The density current is vital to the understanding of the basic physics of the transport feature 
of sediment, temperature, pollutants, etc. Therefore, study of density currents has drawn a lot of 
inVestigators [1, 10]. 

* 	Professor of Deporsnsent of Civil Engineering, amdDirector of Hydraulic Research Laboraiory, Nniorial Taiwan 
University - Taipei, Taiwan, 10764, R.O.C. 

Gaduae Sudent of Department of Civil Engineering - National Taiwan University - Ta4ei, Taiwan, 10764, 
R.O.C. 
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Due to the complex system of the subject, early rescarvh of density currents concentrated on 
the field observations and laboratory experiments [101. Theoretical analysis seemed almost 
impossible owing to the mathematical difficulty. The advent of new numerical techniques has enabled 
us to look at this old subject one more time. This study will make use of the mathematical models to 
simulate the physical characteristics of unsteady density currents in reservoirs. The mathematical 
model is established as a vertical-horizontal two-dimensional profile, where the lateral direction of the 
reservoir is averaged. Both the temperature and the concentration of suspended sediment will be 
considered as contributors to the density current. 

In consideration of its versatility in dealing with irregular topography and variable parameters, 
the finite element method is adopted to solve the governing equations of the density current. Two case 
studies will be used to illustrate the model applications. For first example, the Generalized Reservoir 
Hydrodynamics (GRH) Flume measured by the U.S. Corps of Engineers is simulated to demonstrate 
the density current caused by thermal stratification. The second case simulates the density current of 
Te-Chi Reservoir in central Taiwan. The reservoir is characterized by a very high sediment 
concentration of riverinflows. The formation of the rescrvoirdensity current, the movement of density 
front, and the occurrence of plunging phenomenon were vividly simulated in this study. 

In thecaseof GRH Flume, the density currents generated by laboratory experiments were used 
to verify the accuracy of present numerical scheme. In the case of Te-Chi Reservoir, qualitative 
prediction of density currents in a sub-tropical climate is performed. The more comprehensive studies 
of this sub-tropical Reservoir are in progress and will be reported later. 

2. MAThEMATiCAL MODEL 

The mechanics associated with the density current in reservoir are governed by the basic 
conservation laws of fluid mass and momentum, and the transport process of heat and suspended 
sediments. To simplify the problem, some assumptions can be employed as far as the mathematical 
modeling is concerned. First, since the reservoir is very long and narrow and the characteristics of the 
hydrodynamics vary in the longitudinal and vertical directions, the vertical 2-1) model with lateral 
average was chosen. Second, in the vertical momentum equation, the advection and diffusion effects 
may be neglected in comparing the gravity acceleration. The hydrostatic pressure asswnption can be 
used, because the aspect ratio is very large, it can be considered as a shallow water problem. 
Furthermore, for this stratified flow of density current, the Boussinesq approximation is suitable, 
where the buoyancy effect is considered in the gravity acceleration term only [2]. After these 
simplifications, the governing equations can be expressed as following: 

a. 	Continuityequation 

d(uB) +  d(wB) - 
dx 	dz - 
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b. 	Longitudinal momentum equation 

aU 	au 	au 	1 ZIP 	l a 
+ 	 BK MaU 	1 •  a 

	

+ 	 K) 	(2) U—  = — — 
at 	ax 	az P 	x 	Bax' 	

(B 

C. 	Hydrostatic pressure (Vertical momentum equation) 

	

= -pg 	 (3) 

Heat transport equation 

a T 	aT 	dT 1  a (BKIX a 	?T ) 	i a 
at 	ax 	az B a 	+ 	- (BK Z ) + U —  + W = - - 

Sediment transport equation 

aC 	ac 	 (5) + u— + (w 	a 	B 	a x B - ax 	 ar 	az a 	ax 

where r = time; x = longitudinal coordinate; z = vertical coordinate; u = longitudinal flow 
velocity; w = vertical flow velocity; P = hydrostatical pressure; B = lateral width; p0 = a referential 

fluid density; p = the ambient fluid density; KXX  K = horizontal and vertical eddy viscosity; 

T = temperature; C = concentration; w, = the settling velocity of suspended sediment; 

H H 

	

KXX K 2 	= eddy diffusivities. 

Because suspended sediment can settle in water, in equation (5). the w3  term serves this 

phenomenon [3[.  To compute the density in the fluid, the equation of state can be expressed as the 
function of temperature and concentration: 

r =f(T,C) 	 (6) 

The density cuffents that occur in reservoirs are turbulent flows. One of the principal 
difficulties in modeling the density current is the choice of suitable turbulent exchange coefficients. 
Higher order turbulent model, such as the k - cmodel [4], may be more suitable for the developing flow 
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and associated recirculation. For the sake of economical computation, this study adopts the edd1 
viscosity and diffusivity model, with the vertical turbulent exchange coefficientsKM K 	K 
taken from the semi-empirical formula of turbulent closure models for stable siratified flows, such as 
the Munk-Anderson formula [5]. 

The nonlinear equations ito 6 are solved by the numerical method. Although many numerical 
methods can be chosen, for the purpose of easily and directly describing the complex irregular reservoir 
topography, the finite element method are employed to discritize the space. The Eulerian forward 
explicit scheme, with adding the artificial blancing tensor viscosity [6] in order to increase accuracy 
and stability, is used to do the time discritization. The moving mesh technique can be applied to 
eliminate the difficulty of numerical scheme to satisfy the kinematic boundary condition of flow with 
free surface. 

3. MODEL APPLICATIONS 

Two cases of density current are simulated in this study: 

3.1 Generalized Reservoir Hydrodynamics Flume 

The Generalized Reservoir Hydrodynamics (GRH) flume, maintained by the U. S. Corps of 
Engineers, is designed to test reservoir hydrodynamics. This flume has been used to compare a number 
of models [7, 81.  The length of the flume is 24.39 m and it varies in depth from 0.3 m at its inflow end 
to 0.91 mat its outflow end. It has two different cross sections. The upper section 1 which is 6.1 in long, 
has a horizontal bottom and linear variation in width from 0.3 m to 0.91 m. The lower section 2 has 
a constant width of 0.91 m and a bottom which drops 0.61 mover its 18.29 in length. 

To simulate the density current due to the inflow temperature of lower than the initial 
temperature of the flume, the flume is filled with water at a uniform temperature of 21.44°C. Inflow 
water at 16.67°C is introduced under a baffle and allowed to flow into the system over the lower 0.15 
m. Outflow is removed from outlet located on the dam 0.15 m from the bottom. The inflow rate of 
0.00063 me/seC is the same with the outflow rate. 

The GRH flume geometry is discritized by the finite element mesh containing 612 linear 
triangular elements and 342 nodes as shown in Figure 1. Because the inflow temperature is lower than 
the ambient temperature, the underfiow type of density current occurred. At time: = 4 mm, the model 
results of both the velocity and temperature field are shown in Figure 2. The salient feature is the faster 
velocity and recirculation gyre in the inflow region as compared with the other homogenous region 
where the velocity is lower. As the time goes by, the density current advances along the bottom with 
the recirculation gyre moving rapidly toward the dam. 

Figures 3 and 4 depict the transient processes of the structures of density current at: = 14 and 
20 min respectively. Because the vertical turbulent mixture is reduced by the buoyancy effect, the 
temperatures vary in the region near the bottom. After the current arrives at the dam at t = 50 mm, the 
flow field becomes more stable and the recirculation gyre occupies the entire region, as shown in 
Figure 5. 
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Figure 6 shows the progress of the density current front for calculated and observed results. 
It is interesting to notice that the simulation and the measurement are very consistent The comparison 
of the computed and measured horizontal velocity at the vertical line near the center of the flume is 
shown in Figure 7. Although the model result is more smooth than the measurement, the general form 
is similar in each. 

3.2. Te-ChI reservoir in central Taiwan 

Te-Chi reservoir, located in the middle of Taiwan, suffers form over development in its 
watershed. The major dimensions of the reservoir are as follows: 11 km long. 20 m and 120 in deep 
in upstream and downstream location, inflow rate 220 ems and outflow rate 250 cms. To simulate the 
density current due to the sediment-laden inflow, the initial ambient water is clear in the reservoir and 
the inflow concentration is 100 ppm with suspended particle setting velocity of 0.0001 rn/sec. 

Figure 8 shows the modeling results of velocity and concentration field at t = 667 mm. It 
appears that the plunging phenomenon [9]  occurs near the inflow end andresults in a recirculation gyre. 
Due to the high concentration and density in this current, under the effect of gravity acceleration in the 
direction of the bottom slope, the density moves rapidly along the bottom and its front forms a "noise" 
shape, ati = 1000 mm, as shown in Figure 9. Figure 10 shows the results at t = 1333 mm, the density 
current arrives near the dam and the "noise" becomes bigger. However, due to the settling behavior 
of suspended particles, the thickness of density current enhances as shown in Figure 9 and 10. After 
the density current strikes the darn, under the effects of strike and selective withdrawal, the flow 
condition becomes more complex with two circulation gyres and high concentration in thedam bottom 
region, as shown in Figure 11, at ( = 1667 mm. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The salient characteristics ofdensity currents, either caused by the thermal stratification or the 
over concentration of suspended sediments, are simulated by a two-dimensional (vertical-horizontal) 
mathematical model using the finite element analysis. Two case studies were performed to 
demonstrate the capability of the numerical methods. The structures of density current caused by the 
thermal stratification of the Generalized Reservoir Hydrodynamics Flume and the density current of 
Te-Chi Reservoir caused by heavy sediment-laden suspension of inflow discharge are both well 
simulated by a finite element scheme with the movable mesh technique. The model can be used as a 
prediction tool for the simulation of reservoir dynamics. 
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Fig. 1 Finite Element Mesh of 
GRH Flume 

Fig. 2 . Srructure of Density Current (Left) and Temperature Distribution (Right) of GRH Flume, 
at i = 4 mm. 
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Fig. 3 - Structure of Density Current (Left) and Temperature Distribution (Right) of GRH Flume, 
at t 14 mm. 

Fig. 4-Structure of Density Current (Left) and Tetnperature Distribution (Right) of GRH Flume 
at t = 20 mm. 
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Fig. 5 . Structure of Density Current (Left) and Temperature Distribution (Right) of GRH Flume, 
at t = 50min. 
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Fig. 8 Structure of Density Current (Left) and Concentration Distribution (Right) of TeChi 
Reservoir, at t - 667 mm. 

Fig. 9 Structure of Density Current (Left) and Concentration Distribution (Right) ofTe-Chi 
Reservoir, at 	1000 mm. 

- 

Fig. 10 - Structure of Density Current (Left) and Concentration Distribution (Right) of Te-Chi 
Reservoir, at t - 1333 mm. 
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Fig. 11 Structure of Density Current (Left) and Concentration Distribution (Right) of Te.Chi 
Reservoir, at t - 1667 mm. 
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The planning, design, construction, and operation of surface water reservoirs in tropical areas 
has typically been accomplished with only minimal attention given cowater quality considera-
tions. This historical practice has occurred because the primary focus of attention has been on 
warerquantiry management. Within the last two decades attensionhas been increasingly given 
to water quality issues derived as natural consequences of reservoir construction and operation. 
Accordingly, this paper has been prepared to summarize water quality concerns and modeling 
opportunities for reservoirs, with particular attention given to such engineering worla in 
tropical areas. Topics to be addressed include: (1) background information: (2) timing of water 
quality modeling; (3) examples of types of water quality models; (4) interpretation of modeling 
results; (5) monitoringas a supplemenrto modeling; and (6) other related issuei. Finally, several 
conclusions will be drawn. 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

An initial issue forconsideralion related to reservoirs created as a resultof hydropower, water 
supply and flood control projects is the impacts of such projects on water quality. Some reasons for 
concern related to water quality include: (1) the increasing use of multipurpose reservoirs; i.e., 
reservoirs for hydroelectric power, flood control, and/or water supply; (2) the increasing adoption and 
enforcement of water quality standards in relation to in-reservoir and downstream water uses; and (3) 
the documentation of water quality changes based on information collected over the last 25 years 
(Canter, 1977). Since water quality changes are often rate and temperature dependent, they are of 
increased concern in tropical reservoirs due to higher temperatures and larger rate constants. 

A number of key processes within a reservoir can influence water quality. These processes 
include thermal/density stratification, sedimentation, evaporation, chemical and/orbiological cycling, 
bacterial die-away, and gas or nitrogen supersaturation. Summary points regarding these processes 
arc as follows: 

Presetued at lnrerisaüomd Conferencr on Hydroligy and Water Manogemesu of the Amazon Batin, August 5-
9, 1990, Manau, Brazil 
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(1) 	Thermal/densitystranficacion and resultantepilimnetic and hypolimnetic processes (aerobic 
processes in epilirnnion and anaerobic processes in hypolimnion). 

The density of water varies with the temperature of water - see Figure 1 
(Smalley and Novak, 1978). 
As a resuk ofdensity differences, can have density induced flow anomalies in 
reservoir (for example warmer water flowing over colder water, colder water 
flowing under wanner water, or cooler water flowing between warmer and 
colder water). 
Because of the layering effect can get reservoirs which thermally stratify and 
thus an epilimnion, rhermocline, and hypolimnion can form— see Figure 2 
(Smalley and Novak, 1978). 
Epiliinnion characterized by good oxygen transfer, good mixing and diurnal 
temperature fluctuations; the thermocline is the transition zone; and the 
hypolimriion is characterized by low oxygen to anaerobic conditions, limited 
mixing, and nearly isothermal conditions. 
Stratification can lead to both lateral and vertical water quality changes 
within a reservoir. 

(2) 	Sedimentation ofsuspended materials (sediments) which flow into the reservoir; suspended 
materials inputs are a function ofdrainage area size, characteristics, rainfall, and other factors: 

Sedimentation rate varies as a function ofsediment size and otherfacrorssuch 
as temperature and turbulence; sedimentation will increase with temperature 
and decrease with turbulence. 
Excessive sedimentation can cause reservoir filling. 
Sediments can adsorb dissolved constitt4ents and transport them to the 
reservoir benthic zone. 

(ti) 	Sediments can disrupt benthic organisms and cover previously deposited 
pollutants. 

(3) 	Evaporation of water from the reservoir will lead to higher concentrations of dissolved 
constituents; evaporation rates increase with increases in temperature. 

(4) 	Chemical and/or biological cycling of water quality constituents; numerous examples and 
processes can be cited: 

Nitrogen - inorganic and organicchemical forms, nitrificarion/denitrifica-
tion, and biological uptake. 
Phosphorus - inorganic and organic chetnical forms, adsorption, ion ex-
change, precipitation, and biological uptake. 
Iron and manganese - oxidation and precipitation, and reduction and 
dissolution. 
Chromium - chemical forms, adsorption, oxidation and reduction. 
Other metals— adsorption and/or precipitation. 
Hydrogen sulfide - chemical forms, adsorption, biological uptake, and 
stripping (due to anaerobic conditions and decaying vegetation). 
Oxygen - used in decomposition, produced by algae photosynthesis, and 
reacration. 
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Figure 1 Temperature Versus Density for Water (Smalley and Novak, 1978). 
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Figure 2 - Representation of Epilimnion and Therrnocline Tilting Due to Inflow Displacement 
(Smalley and Novak, 1978). 

Carbon - inorganic and organic forms, and biological uptake. 
Methane - may be formed from decaying vegetation under anaerobic 
conditions; can be stripped to atmosphere over spillway or by passage through 
dam and/or turbines. 

Bacterial die-away which is a function of temperature and residence rime. 

Gas or nitrogen supersaturation due to air entrainment in stilling basins; high nitrogen gas 
concentration can cause fish impacts (Lcgg, 1978). 

Miother basic issue related to water quality impacts of reservoirs involves the consideration 

of reservoir input loadings of different potential pollutants. Key water pollutant sources and conse-
quent loadings include the following: 

Point source discharges upstream of the reservoir, these can include treated and/or untreated 
discharges from urban areas and industrial activities. 

Nonpoinr source discharges upstream of the reservoir; these include runoff from urban, 
industrial, agricultural, and undeveloped areas; some key pollutants include sediment, 
nutrients, organics, and pesticides (note - river basin deforestation may exacerbate these 
discharges). 

In-reservoir decomposition of terrestrial flora left in place during reservoir filling; anaerobic 
conditions near the bottom or in the hypolimnion can cause problems with methane and 
hydrogen sulfide formation and then their subsequent release. 
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Uses of water in the reservoir and resultant quality changes; could be concerns regarding 
organ ics, nutrients, and bacteria. 

Direct precipitation and/or dry deposition into reservoir; nutrients and metals as well as acid 
rain may be of concern. 

Ground water flow into reservoir. 

Finally in terms of background considerations, it is pertinent to consider which water quality 
parameters should be modeled. Typical parameters or characteristics subject to modeling include: 

Dissolved oxygen and biochemical oxygen demand. 

Nutrients. 

Temperature. 

Others (pU, iron, solids, pesticides, fecal coliforms, methane, hydrogen sulfide, etc.). 

'Waste assimilative capacity" of the reservoir. 

TIMING OF WATER QUALITY MODELING 

Water quality modeling should be done during several phases over the project life. Different 
purposes may be associated with modeling for a given phase. The phases can be considered in tenns 
of pre-construction planning, construction, transition years, and continued operation. 

Pro-construction Planning Phase 

Modeling should begin prior to the finalization of the reservoir design and the initiation of the 
construction phase. This modeling would typically be included in anenvimnmental impact statement 
(orenvironrncntal impact assessment). The purpose should be to predict potential problems and then 
develop mitigation measures to minimize these problems (the measures could include reservoir design 
changes and/or selective removal of terrestrial flora in the area to be inundated). The modeling should 
anticipatorily address the construction phase, transition years, and continued operation of the reservoir. 

Construction Phase 

Realtime modeling should be done during this phase, with several-fold purposes to be 
achieved. Several years might be required for construction, and most of the terrestrial flora in the 
inundated area is typically left in place and is in various states of decomposition. A water quality 
monitoring program should be conducted during this phase. The monitoring program would allow the 
calibration/verification of the water quality models used during this phase. In addition, the modeling 
should facilitate the implementation of positive environmental management (water quality manage- 
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ment) programs. Examples of such programs include the planning of specific construction activities 
forspecific seasons, and adjustment in selective removal of terrcst.ri aT flora in the area being inundated. 

Transition Years Phase 

Real-tiinemodeling should be doneduring the transitionperiod between the completion of the 
filling of thereservoir and a point in time when the reservoir water quality exhibits repeatable patterns. 
This period would typically encompass the time of the mostrapid decomposition of the terrestrial flora 
in the inundated area. While no specific time can be identified, periods in the order of 5 to 10 years 
might be a good estimate. Again, it is assumed that a waLer quality monitoring program is in place. As 
noted earlier, the monitoring program would allow the calibration/verification of the utilized water 
quality models. The modeling could also be used to evaluate and facilitate the implementation of 
positive environmental management (water quality management) programs. Examples of such 
program include the use of artificial aeration at selected locations within the reservoir, and the use of 
water level drawdown to expose and allow the selective removal of decaying terrestrial flora from the 
fringes of the inundated area. 

Continued Operation Phase 

This phase represents the long-term operation of the reservoir. It could extend for several 
decades and even beyond. Water quality modeling during this phase is important in that longer time 
periods are involved and greater opportunities exist for the planning and implementation of positive 
waterqualitymanagcmetprogs.Monitciringcouldcontinuetobcused forcalibration/verification 
of utilized water quality models. It is assumed that more sophisticated models would be selectedl 
developed/used during this phase. Potential water quality impact mitigation measures which could be 
used during this phase include the design and use of in-reservoir artificial aeration measures, and the 
planning and implementation of land use controls and watershed management measures. 

EXAMPLES OF TYPES OF WATER QUALITY MODELS 

There are numerous waterquality models that exhibit a wide range of technical sophistication 
and input data requirements (Canter, 1985). l'hree key points are ruvelant to the selection and usage 
of these numerous models: (1) simple models should be used in the case where water quality and flow 
data is minimal; (2) qualitative models can be useful for planning monitoring programs and 
anticipating impacts in the absence of site-specific data and (3) sophisticated multi-dimensional 
models should only be used when the available data is sufficient to justify the usage of such models. 
Accordingly, consideration should be given to the selection of appropriate models for each of the 
temporal phases mentioned earlier. Four types of models to be briefly summarized herein include 
physical models, qualitative models, simple quantitative models; and quantitative models. 
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Physical Models 

Physical models can be built and used to enable the physical measurement of water quality 
changes. Examples include: 

Scale models ofsegments of a reservoir - 10 meter diameter and 10 meter deep tanks are an 
example - can use to determine important processes and develop rate information. 

Laboratory microcosms to focus on understanding specific processes and developing rate 
information —0.5 to 1 meter cubes or rectangles to simulate reservoir conditions. 

Qualitative Models 

Qualitative predictions of water quality changes in a proposed reservoir can be based on using 
data on experienced changes from nearby projects of similar type ("look alike" projects). It would be 
best to look at common patterns of change from several studies. Expert (professional) judgment must 
be used to qualitatively infer changes in water quality; this can be best done by using several pertinent 
professionals, examples include environmental engineers, chemists, and aquatic biologists. 

Simple Quantitative Models 

There are several simple models and relationships which can be used to estimate water quality 
changes in reservoirs. Examples include: 

(1) 	Calculate mass balances ofchemical inputs and outputs to reservoir; based upon calculations 
related to reservoir size (volume) and flow rate, and assumptions related to in-reservoir 
processes average in-reservoir concentrations of specific water quality constituents can be 
calculated; an example of the major nutrient inputs and exports for a reservoir include 
(Interim Mekong Committee, 1982): 

inputs from five sources— watershed surface drainage, ground water inflow, 
reservoir sediments, atmospheric precipitation and dry fallout, and direct 
lakeside introductions; 
exports from water phase via three routes—movement through reservoirand 
todownstrearn, sedimentation, and harvesting of biomass. 

(2) 	Can express pollutant loading from various point and nonpoinc sources via calculation of 
population equivalent (Canter, 1977). 

(3) 	Utilize densirnetric Froude number to anticipate the propensity of the reservoir to thermally 
stratify (Canter, 1985). 

(4) 	Can use simple mixing model for entire reservoir or for segments of reservoir, in this case 
uniform mixing of all constituents is assumed to occur, could then account for various 
reservoir processes described earlier. 
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Based on rational assumptions related to reaeration in a reservoir versus a flowing stream, 
could calculate the change in waste assimilative capacity by assuming certain organic matter 
decomposition rates (Canter, 1977). 

Can account for bacterial die-away by using Chick's law and adjusting the die-away rate for 
reservoir conditions (Canter, 1977). 

Quantitative Models 

Quantitative models typically involve the consideralion of multiple influencing factors and 
processes in a reservoir. Quantitative models also typically consider reservoir dynamics in lieu of 
steady state conditions; models for transient conditions can be for continuous time or discrete time. To 
serve as an example, the oxygen relationships in a reservoir can be modeled by considering 
decomposition, macration, benthic oxygen demand, and photosynthesis. 

Quantitative models can be one-dimensional (x direction), twodimensional (x and y direc-
tions), or three-dimensional (x, y and z directions); the multi-dimensional models are more compli-
cated from a mathematical perspective. In addition, they are more data intensive. Table I summarizes 
the key characteristics of several quantitative models which can be used for reservoir water quality 
studies (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1987). 

INTERPRETATION OF MODELING RESULTS 

The results of reservoirs modeling studies must be interpreted from a professional perspective. 
The following approaches can provide a basis for such interpretations; they should be used collectively 
(if possible) and not singularly: 

existing water quality standards or criteria (either in-country or WHO or UNPE standards or 
criteria); 

case study comparisons which are focused on experienced consequences of other reservoir 
projects; 

changes in parameters or characteristics when compared to baseline conditions; need to 
consider natural variability of parameters and characteristics; could calculate percentage 
changes from baseline conditions; and 

aquatic ecological consequences of water quality changes; examples include implications for 
algae, rooted or floating plants, benthic organisms, and fish. 
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MONITORING AS A SUPPLEMENT TO MODELING 

In order for water quality modeling efforts to be successful, water quality monitoring should 
be considered as a required supplement. As noted earlier, monitoring is needed in order to calibrate/ 
verifr the modeling efforts at various times in the life cycle of a project. Planning a water quality 
monitoring program can be complicated due to the large number of items to consider. Examples of 
items which must be addressed during the planning and operation of a monitoring program include: 

(I) 	Delineation of monitoring objectives. 

Selection of water quality parameters robe monitored (including the possible use of algae 
bioassays). 

Monitoring station location and depth of sampling. 

Frequency of sampling. 

Operational consideration for monitoring (including sample storage, field testing, laboratory 
analytical methods and data storage and retrieval). 

Preparation of monitoring reports and the usage of the information. 

OTHER RELATED ISSUES 

In addition to direct water quality changes within tropical reservoirs used for hydropower, 
water supply, and/or flood control, there are other related issues associated with general water 
resources concerns. These related issues include health impacts, changes in reservoir biology, 
alterations in the local microclimate, and downstream effects. 

Health impact concerns (disease transmission) are a result olconstruction worker influx, 
people relocation, and the reservoir serving as a breeding place for mosquitoes and other 
disease factors. Water-related diseases can be classified into water-borne diseases, water-based 
diseases, water-related diseases, and water-washed diseases. Table 2 summarizes some charac-
teristics of these four groups, and Table 3 lists some important disease vectors associated with 
water (World Health Organizarion, 1983). 

Changes in reservoir biology as a result ofwater quality changes; these biological changes can 
occur on phytoplankton, aquatic plants, benthic organisms, and/or fish. 

Microclimate effectsof the reservoir; these effects are largely dependent upon the size of the 
reservoir. 

Downstream effects of the reservoir on water quality and stream biology; downstream effects 
can also occur on estuaries as a result of flow decreases, water quality changes, and stream 
biology changes. 
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Table 2 Categories of Water-related Diseases (World Health Organization, 1983) 

Water borne diseases are caused by highly infective organisms, only a small number of 
which are needed to cause disease. The diseases are transmitted by contamination of water supplies 
by faeces from a human carrier of the infective organism. The two classic examples of waterbome 
disease are typhoid and cholera. In addition, diarrhoea and dysentery may be caused by waterborne 
organisms, including protozoa (for example giardiasis), amoebae (such as Entamoeba histolytica) 
and enterobacteria (especially the Shigella genus). 

Water based diseases are infections by worms, including flukes and irematodes. Most 
depend on aquatic crustacean hosts (called intermediate or secondary hosts) for their transmission. 
Faeces from infected humans contain worm eggs, which enter the secondary crustacean hosts 
through contamination of water. Parasite larvae emerging from the snails are able to bore through 
human skin, and thus are transmitted to humans by direct skin contact with water. The most 
important waterbased disease, schistosomiasis, is dependenton Bulinid snails as the main secondary 
host. Another water based disease, guinea-worm infection, is transmitted by ingestion of water 
containing the microscopic crustacean secondary host of the disease (Cyclops spp.). The disease 
organism leaves the secondary host once it is inside the primary host, the human body. 

Water related diseases are transmitted by insect vectors that breed in or around water. 
Mosquitoes, tsetse flies (Glossina species) and Simulium species are the most important vectors of 
water-related diseases; they carry a wide range of infections including malaria, sleeping sickness, 
onchocerciasis and viral diseases. The diseases are transmitted when the insect bites an infected 
human host followed by an uninfected human. 

In contrast to the other types of water related disease, the transmission of water washed 
disease is reduced not aided, by water. This group includes diseases where the level of infection may 
be reduced by provision of more abundant or more accessible water supplies. The diseases are 
transmitted from one person to another when personal hygiene is poor due to lack of adequate water 
supplies. The most important water washed diseases are diarrhoeas transmitted by a faecal-oral 
route; others include skin ulcers, scabies, skin fungus infections and trachoma. 
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Table 3- Important Disease Vectors Associated with Water (World Health Organization, 1983) 

Cider quinquefasciatus. which breeds in organically polluted water and is associated with 
bancioftian filariasis and arbovirus transmission; 

Culex tritaeniorhyncus, the rice-field breeding mosquito known to be a vector of Japanese 
B encephalitis; 

Aedes aegypsi, the container breeding mosquito vector of dengue and urban yellow fever, 

Aedessinipsoni,brceding in banana. Colocasia and pineapple leaf axils and incriminated in 
the sylvatic yellow fever cycle; 

Aedesafricwuis, atree-holebreeding mosquito also incriminated in the sylvatic yellow fever 
cycle; 

Mansonia spp.,bree4ing in ponds with Pistia. Salvinia. Lichomia, etc, whose roots provide 
its substrate; associated with brugian filariasis and Spondweni arbovirus transmissions. 

Anopheles, breeding mostly in less polluted still or slowly moving water with or without 
vegetation and shade; responsible for malaria and bancroftian filariasis transmission as well as 
Cbikungunya arbovirus; 

Cyclops, the tiny fresh waser crustacean that thrives in ponds and is the intermediate host of 
dracontiasis (Guinea wonn infections); 

Glossina, thetsetse fly, associated w ith light forest type vegetationzones, certain species (G. 
palpatis) are even riverine, and responsible for the transmission of African uypanosorniasis or 
sleeping sickness; 

Simuliwn, the blackfly, breeding in fast flowing clear waters attached to any suitable 
substratum, it is the vector of onchocerciasis and capable of long distance migration. 

Aquatic snails: bulinids - Schistosoma haematobium transmission; planorbids - S. 
mansoni transmission; and Oncomelania, the amphibious species —S.japorucwn transmission. All 
these are aquatic snails found in still or very slow moving waters and often associated with certain 
types of aquatic vegetation and muddy soil and capable of aestivation. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Several conclusions canbe drawn from this briefreview of waterquality modeling for tropical 
rvoirs. These conclusions include: 

(1) 	The purposes of water quality modeling can include the development of an understanding of 
the reservoir processes; and the development ofinformauori which can be used to plan,design 
and manage (environmentally) the project. 
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A selection process should be used for models so as to match the model with data availability 
and phase of study. The assumptions and limitations of any selected model should be 
considered in interpreting the results of modeling efforts. 

The most effective modeling requires a long.term commitment to both modeling and 
monitoring efforts. 

Modeling can be used to establish linkages to watershed management, operational controls, 
and downstream developments. 
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MEASURING FRESH WATER FLOWS 
IN LARGE TIDAL RIVERS 

Michael B. Amphlett and Thomv.s E. Brabben * 

A numerical model developed by Hydraulics Research for the estimation of fresh water (lows 
in the tidal reaches of riven is described. The computational method is based on a system 
requiring synchronous water level records at both ends of a suitable tidal reach. Sequential 
values of instantaneous discharge through a tidal cycle are computed and then integrated to 
obtain the fresh water component. Application of the technique on a tidal reach of the Berbice 
River, Guyana is described with good agreement between model results and field observations. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The tidal influence in estuarine rivers of the world can extend form any hundreds ofkilometres 
inland from the mouth, particularly where they flow through coastal areas of low relief. For example, 
the Gambia River in West Africa has a tidal excursion of 526 km and the Amazon River in Brazil 735 
kin. Usually associated with the tidal excursion in the river is the intrusion of a tidal salinity front. How 
far the tidal salinity penetrates in] and will be a balance between fresh water flow in the river and the 
tidal influence. If the fresh water flow component is reduced by upstream abstractions and river 
regulations then this balance is disturbed and the tidal salinity front can migrate landw aid. With any 
movement of the tidal salinity front landward the danger of damage to cultivable land and even 
pollution of the abstracted water may arise. These problems are more acute in tropical climates which 
havepronounced wet and dry seasons and hence a greater seasonal variation in fresh water flow. Even 
with no water regulation or abstraction upstream, a fluctuation in the intrusion distance of the tidal 
salinity front will normally occur between seasons. For example in the Gambia River, the discharge 
can vary between 2 m3/s and 2000 m3/s from the dry to the wet season and at low flows salinity intrusion 
can penetrate from 200 km to 250 km of its 526 km tidal reach [1]. In other major rivers such as the 
Congo. Mississippi and Columbia salinity intrusion distances are of the order of 40 km. 100 km and 
40km respectively. In the Amazon River however, the flows are significantly large even during the 
dry season so that at present no salt water intrusion occurs [2]. This situation could change with future 
water resources development activities within the Amazon Basin. 

Overseas L)elopTne1u Unst. Hydraulics Re3earch, Wallingford United Kingdom 
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Research undertaken by the Overseas Development Unit (ODU) of Hydraulics Research (HR) 
has focused on the problem of salinity intrusion in tropical estuaries. A predictive model has been 
developed and applied to the Gambia estuary [31, the Guayas estuary in Ecuador [4], the Arbary estuary 
in Guyana [5], the Kuantan estuary in Malaysia [6] and the Nilwala Ganga in Sri Lanka [7]. These 
studies have assessed the likely effects of planned water abstraction or regulation on long-term salt 
movament in the estuaries where agricultural land or intakes would be threatened if the salinity front 
were to ingress beyond acceptable limits. Such information is required both at the planning stage and 
for subsequent operation of control works. 

A dominant factor in the reliable prediction of saline irunision is an acCwate knowledge of the 
fresh water flow, and in particular the minimum dependable flow. Obtaining reliable and accurate 
estimates of fresh water flows in the tidal reaches of large rivers can however be problematic. In 
reversing tidal flow, conventional flow measuring techniques which depend upon routine measure-
ment of waterlevel alone and which deducethe water flow from this by the applicationof arating curve, 
will not work. Such flow gauging stations that do exist have to be upstream of the tidal limit and this 
can be some considerabledistance from the area of concern. In such situations, if existing flow records 
are to be utilized then allowance has to be made for any tributaries entering the tidal reach further 
downstream, which may or not be gauged, and for evaporation losses or groundwater inflows. For 
measuring flow in the tidal reach itself, the most commonly employed method in large rivers is 
continuous gauging using boats equipped with current meters. Measurements over a full tidal cycle can 
then be analysed toremove the reversing tidal component of flow to deduce the residual uni-directional 
fresh water flow. Such exercises of this scale are time-consuming, laborious and costly to conduct and 
can thus only be mounted occasionally and are therefore insufficient to indicate the statistics of flow 
and so ascertain a reliable minimum flow. A need thus exists for a better method for measuring the 
net river flow at sites where there is a tidal reversal of flow. One such technique is the stage 
computational method. 

2. STAGE COMPUTATIONAL METHOD FOR 
LOW FLOW ESTIMATION 

A technique particularly suited for low flow estimation in tidal reaches, but one which is not 
widely used, is the stage computational method. This method is based on a system developed by the 
United States Geological Survey (uSGS) in the 1950's and 60's and requires synchronious stage 
records at both ends of a suitable tidal reach L81. A computational model is then used to analyse the 
stage records. The computational method relies on obtaining sequential values of instantaneous 
discharge through a tidal cycle and then integrating to obtain the uni-directional fresh water flow 
component. Proving of the numerical model is necessary and this is achieved through comparison of 
observed and computed tidal hydrographs. When relevant parameters in the model have been 
optimised to give acceptable correspondence between computed and observed data it can then be 
routinely applied. Its main advantage therefore is that once the stage recording stations have been set 
up a continuous recoed of fresh water flows can be obtained which will enable the Statistics of the flow 
be deduced. 

There are, however, two principal sources of error in the method. Firstly, how accurately the 
fresh water flow can be estimated will depend on how well the model replicates the instantaneous tidal 
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flood and ebb discharges. Secondly, having obtained the flood and ebb discharges, the differences 
between these two, nonnafly quite large, quantities have to be evaluated in order to obtain the much 
smaller uni-directional fresh water component. The accuracy of estimation can thus be expected to 
decrease as the fresh water flow rate decreases. This latter source of error is of course also applicable 
with conventional flow gauging techniques for flow estimation. Despite these deficiencies, the stage 
computational method does have distinct advanLages over other methods provided that the errors 
implicit in the method are recognised and quantified. 

3. LOW FLOW ESTIMATION IN THE BERBICE RIVER, GUYANA 

In Guyana, where all major rivers have long tidal reaches due to low coastal relief, salinity 
intrusion can be a major constraint on agricultural development. The higher fertility alluvial soils, 
which offer the potential for development are found in a narrow coastal strip, some 10 km wide, 
whereas further inland the soils are white sands of lower agricultural potential. 
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Development of an area bounded by the Berbice River and its tributary the Canje is dependent 
on how much fresh watercan be safely abstracted. In the Berbiceestuary itself, saline intrusion already 
extends beyond the best agricultural areas and so it is difficult to use the river directly for irrigation. 
The main focus of attention is an old canal, the Torani, which was constructed to transfer water from 
the Berbice to the Canje. The canal inlet is located some 80km from the sea where, although subject 
to tidal influence, flow is presently fresh throughout the year. Saline intrusion also occurs in the Canje 
but extends less distance inland due to its smaller dimensions. By passing water to the Canje, its flow 
is augmented and so suitable irrigation water can be brought nearer to the good coastal lands. 
Development of the Berbice-Canje area is reliant on maintaining a flow in the Canje in excess of 
irrigation needs so that there is a residual seaward flow to prevent ingression of the tidal salinity front. 

Abstraction of water at the Torani canal naturally increases salinity intrusion in the Berbice 
estuary, but as there are no significant offtakes downstream of the canal inlet this is not a problem at 
present. However, the upper limit on development of the entire Berbice-Canje system is set by the 
constraint that saline intrusion in the Berbice must never reach the Torani intake. Knowing how much 
watercan be safely abstracted requires a knowledge of the fresh water flow in the B erbice River at the 
intake point 

The Berbice drainage basin is long and narrow and stretches southward from the Atlantic 
Ocean for a distance of 644 km. The tidal limit is between 160 and 320 kin from the sea The nearest 
conventional flow gauging station is at Itabru Falls, some 336 km from the sea, at which point the 
contributing basin area is around 5040 km -  At the Torani canal inlet, the contributing area is about 
11.520 km1. Thus the fraction of the catchment that can be measured by conventional means at Itabru 
Falls is only 44%. Furthermore, recorded dry season flows at Itabni Falls drop to as low as 2 m3fs when 

abstractions from the Torani canal at around the same time have exceeded 30 m 3/s. This suggests that 
the unmeasured lower 56% of the basinyields a significant amount of water. The large number of short 
tributary rivers entering the Berbice are difficult to measure. So in the circumstances it is not possible 
to adjust the Itabru Fails data to estimate what is available at the Torani canal. For this reason a stage 
record computational method was employed. 

To support an earlier study Fisher and Porter digital stage recorders were installed on the 
Berbice River at Hoffwerk and Fort Nassau, approximately 6.5 km apart, in a suitable tidal reach 
upstream of the Torani canal inleL A digital computer model, based on a USGS power series method, 
was developed and worked on the assumptions of uniform cross-section for the channel over thereach, 
uniform Mannings 'n', uniform bed slope and a homogenous estuary. There were significant errors 
between the observed and computed instantaneous discharges and due to deficiencies in the model. It 
was decided not to pursue further development of the power series model but to adopt an improved 
modelling technique. A tidal model developed at HR for simulating tidal propagation in narrow, 
partially mixed, single channel estuaries was used. 
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Fig. 2 - Berbice and Canje river systems 

4. HR NUMERICAL MODEL 

The HR tidal model works on a one-dimensional implicit numerical scheme and is based on 
the principles of conservation of mass, or volume and momentum [9].  To apply these physical laws 
in the model, the channel is divided into a series of storage (continuity) elements which overlap a 
similar set of flow (conveyance) elements. The schematisedelemental representation of the tidal reach 
between Hoffwerk and Fort Nassau, selected for the model is shown in Figure 3. Flow through storage 
(continuity) elements and flow (conveyance) elements is governed by the following partial differential 
equations: 
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Fig. 3 - Channel reach showing cross-sections and schematised model elements 
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where 
w 	= water surface width (m) 
h 	= water surface height (m) 

Q 	= discharge into the element (m 3/s) 
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A = 	cross-sectional area of the element (m2) 

R = 	hydraulic radius (m) 
f = 	friction factor 

correction coefficients 
ii = 	area mean velocity (mis) 

In the model these equations are solved by means of an implicit finite difference scheme. 
Channel geometry was represented by assuming that individual element boundaries have equivalent 
trapezoidal flow cross-sections of variable depth, width and side slope. Tidal stage records obtained 
from the automatic gauges formed the landward and seaward boundary conditions necessary for 
solving the equations; model output being instantaneous tidal discharges at the upstream and 
downstream boundaries. A detailed description of the model together is given by Amphiett & Makin 
[101. To obtain the uni-directional fresh water flow component, a separate computed program was 
written which simply integrates the computed instantaneous tidal discharge results. 

MODEL APPLICABILITY 

Model applicability depends initially on how closely the numerical model will replicate field 
conditions. Reasonable correspondence between computed and observed tidal discharge measure-
ments can be achieved with limited optirnisation of gauge data and friction parameters. Exact 
correspondence can never be expected as the final choice of model parameters is a compromise to 
obtain an acceptable fit over the range of measured flows. 

The magnitude of the errors depends on how accurately the numerical model predicts tidal 
discharges for conditions other than those used for verification. 

Within the range of flows tested (i.e. observed) errors were within ± 40%. Even if exacL 
replication of tidal discharge is achieved an error in computed fresh water flow is still inherent due to 
the period over which the tidal results are integrated. As described below a ± 10% error in computed 
flows is possible for flows down to 150 m 3/s when a 24.8 hour integration period is used. 

VERIFICATION OF THE HR MODEL 

Parameters that can be optimised in the model are water level recorder (gauge) reference levels, 
roughness, channel geometry and lateral velocity distribution correction coefficients. Gauge datum 
and channel geometry should not require optirnisation if they have been accurately measured in the 
field. However the stage computational method was found to be very sensitive to gauge datum, and 
because of likely errors in levelling in difficult terrain gauge datum points were included in the 
optinsisation procedure. With the lateral velocity distribution correction coefficients being taken as a 
unit, model parameter optmtisation was thus confined to roughness 'f' and gauge data. For the 
optirnisation exercise, the five periods when synchronous stage records and instantaneous tidal 
discharge measurements were available were used. The synchronous stage records were at 15 minute 
intervals but to overcome some instability in computed discharges in the model the computational 
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timestep had tobe reduced to 1 minute; a simple linear interpolation being applied to obtain estimated 
stage values between those measured. Furthermore, it was assumed thatroughness was constant in all 
model elements along the reach. The best fit with measured data was found with a roughness of 0.05 
(equivalent to a Manning's 'n' of 0.025). Although measured gauge datum levels were supposedly the 
same for both Hoffwerk and Fort Nassau it was necessary to adjust the datum at Hoffwerk by +0.017 
m. This sensitivity to gauge datum is shown in Figure4, whereobserved andcomputcd tidal discharges 
are compared using the measured gauge and the datum at Hoffwerk adjusted for one of the available 
dates. A similar result was obtained for the four other time periods of tidal discharge measurements; 
in all cases a consistent correction having to be made to the Hoffwcrk datum. This figure shows the 
very good fit to the measured tidal discharge records that was obtained with the optimised HR model. 
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Fig. 4 Observed and computed discharge at Houfwerk for 11 August 1974. 
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FIELD STUDY 

Fresh water flows for the five periods of measurements varied between 157 m'Is and 462 m 3/ 
S. However, the problem in the B erbice estuary is whether flows of the order of 30 m 3/s at the Torani 
canal intake can be relied on throughout the year. To investigate whether the HR model would work 
as well for lower flows, an intensive field survey was undertaken in October 1981, limed to coincide 
with the period of expected dry season low flow. 

Over a 15 day period beginning in October 1981, tidal velocity measurements were taken 
spanning a spring to neap cycle. Twenty six hour continuous velocity measurements at 9 verticals at 
Hoffwerk were taken every 2 days. It was unfortunate that during the survey period the Fort Nassau 
stage recorder malfunctioned and records from this were unusable. However, gauge boards had been 
installed as a back-up and manually read every 15 to 30 minutes during the survey period. The HR 
model, using these gauge boardrecords again gave very good correspondence between computed and 
observed instantaneous tidal discharges. The objective of the October 1981 survey, that of obtaining 
proving data for flows below that observed between 1972 and 1976, was unfortunately not achieved; 
the lowest recorded flow during the period being 164.2 m'Is compared 10157.3 m 3/s in October1972. 

FRESH WATER FLOWS 

To obtain the uni-directional fresh water flow component the instantaneous tidal discharge 
results have to be integrated over a full tidal period, orsome multiple of it. Thelikely errorin computed 
fresh water discharge using either one tidal period (12.4 hours) or two tidal periods (24.8 hours) was 
investigated. The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 5. It can be seen that there is two large 
quantities, namely flood and ebb discharge, in order to obtain the much smaller uni-directional fresh 
water flow component. Errors associated with the a significant improvement in computed fresh water 
flow using the double tide integration period although errors increase rapidly as the fresh water flow 
component decreases. For example, with the 24.8 hour integration period the error increases from ± 
10% at a fresh water flow of 150 m 3/s to ± 30% at a fresh water flow of 50 m3/s. Errors, due solely to 
the tidal integration period, are however implicit in both computations for measured and computed 
flows. 

Si 100 15* 200 ZS* 300 350 *50 450 Sal 550 *00 *5* 
fr.ih wiPi 	l 

Fig. 5 - Error bounds associated with tidal integration period 
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Table 1 Comparison between measured and computed fresh water flows 

Date 
Mean measured flow 

Hoffwerk 
(m'/s) 

Mean computed flow 
Hoffwerk 	Fort Nassau 

(m'/s)  

14.10.72 157.3 102.5 (-35) - 

30.06.73 305.5 333.8 (+9) - 

10.08.74 462.5 480.3 (+28) - 

11.08.74 2686 276.3 (+3) - 

31.07.76 452.5 623.4(+38) - 

15/16.10.81 275.1 308.5 (+12) 308.5 
17/18.10.8 1 266.6 206.7 (-22) 207.4 
19/20.10.81 259.5 231.5(-11) 231.5 
21122.1 0.81 244.2 247.9 (+2) 246,6 
23/24.10.81 206.6 150.5 (-27) 149.1 
25/26.10.81 1642 119.2(-27) 115.7 
27/28.10.81 214.3 120.9 (-43) 116.5 
29/30.10.81 238.2 167.1 (-30) 166.4 

Figures in ( ) are percentage errors in mean computed flows 

To determine fresh water flows for the model proving data, observed and computed tidal 
discharge results were integrated over a 24.8 hour period for the October 1981 survey and over a 12.4 
hourperiod for dates prior to this when measurements only spanned one full tidal period. The results, 
given as mean measured flow and mean computed flow at Hoffwerk, are given in the table. For the 
model proving data fresh water flow estimated for computed instantaneous tidal discharges were 
within ± 40% of measured values. The errors depend on the magnitude of the measured flow. The 
numerical model tends to progressively overestimate fresh water flows for flows greater than 275 m 3/ 

s and to underestimate below this value. 

9. CONCLUSIONS 

The numerical model reproduces tolerable well observed instantaneous tidal discharge 
measurements that were taken in the tidal reach of the Berbice River. However, use of the stage 
computational method is dependent on the evaluation of methods that depends not only on the model's 
ability to replicate instantaneous tidal discharges but also on the tidal integration period used to 
evaluate the food and ebb flow volumes. Analysis of available field data for the Berbice River has 
shown that fresh water flow estimates are very sensitive to the integration period used and that the 
errors associated with a particular integration period increase significantly as the fresh water flow 
component decreases. 
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Fig. 6 - Relationship between measured and computed fresh water flows for Hoffwerk 

The errors discussed do not negate the usefulness of the method as a means of estimating fresh 
water flows. In the absence of any other suitable technique formeasuring river flow at sites where tidal 
reversal of flow occurs, such a model will at least give a reasonable indication of river flow statistics 
provided that the limitations of the method are appreciated and account of this taken in interpreting 
results. The linear relationship between measured and mean computed flows can be used to correct 
model results at least within the range of proving data. 

This paper has used a case study from the Berbice River, Guyana to demonstrate a technique 
that the authors believe could be used on many of the sub-basins of the Amazon River. The application 
of this model to use water level information (which is often the only data thatis collected) in assessing, 
planning and controlling water resources in the lower reaches of large tidally affected rivers is 
recommended as a practical technique. 
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AN OUTLINE OF HYDROSEDIMENTOLOGICAL 
ZONES IN THE BRAZILIAN AMAZON BASIN 

Marc Picnc Bordas * 

a nan a a 
PL 	I rs., I 

Between 19M and 1988, ELETROBRAS (Brazilian Power Authority) sponsored aprelimiriary 
study throughout the whIe of Brazil of the liability to erosion and sedInientation risk. For this 
purpose, all data on solid discharge were examined from rivers within the responsibility of 23 
private ornizarions and government agencies, and spatial variability of parameters in the 
Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE) was assessed. Data were also collected on problems caused 
by sediment in the operation of hydraulic structures and in the maintenance of rivers, canals and 
highways, since these data could confirso the risk zones defined by analysis of solid discharges 
and soil erosion. The results led to the identification of 19 homogeneous regions oIhydrosedi. 
menrological behaviour, of which 8 lie in the Amazon basin and also, to elucidate the 
sedimentological regime of the Amazon river. 

INTRODUCTION 

In 1995,   Ccntrais El&ricas Brasileiras S. A. (ELETROBRAS) asked the Institute of Hydraulic 
Research (IPH) at the Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul (UFRGS) to prepare a preliminary 
hydrosedimentological diagnosis of the main Brazilian rivers. ELETROBRAS was already concerned 
as to the possible effects of intensified agriculture and land use on the life of hydropower reservoirs 
and, above all, at the sedirncntological impacts which might be caused to or by new small and medium-
sized dams. Therefore, tendencies to erosion and sedimentation risks in water were to be assessed for 
the whole of Brazil. The results for the Brazilian Amazon basin are presented here. 

METHODOLOGY 

1. Fundamentals 

The methodology used in preparing this zoning is based on the premise that river regimes 
governed by the same factors generally present similar hydrosedimentological behaviours, character-
izes by typical hydrosedimentological cycles (some examples of which are shown in Figure 1). or at 

Full Professor—hutrtuse of Hydraulic Research (IPH) —Federal Univers ityofRio OiardedoSsd, PortoAhegre, 
Brazil 
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least by similar solid loads expressed by a liquid flow/solid discharge (relationship ( 
= b f o r 

example) or, ultimately, by an annual mean concentration of solids (AMC) or specific sediment yield 
((M) in similar-sized basins. Figure Ia illustrates the different ways of describing ahydrosedimen-

tological cycle and shows the loss of representativeness associated with each of them. Among the most 
important factors influencing the hydrosedimentological regime of a river are annual rainfall 
distribution, relief, soil distribution and land cover, together with the two anthropic factors which 
usually have opposite effects: land cover changes and building dams across river beds. 
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Fig. 1 - Description of the hydrosedimentological cycle 
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Strategy 

For zoning purposes an attempt was made to group rivers with the same hydrosedimentological 
characteristics and to identify associations of control factors which might explain and distinguish these 
groups. The strategy included five steps: 

2.1 	Description of the hydroseditnenrological cycles by monitoring solid discharges at the river 
gauging stations, 

2.2 	Zoning of four of the five factors which govern sediment production at interfiuves: rain 
erosiveriess, soil erodibiliry, relief and plant cover; 

2.3 	Survey of problems involving sediment (silting up of dams and rivers unusual water or road 
maintenance costs, frequency of dredging, ...); 

2.4 	Comparison of the zoning resulting from 2.1 and 2.2; 

2.5 	Use of the information (2.3) to solve doubts arising during the foregoing comparison (2.4). 

This strategy was initially tested for validity using the annual mean concentration of 
suspension to describe the hydrosedimentological cycles (Bordas et al, 1987). The resuks obtained 
were surprisingly favourable considering the quality of the data used and simplifications required: the 
first two zonings (2.1) and (2.2) were almost completely superposable, and the survey (2.3) helped 
corroborate this result instead of raising the doubts they were intended to solve. Therefore it was 
decided to begin zoning, based on the other sedimentological dna. 

Information used 
3.1 	Hydrosedimenrological cycle — Information on solid discharge in rivers was identified in 23 

Brazilian agencies, only three of which had data about the Amazon basin. Of the 472 sediment 
measurement stationssurveyed, 83 were located in the Amazon basin and corresponded to 70 
stations. (One station may have equipment operated by different agencies). Table I provides 
essential information on the functioning of and data collected by this station network, and 
it can be compared to the Eastern region (Basins of rivers whichflow out beren the mouths 
of the Paralba do Sut river and the Amazon) and South (river Prata, Paralba do Sul and other 
rivers south of the latter). 

This Table summarizes the difficulties encountered in following the hydrosedimentological 
cycles and even in computing specific sediment yield: scarce bed load and grain size data, lack of 
systematic strearnflow and solid discharge measurements. 
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Table I - Brazilian sediment measurement network (September 1986) 

Region North East South Total 

Structure N0  of stations surveyed 70 102 269 441 
Stations operating in 1986 54 62 148 264 
Dnsity (p1100000km2) 1,43 5,3 15,8 5,2 

Type of Unit.: 	Suspension 
data N° of 	concentration 61 91 201 353 
collected stations 	Liquid flow 46 85 161 292 

Bedload 17 1 19 37 
Bottom grain size 15 64 43 122 
Suspension grain size 43 82 14 139 

Functioning 	Sampling Daily 
frequency Sporadic 

0 
70 

21 
91 

49 
210 

70 
371 

Penodof lycar 7 2 17 26 
operation 1-4 years 16 27 59 102 

5-8 years 25 33 89 147 
9-12years 19 25 77 121 
>l2years 0 16 11 27 

A substantial amount of data was raw and had never been analyzed, much less tested for 
consistency. They were used all the samc, since it was a comparative study, and it was likely that the 
same errors and inadequacies would be repeated in almost every case. Two kinds of hydrosedimen-
tological information could be obtained from these data: 

Annual mean concentration (AMC) of suspended material at 59 sires (see Figure 
4). The values used are obtained from an average of 12 monthly concentrations, 
computed from the means ofall concentration measurements performed during 
the same month. 
Specific annual suspended sediment yield (0) taken as the annual mean weight 
of suspended sediment, produced or stored per unit basin surface during one year. 

This yield was found in 51 basins, and sediment budgets were calculated according to the 
methodology described by Bordas et al. (1988). The basic aspects of the methodology are: 

- Annual yield is obtained from the sum of monthly measured yields, this is done 
only when they ate available for at least5 out of 12 months of the year. Therefore 
stations which had data for 4 months only were not included. 

- The monthly yields are a result of the difference in the weights of sediments 
entering and leaving the basin during that month, and they are computed from 
the mean daily concentration of suspension averaging the liquid flows measured 
(luring the whole period of sampling. When this flow is unknown, mean daily 
flow at the station is used. 
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- Mean daily concentration is the average of suspension concentrations obtained 
using all the sporadic measurements performed during the month concerned, 
since the station began to operate. When stations have daily sampling, control 
measurements made by the hydrometry staff are used. 

Therefore, no preliminazy selection was done. The only ciitical study of the data was 
performed when the yieldvalue was abnormal ordidnot make sense. In these cases daiacornpatibility, 
number of samplings used in calculation, and flood discharges at a station were examined... 

3.2 	Irirerfiuve erosion —The quality of information used to zone the four main factors governing 
sediment production in iriterfiuves is variable. The circumstances under which the study was 
carried out made it impossible to gather all the initially intended data. However the 
distribution of these factors could be outlined (Figures 2 and 3). 

Soil erodibility (Figure 2). Thanks to the cooperation of SNLCS/EMBRAPA 
and ORSTOM, Brazilian soils were grouped in three large erodibilky classes: 
weak K <0,15; average 0,15 <K <0,30 and high K <0,30 plus a few other special 
associations found in the Amazori Basin (K is the Wischrneier erodibility factor). 
Relief (Figure 2). Since there are noclinornetric maps of the Amazon basin, relief 
zoning was based on hypsometric maps. 
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Fig. 2 - Zoning of erosion factors: a) Soils; b) Relief. 
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Rain erosivity (Figure 3). Information on the Wischmcier factor R of erosivity 
collected by SNLCS and ORSTOM indicated only that it was higher than 1000 
r.ha4 .mm.h4  throughout the Amazon basin. To differentiate this information 
within the basin, annual isohyets were used. They had been published by 
DNAEE (1984) based on WMO/UNESCO studies performed using data of the 
193111960 period. 
Land cover (Figure 3). Since there is no practical possibility of updating the cover 
surveyed by RADAMBRASIL to the time ofhydrosedirnenrological monitoring, 
it was chosen to use plant cover maps. 

3.3 	Miscellaneous - During and after the research proper, data from several studies on Amazon 
sediment yield and transport were examined, compared and sometimes included (Ref. 5 to 
10). 

So. 	 So. 

Fig. 3 - Zoning of erosion factors: a) Rainfall; b) Land cover. 
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4. Outline of hydrosedimentological zoning 

A new analysis of zoning previously perfonned using mean annual concenLrations of 
suspension, which took into account values of annual specific sediment yield and erosion factor 
distribution in interfiuves, indicates that there are 8 homogeneous sedimentological behaviour zones 
in the Brazilian Amazon basin, to which should be added the Amazon river channel whose 
hydrosedimentological behaviour differs from the others. According to the situation at the beginning 
of the 1980's (most solid load data is from 1977-1985) it is possible to distingwsh nine hydrosedimen-
tological provinces' by mean values of specific fine sediment yield (suspension G) and their an-
nual mean concentration (AMC) in rivers. A more precise description based on a liquid flow/solid 
discharge ratio or on the shape of the hydrosedimentological cycle could not be obtained due to lack 
of information, although it was possible to indicate the feature of these parameters general outline. 

Before describing these provinces it should be reminded that the values used in describing 
hydrosedimeniology are merely indicative: suspension concentrations are subject to broad local and 
temporal variations and the specific yields are usually underestimated, due to the methed used lu 
determine them. Therefore, these values cannot be utilized in solving specific problems. 

Ni - Amazon River - It is not precisely a hydrosedirnentotogical province as defined in this study. 
Because of its size and type ofsediment problems irmay not be included among the other zones. 
The AMC ranges from 260 to 100 mg/i from upstream to downstream, around a mean value 
of 220 mg/I. Specific yield when entering Brazil is approximately 470 t/km 2/year, but the most 
important feature of this zone is that it is a deposition area throughout this long river reach. 
The only budget study which could be carried out indicates that deposition would occur at a 
rate of 180 r/krn 2/year between Obidos and the border. These data agree with those presented 
by Gibbs (1967) and Meade et aL, (1979): the specific yields of 307 to 251 t/km 2lyear in the 
Uyac.ali and Maranón river basins indicated by the former do not disagree with the 470 t/km 2/ 
year recorded here, nor with the 489 and 527 t/km2jyear presented by Guyot et aL. (1988) for 
the Madre de Dies and Beni river basins, respectively. The concentrations Ibund by all these 
authors also agree with those of WMO-UNDP (1980), indicating an average of 300 mg/I at 
the Brazilian border and a decrease along the river until Obidos. 

N 2— Northern Amazon - This zone includes the headwaters of the Branco river and most of the 
other tributaries on the left bank of the Amazon between the Branco andJari rivers. Annual 
precipirations in the region range between 1500 and 2000mm and are higher in the western 
part; the region is covered mainly by forest but large areas are occupied by 1 cerrado' or grasses. 
Two sub.regioris can be distinguished mostly based on soil erodibility: 

N2a 	Rougher relief than the other one, soils with more homogeneously mean 
erodibiliry: it includes the basins of the Branco, Uarumá and Mapuera rivers, 
which suffer more anthropic action. MAC is 65 mg/I and specific degrada-
tion of 50 t/km 2/year for basins around 20,000 km 2 . 

N2b 	All other basins in the western part of the region. The soils are more 
heterogeneously erodible, human interference appears negligible, therefore 
AMC are lower than 15 t/km 2/year and a degradation of 4,5 t/km 2/year occurs 
for basins with 30,000 km 2 . 
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This subdivision is apparently confirmed by different types ofscdimentologi 
cal cycle which were traced for this region. 

N3 —Central Amazon —Vast low-lying zone(< 100 m) completelycovered by rain forest, withhigh 
pluviosity (annual average 2000mm): it may be divided into two sub-regions characterized 
by different soil erodibiliry; 

N3a 	Low erodibility - in the lower basins of the Made ira and Tapajós rivers, and 
other less important tributaries on both banks of the Amazon river down-
stream from Manaus. 

N3h 	Low or medium erodibi!ity, but subject to erosion (gully formation) in the 
Negro river basin. 

The CMA is the same in both sub-regions (15 mg/i). The few sediment yield data indicate 
rates of 23 t/km 2/year for the basins of medium-sized basins of Madeira and Negro river 
tributaries (1000 to 50000 km 2) and 2 t/km 2/year for similar plains rivers. There are 
indications that the rates for the larger basins lying on the plain are even lower (015 for Negro 
river) which might be explained by the fines that are retained on the flood plains, as inferred 
by the sediment budget of the middle basin of the Negro river. These values are compatible 
with those presented byother authors, especially the value ofspecific yield for the joinrNegro/ 
Branco rivers basins (10 t/km 2/year (Gibbs)),which corresponds approximately to a 4 t/km 2/ 
year rate for the lower Negro river basin. 

N4 - Western Amazon —This region covers the area between the Amazon and Madeira rivers, but 
the upper basins of the river systems ofjuru5 and Punis are excluded. Heavy rainfall (> 2000 
rn), mean soil erodibilicy, flat relief rain forest which cover them are typical of the region. The 
few sediment measurement stations located there indicate a AMC around 150 mg/i and a 
specific degradation of 100 t/km 2/year in a 125,000 km 2  basin. The two sedimentological 
stations in the region indicate A1Cvalues and production rasessimilar to those pointed out 
by Gibbs, except for the Juruá river, where the highest rates may be explained by basin shape 
and heavy erosion at the headwarers. Mean values 70 mg/i and 60 ijkm 2/year appear adequate 
to estimate AMC and mean rate of erosion at a first approach. 

N5 —Southwest Amazon—The area is formed by the Madeira river basin uatream from Porro Velbo 
and by the upper basins of the Purüs and Juru6 rivers. It is the site of one of the highest rates 
oferosion in Brazil. Rainfall isabove 2000mm/year and the topography doesnorvar-ymuch, 
although higher in the Made ira basin (800 m instead of 500 m). Forest covers the region but 
the intense deforestation in Rondôriia and greater soil erodibiliry in the state of Acre led to 
distinguishing two sub-regions: 

NSa 	Acre - these rivets have a higher AMC (500 mg/i) and specific degradation 
reaches 250 t/km2/year in a 30.000 km 2  basin. 

N5b Rondônia - (Precisely the Madeira river basin). With a widely varying 
AMC (25 to 400 mg/i) around an average of 170 mg/i, and erosion rates 
which behave similarly 14 to 1800 t/km2/year, for an average of 455 t/km 2/ 
year. The latter rate (1800 t/km 2/year in a 54.000 km 2  basin) is the highest 
found in Brazil and almost equals the rares recorded by Guyot etai. in similar 
sized basins in the Bolivian Andes. 
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These values are practically identical to those presented by Guyot ttal. (1988) in their study 
of the hydrosedimentology of the Madeira river on the Bolivian side (AMC = 363 mg/I; G 

= 527 t/km 2/year). They are also compatible with the data of Gibbs and Meade (AMC 330 
mg/i; 290 t/km2/year). 

This sub-division is apparently confirmed by the differences between hydrosedimcntological 
cycles found in this case (see Fig. 1, examples 4 and 5). 

As in the Northern Amazon (N 2), it is to be expected that additional complementary data 
will show that these sub-regions should be considered distinct hydrosedimentologicalprov-
inces. 

N6 - Tapajs - This zone, formed mainly by the middle basin of the Tapajós river, also includes 
the upper basin of the Xing6 river. Pluviosity is high (2000/2500 mm/year), soil erodibility 
low and the relief is hilly. Cerrado' covers the region. There are practically no sediment 
measurement stations. The two found indicate a AMC of 20 mg/i and specific sedimentyield 
about 10 t/km 2/year, in 15,000 km2 basins. This corresponds to an average of 4 t/km 2/year for 
the whole basin (Gibbs indicates 12 t/km 2/year). 

N7 - Eastern Amazon—This area consists almost completely of the Xingu and Araguaia river basins 
and the middle/lower basin of the Tocantins river. The pluviosity is lower than in the other 
areas mentioned previously (1500/2000 mm/year); soil erodibility is medium or low; relief is 
hilly and land is covered by 'cerrado'. The remarkably homogeneous AMC is around 65 mg/ 
1 and mean specific degradation is 65 t/km 2/year, for 120,000 km2  basin. Sediment budget 
surveys indicate deposition at the points at which the Xingu and Tocantins rivers enter the 
Amazon plain. 

N8 - Amazon Coast —This region is formed by the basis of the rivers which flow into the Amazon 
river estuary or enter the ocean north of the Amazon mouth; it includes the island of MarajO. 
I-Ugh pluviosiry (> 2000 mm/year), low soil erodibiliry, flat relief and rain forest are typical 
features of this region. The AMC is27 mg/I and the specific sediment yield 16 t/km2jyear for 
26.000 km2 basins (Gibbs gives a rate of 7t/km2/year for the Araguari basin which has a 45,200 
km2  area). 

00— Backbone or Southern Headwaters - This region is identified in a different manner, since It 
also extends into river basins of the East and South hydrographic regions. In the Ainazonbasin 
it includes the headwaters of the Tapa6s, Araguaia and Tocantins rivers. It coincides 
approximately with the 1000 erodibility line and is a transition zone with a marked erosivity 
gradient and mean annual rainfall around 1500 mm. The soils generally present a mean 
erodibility (0,15 > K >0,30), altitude ranges from 200 to 800 m and the plant cover is mainly 
'cerrado'. The average AMC is 260 mg/I. Mean degradation (specific sediment yield) was 
estimated at 146 t/km 2/year, for medium-sized basin of 17.000 km 2 . 

RESULTS 

The limits of the hydrosedirnentological provinces identified are outlined in Figure 4, and their 
main features are covered again in Table 2. 
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Fig. 4—Outline of hydrosedimenrological zoning of the Brazilian Amazon basins 
(Hydrosedimenrological provinces) 

In Table 2 is included the specific suspended sediment yield extrapolated to a 15.000 km 2  
basin. This parameter was introduced to help rank risks or erosion in the different regions. Its values 
corresponds to the yield averages calculated for 15000 km2  with the help (for lack of a better 
instrument) of the formula 5=KA 4V4  used in the United States, from the solid discharges meas 
ured at all sediment measurement stations in the region under study. (In this formula, A represents the 
basin area and K a typical coefficient). The 15.000 km 2  basin was used as a reference, since it was the 
only one which occurred with the same frequency (20%) in all three large hydrographic regions into 
which the study has dividedBrazil. Thus,predispositiontoerosionlsedimentation risks in the Amazon 
basin may, be compared to those in the rest of the countiy. 
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Table 3—Predisposition to sediment risks in Brazil at the beginning of the eighties 

Class of risk Erosion rate 0R 
(t/km2/year) * 

Hydrosedimentological 
province 

Erosion I R 	> 300 NSa N5b 
Erosion H 150 < R 	< 300 Minas (lerais (E6) 
Erosionhl 100 < 0R 	< 150 00;N4 
Erosion IV 75 < GR 	< 100 South Atlantic Façade (Si) 

Argentine border (S4) 
ErosionV 50 < G 	 < 75 N2a;N7;E3;E5 
Erosion VI 25 < GR 	< 50 N3b;S2;S5 
Erosion VII 5 < G R 	< 25 N2b ; N6 ; N8 ; E2 
Erosion Vifi 0 < R 	< 5 N3a 
Sedimentation LX G 	 < 0 Ni ; Pantanal 

* 	Rate of erosion (suspension only) for river basins between 2500 and 30000 km 2  
** 	The letter E identifies a province in the East and S in the South. Further details in Bordas et al. (1988). 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Nine classes of sediment risks were tentatively defmed for all ofBrazil, based on the specific 
suspended sediment yield. In this classification (Table 3), some of the hydrosedimentological 
provinces of the Amazon basin presented a very high predisposition both to risk of erosion (N5: Acre, 
Rondônia) and sediment deposition (Ni Amazon flood plain bed) in which the mean deposition rate 
180 t/lmt2fyear  appears to be higher than that of the Pantanal (140 ticm 2/year maximum, upseam from 
Cuiabá)). Risks are ranked in Table 3, but it may be generally stated that most of the Amazon basin 
did not present any special risks in the situation, as observed around 1980. 

The precision of this classification and the outline of the hydrosedimentological provinces still 
leave much lobe desired. Solid discharges are systematically underestimated, and do not include solid 
bed load. Zoning of most erosion factors in the intcrfluves requires higher precision with frequent 
updates concerning plant cover. Finally, erodibiity studies of soils under different plant cover 
management conditions should be encouraged, in order to establish maximum allowable critical 
erosion rates. Despite these deficiencies, the zoning described here is sufficiently precise to guide the 
implementation of a more appropriate sediment monitoring measurement network and to make an 
initial assessment of the risks and impacts of soil and water use in the Amazon basin. 
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This study presents the irrigation needs of the region of Barra do (Jarças, located between the 
Araguaia and Coluene rivers which form the Xingu. In this area are 81,622 kmt of soil 
appropriate for irrigation purposes (Beltrame et alii 1989). With these results it is possible to 
know the aimual variability of irrigation requirements and confront them with the rainwater 
available, in mean values for the 19701986 period. It was found that, to the contrary of what 
is normally expected, considering that this is the Amaronian region,there is considerable need 
for irrigation particularly during the dry period, from May to October. Even during the other 
times of the year, with very intense rainfall, it is observed that the effective rainfall is often 
insufficient to satisfy agricultural demands. These results do not show water scarcity problems 
in the region, since water resources are relatively abundant in the water courses. However they 
do prove the need to use the river water, if it is intended to eliminate or attenuate the commonly 
observed agricultural deficits. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This paper presents the partial results of a study which was carried out to assess the feasibility 
of introducing inigation in the Arnazonian region of Barra do Garças, state of Mato Grosso. The 
imgalion requirements were estimated using a daily crop water balance model, based on the 
precipitations observed in the town of Nova Xavantina, during 1976- 19g4. Two alternatives were 
adopted: one a mesophytic crop which presented a demand profile similar to maize orsoy bean. Under 
these circumstances, sprinkler irrigation was considered the technique of choice. The other alternative 
was flood irrigated rice. It was found that, to the contrary of what is normally expected, considering 
that this is the Amazonian region there is considerable need for irrigation, particularly during the dry 
period from May to October. Even during the other times of the year, with very intense rainfall, it is 
observed that effective rainfall is often insufficient, from the agricultural point of view, to satisfy 
demands. These results do not show water scarcity problems in the region, since water resources are 
relatively abundant in the water courses. However they do prove the need to use the river water, if it 
is intended to eliminate or attenuate the commonly observed agricultural deficits. The economic 
attractiveness of eliminating agricultural deficits is analyzed in Lanna et aiji (2). 

* 	4nj.te Professors - ins thute al-Iydrau1ic Research- Federal University of Rio Grande rio Sal, Brazil 
* * 	CNPq fellow - Institute of Hydraulic Research - Federal University of Rio Graride do Sal, Brazil 
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ESTIMATION OF IRRIGATION REQUiREMENTS 

The estimation of irrigation requirements in an agricultural plan is a water balance problem, 
in which the crop water needs are compared to the natural water availability. The crop water 
requirements depend on different factors including plant variety, stage of vegetative cycle, soil and 
climate. The water availability results naturally from rainfall. In case of agricultural deficits, i.e. when 
needs are greater than availability, irrigation should be used until they are cancelled or attenuated. 

A mathematical water balance model, used under these conditions, involves simulation of 
hydrological processes and soil-water-plant-climate relationships. The hydrological process deter -
mines separation of rainfall into a portion which infiltrates and another which runs off on the surface, 
water movement, and evaporation from the soil. The soil- waler-plant-climate relationship is a result 
of the plants' water needs and their capacity to extract water from the soil and release it by means of 
transpiration. It should be noted that, considering the present state of art, the mathematical simulation 
of the former process, although it can only be carried out in an extremely simplified manner as 
compared with reality, is still much more precise than the simulation of the latter process. 

Nevertheless, in this paper a simplified mathematical model of these processes is used as an 
approach to estimate irrigation needs. The model, called BALHIIDRO, was presented by Lannaet alli 
(3), and is a generalization, adapted to 16 bit microcomputers, of a program originally developed by 
HIMAT(4). 

DESCRIPTION OF BALIIIDRO 

Model aplication assumes that there is an Agricultural Development Plan for given area 
constituted by different types of land use, represented by plant varieties, cultivated at specific time 
periods previously established by agricultural zoning. This representation allows great flexibility in 
the Devolopment Plan and may simulate the situation of a succession of crops, including the practice 
of leaving certain sub-area-s fallow each year. The water needs for each type of soil use are estimated 
by multiplying a cultivation coefficient Kc, by potential evapotranspiration, ETP, at ten-day 
intervals. Thecultivation coefficient Kc is a functionof the crop and its vegetative stage, obtained from 
regional agricultural experiments. 

It is assumed that the irrigation needs are fully supplied. Two irrigation methods are foreseen: 
sprinkler irrigation of the mesophytic crop, such as soy beans or maize, and flood irrigation of rice. The 
water balance is estabilished taking into account the humidity exchanges in the soil profile. For 
mesophytic crops, irrigation is determined by the stale of humidity of the upper horizon and the water 
applied to maintain it between the humidity corresponding to field capacity and a lower level of 
humidity which prevents crop stress. In the case of flood irrigated rice, it is assumed that a water layer 
will be established on the soil surface after saturation. This layer must lie between two limits, which 
are a function of the rice variety and terrain microrelief. 

The water balance performed at daily time intervals assumes that two form.c of water supply 
exist: rainfall and irrigation. The total daily rainfall is distributed among an initial loss, a part which 
runs off superficially and another which is infiltrated. The latter part is of greater agricultural interest 
and is called effective rainfall. The partition method used is that proposed by the United States Soil 
Conservation Service and adapted to Brazilian conditions by Setzer and Porto, Porto (5). 
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The effective rainfall increases humidity in the upper zone of the soil. Irrigation is added to this 
term. The withdrawal of water from this zone may be performed by evapotranspiration and by 
infiltration to the deep soil horizon. This horizon, fed by percolation from upper layer, loses water to 
deep percolation. 

When the ithgation method used is continuous flooding, both soil zones will be saturated down 
to the impervious horizon. Percolation will be estimated by a previously sized value, a function of the 
physical and water characteristics of this impervious layer. 

The irrigation will be introduced into the model with an addition Ad(t) of humidity to the water 
balance of the upper soil zone. This addition will be defined daily by two humidity limits according 
to the irrigation method used and mentioned previously. The daily irrigation water is also limited by 
the maximum capacity of the pumping equipment. 

The humidity of the upper soil layer is calculated by: 

H(t). R(t) = H(t-l) . R(t-l) + Hp(t-l) . (R(t) - R(t-1)) + 

+ Ex(t) + Ad(t) - Ap(t) 

where H(t) is the percent humidity of the upper soil zone at the end of day t, limited to the Useful 
Volumetnc Reserve (RUV). 

RUV specifics the amount of water stored in the soil when it is at field capacity, in percentage 
of soil depth. Ex.: if RUV is 209, and the soil depth is 100cm, the water content at field capacity is 
equivalent to 20cm. 

R(t) is the root depth at the end of day tin mm; 

H(t) . R(t) is, therefore, the water content in the upper soil layer at the end of day t 

Ex(t) is the agricultural excess or deficit during day t, supplied by the difference between 
infiltrated rainfall and evapotranspiration, i.e.: 

Ex(t) = Pe(t) - Kc(t) . ETP(t) 

where: 
Pe(r) effective rainfall during day t (mm), 
Kc(t) cultivation coefficient during day t (mm) and 
ETP(t) potential evapotranspiration during day t (mm) 
Ad(t) rrigarion water applied on day r (mm), 
Ap(r) percolation during day t (mm). 

If the humidity in this layer is greater than the soil Useful Volumetric Reserve, percolation will 
occur (AINFD) to the lower zone as the excess of H(t) over RUV. If no irrigation occurs, resulting in 
H(t) less than zero, its final value will be ml. and real evapotranspiration will be less than the potential 
one by a difference given as the original negative value of H(t). 
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The water balance of the lower soil zone will be given by: 

Hp(t). (Rmax - R(t)) = Hp(1-1) (Rmax R(t-1)) + H(t-1). 

(R(t-1) - R+t)) + Ap(t) - App(t) 

where: 
Rmax total depth of the lower zone (mm) 
Ap(t) percolation from the upper zone (mm) and 
App(t) deep percolation (mm) 

The first term of the sum, in the equation above, is the water content of this zone at the end of 
day t- 1. Addition or subtraction to this content are performed depending on the sign of R(t- 1) - R(t), 
the humidity which belonged to the upper zone during the time interval t-1 and, due to root growth 
or retraction now belongs to the lower one. Finally, the percolation from the upper zone is added to 
the result and deep percolation is subtracted. 

The percolation value will usually be nil, unless the resulting humidity in one of the zones is 
greater than the Useful Volumetric Reserve, in which case the excess will percolate. When percolation 
occurs in the upper zone, it will feed the lower one. If it occurs in the latter, it will reach even deeper 
soil layers. 

When the flood irrigation method is used, both zones will be saturated. RUV will be the water 
content found in the saturated soil as percentage of depth. Rmax will correspond to depth down to the 
impervious soil layer. Percolation will be estimated by a previously sized value, a function of the 
physical and water characteristics of the impervious horizon. 

4. APPLICATION 

The input data used in applying model BALHIDRO were: 

- 	Daily rainfall - refering to the raingauging station of Nova Xavantina, code 01452000 of the 
Brazilian National Department of Water and Power, 1970-1986. 

- 	The potential evapotranspiration at 10-day intervals calculated for the region using the 
Penman method asinformed by the ClimatologySecrorofFederalUniversiryofMato Grosso. 

According to the Agricultural Development Plan, two situations were simulated: Plan A with 
two rice crops irrigated by continuous flooding and Plan B with two crops of grains belonging to 
mesophytic species, irrigated by sprinkling. The cultivation periods in each case were: Irrigated rice: 
from December20 to the end of February and from the beginning of June to the end of August. 

This is a situation of fully irrigated agriculture based on agricultural and climate zoning. 

Maximum root depth taken is 300 mm. In the case of continuous flood irrigation, a depth of 
1 in was stipulated, limited by the impervious soil layer. 
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The minimum and maximum humidities which define the imgation plan were established 
respectively as 609n' and 100% of the Useful Volumetric Reserve of soil, in the case of mesophytic 
crops, and as 50 and 100mm of water depth, in the case of flood irrigation. 

Percolation during rice flooding was estimated at 4 mmlday, based on field experiments 
performed by the Institute of Llydraulic Research, Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul, reported 
by Fietz(6). 

The soil characteristics represented by Useful Volumetric Reserve (RUV) and Curve Number 
(NC) of the Soil Conservation Service were established at 20% and 78 respectively. 

5. RESULTS 

Figures 1 and 2 present variability of 10-day totals of observed andeffective rainfall, irrigation 
water applied, potential and real evapotranspiration, and percolation in terms of mean values during 
the 1970-1986 period. It may be noted that non-nil values for irrigation needs occurred for both crops 
even during the wet season. The maximum irrigation needs for the mesophytic species were 32.5 mm 
at the beginning and end of the dry season. For rice it was 270mm at the beginning of the dry season. 
The maxim a, which occur at the beginning of the dry season, arrived from the need to wet the soil up 
to the established levels. It is observed the irrigation requirement for mesophytic species is low during 
the wet season, meaning thatrain almosteovers agricultural demands. These accumulated values attain 
27 mm. However, in the case of rice, a large amount of water is required, both in the beginning, to 
saturate the soil, and throughout cultivation, reaching a total of 328 mm. During the dry season the 
accumulated needs are 271 mm and 1194mm for mesophytic species and rice, respectively. 

5. CONCLUSION 

The analyses performed, based on the results of water balances, indicate that agricultural 
development in that region, with two crops .a year, requires irrigation. The system will be used 
intensively in the case of rice, and only during the dry season in the case of mesophytic species. 
However, irrigation may be useful to the latter species during some dry periods which occur in the wet 
season. 
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THE MECHANISMS OF OVERLAND FLOW 
GENERATION IN A SMALL CATCHMENT 

IN WESTERN AMAZONIA 
H. ELsertheer 

D.K. Cassel** 

SII1AI 

Overland flow was found to be a common phenomenon in a first-order rainforest catchinerir of 
Western Amazonia. A very pronounced decrease in soil saturated hydraulic conductivity at a 
very shallow depth results, under the prevailing rainfall intensities, in the formation ofa perched 
water table. This water table may result in widespread saturation oyerland flow upon reaching 
the surface, or in return flow from soil pipes where it is tapped by an ubiquitous macropore 
network. 

INTRODUCTION 

The traditional classification of runoff-generating processes according to their environmental 
controls emphasizes the importance of saturation overland flow (SOF) and subsurface stormflow 
(SSF) in humid climates with dense vegetation (see, e.g. [2)). With respect to the humid tropics, SSF 
is considered the dominant process, mainly based on the assumption that such environments are 
ch aracteri zed by deep, permeable soils (see. e.g. [91).  This had led to the belief that overland flow (OF) 
is not a widespread or frequent phenomenon in natural ecosystems ofthe humid tropics, notwithstand-
ing the documentation of widespread SOF from tropical Australia [1]. 

The absence of OF, except for SOF in valley bottoms, was also postulated by Nortcliffet al. 
[ 7 1 who worked in the Amazon Basin near Manaos. Besides their study, few, if any, detuiled 
investigations of runoff processes were conducted in Amazonia. 

THEORY 

Three mechanisms of OF generations are generally distinguished: 

The Horton mechanism requires rainfall intensity to exceed saturated hydraulic conductivity 
of the surface soil. OF occurs once rainfall amount exceeds depression storage. 

* 	1Jnwersy of Bern, SwiterIand 
** 	NorthColinaStaie Llniveney, VniedStazes of Asnerim 
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The Dunne mechanism requiressurface saturation due to, e.g., the rise of a perched water table. 
Any precipitation will run off as SOF regardless of its intensity. 

Return flow (RF) to the sod surface of 5SF due to, e.g., soil hydraulic characteristics and/or 
hillslope topography. 

Thus, it is mainly the interaction between soil and rainfall variables which determines the 
predominant mechanism. 

3 THE RESEARCH SITE 

The research catchment (1 ha) is situated in the Selva Central of Peni in the RIo Pichis valley 
(75°5'W, 10°13'S) which belongs to the Ucayali drainage. It is located on the highest and most 
dissected of three geomorphic surfaces that can be distinguished in this valley. This surface is 
characterized by steep, convexo-linear sideslopes reaching 350,  by narrow valley floors, by flat 
interfluves in places reduced to narrow ridges, and by abundant rills and gullies around stream heads. 

A dense network of pipes and macropores is found at a shallow depth. 

Tertiary red beds consisting of sandstones, silts tones, and shales are the dominant parent 
materials from which mainly Ultisols developed. 

Mean annual temperature for the area is 255°C, and mean annual precipitation if about 3300 
mm 18]. Monthly precipitation is highest from December through March (up to 900mm), and lowest 
from June through September when it may drop below 100mm. Daily rainfall amounts rarely exceed 
100mm. 

4. METHODOLOGY 

The spatial and temporal frequency of OF occurrence was determined by means of detectors 
similar to those described by Kirkby et al [5]. Seventy-two of these devices were installed throughout 
the catehment (see Fig. 1) to cover all possible configurations of slope profile and contour line 
curvature. The occurrence of OF was verIfied after 187 precipitation events. 

OF was monitored continuously for a period of two years at three sites (Si, S2, and S3 in 
Fig. 1). 

Soil saturated hydraulic conductivity (Ksat) was determined on undisturbed soil cores by the 
constant-head method [6]. Two sampling approaches were employed: random sampling throughout 
the catchment and stratified sampling according to landscape position or slope unit (see Fig. 2) from 
four depth intervals: 0-0.1,0.1-0.2.0.2-0.3. and 0.3-0.4 m. 

Soil water pressure potential, as aproxy for soil moisture conditions, was monitored by means 
of 15 tensiometers installed at depths of 0.1,03,0.6 and 0.9 m, respectively, and read every 24 hours 
for a two-year period. 
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Rainfall intensities were obtained from a recording rain gauge which was installed in a nearby 
clearing. 

S. RESULTS 

Frequency of overland flow occurrence 

Table 1 shows that OF is a frequent and widespread phenomenon. Every third precipitation 
event produced OF at 50% or more of the 72 sites. An arbitrary critical duration of one hour between 
two events was employed to define these events as independent. 

Table I - Frequency of occurrence of overland flow, based on 187 storms between September 
1986 andjanuary 1988 

Spatial frequency 	 Temporal frequency 
(% of sites) 	 (% of events) 

~ 25 74 

~ 50 33 

~!75 4 

The continuous monitoring of OF at sites Si. S2 and S3 (see Fig. 1) confirms the high temporal 
frequency (Table 2). It must be emphasized, however, that a higher frequency does not also imply a 
higher volumetric contribution. For instance, those events that resulted in OF in both Si and S2 usually 
produced higher volumes at the upsiope site, SI than at the downslope site, S2. In this case, it could 
be established that outflow from pipe 3 contributed to the runoff intercepted at site Si. 

Table 2 Frequency of overland flow at continuous-monitoring sites 

Year 	 1987 	 1988 
Site No. of events > 0.2mm 	 291 	 270 

Si 84 71 

S2 244 221 

S3 150 146 
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Evidence forthe Horton mechanism 

Table 3 shows that the maximum rainfall intensities exceed the surface Ksat occasionally in 
someplaces. For instance, the maximum 30 min intensity,130, of 25% of the events analyzed, exceeded 
surface Ksai in 16% of therandoin samples. Stratifiedsampling (seeMethodology) revealed,however, 
that Horton OF occurs preferentially in slope unit B (see Fig. 2 and Table 4). Here, the 25% quartile 
of 130 exceeded surface Ksat in 38% of the samples, quite in contrast to the other slope units (sec [3] 
for details). Landscape position B,the steep valley sideslopes, is characterized by a poorly developed 
or missing A-horizon, and a patchy and sparse litter layer. From this, a positive feedback loop may be 
inferred: erosion - low surface Kat - OF - erosion. 
Table 3 - Comparison of soil saturated hydraulic conductivities and maximum rainfall intensities 

Soil 1 60 I 

depth quartiles: 	 25 50 75 	25 	50 	75 25 50 75 

- m - - exceedance probability (%) - 

0-0.1 15 13 9 	16 	13 	9 16 13 9 

0.1-0.2 56 49 39 	60 	49 	38 63 54 39 

0.2-0.3 71 59 55 	76 	61 	55 80 63 55 

0.3-0.4 93 89 85 	93 	89 	81 93 89 85 

Table 4-Comparison of surface soil saturated hydraulic conductivities and maximum rainfall 
intensities 

Landscape I 60 I, 115 

position quartiles: 	 25 50 75 	25 	50 	75 25 50 75 

- exceedance probability - 

B 36 30 22 	38 	30 	20 42 32 22 

C 530 5 	30 840 

D 444 4 	44 844 

E 200 4 	00 400 
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Evidence for the Dunne mechanism 

It is obvious from Table 3 that a hydraulic discontinuity exists at avery shallow depth. Roughly 
speaking. 50% of all events analyzed had maximum intensities that exceeded Ksat of the 0.1 -0.2 m 
depth interval in 50% of the samples: for the 0.3-0.4 m depth, the latter percentage reached about 90. 
This discontinuity is conducive to the formation of a perched water table. SOF is generated when and 
where this water table reaches the surface. It may be inferred from Figure 3 that surface saturation is 
easily achieved since the frequent precipitation in this environment causes almost perennial near-
saturation of the soils. Except for a period of a few weeks towards the end of that year's (1987) dry 
period, and occasional dry spells throughout that year, even the surface soil is at or close to saturation. 
SOF is likely to occur in a 'widespread', rather than 'localized' fashion, because of the predominant 
importance of soil hydraulic over topographic characteristics in this environment, similar to the 
situation in Queensland [1). 

ioo 

—8001 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	•1 
DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV 
1986 	 1987 

Fig. 3 - Time series of soil water prenure potential at four depths. 
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Evidence for return flow 

Several pipe outlets were identified in the field (see Fig. 1) by tracing concentrated-flow lines 
during precipitation events. In particular, it was ascertained that outflow from pipes 3 and 6 (see Fig. 
1) contributed to OF monitored at sites Si and S3, respectively. The existence of a dense network of 
pipes and macropores at a shallow depth was also demonstrated in soil pits (see Fig. 2). Itis conceivable 
that such a network Laps a perched water table, which may form due to the observed hydraulic 
discontinuity, even before it reaches the soil surface. Details about return flow monitored atpipe 1 (see 
Fig. 2) were reported elsewhere [3]. 

CONCLUSIONS 

All three described mechanisms ofOF generation—Horton, Dunne andreturn flow—operate 
in this trtpical rainforest environment. The generation of HOF is most likely on the steep, erodedvalley 
sideslopes, whereas SOF and RF may occur anywhere. The generation of OF in this environment can 
be explained by the interaction of rainfall variables, notably intensity and frequency, and the Ksat-
depth function and its spatial distribution. The occurrence of RF renders a distinction of the various 
forms of OF in the field nearly impossible. 
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SURFACE RUNOFF ON A TROPICAL TURFED SLOPE 

Yee-Meng Chie Iv* 
Soors-Keat Tantt 

sIIlAel 
This paper presents resu its obtained from a field monitoring project of surface runoff from two 
turfed slopes on the campus of the Institute. The results show that the structure ofthevegetauon 
cover has an important influence on the characteristics of surface runoff. It also affects the 
frictional resistance to flow. Field data show that the ratio of the effective over total precipita 
tion is related to the rainfall intensity. 

1. INTRODUCTiON 

Most information relating to the topic of Hydrology is derived from studies and researches 
conducted in a temperate environment, where the pattern of precipitation, evapotranspiralion, 
infiltration, etc., may differ substantially from that in the tropics. The characteristics of surfacerunoff 
is dependent on the amount of runoff losses as well as the type of vegetation cover. While there are 
abundant published data on surface runoff in temperate regions, there are comparatively little data, 
especially field data obtained in the tropics. In order to understand thecharacteristics ofsurfacerunoff 
from a tropical catchment, it is imperative to understand the differences between flows in these two 
climatic conditions. Informalion such as frictional resistance on turfed slopes derived from a temperate 
region may not be appropriate for use in a tropical catchment. 

The surface runoff in a temperate region may be viewed as a shallow sheet flow, where the 
water flows over the vegetation cover. The grass bend over as water flows over them. In the tropics, 
the grass are, in general, much stiffer and they are less likely to bend under the shear stresses exerted 
by flowing water. The stiffness of the grass stalks causes thewaterto flow through and around thegrass 
and the resulting surface runoff resembles that of interflow, normally associated with conditions 
where there are thick mulches or in forests. The difference in these two types of flow is the thickness 
of surface water trapped within the turf. As a result, the retention period of rain water on land is longer 
in the latter, leading to more losses of surface water. 

* 	Lecturer ?'Janyang Te mokgicoi ln,stituze - Singapore 

* * 	Senior Lecturer - Nanyang TechaokgicaL In.itut - Singapore 
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Infiltration is not always constant The rate is highest at the beginning and approaches a 
constant but much lower rate after the soil layer saturates. In addition, it appears that the rate of 
infiltration increases with rainfall intensity. Wilson (1983) stated that the fmal constant rate of 
infiltration is higher for higher rainfall intensity. Likewise, Alcan & Yen (1983) show that while the 
rate ofinijltrationincreases with rainfall intensity atthebegirining of arainfall event s  the final constant 
infiltration rate rcnsairis the same. 

This paperdescribes findings from a field monitoring project of surface runoff on aturfed slope 
in Singapore. The amount of rainfall is measured using a tipping bucket rain gauge installed on site. 
The surface runoff is measured at the main entrance to the storm drains. The results show that the 
mechanics and amount of flow on turfed area in the tropics is closely related to the types of vegetation 
cover that exists in the catcluient under considerations. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL SLOPES 

Two small plots within the campus at the Nanyang Technological Institute are selected for the 
study. Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of the two experimental slopes. These two slopes are 
within 100 meters of one another. As such they are experiencing the same rainfall most of, if not all 
the time. 

Table I - Characteristics of experimental slopes 

Characteristics Slope (A) Slope (B) 

 average slope 0.5(300) 0.35 (20.50) 

 paved area of caichment 238 m2  0 

C. turfedareaofcaichment 1017m 2  2056m2  

 general vegetation turf turf, low bushes 

 typical soil porosity 49 49 

 base flow nil nil 

 f 420 mm/hr 480mm/hr 

 f 72 nirn/hr 90 mm/hr 
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Plot A is the smaller of the two plots and consists of a uniform slope covered with grass similar 
in nature to that shown in Fig. I a. The grass are sparsely located and their stalks are coarse and stiff. 
Plot A is a filled slope and turfed after landscaping work has been carried ouL The slope is terraced 
with a concrete pavement with open drains on the flats of the terraces. The drains run across the slope. 
They join the main terrace drain at the center of the plot, which eventually drains into the main storm 
water system. The terrace and drain system dcfme the catchinent area. 

Plot B is covered with its natural vegetation of turf and low bushes. The grass (see Fig. lb) is 
thick and springy with thick undergrowths. This catchment is defined in the north by the divide at the 
top of the slope which curves to enclose the western side of the basin and a storm drain at the toe of 
the slope. The eastern side contains a uniform slope. The end of the drain marks the catchinent 
boundary. 

The surface runoff measurements in both plots were made at the end of the surface drains 
before the system joins the main storm water system. The infiltration constants in Table I were 
measured using an infiltrometer. 

3. DATA COLLECTION 

Tropical rains usually have high intensity but last for a comparatively short time. As such, 
infiltration and surface retention of water on land surface would account for most of the losses from 
a rainfall. Surface runoff would then be the difference between the total rainfall and surface retention 
and infiltratson losses. This method of accounting for thevolume of water is essentially a water budget 
method, similar to that used by Davis & }-lollis (1981). 

In using the water budget method to account for the amount of water involved during arainfall 
event, four terms need to be considered. They are: total precipitation, surface retention, infiltration and 
surface runoff. The OraL and last parameters are determined through direct measurcmenL The second 
and third parameters need to be assessed with skill and sometimes it is just notpossible to separate the 
two. 

The following describe the procedure adopted to determine each of the four terms in this study. 

Total Precipitation 

Tipping bucket raingauge with mercury contact switch is used to measured the depth of 
rainfall received at the site. Each tip corresponds to 0.2mm depth of water. The mercwy switch is 
connected in series to a 3 V dry cell and a chart recorder with pre-set speed of paper feed. In this way, 
not only the quantity of precipitation but the temporal distribution of the rainfall are also recorded. As 
the experimental plots are small, it is reasonable to assume that rainfall distribution over the area is 
uniform. Therefore, the total precipitation in a given rainfall event can be estimated readily. 
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Total Surface Runoff 

A v-notch weir is set up at the entry point to the storm drain. The water level upstream of the 
weir is measured by using a twin wire conductivity probe. The stage-discharge relationship of the v-
notchweirsnd theprobehasbeonpreviouslycalibratedon the actual site. The D.C. voltageoutput from 
the probe is directed to a different channel of the same chart recorder used for rainfall recording. As 
a result, the surface runoff bydrograph can be obtained directly. The total volume of runoff is obtained 
from integration of the hydrograph with respect to time. 

Surface Retention and Infiltration 

These two terms arenot easily separated. However, the sum of these must equal the difference 
between total precipitation and total surface runoff, since there is no base flow involved. In this context, 
all other losses such as evaporation and transpiration loss are lurnpedtogether with the term for surface 
retention. By plotting total precipitation against total surface runoff, the intercept of the fitted curve 
should yield the amount of water due to surface retention and infiltration. 

Regression analysis using LOTUS 1-2-3 package yields the following regression equations: 

PlotA: 

log10  (Total Rainfall) = 0.784 log10  (Effective Rainfall) + 0.707 
R2  = 47.0 

Plot B: 
log 10  (Total Rainfall) = 0.404 log10  (Effective Rainfall) + 0.866 

R2 =48.3% 

where both total and effective rainfall are measured in mm. 

A more tedious alternative would be to make actual site measurement of moisture infiltrated 
into the soil during the rainfall event. This method is not tricd 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The type of turfs grown in a tropical country like Singapore differs from those grown in 
temperatecountries becauseof the different climatic conditions and arnountof rainfall. In the tropics, 
both the temperature and humidity is high and this is conducive to plant growth. In general, the grass 
stalin in both the experimental plots in this study are coarse and the two types of grass are commonly 
found in the island republic. Thick undergrowths, in the form of fibrous roots grow loosely for up to 
4-5cm from the soil level above which the leaves are seen (see Fig. 1 b), are found in plot B. The total 
height of grass above the ground level is approximately 7 cm. These undergrowths create large air 
voids within which water can flow. Besides this, the coarse grass stalks tend to 'block' the flow of 
water, thus creating a head as the water flows through the grass. 
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Figure 1 - Grass Types Found in (a) Plot A: (b) Plot B 

Infiltration rare is controlled, among others things, by the surface pores of the soil grains. An 
increase in the hydrostatic head over these pores results in an increase in the flow through the 
soil surface, thus increasing the infiltration rare. Hence, it is envisaged that the infiltration 
rate will be greater for water flowing through grass as compared with that flowing above it. 

The blockage of the water by the grass tends to increase the retention rime of flow over a given 
path length. This increases the opportunity for infiltration. 

The higher rate of infiltration for water flowing through the grass is substantiated by 
conducting an experiment in experimental plot A where a constantrate of water is supplied to two strips 
of grass. The area of both strips were constant at 3 mx 0.5 rn The two strips were formed by hammering 
galvanized iron sheets into the soil. The grass on one of the strips was left untouched whereas the grass 
on the second strip was trimmed to a bare minimum such that the water was flowing through the grass 
on the first strip and over it on the second. The resulting hydrographs for a constant vol ume of discharge 
were measured and are shown in Figure 2. For comparison purposes, the two hydrographs have been 
shifted such that theirorigins coincide. Theresults show that thevolume runoff associated with the first 
strip is about 10% lower than that associated with the second strip. It may be inferred from this simple 
experiment that the infiltration rate associated with flow through grass is higher than that associated 
with flow over grass. 

The ability of a tropical grass to resist bending under the influence of surface runoff also has 
an important effect on the frictional resistance to flow. Because oftheirrigidity, the grass stalks deflect 
the flow of water over and around them, generating high levels of turbulence and drag. The result is 
the occurrence of a turbulent flow even though the flow Reynolds Number suggests otherwise. In a 
separate study, the writers (1990) measured frictional resistance to flow on a typical grass type in 
Singapore and analyzed the frictional resistance in terms of both the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor, 
land the Manning n. Their results confirmed the reasoning stated above. They found that the Manning 
n values range from 0.19-0.26 for the type of vegetation cover tested in their study. The grass cover 
in both plots A and B are different from that tested by Chiew and Tan (1990). 
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Figure 2 - Runoff Hydrographs for Tuned Slopes with (i) Grass Intact; (ii) Grass Trimmed 

The rainfall intensity in tropical regions is generally higher than that in temperate countries. 
Findings from this study confirm results reported by Wilson (1983) and Akan & Yen (1983) that 
infiltration rate is related to the rainfall intensity. Figure 3 contains the plot of the ratio of runoff volume 
(or effective rainfall) over total rainfall, PPT as a function of rainfall intensity. i. The rainfall intensity 
was computed using a constant duration of 5 minutes. The curve shows a rapid increase in the ratio of 
PjP1with increase in rainfall intensity until a maximum is reached at about i = 5 mm/hr. Thereafter 
the values of P/Pr  decreases until a constant is reached when i reaches approximately 50 mm/hr. The 
initial increase is because of the need to completely wet the surface cover before runoff can take place. 
Thereafter, the amount of runoff is the differencebetween the total precipitation and losses. Theresults 
in Figure 3 shows that losses increases as rainfall intensity increases and it may be inferred that this 
increase in loss of water is caused by the increase in filtration rate as rainfall intensity increases ,as was 
reported by Wilson (1983) and Akan & Yen (1983). 
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CONCLUSiONS 

Results from this study show that the amount of surface runoff over a turkd slope is different 
for water flowing through and over the grass. In a tropical country like Singapore where the grass stalks 
are coarse and the undergrowth are thick, rain water is likely to flow through the grass whereas in 
temperate counthes, the grass are a lot finer where rain water is likely to flow over the grass. The coarse 
grass and thick undergrowth tend to block the flow of water, thus creating arelatively large hydrostatic 
head which increases the rate of infiltration. The study also found that the ratio of the effective over 
total precipitation is related to the rainfall intensity. The writers infer that this is caused by the increase 
in infiltration rate for large rainfall intensity. 
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REMOTE SENSING OF THE PRECIPiTATION 
BY RADAR AND SATELLiTE 

HYDROLOGICAL APPLICATIONS IN THE AMAZON BASIN 
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Remote sensing of the precipitation by radar and satellite is focused under the viewpoint of 
hydrological applications in the Amazon Basin. The respective techniques of rainfall estimates, 
currently in use, are presented and new techniques under consideration are mentioned. 
Alternatives involving radar only, satellite only, and a combination of both sensing systems are 
sugsred for areal rainfall estimation over the Amazon region. The previous Brazilian 
experience, as well as works presently in development abroad, concerning rainfall estimation 
in the region under consideration and the radar'sarellite integration techniques regarding 
precipitation, are commented, 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Remote sensing has great potential for obtaining hydrological data, among which stands out 
precipitation. In this regard, it is verified that the feeling of several hydrologists [1] is that the use of 
complex models of river basin response will end up being a sterile activity, unless the uncertainties 
related to the spatial variability of rain - among others - may be reduced by the use of more 
comprehensive measurements, for which the radar and the satellite have potential. In this context, 
Schultz [21 comments on the credit that many specialists still seem to give to the possibility of 
overcoming, through mathematics, the problem of "garbage in garbage out" instead of looking for 
input improvements. On the other hand, this author quotes Eammon Nash: "I find it difficult to believe 
that we should enter the third millennium after Christ measuring rain in little buckets - and guessing 
evaporation". 

The use of radar and satellites has shown to be ever more valuable for estimating precipitation 
along the times. Specially the radars have proven to be a very promising tool in this regard. The 
European radarnetwork (Cost-73) and the USA next generation radars (NEXRAD) programs are good 
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examples of the remote sensing importance for rain estimation. On the other hand, several techniques 
using satellite imagery to estimate precipitation are being developed. Of particular interest, mainly 
when the radar area coverage is limited, is the methodology that combines the two observation 
techniques - radar and satellite -to estimate precipitation. 

For geographic regions with the dimensions of the Amazon Basin and presenting difficulties 
to obtain in situ measurements the remote sensing techniques are particularly relevanL 

This work deals with the problem of estimating rain using radar and satellite, considering the 
fundamentals of each technique, separately as well as in combination. Their potential and main 
limitations are discussed. Specially focusing the Amazon region, alternatives for the use of the 
mentioned techniques to estimate rain in area are suggested. Essentially, the possibilities explored 
range from a radarnetwork to the use of combined radar-satellite techniques and the sole use of satellite 
imagery. It is also suggested that the radar network be calibrated by a particular statistical procedure. 
This allows for the determination of radar reflectivity factor - optimized radar reflectivity-rain rate 
relationships derived from raingauge point measurements in some sites and from a short time series 
- up to one year of radar observations in the area. 

Finally both completed and ongoing research works on the precipitation estimation with 
satellite imagery for Amazonia, as well as future developments and applications concerning the 
techniques treated in this article, are commented 

2. WEATHER RADARS AND RAiN ESTIMATION 

In essence, the precipitation measurement with weather radars is made through the echo 
quantification by the returned power received by the radar, that is: 

CLL 	 (1) 

	

Pr= 
	j=l 

r2 V 
where 

	

Pr: 	power returned to the radar by the precipitation; 

	

C: 	radar constant; 

	

L : 	one-way attenuation; 
distance between the precipitation and the radar; 

	

V: 	volume illuminated by the radiation related to the cell defined by the radar 
pulse; 

	

.: 	 radar backscartering, or effective, cross section of the i-th hydrometeor. It is 

defined through S a 4 1cr 2  S r  ,that is, it is equivalent to the surfce that, 
intercepting the incident wave at the target (hydromeceors) with power 
density S L  returns isotropically to the radar the power density Srr  corre-
sponding to what is effectively received by the radar. 
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It is frequently used in radar meteorology the so-called radar reflectivity factor, 7, which has 
specific meteorological meaning and is defined by: 

ajH,V 
- 	x4 	j=1 

ZeHV_512 	V 

which is the equivalent reflectivity for the nonRayleigh scattering and for nonspheñcal 
droplets, applicable to the C band and to higher frequencies, where: 

Ze ij 	: radar effective reflectivity factorfor horizontal (H) and vertical (V) po 
larization, respectively; 

radiation wavelength; 

I K.  I: 	complex refractive index of water. I K. I 1  varies between 0.91 and 0.93 
for ? between 0.01 and 0.10 m and is practically independent of the 
temperature for the liquid phase. For ice I K. I 2  is about 0.18 for density 
of 0.917g.cm', and it is practically independent of the temperature in 
the microwave region. 

On the other hand, 

(3) 
Dj 

z j=' = 
V 

which is the reflectivity for Rayleigh scattering, thus defined when <./l0, applicable to the 
S band frequencies, where: 

Z : 	reflectivity factor, 
D1  : 	diameter of the equivolumetric sphere correspondent to the jth particle. 

The precipitation intensity R is obtained from 7, through the Z x R relation. 

The reflectivity factor Z is empirically related to the rain intensity R by the following 
expression: 

Z = ARb 	 (4) 

where A and bare constants empirically determined which depend on the type of precipitation 
being observed. 

Several factors may introduce discrepancies between the rain intensity measured by the radar 
and the rain observed at the surface. A list of these factors, classified into three groups, is presented 
below [3]: 
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A) 	Sources of random errors 

Drop-size distribution (D,) variability from storm to storm. 
Drop-size distribution variability inside each storm. 
Spatial and temporal variability of the precipitation under the cloud base. 
Precipitation advection. 
Radar calibration variability. 
Signal residual fluctuations. 

B) 	Sources of systematic errors 

Changes presented by the drop-size distribution from the height of the radar 
measurement to the surface (coalescence, break-up and evaporation). 
Attenuation. 
Wet radome. 
Temporal sampling by the radar. 

C) 	Sources of errors depending on the distance rain-radar 

Radar sample volume size (V) coupled with the nonuniformity of the 
reflectivity field. 
Sample volume height increase as a function of the distance. 
Minimum detectable signal. 
Propagation, shadows. 

Some verifications concerning the uncertainty of the radar rain estimates at the surface are 
presented below. 

Figure 1 [4] shows the absolute mean difference (absolute value of the mean error) between 
the accumulated radar rain estimates using one calibration point and "optimum estimates". The 
"optimum" estimate is considered as the one resulting from measurements made by a high density 
raingauges network - for example, between 3 and 7 km2.(plu). - employing the radar gradients to 
interpolate between the raingauges. 

The precision indicated in figure 1 is presented in terms of the rain accumulation time and of 
the area over which the measurements were made. At each hour a new radar calibration was 
accomplished. 

It is verified that, for a given area the error decreases as the accumulation time increases, as 
aresult of the fact that the weather factors, influencing the calibration area, have the tendency of 
cancelling out as a function of time. 

However, if the calibration relation is to be determined over a longer period, e.g. 6 to 12 hours, 
and used for adjusting the radar measurements over that period, the error can be larger than that 
exhibited in figure 1. A bias could happen depending on the type of rain falling over the raingauge used 
for calibration. Therefore, a significant portion of the precipitation detected by the raingauge, over a 
long period of time, may be due to a small storm of short duration, while most part of the rain falling 
over the area of interest may be caused by the widespread rain. 

Given that the calibration factors for the two types of rain may differ, it would not be 
appropriate to extend the calibration to the whole area. 
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Figure 1 - Absolute mean difference (absolute value of the mean error) 
between the radar estimates of accumulated rainfall (Collier, 1975). 

In figure 1 it is observed that, for a fixed period of integration, the error decreases as the 
measurement area increases. As this area increases, the errors due to the calibration pluviometer 
representativeness tend to cancel out but, if the area is so large such that the pluviosneter is no longer 
representative, the error increases. 

Figure 2 presents the average difference between the "optimum", or "real", rain estimates 
computed for Wales (United Kingdom), as a function of the raingauges number [4]. The radar 
estimates accuracy are presented for sites of calibration (with raingauges) distributed in 1000km2  area 
and for the estimates accuiacy determined with the raingauge network only. 

It is observed that the radar measurements for this area, calibrated by more than one raingaugc, 
usually have an accuracy within 20%. The radar-raingauge systems are superior to the raingauge 
network alone, specially in the case of heavy rain occurrences. For typical heavy rains, a radar-
raingauge system employing two calibration sites yields the same accuracy as a 50 raingauges network 
in 10001(1W. 

The analysis presented in figures 1 and 2 were adapted of [5]. 
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Figure 2. Difference between hourly rainfall estimates in function of the raingauges network 
density (Collier, 1975). 

Some techniques aiming at improving rain estimation with radar, which only add information 
to the reflectivity measurements, are mentioned below [6]. 

Doppler Radar - It is based on the radiation frequency shift that returns to the radar as a 
function of the hydrometeors radial motion. Probably, the main advantage of the Doppler techniques 
forprecipitation measurements resides in the solution of some problems caused by ground echoes and 
by anomalous propagation. Among the new radar techniques this is the only one largely accepted by 
both, users and industry. 

Polarization Diversity Radar - The polarization diversity techniques make use of the 
different polarization states presented by the emitted as well as by the received radiation. 
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The value of these techniques to improve the ram intensity estimation is widely recognized and 
the state of the art allows the implementation of reliable equipments. at a reasonable cost. However, 
some problems concerning long distance observations and the automatic interpretation of the 
observable parameters remain unsolved; there is also the need for training users and operators. 

In the scope of the European radar network (Cost-73) some actions are being taken regarding 
the additional data obtamed by the advanced radars and the industry already started to deal with these 
techniques. 

Dual Frequency Radar - This technique is based on the simultaneous use of two separated 
radiation frequencies. Theradars operating indual frequency are not adequate for operational purposes 
when extensive coverage - superior to I 00km radius - and stable measurements are required, so the 
technique gets restricted to research in limited areas of special interest. 

Frequency Agility - The frequency agility technique is fundamented in the frequency shifts 
between pulses providing echoes instantaneous decorrelation. It allows a faster acquisition of echoes 
independent samples and a high stability of ground echoes maps. 

Its use remains restricted to research purposes. 

Fast Scanning Radars - This type of radar uses electronic scanning antennas, permitting the 
fast localization of intense cells and the simultaneous monitoring ofvarious independentcells, through 
the use of multiple beams. 

There are industries developing prototypes but availability and practical use of this type of 
radar is not expected before the end of the next decade. Besides, cost expectations may restrict their 
use only to special situations. 

In this context, it is also important to consider the area-time integral (AT!) [7] and the vertically 
integrated liquid water content (VIL) [8] techniques. 

The first provides a simple method to estimate, or to verify, the precipitation quantities from 
a strong relation found between the area covered by rain during its duration and the respective volume; 
the second uses the vertical integration of the liquid water content and still is to be determined how the 
VIL can be compared to the rain estimation directly measured from the reflectivity Z. 

3. METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITES AND RAIN ESTIMATION 

Meteorological satellites remote sense the Earth from two main types of orbit, the quasi-polar 
sun-synchronous and the geosynchronous, the first promoting global coverage every 12 hours and the 
second, stationary, always observing the same disc of the planet. Figure 3 presents a geostationary 
satellite image. 

The present operational sun-synchronous satellites belong to the TIROS-N/NOAA series and 
several advances that may be useful for rain estimation, such as an increased number of microwave 
channels, shall be introduced in 1992. The quasi-polar orbit makes feasible from the cost viewpoint 
the on board satellite utilization of heavy equipments as the microwave radars [9]. 
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Figure 3 - GOES satellite image transniitted at 09h 47min UT, Dec. 26, 1978, and received at 
INPE. The sub-satellite point is 750 W. 

Of major interest for the South American regions are the GOES series geostationary satellites. 
The image of figure 3 shows how the GOES satellite, when located in its normal position at 75° W, 
favors the visualization of phenomena over Brazil, and in particular, over Amazonia. The following 
series of these satellites, GOES-Next or GOES I-M, will bring important innovations such as a better 
spatial resolution and a greater number of channels. 

Among the future space missions stands out the Earth Observing System (EOS) of the USA 
agencies NASA and NOAA. LOS, which shall be implemented through polar orbiting and geostation-
ary platforms, is part of the Mission to the Planet Earth. Under this program, the Tropical Rainfall 
Measuring Mission (TRMM) is of special interest for Hydrology. 

Based on previous experiments, TRMM satellite will carry on board three main instruments: 
a wealher radar, a passive microwave radiometer and a visible and infrared imager similar to the 
AVHRR operating on the T[ROS-NINOAA satellites. Therefore, TRMM will bring in means, never 
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available before, to validate and calibrate rainfall estimation algorithms based on imagery regularly 
obtained by the operational meteorological satellites. With launching predicted for 1994 and a useful 
life of about three years, TRMM will have a circular orbit of 350 km height and 350  of inclination in 
relation to the equatorial plane [10]. 

Several rainfall estimation techniques using visible and thermal infrared cloud cover imagery, 
all of empirical nature, have been conceived since the beginning of the meteorological satellites 
program in the 60's, and upgraded along the years (Banet and Martin [111; Wu et al. [12]; Martin and 
lowland [13]; Adler and Negri [141;  Simpson [10); França[15]). 

Depending on whether a technique is based ongeostationary data or on polar-orbiting satellite 
data, several important facts concerning the nature of rain clouds are used in the estimation scheme 
(Woodley et al., quoted by Smith [16] and Scofield [17]): 

Bright clouds in the visible imagery produce more rainfall than darker clouds. 
Bright clouds in the visible imagery and clouds with cold tops in the infrared 
imagery that are expanding in areal coverage (in early and mature stages of 
development) produce more rainfall than those that are not expanding. 
Decaying clouds produce little or no rainfall. 
Clouds with cold tops in the infrared imagery produce more rainfall than 
those with warmer tops. 
Clouds with cold tops that are becoming warmer produce little or no 
rainfall. 
Merging of cumulonimbus clouds increases the rainfall rate of the merging 
clouds. 
Mosto(the significant rainfall occurs in the upwind (at anvil level) portion 
of a convective system. The highest and highest clouds form where the 
thunder5torms are more vigorous and the rain heaviest. These cold clouds get 
thinner downwind and look warmer in infrared imagery as the anvil 
material blows away from its origin over the updraft. 

According to Smith (1985) [16], "from a consideration of the precipitation process in the 
context of visible/infrared sensing, it is apparent that the primary leverage for the satellite lies in 
measurements of five cloud parameters: the temperature of the top, the thickness, the phase, the speed 
of the updraft, and the age of the cloud. Rain has structure. Thus, additional information on the 
likelihood and intensity of rain can be gained from measurements of gradients, patterns, and textures 
of brightness about a point for which rain is to be measured". 

Therefore, the satellite rain estimation techniques may be of several kinds and present varying 
degrees of complexity. Some, as the Arkin technique, may be very simple, the fundamerits being just 
the vertical development of convective clouds. As discussed above, the rainfall likelihood generally 
increases as the cloud top gets higher (and thus colder). The algorithm may be of the type "rain/no 
rain", according to a threshold established in terms of the infrared imagery digital counts, [14]; [18]. 
Other techniques are more involved, as the ones which applies pattern recognition to multispectral 
digital iniageryofhigh spatialresolution [12]; [13]. Oryet. as in thecase oftheconvective-stratiform 
technique (CST), they may include physical concepts through parameterization based on cloud 
models, besides discrimination criteria between stratiform and convective rain established with the 
help of radar data, [14]; [18]. 
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In general, the satellite ram estimation methods may be, on one hand, either automatic or 
interactive, and, on the other hand, either a life history or a cloud index type. For the interactive 
techniques implementation, which presumes human intervention, it is essential the availability of 
working stations which, by the way, is the most appropriate computer environment in the present 
conteXL The life history methods, contrary to the indexed methods, take into account the time evolution 
of the rain systems and, therefore, only make sense if a sequence of images obtained in short time 
intervals (as, for example, the ones obtained every half hour by the geostationary satellites) is to be 
employed. 

The Arkin and the CST techniques, mentioned above, are examples of indexed automatic 
methods. The Scofield technique [17], on the other hand, is a typical example of a life history 
interactive method. 

According to the state of the art, the success of satellite rain estimation techniques varies as a 
function of the objective and of the type of rain to be detected, being possible to distinguish, with high 
reliability, situations of rain and no rain. However, the rainfall quantification still poses difflcukies, 
calling for more detailed studies and adequate calibration techniques. 

On the other hand, the input for the vast majority of river runoff prediction models is the 
average arealprecipitation overthe basin. Thus, the parameter of interest is areal rainfall; in this regard, 
the satellites may be more successful than when point values are required, as discussed by Schultz [2]. 
According to Strubing and Schultz [19], another promising alternative is the use of satellite data 
(radiances) directly to determine river runoff, instead of estimating rainfall as an intermediate step. 

4. REMOTE SENSING OF RAIN IN AMAZONIA 
WITH RADAR AND SATELLITE 

This article is essentially concerned with the so-called Legal Amazonia, as delineated in 
figures 4 and 5. 

The annual average rainfall is shown in figure 5 [20]. The low lands of the Amazonas state 
and the Amapá state, on one hand, and the high lands of the Amazonas state and of the Negro river, 
on the other hand, are included among the main rainfall areas in Brazil [21]. 

The rainfall distribution in Amazonia may be briefly described as follows: 
In the laurerd region (NW) the regime is almost uniform presenting an 
annual mean above 3500mm, with average frequency higher than 240 rainy 
days per year. The wettest period extends from March to July. The following 
approximate numbers for the "maximum rain/minimum rain (mm/mm)" 
ratio are verified: lauretê - Cachoeira (450/250), So Gabriel da Cachoeira 
(300/160) and Fonte Boa (300/135). These are monthly values. 
In the Amapa coast the annual mean rainfall is higher than 3000rnm and the 
regime is such that the wettest period . January to May concentrates more 
than 70% of the annual total and a dry period is from September to 
November. The average number of rainy days during the year is over 240 and 
some approximate numbers for the "maximum rain/minimum rain" ratio are: 
Oiapoque (500175) and Amapá (650/50). 
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In the areas of intermediate rainfall vs kies corresponding to Central Amazon 
the annual values are higher than 2000mm and the average number of rainy 
days is over than 120 days/year. There is a seasonal variation, raining more 
in the period from December to April. Some approximate numbers for the 
"maximum rain/minimum rain" ratio are Porto Velho (300/25) Manaus 
(350150) and So Felix do Xingu (340/25). 
Its the areas of low rainfall values, it rains in average less than 1500mm, the 
annual number of rainy days being inferior to 60. There is a seasonal 
variation, with dry and wet periods (June-Ju!yAugust and Dec.-Jan.-Feb., 
respectively) under the same influence of the air masses displacements 
verified in the Amazonia central part. As an example, for Cuiabá the 
approximate number for the "maximum rain/minimum rain" ratio is 200/7. 

The convective systems are responsible for large quantities of precipitation in the Amazon 
Region; studies have shown that, among these systems, the instability lines are responsible for about 
45% of the rainfall in the east of the Pará state (Cutrim, cited by Cohen [22]) during the wet period. 
In addition, according to Cohen [22], Molion and Kousky [23] have indicated that the instability lines 
are determinant to the rainfall distribution in Arnazonia. 

Cohen [22] also shows that the majority of the instability Lines with intensities varying between 
average and strong, studied by her, occurred between April and July, the propagation being from the 
coast to the west reaching up to 2000km inland. 

During the GARP (Global Atmospheric Research Program) Atlantic Tropical Experiment 
(GATE) and the Venezuelan International Meterological and Hydrological Experiment (VIMHEX), 
it was possible to verify that the observed instability lines cross sections presented radar echoes up to 
an approximate level of 151am [241. 

In the final part of her study Cohen recommends weather radars installation in Arnazonia in 
order to "better understand the structure and quantitatively predict the rainfall produced by the 
convective systems in the Amazon Region, as well as the displacement speed of the convective cells". 

An alternative for rainfall monitoring in Amazonia is the implementation of a radar network, 
as sketched in figure 4. In this proposed configuration, with average range of 460km, the beam will 
be illuminating a storm region located over the radar, or adjacent radars, at about 12.5km asi, this 
contributing to minimize the problems posed by the ground echoes and nearby radar obstacles. The 
range of 240km considered in figure 4 is the one for which the beam still is below the 00  isotherm, with 
no interception of the melting layer (brilliant band). The radar positioning was conceived having in 
mind the minimization of possible terrain obstructions taking into account the large scale topography, 
and it is only indicative of the location sites based on a 460km grid. 
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Figure 4 - Radar Network for rain estimation in Amazonia, with registered range of 240km. The 
dotted line delimitates the Legal Arnazonia. 

The statistical method proposed by Caiheiros and Zawadaki [25]. based on the equivalence of 
the cumulative probability levels of Z and R, that is: 

N 	f(5) 
p(Z)dZ =pR)dR 

JZ 	 R 

provides the means to calibrate radars according to the distance for areal rainfall quantification 
having in mind hydrological purposes after the first year of operation. The corresponding Z x R 
relations must be stratified as a function of the regional rainfall climatology, as presented above. 

In this realm, another possibility that may be considered is to employ the approach proposed 
by Trovati [261 where the river runoff Q and the reflectivity Z bear a direct relationship. 

A second alternative for monitoring rain in Amazonia is the real time composition of radar and 
satellite imagery. This is based on the procedure adopted by the RAINSAT [27] developed at the 
McGill University. 
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The essence of this technique is to compute the rainfall probability distribution: 

RS (lV,V) = 	
RR (1V,V) 

 
RR (IV,V) + R NR (IV,V) 

(6) 

where: 

JV and V are the thermal infrared and visible count values in the satellite imagery; 
R. (WV) is the number of rainfall events with (WV) associated values; and, 
R5 (IV,V) + R (IVY) is the total number of points in each (IVY) interval. 

This relation is derived from (IV,V) values within the radar range being used to calibrate the 
satellite and assumed vaiid for the whole satellite imagery. 

A preliminary proposal for the calibration radars is presented in figure 5, considering the 
regional rainfall climatology. As in the previous proposition regarding exclusively a radar network. 
the radar positioning is only approximate. 

Finally, the use of satellites alone is another alternative to be considered to monitor rainfall 
in the Amazon Region. 
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Figure 5 - Radar Network for calibration of satellite imagery in the Amazon Region with the 
goal of estimating rainfall, and isohyets (annual mean, mm). The numbers are indicative of the 

radar positions: 1 = Fonie Boa. 2 = Manaus, 3 = Cuiabá, 4 = Belém. The range presented by 
the radars is 240km. The dotted line delimitates the Legal Amazonia. 
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COMMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

The works of Brazilian authors on satellite rainfall estimation started with Cutrim [28] with 
the purpose of computing monthly rainfall values making use of GOES imagery. Presently, it deserves 
mention the research program being conducted about Amazonia at the University of Wisconsin, in 
Madison, which includes satellite rainfall studies, among other issues of relevance for the understand-
ing of the hydrologic cycle in this region E291.  Goodman et al. [301, based on previous research works 
including the one by Cutrim [281, developed the Infrared Power Law (IPL) algorithm that correlates 
the 3-hour raingauge observed precipitaion with thermal infrared GOES digital imagery counts. 

According to Achior [291 the IPL algorithm is successful in the case of heavy precipitation 
events (greaterthan 15mm/day), but is deficient in detecting small precipitation rates and no-rain cases. 
It also tends to overestimate the rainfall area, pitfall which can only be overcome by the simultaneous 
use of other channels and/or ancillary information such as radar data. 

Out of the three alternatives presented in item 4 for the rainfall remote sensing in Arnazonia, 
the one which combines radar and satellite is possibly the most appropriate, taking into account costs, 
difficulties regarding the logistics in the region and the requirements posed by the rainfall estimation 
for hydrological purposes. Regarding radar calibration, the procedure involving the use of pluviome-
ters in real time is problematic, given the rainfall nature and the difficulties presented by the area 
However, in any case, the raingauge network support still is fundamental for the remote sensing 
techniques. 

The radars shalt operate in S band, being recommended that they are built to easily allow the 
addition of further techniques, such as the Doppler processing. In this regard, it is important that the 
equipments present high sensitivity in order to detect the convergence lines from which the storms may 
develop. 

It is important to notice here the possibilities for nowcasting (typical leading times of about 2 
hours) which can be made with radars, particularly for weather systems such as the instability lines 
which develop in the region. A possible stratification of the Z x R relations as a function of the day time 
shall be investigated. 

The effective use of satellite rainfall estimation techniques in Arnazonia and the adequate 
preparation to benefit from future space missions, specially TRMM, are feasible actions which must 
be implemented in the near future. 
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POSSIBLE CLIMATIC IMPACTS OF 
AMAZONIA DEFORESTATION * 

Cartos A. Nobre ** 

I 	I 

Large-scale conversion of tropical forests into pastures or annualcrops will likely lead to changes 
in the local microclimate of those regions. Larger diurnal fluctuanons of surface temperature 
and humidity deficit, increased surface runoff during rainy periods and decreased runoffduring 
the dry season, and decreased soil moisture are to be expected. it is likely that evaporranspira-
tion will be reduced because of less available radiative energy at the canopy level since grass 
presents a higher albedo than forests, also due to reduced availability of soil moisture at the 
rooting zone primarily during the dry season. 
Coupled numerical models of the global atmosphere and biosphere have been used recently to 
assess theelfects of Amazonia deforestation on the regional and global climate. The results from 
these 0CM simulations show that if the tropical forests were replaced by degraded grass 
(pasture) in the model, there was a significant increase in surface temperature and a decrease 
in evapotrarsspiration, precipitation and runoff. There was also an increase in the length of the 
dry season which can have serious implications for the re-establishment of the tropical forests 
in the cleared areas. 
Global climate changes probably will occur if there is a marked change in rainfall patterns in 
tropical forest regions as a result ofdeforestatiors. It was also seen that tropical deforestation in 
Southeast Asia is less likely to cause large-scale changes in precipitation of that region. On the 
other band, removal of Equatorial Africa's tropical forests might result in equatorward 
expansion of the semi.arid zones to the north and south of the rainforests. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The distribution of global vegetation has traditionally been thought to be determined by local 
climate factors, primarily precipitation, radiation, and temperature and by soil type, in particular its 
water holding capacity. For instance • the bioclimatological view held that rainforesLs would exist in 
high rainfall tropical areas with short or nonexistent dry seasons where soils physical properties ensue 
high levels of available soil moisture throughout the year. In turn, the mechanisms giving rise to semi-
continuous and high rainfall rates throughout the year for those regions were thought to be solely due 

Pam of this wosk were based on 'Possible ClirnaLic Impacts of Tropical Dforestarion', by E. Salad and GirLss 
A. Nobre to appear in Clbnatic Change, and on Amaoriia Defores sathm and JegionaJ CLimae Change, by C. 
A. Nobre, P.]. ScUers and J. Sluskla(iss preparation). 

** 	CPThC/INPE, flra.il 
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to the general circulation of the atmosphere and not dependent on the underlying vegetation. This view 
has been modified in the last 15 years because controlled numerical experiments with complex models 
of the atmosphere showed thatthepresence or absence of vegetationcan influence theregional climate, 
see for example the work of Charney es aL (1977), Shukla and Mintz (1982), and a review of 0CM 
experiments of land surface processes in Mintz (1984), and Rowentree (1988). One implication of 
these results is that the current climate and vegetation may co-exist in a dynamic equilibrium that could 
be altered by large perturbations in either of the two components. 

Deforestation is rapidly progressing in Amazonia. Several sources (Fearnaide, 1989; Brasil, 
1989; Mahar, 1989; and Setzer et al., 1988) indicate that deforestation rates for theBsazilian Amazonia 
are between 30,000 and 45,000 km 2  a year. If deforestation were to continue at this rate, most of the 
Arnazonian tropical forests would disappear in 50 to 100 years. One question that arises is whether 
the large-scale deforestation in Amazonia might affect the regional climate with consequent implica-
tions for the bioLa in the region. 

Conversion of tropical rainforests into a different vegetation, most notably pastures or annual 
crops, inevitably entails majorchanges inthe ecosystem. There appears to be a consensus that this type 
of conversion changes the flora, the aquatic and land fauna, and the physico-chemical and biological 
characteristics of the soil and surface waters. There also appears to be agreement that qualitative and 
quantitative changes are caused in the biogeochemical cycles. 

Yet, when analyzing the climatic impacts involved or associated with conversion of tropical 
rain forests into pastures, the question becomes controversial. This is due to several factors, including 
in particular the difficulty of quantifying the components of the energy and Water balances in the 
undisturbed and disturbed ecosystems, and the difficulty of developing climate models at the regional 
level that will permit reliable predictions based on the changes of land use patterns to be introduced. 

Quantitatively estimating the effects that large changes in terrestrial ecosystems can have on 
temperature, circulation and rainfall has been difficult because the equilibrium climate is determined 
by complex interactions among the dynamical processes in the atmosphere and thermodynamic 
proc-eases at the Earth-atmosphere interface. 

Removal of the Amazonian forest also would have tremendous effects on species diversity and 
atmospheric chemistry (Houghton, 1985). The Amazon basin is host to roughly half of the world's 
species, and the intensity andcomplexiryofplant-animal interactions (Mori and Prance, 1987)andthe 
rapid nutrient cycling in the soils (DIas and Nortdiff, 1985) makes the region vulnerable to external 
disturbances. The Amazon is also an important natural sink of ozone and plays an important role in 
global tropospheric chemistry, including the injection of large amounts of CO 2  into the atmosphere 
from biomass burning (Fearnside, 1989; Crutzen and Andreae, 1990). The present study is mainly 
confmed to the assessment of the effects of deforestation on the physical climate system. 

A number of ecological factors are important in maintaining the forest in place in addition to 
climatic considerations. These include the complexity and intensity of inter-species relationships 
(e.g.; association of particular tree species with insect or vertebrate pollen or seed vectors), the 
dynamics of gap exploitation by young emerging trees and the maintenance of soil microclimate and 
physical environment (warm, moist well-structured soil) conducive to a dense and active soil fauna 
popelation, ranging from bacteria and fungi to earthworms and beetles. All of these ecological factors 
are vulnerable to changes in climate but they are also very sensitive to the forest patch size; it has been 
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demonstrated that below a minimum patch size, complex ecological communities rapidly 'lose' 
species and disintegrate to less diverse and more vulnerable communities. Clearly then it is not only 
the extent but the geometry of the deforestation that is important in terms of the future of the tropical 
forest biome. 

The rain forest presents unique characteristics, such as low albedo, high rates of evapotranspi 
ration and nutrient recycling, large roughness to the surface airflow, large water holding capacity of 
soils, in its interactions with the atmosphere above. These characteristics combine to maintain, in 
principle, a higher level of precipitation than would exist otherwise with a different type of vegetation 
such as savannah. Considering that evergreen rain forests exist only in places where monthly 
precipitation is not less than about 100mm in the driest months (Prance, C., 1986), then this strategy 
acts like a positive feedback for maximizing the forest's chance of survival, that is, the forest-
atmosphere interaction acts in the direction of perpetuating the forest (of course, under the primary 
control of the general circulation of the atmosphere since there is a limit to the rainforest.induced 
increase in precipitation; Nobre etal. (1990) suggest that this limit is of the order 20% to 30% when 
compared to a grassy vegetation cover). Now the transition areas (forest to savannah) to the east, south 
and north of Amazonia, where the dry season is longer and more pronounced, would be the first to be 
affected by a drier climate following massive deforestation. Those are the areas where intense 
clearings are taking place in southern and southwestern Amazonia. 

Interarmual variability of precipitation in Amazonia is large as revealed by the nver streamfiow 
record. A large part of this variability is linked to ENSO events (RicheyetaL 1989;  Nobre and Oliveira, 
1986). There are also reports showing that during severe dry spells in Amazonia extensive forest fires 
can occur (ref. cited in Stemberg, 1987). These infrequent, intense and long dry spells are usually 
linked to the simultaneous occurrence of intense ENSO episodes (Nobre and Nobre, 1990). However, 
the forest appears to be adapted to withstand these large interannual variations in precipitation and the 
sporadic occurrence of forest fires. Even at the boundaries of the forest, where the interannual 
variability is more pronounced, migration of the forest border is not observed. 

A question thatcan be asked is if the meteorological recordhas shown any changes so farwhich 
can be attributed to tropical deforestation. The forest clearings to date are not contiguous but spread 
over large areas, mostly along the region's roads. Given the yet somewhat small percentage of total 
deforestation and the fact that it is scattered over a large area, one would not expect large changes in 
the basin-scale hydrological cycle to have been already detected. Amazon streamflow integrates the 
effect of rainfall over a large area of tropical foresL It can serve therefore to detected man-induced 
changes in the hydrological cycle. To date, almost 90 years ofriverfiow data for a point near Manaus 
shows only what appears to be natural variability (Richey etal. 1989). Even the tendency for higher 
water levels in the Amazon river from 1964 through 1976, that lead Gentry and Lopes-Parody (1981) 
to conclude that it was the result of deforestation, was shown to be result of large-scale precipitation 
changes at decadal time scales (Rocha et al. 1989). However, on the local scale, deforestation has 
shown to cause significant changes in the surface and sub-surface climate for a site in Nigeria (Lawson 
etal. 1981) and Surname (Shulz, 1960). 
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2. WATER BALANCE OF THE AMAZON BASIN 

The water balance of the Amazon basin is difficult to determine due to the lack of basic data 
systematically collected over time and space. However, using existing data some attempts have been 
made to quantify the water fluxes involved. 

The observed distribution of precipitation in tropical South America shows broad areas where 
annual values reach 3 m or more: on the eastern Andean slopes and on the western coast of Colombia 
annual totals in excess of 5 m are due to the mechanical uplifting of the low level airflow due to the 
topography; along the Atlantic coast from Guianas to the state of Maranhäo, in Brazil, westward 
propagating sea-breeze squall lines account for the observed large precipitation values (in excess of 
3 m annually); the reasons for the broad precipitation maximum found over the western part of 
Amazonia are notwell understood but therehas been a suggestion (Nobre, 1983) that the concave shape 
of the Andes Mountains to the west of the precipitation maximum may favor convergence of the low 
level, predominantly easterly, moisture-laden flow. Besides these, there is an elongated secondary 
precipitation maximum, where annual values are above 2 m, extending from southwestern Amazonia 
toward the southeast and joining with the high precipitation area of the South Atlantic Convergence 
Zone (SACZ). This secondary maxima marks the northernmost position of frontal systems propagat-
ing equatorward from mid-latitudes of the Southern Hemisphere and it is a preferred position for 
frontal systems to remain quasi-stationary. The dynamics of the interactions between these frontal 
systems and tropical convection is not well understood. 

The mechanisms that explain the various precipitation maxima mentioned above are appar-
ently linked to the general circulation of the atmosphere or other local or mesoscale forcing 
(topographic uplifting, diurnal land-sea temperature contract) and do not depend to a first approxima-
tion on the underlying vegetation cover. It is likely that precipitation maxima would exist in those areas 
even in the absence of the rainforest (although at a perhaps different intensity and temporal 
distribution). 

This line of reasoning could suggest that the forested surface plays secondary role ass climate 
forcing factor. However, there is a wealth of observational evidence pointing otherwise. Table I 
suimnarizes the results of 14 studies dealing with water budget calculations for the Amazon basin: (i) 
on the basin-wide scale, several independent calculations of real evapotranspiration (see a review of 
those calculations in Salati and Nobre, 1990) all show that evapotranspiration accounts for more than 
50% of precipitation; (ii) evapotranspiration model constructed from measurements at a micromete-
orological tower near Manaus, Brazil, for more than 2 years (Shuttleworth. 1988) showed an average 
flux of water vapor into the atmosphere of 3.6 mm/day whereas the average precipitation was 7.2 mm/ 
day. 

Recently, during the Global Atmospheric Experiment - Amazon Boundary Layer Experiment 
(ABLE-2B), conducted in Amazonia during April-May 1987, Upper air data from 6 aerological 
stations in the Brazilian Amazonia was collected 4 times a day (00,06, 12 and 18 UT) during al-month 
period (13 April - 13 May, 1987). Based on this data, water balance estimates have been made for the 
area covered by the serological stations (approximately 2.2 million km2). Average precipitation in that 
area, collected in over 150 raingauges and for that 1-month period, was 290 mm; the calculated 
convergence of atmospheric water vapor transport was 127 mm. The variation of water vapor in that 
volume (storage term) during that 1-month period was -6mm, i.e., there was a slight diying from the 
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beginning to the end of the period. The area and time averaged evapotranspiration can then be 
estimated as the residual term in the atmospheric water budget equation (storage term - convergence 
term - evapotranspiration - precipitation), resulting in 157mm of evapotranspiration, or about 54% of 
precipitation, which again shows the importance of water vapor recycIing in Amazonia. 

Taken together, all the available observational evidence seems to suggest that the Amazonian 
rainforest is highly efficient in recycling water vapor back into the atmosphere. A different type of 
vegetation such as degraded pasture might not be as efficient in maintaining high rates ofevapoiranspi-
ration. Thai, with other changes, may indicate that the existence of a significant sensitivity of the 
regional climate to the presence or absence of the tropical forest. 

3. MODEL SIMULATIONS OF AMAZONIAN DEFORESTATION 

Quantitatively estimating the effects that large changes in Amazonian ecosystems can have on 
the surface energy and water budgets has been difficuk because the equilibrium climate is determined 
by the momentum and energy exchanges at the Earth-atmosphere interface, interacting with complex 
dynamical processes in the atmosphere. Results of earlier model studies were generally inconclusive, 
and sometimes conflicting, about the regional (and global) climate changes following deforestation. 
The models were of two types: either energy-box models (Lettau etal. 1979, Pottereral. 1975) orcrude 
resolution GCM's (Henderson-Sellers and Gornitz, 1984). In general, the latter lacked both spatial 
resolution and an adequate treatment of the land surface processes. For instance, their resolution was 
typically 10 deg. long. x 5 deg. lax. which would make the whole Arnazonia to be represented by a few 
grid-points. Also their representation of evapotranspiration processes was based on a 'bucket 
hydrology' paramecerization. This pararneterization was inadequate to represent evapoiranspiration 
processes over vegetated surfaces (Sellers et al. 1986) and makes it difficult to represent the complex 
changes in soil hydrology following burning and land clearance. Henderson-Sellers (1987, her Table 
I, p.  468-469) summarized the main results from these earlier model studies. 

Realistic models of biosphere have only recently been developed that can be coupled with 
realistic models of the global atmosphere (Dickinson eral. 1986, Sellers et al. 1986). The pioneering 
work of assessing climate impacts of tropical deforestations using these novel coupled biosphere-
atmosphere models was that of Dickinson and Henderson-Sellers (1988), hereafter referred to as DHS. 
in DHS the National Center for Atmospheric Researoh Community Climate Model (NCAR CCM), 
coupled to the Biosphere-Atmosphere-Transfer-Scheme (BATS) of Dickinsone: aL (1986), was used 
with a horizontal resolution of 75 deg. long. x 4.5 deg. lat. to study the effects of Amazonia 
deforestation. When the model's rainforests over Amazonia were replaced by degraded pasture, 
surface temperatures increased by 3 to 5 C and evapotranspiralion decreased over the region. The 
increase in surface temperature was attributed mostly to the decreased roughness length of the grass 
vegetation compared to that of forest and the reduction of evapotranspiration was mostly due to less 
absorbed solar radiation for grass given its higher albedo. Some difficulties were reported in the 
parameterization of incident solar radiation and of interception loss (Shuttleworth and Dickinson, 
1989; Dickinson, 1989a and 1989b) that caused unrealistically high net radiation. 

More recently two 0CM simulations of tropical deforestation were conducted. One at the UK 
Meteorological Office (Lean and Warriow, 1989, hereafter referred to as LW) and another at the 
Center for Ocean-Land-Atmosphere Interactions (COLA) (Shukia, Nobre and Sellers, 1990. hereafter 
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referred to as SNS). In LW the model's horizontal resolution was 4.5 deg. long. x 3.5 deg. lat. and all 
the model's vegetation north of 30 S in South America was replaced by grass. Although the total area 
in which the model's vegetation changed was almost twice that used in DHS and in SNS, their results 
were similar to those inDHS: increased surface temperature by 2.5 C anddecreased evapotranspiration 
for the pasture scenario compared to the forest one. Additionally, it was found that simulated 
precipitation was reduced over Ainazonia. As in DHS the increase on surface temperature was 
attributed to the decrease in roughness length. Table 2 (adapted from Table 3 of LW) summarizes the 
main results of their study. In SNS the COLA 0CM, coupled to the Simple Biosphere Model (SIB) 
of Sellers etal. (1986), was used with a horizontal resolution of 2.8 deg. long. x 1.8 deg. lat. —i.e., the 
simulation with the highest horizontal resolution among the 3 studies— and the model's Amazonian 
tropical forests were replaced by degraded grass. The main results of SNS are summarized in Tables 
3 and 4 for the surface energy and water balances in Amazonia, respectively (adapted from Tables 1 
and 2 of SNS) and described below. 

Surface and soil temperature were warmer by 1 to 3 C in the deforested than in the control cases. 
The relative warming of the deforested land surface and the overlying air is consistent with the 
reduction in ev apotranspiration and the lower surface roughness lengtk The annual mean surface 
energy budget (Table 3) for Amazenia in the two simulations shows that absorbed solar radiation at 
the surface is reduced in the deforestation case (186 W/m 2) relative to the control case (204 W/m2 ) 

because of the higher albedo (21.6%) for grassland compared to forest (12.5%). That plus the larger 
outgoing longwave radiation from the surface due to the higher surface temperature in the deforested 
case result that the amount of net radiative energy available at the surface for partition into latent and 
sensible heat flux is smaller in the deforested case (146 W/m) than in the control case (172 W/m 2). 
Also, as remarked in SNS, less precipitation is intercepted and re-evaporated as the surface roughness 
and the canopy water holding capacity of the pasture are relatively small. Furthermore, the 
transpiration rates are reduced due to the reduced soil moisture holding capacity for the soils under 
pasture. 

An interesting result was that the reduction in calculated annual precipitation (642mm) was 
larger than the reduction in evapotranspiration (496 mm), as seen in Table 4, what suggests that 
changes in the atmospheric circulation may act to reduce further the convergence of moisture flux in 
the region, a result that could not have been anticipated without the use of a dynamical model of the 
atmosphere, as noted in SNS. This, in turn, implies that runoff also decreased for the deforested case,, 
a result also found in LW (Table 2), since the decrease in precipitation was larger than the decrease 
in evapotranspiratlon. 

Taken together the results of these three studies seem to suggest the existence of a significant 
sensitivity of the regional climate to the removal of the tropical forest. In general, the somewhat short 
period of integration in these studies precludes drawing conclusions on the significance of global 
climate changes or even climate changes in regions adjacent to Amazonia. 

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The conversion of tropical forested areas into pastures or other types of short vegetation will 
cause changes in the microclimate of the disturbed areas. If the size of the perturbed area is sufficiently 
large, even the regional climate may be altered. Depending on the scale of these alterations, they may 
cause climate changes at the global level and affect regions distant from the tropical forests. 
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4.1 	Local changes in climate 

Changes will occur in albedo, and energy and water balances. There will be a tendency toward 
less water infiltration and more runoff during rainy periods and less runoff during prolonged dry 
p&ods. 

Shuttleworth (1988) suggests that there might be a reduction between 10 and 201YO in the 
evapotranspiration for pastures as compared to the rainforest mostly due to the higher albedo (thus, 
smaller available energy other things being equal) of grass compared to the albedo of tropical forests. 
That reduction, in turn, might cause rainfall to decrease by 109i, he suggested. Yet, this hypothetical 
scenario takes into accountonly changes in evapotranspiration due to changes in the availableradiative 
energy. Important changes also would occur due to the decrease in surface roughness and at the soil 
level. Loss of top soil organic matter and soil fauna, compaction due to agricultural practices and 
overgrazing, and soil erosion may cause large changes in the physical and chemical characteristics of 
the predominantly clay soils of the Arnazonian terra firine forest. Those changes likely would combine 
to reduce infiltration rates drastically, increase surface runoff during rainy periods, and decrease soil 
moisture in the shallower rooting zone of the grass vegetation primarily during the dry season. 
Decreased soil moisture availability also would contribute to reduce evapotranspiration. 

Comparative measurements of the diurnal cycle of canopy and subsurface temperature at 
cleared and forested sites in Ibadan, Nigeria (Lawson et at., 1981) and in Surinam (Shulz, 1960) 
showed a large increase of soil (>5 C) and air (>3 C) temperatures for the cleared areas compared to 
the forested ones. Not being in the shade of a tall canopy, the diurnal fluctuation of ground temperature 
and humidity deficit was much larger for the cleared sites in these 2 studies as well. Those changes 
in soil microclimate will have a profound effect on the biological, chemical and physical processes in 
the top soil layer. Plant, animal and microorganisms living in that layer will experience temperature, 
humidity deficit and water stresses not present in the remarkably constant microclimate of the forest 
floor. 

4.2 Regional climate changes 

The summation of local climate change over sufficiently large quasi-contiguous areas (say 
larger than 1 million 2)  might change water vapor transports and the water balance at a regional level 
with consequent changes in the energy balance. Climatic alterations and the scale at which they occur 
depend on the geographic location and its geomorphology. For instance, even small changes in the 
low level wind regime on mountainous areas such as the Andean Cordillera can cause a large change 
in the temporal and geographical distribution of rainfall. It is not possible yet to predict accurately 
regional climate changes associated with the observed patterns of deforestation by means of climate 
model simulations. An important reason for such limitation is that when current climate models are 
integrated in a control mode, i.e., attempting to mimic the observed climate, they commonly fail to 
represent important aspects of the regional climate. One problem is, of course, resolution. It is 
expected that only when model resolution becomes of the order of 100 kin (current climate model 
resolution is typically between 200 and 500 kin) will the models probably capture the finer details of 
the regional climate. Yet, the results of three recent climate model simulations of Amazania 
deforestation, reviewed in the previous section, suggest the following changes at the regional level to 
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be likely following extensive deforestation of tropical forests: increase in surface and soil temperature 
and in the diurnal fluctuation of temperature and specific humidity deficit, and a reduction of 
evapotranspiration., precipitation, and PBL moisture. In two of the three studies (LW and SNS), yearly 
averaged runoff decreased for Arnazonia as a whole for the pasture vegetation compared to forest. The 
annual reduction in rainfall in these two simulations was larger than the corresponding reduction in 
evapotranspiration, thus explaining the reduction in runoff. It is likely, however, that runoff will 
increase following rainy periods, that is, runoff (and nver streamflow) would be higher after 
deforestation during the rainy season and decrease during the dry season. 

The average low-level airflow over tropical South America east of the Andes shows that 
moisture flow is directed from Ainazonia toward Central Brazil. Thus the water vapor for Central 
Brazil precipitation comes mostly from Amazonia: any change in the water vapor transports could 
conceivably affect precipitation in that region, even when one realizes that the main rain-producing 
mechanism in that area is due to the influence of frontal systems coming from the mid-latitudes of the 
Southern Hemisphere. The model results in Nobre et al. (1990) have shown a smaller decrease in 
precipitation in Central Brazil. That decrease, however, could to be attributed to smaller southward 
moisture flux from Asnazonia since that flux did not change appreciably: specific humidity decreased 
but wind speed increased slightly. 

Another point of interest is the large precipitation rates of western Amazonia. On average, the 
atmospheric column in that area has apparently more water vapor than near the Atlantic coast. The 
Atlantic ocean is, of course, the major supply of water vapor to Amazonia. Considering that western 
Amazonia is between 2 and 3 thousand km inland from the main oceanic water vapor source, recycling 
of water vapor through evapotranspiration is clearly very important. A decreased water vapor flux to 
the west as the model results shows also might imply decreased precipitation in those areas, even in 
the absence of large scale deforestation there. More locally, it is important to mention that the very 
high precipitation rates observed on the eastern Andean slopes (up to 5 meter annually in the Peruvian 
and Colombian Andean slopes) must be somewhat related not only to the mechanical uplifting of the 
airflow but also to the amount of moisture being transported. The maintenance of these very large 
precipitation rates andresulting lack of a dry season, is thought to contribute to the tremendous species 
diversity —reportedly to be the largest in the world— in Colombian Amazonia. Therefore even small 
changes in precipitation regimes in the eastern Andean slopes could have profound effects on species 
diversity in that area. 

4.3 Global changes 

Tounderstand andpredictanypossible large-scale climatechange due to tropical deforestation 
it is crucial to know to what extent the rainfall patterns will change when rainforests are converted into 
grasslands. It is well known that the tropical regions function as atmospheric heat sources through the 
release of latent heat of condensation in convective clouds. The heat so released drives large-scale 
tropical circulations (of the Fladley-Walker type) with ascending motion over the tropical regions, 
mostly over Arnazonia, tropical Africa and Indonesia-western Pacific region and descending motion 
over the dry subtropic, primarily over the subtropical oceans. it is conceivable that a significant 
reduction in rainfall over Amazonia (say, greater than 20% reduction as the model simulations 
described in LW and SNS suggest) might have an effect in these tropical circulations. However, it is 
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unclear what these changes would be and how they would manifest themselves in terms of climate 
changes in the tropics, but away from theperturbed areas, and in the extra-tropics. Regarding the extra-
tropics, it is interesting to note the suggestion by Paegle (1987) of a possible link between tropical 
convection and quasi-stationary features of the large-scale circulation over North America. He 
suggests that the westward shift of the subtropical jetstream from the east coast of North America in 
boreal winter to the east coast in spring and a concomitant westward shift of the North American long-
wave trough may be linked to the seasonal, northwestward migration of the area of rainfall maxima 
over tropical South America from Central Amazonia in January-Febniary to Central America in June-
July. 

Tropical forest areas also have a characteristic energy balance that contributes to the transport 
of energy as latent heat (water vapor) from the equatorial regions to those of greater latitude. This is 
particularly conspicuous in Central Brazil, southern Bolivia, Paraguay and northern Argentina where, 
due to the generally southward low level circulation, most of the water vapor present in those regions 
comes from Amazonia. Therefore, changes in atmospheric moisture in Amazonia due to deforestation 
might have an impact on the precipitation of the adjacent regions to the south. 

So far we have focused our attention mostly on the Amazonian tropical forest. Can we say 
anything about climatic impacts arising from removal of tropical forests in Equatorial Africa and 
Southeast Asia? It is likely that at the microclimate level the effects will be quite similar: higher near-
ground temperatures and larger diurnal fluctuations of temperature and humidity deficit, increased 
runoff during rainy periods and decreased runoff during the thy season, decreased soil moisture and, 
possibly decreased evapotranspiration. The question whether there would be a significant change in 
precipitation is a complex one. For Southeast Asia large-scale changes in precipitation are less likely 
since the precipitation climate of that area of the western Pacific and indian Oceans is controlled by 
large-scale features: on one hand, the precipitation distribution responds to the high sea surface 
temperatures (SST >28 C) that are conducive to large rates of evaporation besides a tendency for the 
low level air to converge from areas of lower SST to areas with higher SST; these two factors enable 
cloud formation and high precipitation. On the other hand, land-sea heating contrast drives the 
monsoonal circulations of Southeast Asia. The monsoonal circulations account for the copious rainfall 
observed in that area. 

In Africa there is, at least theoretically, the possibility that the removal of the tropical forest 
might influence the regional climate. A biophysical feedback mechanism as proposed by Charney et 
al. (1977) might cause an enhancement in aridification along the northern and southern boundaries of 
the forest. For reasons similar to the ones discussed in the earlier session, the changes in albedo, surface 
roughness and soil moisture caused by replacement of forest by overgrazed pasture would result in 
decreased precipitation. That could, in turn, induce further clearings deeper into the forest. However, 
this question is not settled yet because interarmual and longer-term rainfall variability in Tropical 
Africa is apparently also connected to planetary-scale phenomena, notably global SST distributions. 

Finally can we say anything on the ecological implications of the possibility of a future drier 
and warmer climate in Amazonia following extensive deforestation? The decrease in precipitation 
suggested by the simulation studies for the deforested case is associated with a longer and more 
pronounced dry season. The authors in SNS remark that "[Tihe lack of an extended dry season 
apparently sustains the current tropical forests, and therefore, a lengthening of the dry season could 
have serious ecological implications. Among other effects, the frequency and intensity of forest fires 
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could increase significantly and the life-cycles of pollination vectors could be perturbed... Changes 
in the region's hydrological cycle and the disruption of complex plant-animal relations could be so 
profound that once the tropical foresis were destroyed, they might not be able to re-establish 
themselves." The authors then conclude that a "complete and rapid destruction of the Amazon tropical 
forest could be irreversible." Therefore, there might be a tendency of 'savarmiration' of Ainazoni& 
Two characteristics of such vegetation make it particularly adapted to the foreseeable new climate: 
they can endure a 6-month dry season and they are fire-adapted (actually lire has played an important 
role in their ecological evolution as ithas done for the savannah vegetation to thenorth of the rainforest, 
theGranSabana,inVenezuela(Sanforde:aL 1985, Sternberg, 1987). Amazonia is surrounded to the 
south, east and north by savanna-like vegetation. Any trend toward 'savannization' in Amazonia 
would likely be seen first in the transition forests straddled between the rainforest and the savanna 
because in those areas the dry season is usually longer than in the rainforest. This implies that any 
increase in the duration of the dry season in those regions might make it unsuitable for the re-
establishment of the rainforest. 
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Table 2— Summary of Surface Variables for Corstrol (C) and Deforested (D) Simulations 
Averaged over 3 years for Amazonia (From: Lean and Warrilow, 1989) 

	

Surface Vasiable 	C 	 D 

Evaporation (red4 ) 	 3.12 	 2.27 	 (-27.2%) 

Precipitation (md') 	 6.60 	 5.26 	 (-20.3%) 

Soil Moisture (cm) 	 16.13 	 6.66 	 (-58.7%) 

Runoff (md') 	 340 	 3.00 	 (-11.9%) 

Net Radiation (Wm) 	 147.29 	 125.96 	 (-14.4%) 

Temperature (°C) 	 23.55 	 25.98 	 (+10.3%) 

Sensible Heat (Wm 2) 	 57.19 	 60.15 	 (+ 5.2%) 

Bowen Ratio 	 0.85 	 1.50 	 (+76.5%) 

Table 3—Mean surface energy budget for Amazotiia. The data are 12-month mean (January to 

December) values. Values are in W/tn 2 , except for B and a which are nondimensional, and T 
which is in °C. S is insolation; a is albedo; L is net upward Iongwave radiation; R. is available 

radiative energy; E  is transpiration plus soil evaporation; E 1  is interception loss; E is Evaporranspi- 
ration = E plus  EL;  H is sensible heating; 0 is ground heat flux; B is the Bowen Ratio (H/E); and 

T. is surface temperature (From: Shukia, Nobre and Sellers, 1990) 

S 	(1..)S 	L. 	R. 	Si 	E, 	S 	H 	(1 	5 	• 

CGnhid 	233 	24 	.32 	172 	91 	37 	128 	44 	C 	034 	12.5 	135 

)fotiian 	237 	186 	40 	148 	46 	26 	90 	5 	0 	2.62 	21.6 	26.5 

Dlffem,c. 	4 	.18 	.8 	-26 	-27 	-11 	-38 	+12 	0 	-2.28 	9.1 	-23 
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Table 4 - Mean water budget for Arnazonia. The data are 12-month mean (January to Decem-. 
ber) values. Values E and P are in mm/year; PW is in mm. P is total precipitation; E is 

evapotranspirarion; and PW is precipitable water (From: Shukia, Nobre and Sellers 1990). 

P E (E-P) E/P PW 

Control 	2464 1657 807 0.67 37.7 

Deforestation 	1821 1161 -661 0.63 354 

Difference 	-642 -496 +146 -0.04 -23 

Change (in percent) 	-26.1 -30.0 +18.0 -5.9 -6.1 
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CLIMATE VARIABILITY AND ITS EFFECTS 
ON AMAZONIAN HYDROLOGY 

Luiz Carlos Balthcero Molion * 

A DOTDA('T 

The hydrologic processes in Amazonia vary widely from year to year due to natural changes in 
the atmospheric conditions. This paper reviews the dynamic mechanisms that preduce rasnfall 
in the Region and their fluctuations due to interannual variabiliryof the large-scaleatmospheric 
circulations, associated with El Nina - Southern Oscillation phenomenon (ENSO), and 
blocking patterns of the atmospheric flow, it is also hypothesized that the observed trends in 
precipitation, as well as runoff, reported by Rocha etal. (1989), may be related to a higher 
frequency of positive phases of ENSO and/or the presence of low latitude stratospheric volcanic 
aerosols over Arnazonia, which influence the heating of the Andean Altiplano, thus the 
seasonal development of the upper tropospheric anticyclone over tropical South America 
(Bolivian High). 

INTRODUCTION 

The hydrologic cycle is an mtegrated product of the climate and of the biogeophysicaf 
attributes of the surface. On the other hand, it exerts an influence on climate which goes beyond the 
interaction between the at.mospheric moisture, rainfall and runoff. It is the major single heat source 
for the atmosphere, in the form of latent heat which is released, mainly in the tropics, through the 
condensaLion of atmosphenc moisture into clouds and rainfall. 

Studies on identification of climatic fluctuations are most of the time inconclusive since the 
climate, hence the hydrologic cycle, present an intrinsic variability, both in space and time which is 
not adequately known. At sea level, the climate spatial variability results mainly from the differential 
absorption of solar radiation by continents and oceans, unevenly distributed on the planet's surface. 
This, together with its rotation, establish the general circulations of the atmosphere and of the oceans, 
which red jsti-jbute the heat and determine the climates over the continents; the local climate, in turn, 
is modified through the dynamic coupling between the atmosphere and the biogeophysical character-
istics of the underlying surface, particularly the topography and the nature of the surface cover. The 
temporal variability is more complex since, besides the factors above, it depends on external controls, 
such as the variation of the solar energy output (solar constani) and Earth orbital parameters, and on 
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internal controls, such as the chemical composition of the atmosphere. In addition, man's actions in 
changing the environment, which are occurring at unprecedented rates, may be contributing inadver-
tently to the variability observed today. The anthropogenic contribution cannot be isolated from the 
natural changes with the present scientific knowledge. 

This paper reviews the interannual, i.e., the year-to-year, variability of rainfall in Ainazonia 
and associated physical mechanisms classified by their inherent spatial scales. Rainfall was selected 
because it is the most significantclunatologicalvariable for the tropics anduntilrccently its interannual 
variability was thought to be negligible. With climatic changes due to man's actions in modifying the 
environment, this variable is also expected to change; particular attention is given here to the impacts 
of a large scale deforestation on the hydrologic cycle components. 

2. SCALES OF RAINFALL PRODUCING MECHANISMS 

The physical mechanisms thatproduce convection, cloud formation and rainfall in Amazonia 
may be classified in five broad spatial scales described becw. 

Continental or large scale 

The solar radiation absorbed at the surface is primarily used for evaporating water (latent heat) 
and for heating the air (sensible heat) near the ground. In Central Amazonia, niicrometeorological 
studies (e.g., Molion, 1987; Shuuleworth, 1988) have shown that 80% to 90% of the available energy 
is used for evapotranspiration and the rest for heating up the air. Over the continent, the humid w arm 
air is displaced upward (convection) and in its ascent, itexpands and cools condensing its moisture and 
releasing the enormous amount of energy (latent heat) used in the evaporation process. Mass 
continuity requires the ascending, after drying out, to sink over the adjacent oceans, closing a direct 
or thermal circulation cell, as shown schematically in Figure 1. The thermal circulation induces low 
atmospheric pressures (Low) and mass convergence at low level and high pressures (High) and mass 
divergence at upper tropospheric levels. The High over Amazonia seems to be 'anchored' to the 
Andean Altiplano, since this is a heat source practically in the middle of the troposphere, hence its 
denomination as Bolivian High. The seasonal variability of the Bolivian High, both in intensity and 
position, is linked directly to the spatial and temporal distribution of the rainfall (Kousky and Kayano, 
1981). During the Southern Hemisphere summer, the High is well developed and covers practically 
the entire Amazonas Basin, which, at this time, receives maximum rainfall. When the High weakens 
and moves progressively northwestward during the winter, the southern and eastern sectors of the 
Basin experience their dry season, whichcan lastbetween two (central) to six months (east and south); 
the northwest, however, is always under the influence of the High and, therefore, does not show a 
marked dry season. In September, the High starts its way back towards the Brazilian Central Plateau, 
moving close to the Andes Cordillera, and only in November-December the rainy season is fully 
reestablished in the whole Basin. 

Inspection of satellite imagery suggests that the presence of the High is not continuous but it 
appears to have a pulsation period of 10 to 15 days. That is, it develops initially due to the surface 
healing and it is maintained by latent heat release; after 10 days or so,it decays, probably due to the 
persistent cloudiness culling off solar radiation, a possible negative feedback. 
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Another element of the large-scale circulation, which generates rainfall over the northeastern 
coast of Amazonia and northern coast of South America, is the Intertropical ConvergenceZone in the 
Atlantic (ITCZA). The ITCZA is the confluence of Northern and Southern Hemispheres Trade winds. 
Hastenrath and Lamb (1977) showed that the ITCTh moves southward progressively from its 
northernmost position during the Southern Hemisphere winter (July) and reaches its southernmost 
position by the end of summer (March). Apparently, it follows the relative motion of the Sun with a 
lag of about three months. The 1TCZA is responsible for part of the annual rainfall totals during its 
passage over the Amazonian coast; there is no evidence of a continental ITCZA during the summer, 
as reported by some authors (e.g., Trewartha, 1961; Ratisbona, 1976). 

Sinoptic scale 

The characteristic length of this scale is 1,000km and the most important dynamic mechanism 
of rainfall production is the cold fronts or frontal systems. Several authors (e.g., Trewartha, 1961; 
Parmenter, 1976; Ratisbona, 1976) have described the effects of Southern Hemisphere frontal systems 
penetration into Amazonia during the winterofthathemisphcre. Most of these description emphasized 
the sharp 15-200C decrease in temperature, which lasts for 3-5 days, and its consequence to the 
environment. Frontal systems, however, can penetrate Amazonia any time of the year, organizing 
convection and rainfall. Oliveira (1986), inspecting ten years of geostationary satellite imagery, 
showed that many frontal systems, especially during the summer, move equatorward along the 
Brazilian eastern coast, and organize convection and intensify rainfall over Amazonia. Over the 
continent, they are generally orientedNW-SE and cross thecoastbetween latitudes 15°-25° S. In some 
years, these systems remain stationary in this position, establishing a region of convergence with the 
Trade winds which was denominated South American Convergence Zone (SACZ) and producing high 
rainfall totals. In these occasions, the Amazonas right bank tributaries are subject to high flooding. 

Northern Hemisphere frontal systems may also influence rainfall in Amazonia directly. 
Molion etal. (1987) presented a case-study for February 1980. when the successive passage of frontal 
systems over the Subtropical Atlantic favoured the penetration of relatively cold and dry air of that 
hemisphere into Aznazonia. The cold and dry air mass helped in organizing an east-west convective 
cloud band, along latitude 7°S, which was intensified by the merging Southern Hemisphere frontal 
system. This event produced high rainfall totals especially in Central Brazil, where several stations 
recorded over 200 mm in 24 hours. 

SubsinopUc scale 

This scale has typical lengths between 500-1.000 km and the active atmospheric systems are 
the instability or squall lines and the large Cbs clusters. 

In the absence of large-scale forcing, the development of convective cells starts in the mid-
morning. These cells undergo a selection process by which the larger ones grow, forming clusters or 
lines, whereas the smaller ones are suppressed. The formation of a line or a cluster depends on the 
tropospheric flow pattern. With a moderate wind field, the descending currents (downdrafts) of the 
original cell act as a mini-frontal zones raising the ambient humid air. The new cell, which originated 
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from this forced convection, will form in an arched line downwind (Figure 2a.). When the wind field 
is weak, the new cells surround the mother-cell as a ring or cluster that continues to grow at the espenses 
of downdrafts (Figure 2b.). 

Cavalcanti (1982) demonstrated that the convergence associate with sea breeze circulation 
organizes convection in a linear fashion over coastal areas near the mouth of Amazonas River. In some 
occasions, these lines propagate inland, reaching the Andes in about 48 hours (Molion and Kousky, 
1985). Recently, Cohen etal. (1989) analyzed eight years of geostationary satellite imagery, and with 
additional surface and upper- airdata. were able to identify some of thephysical characteristics of these 
instability lines. The highest frequency of lines occurred in July, when the ITCZA is farther north and 
a secondary maximum was apparent in April, when the ITCZA is at its southernmost position. Of the 
total observed coastal lines, only 27% propagated more than400 km inland and some ofthesereached 
over 2.000 km, with typical propagation speeds of about 12-16 ms 1  and remaining active some 12-
21 hours. The characteristic length and width were 1.500 km and 170 km. respectively. Cohen etal. 
(1989) did not study the contribution of these instability lines to the regional rainfall totals; they only 
commented that45% of the eastern Amazonian rainfall may be due to these lines. 

The convergence of the sea breeze may not be the only mechanism to give origin to these 
transient disturbances, since it was observed that some of them develop during the night-time. Some 
of these lines may be associated with waves in the Trade wind field triggered by frontal systems deep 
penetration over the subtropical Atlantic, sometimes reaching the geographic equator. In the absence 
of atmospheric blocking patterns, these deep penetrations occur during the whole year, mainly in 
periods when the ITCZA is in its extreme positions, particularly the northern position (July). 

Meso and microscales 

The mesoscale or GCMs grid scale has a typical length of 100 km. The most common weather 
features in this scale are the convective cell and clusters of Cbs, which produce intense precipitation 
but of short duration and random distribution. Due to the high instability of the local air masses, most 
of the times small hills, 100-200 meters high, are sufficient to lift the atmospheric flow to the 
condensation level; the convective cells, that form in this process, grow selectively. 

Molion and Dallarosa (1990) analyzed data of two sets of raingauges, one, with a Il year 
record, installed along longitude 56°W and another, with 10 year record, along longitude 60°W and 
showed that raingauges near the Amazonas River recorded an annual average rainfall 20% to 30% less 
than the gauges 30 to 100km away from the large river. During the driest trimester (July-September), 
the difference was more striking, 97% and 35%, respectively. They attributed the catching reduction 
mainly to the riverbreeze circulation, since it can easily develop in areas where the river is sufficiently 
large, i.e., wider than 10 km. As a matter of fact, inspecting high resolution meteorological satellite 
visible imagery, one notices that clouds form mainly on the river banks leaving the main channels 
visible from space. The existence of the river breeze can alter the local convection, hence the rainfall 
patterns. 

The microscale mechanisms have characteristic lengths between 1 to 10km, and the most 
commons are the small convective cells, which form during the morning hours and precipitate around 
14-15 hs local time. The rainfall from these clouds may not be as important for the local hydrology 
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as they are for the existence of the tropical forest. The increasing cloudiness in mid-morning reduces 
the sun radiation load during the time which is more intense and the subsequent light showers wet the 
canopy which is kept cool through evaporation of intercepted water, so plants are not required to 
transpire. 

3. INTERANNUAL VARIAB1LtTY 

The physical causes of the interannual variability of rainfall in Aznazonia are not adequately 
understood yet, but IL is surely linked to the spatial and temporal variability of the equatorial latent beat 
sources. One of the phenomena that greatly modify both the positioning and intensity of the heat 
sources is the El Niño - Southern Oscillation (ENSO) events. The association of ENSO (negative phase 
of SO) event and the reduction of rainfall occurs because the ascending branch of the Walker 
Circulation (east-west component), located over the Amazonas Basin, is displaced westward over the 
abnormally warm East Pacific ocean and intensified due to strong convection. The descending branch 
covers the whole Amazonia, the adjacent Atlantic reaching the African continent. The subsidence 
suppresses convection and thus rainfall is dramatically reduced. 

Figure 3 (Kayano and Moura, 1983) shows isolines of deviations of rainfall from the mean, 
nonnalized by the standard-deviation, for the period February-May 1958, year when a strong ENSO 
eventoccurred. Overparts of Amazonia and West Africa itis noticeablereductionofrainfail inexcess 
of 1.8 standard-deviations. For the period January-May 1983, year in which happened the strongest 
ENSO of the century, Kousky et al. (1984) commented that some selected stations in Amazonia 
presented over 30% reduction of rainfall. Similarly, Nobre and Renno (1985), using all available 
station, reported rainfall 70% below normal for January-February 1983, being that the driest February 
in the last 50 yearperiod. 

Figure 4, adapted from Kayano and Mourn (1987). shows rainfall reductions in excess of 05 
standard-deviations for the entire Amazonia during the hydrologic year 1982-83. 

If in one hand the negative phase of SO is associated with reductions of rainfall, in the other, 
during the positive phase of SO, the so called Anti-El Niflo, it has been observed an increase of the 
convective activity and consequent increase of rainfall over Amazonia. Typical Anti-El Nino 
examples are the hydrologic years 1975176 and 1988/89 when the Negro River, in Manaus, recorded 
the second and the third highest levels of the century, respectively. 

Figure 5, extracted from Ran and Hada (1987), shows isolines of correlation coefficient 
between the Southern Oscillation Index (SOT) and precipitation over Brazil during the trimester 
September-November using 41 year data record. The positive correlation coefficient exceeding 0.6 
are found in northeast Amazonia, suggesting strong coupling between the SO and rainfall in that pan 
of the Basin. 

The precipitation data point analysis, however, not always reflects the magnitude and 
extension of the convective activity and associated rainfall, due to inadequate spatial distribution of 
gauges in the Region. Molion and Moraes (1987) correlated a series of SOT with series of discharge 
of selected rivers in South America. For the Trombetas River, leitbank tributary of Amazonas around 
longitude56°W, the correlation coefficients were positive and higher than 0.8, implying that when the 
SOl are negative (El Niflo years) the discharges are below the normal and vice-versa. Just as an 
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example, one day in February 1983, the observed river discharge near the mouth was 47 m 3 s 1 , the 
lowest recorded so far, the long term average discharge for this month is 2.100 m¼'. The authors also 
noticed that there exists a three-month lag between the SOl and the discharge and suggested that, since 
the SOl is the leader, it might be used for discharge forecasts for this large river. 

Other mechanisms besides ENSO may cause variation in rainfall in Amazonia. Moura and 
Shukla (1981) showed that when the sea surfe temperature (SST) in the North Atlantic were above 
normal and simultaneously the SST in the South Atlantic were below normal, the ITCZA remained 
northward of its normal position and the descending branch of Hadley Cell was intensified, causing 
strong subsidence over Central and Eastern Amazonia, reducing convection and rainfall. 

As mentioned before, the Southern Hemisphere frontal systems are important large-scale 
mechanisms organizing convection in Amazonia. This penetration may be affected by atmospheric 
flow blocking patterns which occur in some years over the southern pan of the continent and over 
adjacent areas of the Pacific Ocean. In years that present high blocking frequency, a smallernumber 
of frontal systems penetrate Amazonia and rainfall is reduced. 

Itis possible also that precipitation decrease is associated with a reduced heating of the Andean 
Altiplano, and consequent weakening of the Bolivian High, during periods of strong volcanic activities 
in the tropics. The presence of volcanic aerosols in the stratosphere reduces the solar radiation during 
several months. Dc Luise (1983), for example, observed reductions up to 7% durmg El Chichón 
eruption in Mexico in April 1983. With reduced solar radiation, the Altiplano might be cooler, 
resulting in an increased atmospheric stability, reduction of convection and consequent weakening of 
the divergence in the upper troposphere; this, in turn would reduce precipitation. This hypothesis, 
however, is of difficult verification since the stratospheric aerosol concentrations must be. first 
expressive, and second its positioning must be timed up with the Amazonian rainy season. That is, f 
the aerosols were not over Amazoma at the proper time, the rainfall would not be affected. 
Coincidentally, during recent eruptions of El Chichón and Nevado del RuIz (November1985), whose 
effects might well have been added to the ENSO events of those years, reductions of the Arna.zonian 
rainfall were observed. On the other hand, if aerosols cover tropical areas distant from Amazoni a, the 
reverse might occur, that is, the Region would berelatively warmer than the surroundings due to higher 
transparency of thelocal atmosphere to solarradiation, thus enhanced convection would promote more 
rainfall, whereas subsiding motion would dominate the areas elsewhere under influence of aerosols. 
In the literature, other possible climatic effects related to volcanic aerosols have been described. 
Handler and Andsager (1990), forexamplc, suggested thatthere is statistically significant relationship 
between the occurrence of ENSO events and the presence of volcanic aerosols in the stratosphere of 
low latitudes. 

in addition to the observed interannual variation, longer term variations seem to be apparent. 
Rocha eral. (1989) noticed apositive trend of rainfall in several Amazonian stations, which lasted for 
10 to 15 years, from the beginning of the 60s until the middle of 70s. There is no adequate explanation 
for these trends yet. One of the possible hypotheses is that the long term trends may be associated with 
higher frequency of SO positive phase (Anti-El Nib) events. In the interval 1961-76, in eleven out 
of sixteen years, the sea surface temperatures of the Central Pacific, between 90 °W and 1 60°W, were 
below normal (Figure 6). Besides, during this period, the strongest ENSO event occurred in 1972, but 
in January 1983 the atmospheric circulation had changed already so that the 1972 ENSO event did not 
affect severely the rainy season as it was evidenced by the excess of precipitation recorded in some 
stations in Central Amazonia. As it was stated before, the SO positive phase is associated with 
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precipitation above normal in most of Amazonia. Another hypothesis is that long-term trends might 
be linked to the variation in heating the Andean Altiplano and the intensity of the high troposphere 
divergence (Bolivian High) due to the presence of volcanic aerosols in the stratosphere, as mentioned 
before. During the period 1963-74, higher than normal volcanic activity was observed in equatorial 
regions distant from Amazonia (see e.g. Handler and Andsager, 1990). 

CONCLUDiNG REMARKS 

Changes in rainfall due to man's action in modifying the landscape are controversial issues, 
mainly due to the difficulty in separating these changes from the natural ones. The effects on small 
scale apparently are better accepted. For example, it is said that extensive urbanization might have 
caused increase in rainfall due to enhanced surface aerodynamic roughness and the heatisland' effect. 
Introduction of artificial lakes was estimated to have caused increments in rainfall up to 50% 
downwind, not because enlarged atmospheric moisture content due to evaporation but because of the 
establishment of an additional rain-producing mechanism, the lake breeze. The large-scale effects, 
however, have been taken with skepticism. For example, Soviet scientists claimed an increase of 1% 
to 2% in rainfall due to icrigation of an area of about half million square kilometres. These percentages 
are within the limits of raingauge detection. 

In Amazonia, abouthalfof precipitation depends on local evapotranspiration (Molion, 1975). 
A large-scale land use transformation, from tropical humid forests to crop or pasture fields, reduces 
evapoiranspiration and, consequently, local rainfall. Climate simulation models (GCMs) were used 
recently to test the effects of deforestation on the local climate (Dickinson and Henderson-Sellers, 
1988 Lean and Warrilow, 1989; Shukla €1 al., 1990). The results suggested a 20% to 30% reduction 
in rainfall over the Basin. The evapotranspiration was reduced up to 50% in areas with high rainfall 
totals. Another important component of the hydrologic cycle, the total runoff, showed reductions 
between 10% to 20%. The GCMs results also implied that deforestation may change both the spatial 
and temporal distribution of hydrologic variables and increase the length of the dry season. In addition, 
reduction of infiltration due to soil compaction, decreases the water availability for crops, increasing 
the frequency of plans water stress. 

Besides these direct eff,removing the forestprotective canopy exposes the fragile soils to 
intense tropical rainfall increasing erosion significantly. Jannson (1982) revised the literature on 
tropical soil erosion and found erosion rates up to 334 metric tons of soil per hectare per year, that is, 
a layer of about one inch may be washed away every year. Erosion causes river channels silting, 
changes the water quality and the aquatic life. 

The impacts that deforestation might have on the global climate are controversial issues and 
they were discussed in more details by Molion (1990). The reduction of rainfall due to deforestation 
decreases latent heat release in the Amazonian troposphere arid, therefore, thepowerof the heat source. 
In principle, less heal would be available to be transported to extratropical regions, bringing changes 
to their present climate. 

Some aspects described in this paper resulted from observational studies, others are specula-
tive, due to the lack of more precise information and adequate tools for studying the changes. 
Considering the influence that Amazonia Forest and its hydrologic cycle mighthave on local as well 
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as global climates and the actual difficulty of isolating the anthropogenic effects from the natural 
climate variability, there is an wgent need to intensify the observational studies on forest-atuiosphere 
interactions and modeling the possible changes that would occur due to large-scale deforestation, 
par*icularly the influence of Amazonia on remote extratropical climates. 
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Figure 1 - Schematic representation of the circulation resulting from the diFferential hearing 
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Figure 2 - Schematic diagram showing the formation of instability lines or Cb clusters 
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Figure 4—Trimestral deviation of rainfall, normalized by the standard deviation, for the period 
September 1982 to August 1983 

Source: Kaynno and Mourn. 1987. 
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Figure 5 - Isolines of correfation coefficients between SQl and rainfall for Brazil, in the Septem- 
ber-Novetnber trimester 

Source: Rao and Hada, 1987. 
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POST-DEFORESTATION AMAZONIAN CLIMATE: 
ANGLO-BRAZILIAN RESEARCH TO IMPROVE PREDICTION 
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This paper reviews the experimental activity and primary results of the Amazon Region 
MicrometeorologyExperimenr (ARME), and the subsequent impact ofthese data in improvthg 
the prediction of post-deforestation Amazonian climate using General Circulation Models. It 
previews the new five year programme of collaborative Anglo-Brazilian research which will 
extend these studies by providing calibration of the Land/atmosphere interaction for cleared 
forest areas, and measurements of the comparative nearsurface climatology for large clearings 
and adjacent areas of undisturbed natural forest. FinaUy it overviews preliminary plans for a 
major international study in Amazonia under the World Climate Research Programme and the 
International Geosphere Biosphere Programme. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The possible climatic effects of widescale clearance of tropical forests is a subject of global 
concern. Prediction of these effects can be made using General Circulation Models (GCMs) but 
credible predictions require that the models be calibrated against actual field data and their predictions 
tes ted against actual climate measurements. Experimental studies carried out near Manaus inCentral 
Amazonia by the UK Institute of Hydrology, INPA and INPE, has improved the representation of the 
natural rainforest in GCMs and thereby significantly improved their ability to predict post-deforesta-
tion Amazoniari climate. Future work will extend these experimental studies to give improved 
representation of cleared forest areas, and by providing actual comparative measurements of near 
surface climate above forest and adjacent large clearings at sites across the AmazonBasin. In addition, 
the World Climate Research Programme and the International Geosphere Biosphere Programme, 
envisage a collaborative international study focussed on a large area (approximately 100 x 100 krn) 
which includes representative cleared and uncleared forest sites. 

* lmuuae of HydroLo, Wallingford, Ozjordshire, Unitrd Kingdom 
** 	Jnstiwzo Nacionalde Pesquisas Esparans, São José dos Gsmpos, São Paulo, Bra,.d 

lnsthuso Nacional de Pesquisas Amaonm, Manaus, Amaonia, Brazji 
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2. LAND SURFACE ENERGY BALANCE 

The simple observation that climate within continents differs from that of the oceans 
demonstrates that surface processes influence weather. Moreover, 0CM experunents have demon-
strated two effects; firstly, that climate, as simulated in the models, is sensitive to large changes in 
surfaceproperties, such as albedo, roughness and soil moisture [ 1,2,3]. Secondly, that watervapour 
and energy entering the atmosphere from the ground at one place, can travel large distances before 
returning to the sui-face elsewhere [4]. The implication is that changes in atrnosphericprocesses, some 
generated by human activity on the ground, may have significant and possible detrimental conse-
quences on the climate locally and perhaps at considerable distance. 

The reason for such sensitivity is easily understood. Energy drives the atmosphere and it is 
changes in how and where it enters which cause the difference. Figure 1 illustrates this point. About 
30% of the energy from the sun is immediately lost by reflection and some is absorbed in the air and 
clouds, but about half the original reaches the ground and because of this, our turbulent atmosphere 
is largely fuelled from below. 
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NET THERMAL WARMING EVAPORATION 
RADIATION 	OF AIR 

Figure 1 - The schematic diagram of components in the global energy balance 

Most of this energy re-enters the air through evaporation, and the 'latent' heat stored in the 
water vapour can then be transferred overlong distances before being released during rain. The energy 
usedto warm the air directly, the so-called 'sensible heat', is only a third as big and is radiated to space 
more quickly. The remainder— about 50% of the incoming solar radiation - initially leaves the 
ground as thermairadiationbut a great deal isreabsorbed to warm the atmosphereby about 30°C. This 
is mainly by interaction with water vapour but also with carbon dioxide, ozone and other so-called 
'greenhousegases. 
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There is a direct link between changes in surface cover and changes in climate because the 
vegetation covering the ground can directly alter the major inputs of energy/water to the atmosphere 
above. The size of the vegetation Is important - the sun's rays penetrate more deeply into forest and 
are less likely to be reflected. Pasture or bare soil might well reflect twice as much. Trees also catch, 
and then re-evaporate, rain better and the wetted leaves dry quickly. Conversely, in dry periods they 
transpire less water from the soil through their leaves, but in long dry spells they flourish longer and, 
having deeper roots, lose water after smaller plants have withered and died. 

It is certain that there will be some change in local, regional and perhaps even global climate 
following Amazonian deforestation. Controversy regarding the extent of such change will remain, 
however, until there is experimental data against which models can be calibrated and which can 
provide tests of their predictions. 

3. THE AMAZON REGION 
MICROMETEOROLOGICAL EXPERIMENT (ARME) 

At the present time, Amazonia largely remains an undisturbed tropical rainforestbiome. This 
being the case, it is possible to make significant progress from a well instrumented single site study 
providing measurements are sustained for an extended period. Such a study was carried out in the early 
1980s   at the Reserva Ducke, near Manaus, this being an area of undisturbed forest located in central 
Amazonia. The experiment is summarized by Figure 2. 
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Figure 2— Overview of the participants, timing, location and experimental systems for the 
Amazonian Region Micrometeorological Experiment (ARME) 
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3.1 ARME: Experimental Site and Systems 

A 45m scaffolding tower was erected through and above the forest and the near-surface 
climate, the proportion of rainfall intercepted and subsequently re-evaporated from the canopy, and 
the soil moisture status were routinely monitored over a 25 month period. Additional measurements 
were madeduring four intensive field campaigns. During these campaigns, directmeasurements were 
made of the surface energy cxchange both as radiation and as sensible and latent heat, and 
measurements made to specify the aerodyitarnic characteristics of forest. The vertical gradients in 
atmospheric temperature, humidity and windspeed were measured above and through the canopy and 
detailed studies made on the trees themselves, using plant physiology techniques. 

These data have now been used extensively to provide a detailed hydroclimatological 
description of the forest's interaction at this particular site and also to provide calibration of the best 
available land surface descriptions in GCMs. 

3.2 ARME: Primary Local Results 

Arguably thentost important aspectof the landlatntosphere interaction forany natural surfaces 
the proportion of the incident energy from the sun which is adsorbed. The solar radiation reflection 
co-efficient, or albedo, measured during ARME demonstrated that the Amazon forest is similar to 
other tropical forests, and indeed forests around the world, in that only about 12% of incident solar 
radiation is reflected [5]. This is probably significantly less than that for some post-deforestation 
vegetation types and for bare soil. 

A furtherimportantresult was that the interception loss for the natural forest canopy is less than 
anticipated being typically 10-15%. Moreover, the experiment suggested that some previous 
measurements of the interception loss for tropical forests may be prone to significant experimental 
error. mi_s is a consequence of the extreme spatial variability in the throughfall beneath rainforest. 
ARME clearly demonstrated that unless there is frequent random relocation of the collection gauges 
at regular intervals throughout data collection, very significant pseudo-statistical errors can arise, see 
Figure 3. As important is thepossibility that previous investigators have tended to mistrust individual 
samples of measured throughfall, in their data if they were significantly higher than the average. In 
practice, such 'drip points' can and do occur giving preferential throughfall and any predisposition on 
behalf of experimentalists to ignore them will give rise to large and systematic errors in measured 
interception loss tending towards overestimation of this fraction. 

Data from ARME also suggest that the lower portion of the natural forest canopy is in some 
measure decoupled from the atmosphere above. Figure 4 illustrates this point showing the measure-
ment levels and the specific humidity deficit through the canopy. The temperature, humidity and the 
specific humidity deficit in the bottom of the canopy differ noticeably from those in the trees and 
atmosphere above. The specific humidity deficit near the ground is quite commonly only 30% of that 
in the atmosphere, and is less than this immediately after rains torrns [7]. 
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Using thedata collectedin ARME, ithasbecupossible to build and calibrate aone-durnensional 
micrometcorological model of the forest/atmosphere interaction for the Rcserva Ducke site, and then 
to use that model to synthesize the net water loss as evaporation atthis location. Theresults are shown 
in Figure 5, which figure also demonstrates that the 25 month sample period was representative of a 
longer climatological average. The measured monthly precipitation through the experimental study 
is consistent with the precipitation pattern measured over a 1 6year period at an adjacent climatological 
station. The calculated evaporation loss given by the calibrated micrornetcorological model is 
therefore representative, and indicates a fairly uniform evaporation rate in the order of 110 nun per 
month. Over the whole study period it accounts for half of the incoming precipitation. The evaporation 
largely arises as transpiration: on average the loss due to evaporation of intercepted water is just 25%. 
About 90% of the measured incoming radiant energy is used for evaporation at this site 9j. 

PnECIPITATION 

HF1 UT  

- TOTAL 
EVAPORA1ION 

RCEP'flON LOSS 

,nF 	ia 	 I 

Figure 5 - (a) The monthly average rainfall measured during ARME in comparison with the 
mean and standard deviation in monthly rainfall over a 16 year period at an adjacent climatologi 

cal site. (b) The monthly evaporation loss and interception component during ARME, in 
comparison with the measured precipitation input. Data taken from 181. 

3.3 ARME: Impact on Climate Prediction 

Perhaps the most significant result from ARME was that it showed that many of the then 
existing post-deforestation dlirnatepredictions had been made with models which were in significant 
error. Inparticular, OCMs which use a very simple land surface description, such as a 'bucket model', 
can dramatically overestimate the evaporation on dry days since they includeno representation of the 
effect of stomatol control. 

Figure 6 illustrates a comparison between the results given by a simple bucket model and those 
obtained with the Simple Biosphere (SiB) model after this last model had been calibrated against the 
ARME data. It is clear that not only are the surface exchange fluxes poorly represented, but there are 
ensuing consequences on the simulated near-surface climate. Such consequences necessarily occur 
because GCMs must preserve energy and mass conservation. In the example given, the near-surface 
temperature is badly simulated, being at least 2°C less than the actual values, with a reduced diurnal 
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cycle. There are associated weaknesses in the simulated development of the Planetary Boundary Layer 
(PBL). With a simple bucket model, the planetary boundary layer remains unrealistically low. With 
a mose realistic description of surface exchange, there is a more realistic description of the diurnal 
growth in the PBL. 

S 	 l 	 I 	12 	 11 
LOCAL TIMI IHOOSSP 	 LOCAL TIME IHOUSS, 	 LOCAL TIME 000551 

Figure 6— Comparison between model simulations made with a simple bucker modci of land/ 
atmosphere interactions (top row) and those made with SiB (bottom row). Comparisons are 

against average field data measured for fine days and are made for surface-energy fluxes (left hand 
side) 1  near-surface air temperature (centre), and air temperature at several levels (right hand 

side). Data are given as points, model simulations as lines. In the surface-energy diagram the full 
circles and hashed line are net radiation, the open circles and full line are evaporation, and 

croases and broken line are sensible heat. Data taken from [9]. 

The ARME data has also been useful in demonstrating when other aspects of the 0CM 
simulation required attention. Figure 7 shows the measured monthly average value of certain weather 
variables compared with simulated values given by NCAR'S Community Climate Model (CCM) 
incorporating a realistic land surface description, the Biosphere Atmosphere Transfer Scheme 
(BATS), to represent the forest. The very large discrepancies shown have subsequently been identified 
as arising through weaknesses in the simulation of the extent and duration of convective cloud cover. 
There is considerable over-estimation of solar, and therefore net, radiation and an ensuing over-
estimation in the evaporation. The enhancement in the simulated hydrological cycle then results in 
increased precipitation. 
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Figure 7 - Comparison for the variables shown between monthly average measured values from 
ARME (marked WIS) and equivalent values synthesized during two climate simulations (marked 

DHS and RED) using BATS in the NCAR Community Climate Model illustrating the conse 
quences of poor simulation of convective aloud cover. Data taken from 1101. 

Once the data from ARME became available, it was possible to calibrate realistic land surface 
parameterization schemes, such as SIB and BATS, and a much improved simulation of the surface 
exchange was then possible. FigureS shows the level of agreement obtained for the SiB model after 
calibration. 

The present generation of numerical experiments are therefore more realistic and more 
credible. Figure 9 shows the results of a good recent study of this type E121. Current predictions are 
that evaporation will fall by 20% (-4-/- 10%) with deforestation, that air temperature will rise by 2°C 
(+1- 1°) and that precipitation will fall by 30% (+1- 20%). 
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Figure 8— Illustrating the satisfaction simulation of measurements given by SIB following its 
calibration against ARMEdara. Data taken from [11]. 
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Figure 9—Predictions of the change in post.deforcstation Amazonian climate given by Shukla et 
al. [2] with aGCM which includes the SIB after calibration against ARME data. 
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4. FUTURE RESEARC1-I 

Inarecentreview, Shutt.leworth [131 defined aresearchagenda whichpmgrcssivcly addresses 
the priority needs for climate-related, hydrological research in Amazonia. The programme envisages 
five experimental components: these would investigate: 

the atmospheric interaction of cleared forest; 
the difference in near surface climate at adjacent cleared and uncleared sites 
the effect of continental position on the atmospheric interaction of existing 
forest; 
the aerial distribution of rainfall within Amazonian rainstorms; 
the interaction of a postdeforestation land surface with complex mixed 
cover. 

In addition to these hydrological/meteorological priorities, which relate directly to the World 
Climate Research Programme, there is a clear need in the context of Amazonia to conduct research 
which addresses the better understanding and description of biogeochemical cycling, and the 
ecological response of the Amazonian biome to anthropic intervention, both direct intervention in the 
form of land use change and indirect intervention through the greenhouse effect These latter priorities 
receive greater emphasis under the international Geosphere-Biosphere Programme. 

4.1 The Anglo-Brazilian Amazonian Climate Observational Study 
(ABRACOS) 

A shared interest in the likely climatic consequences of Arnazonian deforestation has 
stimulated a new Anglo-Brazilian study which seeks to provide more accurate and more credible 
predictions. The project will address the need to provide data and understanding relevant to items (I) 
and (ii) in the research agenda defined above and some information relevant to item (iii). The project 
began in January 1990 with field studies timed to begin in September1990. Figure 10 summarizes the 
proposed timing of the experimental activity and the proposed locations at which data will be collected. 

The site selected for the intensive measurements of cleared forest interaction is the TNPA/ 
WWF study area approximately 80 km north ofManaus. This site was cleared approximately 10 years 
ago and now is heavily grazed pastureland littered with the still decaying trunks of forest trees. This 
site will be extensively instrumented with micrometeorological and climatological instrumentation 
and will also provide the focus for detailed studies of a plant physiological and soil physics nature. 
Routine monitoring of the near surface climate and soil moisture status will be maintained for at least 
three years, and will be supplemented by intensive micrometeorological and plant physiological 
studies carried out in five major missions. The timing of these missions will be selected to allow 
sampling through the annual precipitaLion cycle, but with a bias towards the dry season when the 
vegetation comes under most water stress. 

Studies at this cleared site near Manaus will be complemented by further studies over the 
undisturbed forest at the existing Reserva Ducke site, and with long term climate monitoring both at 
Reserva Ducke and at an urban site in downtown Manaus. The purpose of this last study is to provide 
definitive evidence against which to evaluate the hypothesis that there is a systematic difference 
betweentheclirnateofriversideurbandevelopments in Amazonia and thatof adjacentforested areas.. 
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ANGLO–BRAZILIAN AMAZONIAN CLIMATE OBSERVATION STUDY 
(ABRACOS) 
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Figure 10— Overview of the major participants 1  timing and locations for the Ariglo-Braailian 

Amazonian Climate Observational Study (ABRACOS) 

The second objecuve of ABRACOS is to provide reliable long tern measurements of near 
surface climate at the centre of large Ainazonian clearings and compare these with similar measure-
merits above adjacent uncleared forest areas. Such data will provide validation (or otherwise) of 
climate model predictions and will, in particular, check the ability of such models to describe ensuing 
changes in cloud cover. Changes in mesoscaleconvection and therefore in cloud cover are quite likely 
to occur with deforestation, and could significantly alter the possible consequences of the change in 
albedo. In order to test GCMs' ability to simulate a wide range of conditions, these 'paired sites' will 
be widely separated across the Amazon basin. One site will be in the east, most probably in the state 
of Pará - the second in the west, most probably in Rondonia. To ensure c-onsis tent data quality, the 
experiment will use remote data capture via satellite, thereby allowing rapid intervention if problems 
occur. There will be three receiving stations in Brazil and one in the United Kingdom. Figure 11 
illustrates the methodology of this paired site study. 
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Figure 11 - Methodology and data collection and receiving cencres for the ABRACOS Taired 
Site' studcs. 

An important aspect of ABRACOS is the effective use of these data to better the predictive 
ability of climate models. The study envisages not only the better definition and calibration of land 
surface schemes for cleared forest areas, but also the validation of meteorological models operating 
at both the mesoscale and the regional scale. Brazilian and UK modellers will therefore be actively 
involved in the research programme. 

4.2 international Programmes 

International activity in support of better prediction of post-deforestation Arnazonian climate 
over the next decade is likely to occur as co-ordinated initiatives through the World Climate Research 
Programme, as part of the Global Energy and Watercycle EXperiment (GEWEX) and through the 
International Geosphere-Biosphere Project. Tentative plans exist for a major multinational experi- 
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ment to take place prior to the deployment of the Earth Observational System (EOS) in 1997. The 
outline format for such an experiment was proposed at a meeting of the Joini IGBP/WCRP Co-
ordmation Commiuee on Land Surface Experiments which was held in Wallingford, UK in January 
1990. 

Such an experiment would form part of the HAPEX' series and would therefore consider an 
area approximately 100 x 100 km. It is likely that this area would comprise mixed regions of cleared 
and uncleared forest. A network of climate stations with remote data capture would be established 
across and surrounding this study area and a rain radar system installed. It is envisaged that long-term 
data collection would be made from these systems and that this would be supplemented with routine 
collection of satellite data for the study area. At least one 'central sit& would be established within 
the 100 km square, this site be ing a defined hydrological catchment. Long temi data collection would 
be made, not only of hydrological variables, but also direct measurements of surface energy and trace 
gas transfer above the vegetation, and long term monitoring of ecological aspects of the vegetation 
itself. 

In addition to the central site, other sites would be selected, representative of characteristics 
vegetation cover. These sites, typically 15-20 km square, wou.ldprovide the focus of inteasive activity 
during amajor study period lasting at least one year. Focussed study would take place within this year 
as intensive field campaigns with data collection at several surface flux sites within each area, these 
being overflown by aircraft and boundary layermonitoring systems. Remote sensing datawouldbe 
collected for each of these intensive study Sites and validated against the available ground truth as a 
means of extrapolating within the 100 km square and beyond. 

Clearly such experimental activity would only occur as a Brazilian-led initiative, and there are 
already plans amongst the Brazilian scientific community to stimulate international participation in a 
large scale study of this type. Outline plans suggest an early trial study in 1993, possibly centred around 
the ABRACOS Rondonia site, with the much more substantial experiment taking place in 1995/6. 

4.3 ConcludingComments 

Past study in Amazonia has demonstrated the value and utility of experimental data in 
providing enhanced and more credible predictions of post-deforestation climate. The new Anglo-
Brazilian initiative which is just beginning will extend this process and yield better understanding of 
the likely consequences of large scale deforestation in the next five years. The more complex problem 
of providing prediction for mixed or partial development will necessitate the deployment of very 
substantial international resources. Preliminary plans exist to allow this. 

Notwithstanding the need for more accurate and credible predictions, it is already clear that 
large scale deforestation which involves replacement of the existing forest with heavily grazed 
pastureland is very likely to give a significant change in local climate, and that this could propagate 
to the regional, and possibly even global, scale. 
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